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1.1 The street paper movement
The street paper is a surprising and creative invention that was thought up as a new
way to support homeless people world-wide. It contrasts sharply with many existing
support services in the homeless sector globally. Rather than focusing on food,
shelter or health-service provision, street papers use a journalistic product to support the
needy. Generally speaking, street papers are media publications (often in a newspaper or
magazine format) that are produced for the homeless. The latter distribute it on the
streets in order to generate an income or to engage in homelessness advocacy. What
is so interesting about the street paper concept is that from the early-1990s onwards
this strange, creative idea was picked up all around the world as a tool to support
local homeless populations in their struggles to re-integrate into society.
It is not just the travels of the street paper concept world-wide that makes the
phenomenon so peculiar and interesting. What makes it particularly interesting is
that, in the 1990s, the street paper had become such an empowering and powerful
idea that it was able to influence and even overshadow practices in the homeless
sector world-wide (see Feantsa, 2009). Since the arrival of the street paper concept,
homeless charities, advocacy groups and public sector initiatives increasingly started
to incorporate ‘the street paper’ and elements of its model in poverty-fighting and
anti-homelessness practices world-wide.
My thesis was born out of a fascination with this process.
1.1.1 Origins
It is not clear where precisely the idea of the street paper has come from. One story
is that street papers have drawn on the ideas of earlier alternative ‘activist’ street
publications such as the War Cry and The Social News in the late 19th century (see
Green, 1999a). Arising from a religious background (the Salvation Army) these papers
emphasized the plight of the poor and weak. They were sold on the streets to tell
stories about how the poor could be helped best. A first small homeless street paper
in the United States is said to have creatively drawn from the ideas of the Salvation
Army (Green, 1999a). It was set up by a rich descendant of the How family (who
decided to live his life as a hobo), and was called “The Hobo News.” Hobo News was
set up as a tiny publication that tried to connect America’s migratory workers (hoboes)
to one another and link them to the labor movement (Adrianne, 1998: p. 101). It was
a paper written by and for hoboes and was also sold amongst them (Anderson,
1998). Hobo News was first published in 1915 and ceased publication around 1930
(Adrianne, 1998: p. 102).
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Another origin story is more recent (the late 1980s). It features a small local group of
organizers in New York who accidentally reinvented the street paper concept by
turning an existing newsletter into a publication to be sold by homeless persons on
the streets (see chapter four). No clear connection between Hobo News and this
group has been found. The new street paper was called ‘Street News’ and was seen
by many as the first ‘modern-era’ street publication for homeless persons (see,
Harris, 2010). Although it had been praised for its innovativeness and creativity, and
was very successful in the first few months of its development, soon after its start it
diminished and struggled for its survival during the rest of the 1990s.
1.1.2 A globalising social movement
Yet, despite the rather limited number of examples, the small scale of existing
initiatives and the many struggles with which the latter were faced, in the early 1990s
the street paper suddenly became a very popular concept. Street papers sprouted
up in a variety of locations across the world. Without any clear attempts by the first
street papers in the US to expand their territories or to actively send out the idea
towards others, the street paper concept had covertly travelled to countries such as
the UK, Germany, Canada, The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Italy, where it gained
foothold in many local practices. Today there are about 140 active street papers in
over 40 countries across the world. Moreover, most street papers now see themselves
as part of an international movement: a collective of street papers world-wide with the
aim to help homeless persons across the world. Hence, in a period of about twenty
years, street papers evolved from a few peculiar and struggling examples in the US
into a powerful world-wide social movement.
Although, at first glance, the invention of street papers had been somewhat accidental
and unexpected, its impact on the homeless sector was not so unexpected if we
consider the general context in which street papers emerged. Homelessness was on
the rise in the 1980s. The general impression was that the existing social services of
the state and the charity sector did not work well enough to challenge this trend.
Something new and innovative was needed. Something that would fit the culture and
spirit of the time. Street papers were seen as a convincing and authentic answer to
these problems. For many they were a welcome innovation that was desperately
needed in order to change the homeless sector. It generated a new structure and
created new benchmarks for the sector on a whole. It made things move again!
1.1.3 The aim of this study
Nevertheless, not all aspects of the genesis of the street paper movement can be
explained by this ‘favorable context’ towards new homeless initiatives in the 1980s
and 1990s. There are more complex and dynamic processes that have helped to give
it shape and form all over the world. This study aims to explore these processes. It

From this perspective, the goal of this thesis is to:
· give a detailed picture of how street papers develop in a global-local context
· explain how street papers become significant and meaningful in different contexts
· detail how local street papers are shaped by their connections and interactions
The study also incorporates a more formal objective: it aims to contribute to both
theoretical and methodological work researching globalizing phenomena. It aims to
do so by elaborating a relational, ‘network’ research strategy and methodology that
combines, complements and applies analytically the relational post-structuralist
approaches of three different modes of actor-network theory and discourse theory,
infused by forms of web-analysis and network mapping.

1.2 Social movement studies, diffusion, diversity, interaction and
stabilization
Work in the field of social movement studies, and diffusion and innovation studies,
has engaged extensively with different aspects of the questions raised above. Social
movement literature offers both practical and theoretical insights into how and why
people across the world mobilize around certain social problems and issues. To
explain the becoming of a social movement, scholars typically focus on three issues:
1) the important role of interaction and coordination between social movement
agents; 2) the role of beliefs, identities and meaning in the development of movements;
and 3) the ways in which social movements organize and mobilize for social change
(see Della Porta & Diani, 1999, 2006; Snow & Soule, 2004). In this literature, social
movements are often seen as social networks that can be explored by focusing on
the patterns of relations that exist between social movement actors. A subset of
social movement theory and a larger body of literature on the diffusion of innovations
focuses on the ways in which (social movement) ideas and practices, such as the
street paper, diffuse and spread across space. These literatures provide insights into
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focuses on the many shifts and interactions that have taken place within the street
paper movement and explores how travelling ideas and practices have helped to
change and shape the movement. The aim is to understand how such a small,
seemingly insignificant and unexpected local grassroots phenomenon as a street
paper was able to circulate widely, how and why it was suddenly appropriated in a
variety of different locations across the world, and how, in a relatively short time, it
had been able to acquire an almost global presence and reach. How did the street
paper establish itself as a key practice in the homeless sector world-wide? By what
means and in what ways did it connect with new groups and organizations all across
the world? And what effect did this travelling idea produce in all these new places?
What is the ‘significance’ of this mushrooming of street papers?
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the ways in which actors in this diffusion process connect and interact through
specific channels of communication, and highlight how ideas and practices radiate
out from an inventor or transmitter to other groups and actors across the world. Since
the ways in which movements develop are infused, hampered or enhanced by
particular forms of control and organization, social movement studies also often
study the ways in which movements are coordinated and organized (stabilization).
These fields of literature are useful if we want to answer the questions raised above.
They will be explored in more detail in chapter two.
However, if we want to fully understand the dynamic becoming of the street paper
movement from the local to the global, the literature is faced with some key challenges.
Not in the least since it has some problems with capturing the many dynamic
relational practices that are constitutive of collective action (see also Diani, 2003;
Melucci, 1996). Social movement literature has the tendency to approach social
movements as linear, modular, stable and coherent collectives and has difficulties in
coping with its creativity, multi-dimensionality, flexibility and diversity stemming from
widespread flows of ideas and practices through the many existing interconnections
between street papers. Below I will discuss three key aspects associated with the
street paper movement that pose a challenge to the literature on social movement
diffusion and development, a challenge which existing approaches do not answer.
1.2.1 Street papers travel fluidly
This thesis focuses on the ways in which local ideas or initiatives move, how they
become embedded in wider networks of exchange and circulation, and how these
exchanges are able to shape local activities worldwide. To explore and understand
the travels of the street paper concept, a first reaction would be to look for the
mechanisms through which it was able to travel from place A to place B. The literature
on political transfer, the diffusion of innovations, and social movement development
has done precisely this: it explains how innovators, through a sequence of stages,
transmit their ideas through specific channels of communication to adopters who
may then incorporate them in their own practices (see Velde, 2005). The conception
of diffusion used in this literature, however, is too linear and too modular if we look at
the complex and fluid ways in which street papers have actually spread out across
the world. The travel of the street paper concept from the US to Europe (which is
described in detail in scene two of this study), for instance, was triggered by an
accidental encounter on the streets. It was able to gain foothold in Europe by means
of a long and hard process of various adaptations and changes, which involved
different twists, turns, and transformations. There had been little strategic or intentional
drive by a ‘sender’ who wished to actively expand the geographical territory of its
street paper concept. So, to understand the development and travels of the street
paper concept world-wide, we should be able to capture the dynamic, fluid, often

1.2.2 Street papers are simultaneously unique and universal
If we look at local, individual street papers, we see that each street paper is unique
and involves a particular blend of actors, resources, practices, and circumstances. It
produces magazines, journals or newspapers in distinct ways with distinct contents.
No street paper is the same as another. In fact, it is often very local processes that
spark off a specific street paper’s development. Homelessness is very much a local
or regional problem that needs a specific local approach to be tackled. Most street
papers are set-up by local groups of actors or local grassroots organizations that
have specific wishes and intentions which they convert into specific local approaches.
Yet, street papers are not created solely by local circumstances. Although each local
street paper is unique, it also shares some features and characteristics with others.
Moreover, the practices, ideas and performance of one street paper may inspire and
influence those of others. Through many fluid, (in)direct, dynamic forms, street papers
exchange information and ideas amongst one another. Through these exchanges
they are embedded into a wider whole: a networked social movement of street
papers. A movement is a collective, but not necessarily coherent. Street papers share
specific features and characteristics, yet they also differ. Hence, through their
embeddedness in a larger movement, street papers are unique and universal at the
same time. How do we capture a movement that is simultaneously singular and
diverse?
1.2.3 Street papers are shaped through local - global relations
‘Local’ street papers are shaped by their embeddedness within the ‘global’ street
paper movement. Yet, simultaneously, the global networks of this movement are
being shaped and influenced by ‘local’ street papers. In many accounts on grassroots
activism and social movements, it is argued that the power to change the social world
can only be generated if we somehow ‘upscale’ local alternatives such as street
papers to a higher global level (see for instance Hardt & Negri, 2000; Swyngedouw,
1997a). Local practices are seen as fragile and weak compared to these large and
powerful global flows and movements. The reality, however, is that there is much
power in the local inventions and creativities of grassroots initiatives such as street
papers. Local street papers have the power to change the conditions for the homeless
populations they serve, and they have the power to connect, interact and influence
other groups and organizations (thus spreading the street paper concept). So, a
scalar and binary notion of power (the global is powerful versus the local is weak) is
difficult to maintain. In fact, what we see in the street paper movement is that there are
many intricate links between local street papers and their global movement. Global
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non-linear and multi-directional ways in which the street paper movement was able
to ‘mushroom’ across the world. These issues will be explored in chapter two.

6
and local, micro and macro are strongly intertwined, and it is the connections
between street papers that establish these ‘aspects’ of the movement in the first
place. Here, we will explore the relations between the local and the global without
attributing power to either one of these scales. We will not presume specific hierarchies
or a particular direction of power relations but will treat these as empirical questions
1.2.4 T
 he movements within a movement: stability and dynamics without
strong coordination
Social movements are dynamic forms of organization that are made up out of a
variety of simultaneous ‘movements’. Change, difference and dynamism go hand in
hand with stability, continuity and coherence. Power shifts continuously between
centered and de-centered forms of control and interaction. Ongoing ‘movements’ are
made between the openness and flexibility of social movement ideas and practices,
and processes of closure that stabilize circulating concepts and that produce taken-for-granted approaches. To understand a social movement fully, hence, it is
crucial that we deal with the many ‘movements within the movement’.
The continuous circulations and interactions that occur within a social movement
help to make social movement practices dynamic and reflexive. Practices are never
‘fully formed’, but are continuously shaped by (and are shaping) ideas, practices and
inventions that circulate through different networks of exchange. Networking helps
social movements and social movement practices to proliferate and nestle itself in
new places. It helps them to adapt, innovate and reflect on external developments,
and to incorporate new insights and innovations that have been developed elsewhere.
The importance of networking, however, does not imply that the street paper
movement is a necessarily ‘de-centralized’ form of organization. Recent work in the
field of transnational social movements (see for instance Bandy & Smith, 2005; Keck
& Sikkink, 1998) posits that through their networked modes of organization, social
movements are inherently flat and non-hierarchical (see for a more comprehensive
discussion of this Routledge et al., 2007). The street paper movement, however, is not
a movement without inequalities or without nodes or actors that are more influential
than others. The role of these more centrally placed actors, however, is not necessarily
strategic or controlling. Stabilization, power and control are more fluid and less
tangible aspects of the development of the street paper movement. Such
developments are hard to capture when using the traditional approaches of social
movement studies.
Although it is diverse and dynamic, the street paper movement also incorporates
many continuities and stabilities. Certain aspects of street papers are similar for
many street papers. Most of the street papers around the world, for instance, use the
same distribution model: homeless people purchase a number of street papers from
the street paper organization and then sell them on the streets for a fixed price. The

1.3 A turn to relations and diversity
If we consider these four issues of the becoming of the street paper movement
carefully, it becomes clear that we need an approach that is better equipped to
explore the relationships and circulations that make up a social movement. More
specifically, we need an approach that is able deal with the following questions/
challenges:
· How to understand and explore the dynamic, fluid and often non-linear ways in
which the street paper movement was able to ‘mushroom’ across the world?
· How do we capture movements that are similar and diverse at the same time?
· How can we explore the relations between the local and the global, micro- and
macro, without a-priori attributing power to either one of these scales?
· How can we make sense of stabilization and coherence without assuming strategic
coordination and organization and without neglecting existing inequalities?
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majority of street papers dedicate a specific section in their magazines or newspapers
to homeless writing. There are even global mechanisms of copy sharing that help
particular content to be published in street papers all around the world. Hence, there
is stability and coherence throughout the street paper movement.
There is also a political dimension to stabilization processes in the street paper
movement that should be dealt with. A few widely connected street papers and
associated organizations have been able to influence the development and shape of
a myriad of others. The models, ideas and principles on which their practices draw,
seem to have a crucial influence over the ways in which many organizations approach
street papers. They have become ‘taken for granted’, and have as such been adopted
uncritically in a variety of settings. Remarkably, it is the more or less ‘professional’
and ‘mainstream media’ model that has travelled well. These street papers focus
more strongly on economic interaction than on the ethics of homeless activism, and
evoke questions about the balance between the two in terms of the broader purpose
of street papers in the homeless sector. In their travels, the political choices and
selections behind these ideas have become hidden from view. As I will show in scene
seven and eight this impacts the ethical and political effect of street papers world-wide.
Stabilization in the street paper movement, however, is not necessarily caused by
very formal bodies of control and coordination. There is not a central leader of the
street paper movement world-wide who decides on the course of action that street
papers should take. Although the literature on social movements often focuses on
centrally placed organizers or organizations and on strategic acts of mobilization and
co-ordination by movement leaders to explain stabilization and movement coherence,
stabilization in the street paper movement often occurs in less tangible and less
strategic ways. In fact, the rise of street papers world-wide shows evidence of a
certain ‘unexpectedness’ and ‘unplannedness’ in their global development.
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These questions will be dealt with more thoroughly in chapter two. In that chapter,
I develop a relational approach to social movements that confronts these challenges.
The approach draws inspiration from post-structuralist literature that has a strong
emphasis on interaction, dynamics and difference. This literature offers tools to trace
and explore how practices connect to one another (from the local to the global), how
local ideas and practices are ‘invented’ and developed locally, how they gain
significance through their circulation, how this impacts local practices and how through
these interactions difference, stability and change are achieved. The approach taken
in this study is highly influenced by actor-network theory (ANT) and post structuralist
discourse theory (DT).
Actor-network theory
Actor-network theory is used to explore the relational becoming of the street paper
movement by focusing on processes of translation and network-formation. Translation
is the process by which actors influence (and associate themselves with) the actions of
others in such a way that their roles become aligned and (new) practices and interactions
(actor-networks) are able to form. Translation will be explored both by looking at the
aspect of circulation: the ways in which different practices across the world interact and
connect; and by examining the aspect of articulation: the ways in which ideas and
practices are created and appropriated in local processes of network building.
ANT is a broad school and incorporates many different yet strongly related approaches.
In chapter three, I identify three important strands of ANT literature and explain how
I will use each of them for specific analytical purposes. This joint use of the three
different modes of ANT in a single research strategy is one of the contributions that this
study aims to make to the literature. I aim to demonstrate the advantages of using such a
research strategy by applying it to the study of the street paper movement. It draws
upon two classical modes of ANT which I have named ‘diffuse-ANT’ (c.f. Latour,
2005; Latour et al., 1998) and ‘focused-ANT’ (c.f. Callon, 1986b; Latour, 1988). This
serves to examine processes of circulation and articulation and their role in the
development of the street paper movement. My strategy also draws upon the insights
offered by a more recent ‘after-ANT’ literature to explain how such processes establish
differences and different realities in the street paper movement (multiplicity c.f. Law,
2004; Law & Hassard, 1999; Mol, 2002).
The approach taken helps to explore empirically processes of stabilization and the
emergence of inequalities in the movement. Starting out from ANT’s relational
conceptualization of power, power is treated as something that is ontologically

de-centered and immanent. Stabilization is seen as the (temporary) result of long
chains of translation between a wide variety of actors (including non-human actors).
As a result some actors and organizations are granted more central positions in the
networks of a social movement than others. Since translation processes can be

Discourse Theory, subjectivity and power
Complementing the work on ‘translation’, ‘obligatory passage points’ and ‘oligoptica’,
post-structuralist discourse theory is used to highlight the role of meaning and identity
in the development of the street paper movement. It focuses on the role of language,
communication, and ideas in processes of translation and highlights the emergence
of specific semiotic differences in the movement. Discourse theory is used here
principally for its analytical advantage over ANT: it is better at examining, from a
relational point of view, how language and discourse are used (and generated) in the
complex translation processes that are at the core of social movement becoming.
Notions drawn from DT and from a post-structuralist literature that is engaged with
issues of subjectivity are used to further detail stabilization and the role of identity and
meaning in social movement development. This draws upon a Foucauldian
understanding of power and is closely related with ANT. The notion of subjectivity
highlights that ideas, meanings and identities are not innocent and stresses that they
may have a very powerful effect. The literature focuses on the ways in which ideas
and discourses set out subjectivities for actors in (recurrent ) relational processes.
Ideas and discourses are able to influence actors in their decisions about the roles,
identities and behaviors that they take up. More specifically, the notion of re-subjectification (Gibson-Graham, 2006a) points us to the ways in which discourses, ideas
and meanings may be changed in processes of translation and how this may affect
the subject-positions, roles and identities of actors. This is an important focus point
for the analysis, if we want to understand: 1) the role of widely circulating ideas,
identities and meanings in establishing street paper practices all around the world
(stabilization); and 2) the ways in which processes of meaning formation may affect
the lives, roles and identities of those involved in street paper practices.

1.4 A methodological challenge
With this relational approach I will examine the dynamic, reciprocal and discursive
processes that constitute the street paper movement. In chapter three the different
concepts derived from ANT and DT will be integrated into a single research strategy/
methodology. Using DT in combination with ANT is a somewhat unusual recipe that
may pronounce some tensions and dilemma’s which will be dealt with in chapters
two and three.
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traced empirically, focusing on translation offers a way to make empirical the
nitty-gritty and often unexpected ways in which power is acted out in the movement.
Our strategy, thus, does not neglect the role of centers or leaders, but offers a
viewpoint that enables us to explore how they are granted this position in the first
place. Key notions such as ‘obligatory passage points’ and ‘oligoptica’ are useful in
this respect and their use will be discussed in chapters two and three.
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The fact that this research project seeks to explore the becoming of a big and global
social movement, however, puts us before a methodological challenge. Rather than
focusing upon a single phenomenon, single site or single trajectory, the relational
approach requires us to explore and follow the interactions between the many sites
that make up a social movement. Such an approach takes seriously the fact that the
interactions and exchanges that constitute a movement often transcend the
geographical settings of distinct sites, cases and trajectories. This brings us to the
difficult task of tracing the countless connections, practices and interactions that
make up a movement. How to follow all the traces and interactions of a something as
big as a global social movement?
Traditional forms of case-study research do not meet these requirements. We need
an approach that is open minded in geographical terms: an approach that does not
fix its focus on a single place, action or trajectory but follows the multiple interactions
that emerge from them and flow through them. Yet, the number of traces that a single
study is able to follow is limited. This poses a methodological challenge.
I respond to this challenge in two ways: first by making use of the internet as a
complementary source of information on street papers world-wide, and second by
establishing a strategy for site-selection which is grounded in ANT and DT.
Internet-analysis is used to examine a large number of street papers (and their
interactions) in a relatively short time-span. The vast amount of time it once took to
collect and analyze data on complex global social phenomena can today be partly
substituted by computer time. Many street papers have an on-line web-presence and
use this presence to communicate their practices, their history, and their interactions
with the movement. Using internet analysis has allowed me to encounter a myriad of
different places and different street papers in this study. It has helped me to highlighted
the differences in approach, context and meaning within the movement and, by
moving from place to place, from context to context, and from circulation to circulation,
has allowed me to come to a ‘multiple’ understanding of the street paper movement.
Yet, since not all information is disclosed on web-pages, and more in-depth
knowledge about specific practices and circulations is needed, web-analysis has
been combined with off-line research and site visits. For this mode of research, (site)
selection is more important. Chapter three details how the theoretical notions of
translation (both as circulation and as articulation), difference, and network-centrality
(oligoptica) help to select important entry points for this relational analysis. The
selection thus made can be captured by four crucial shifts made in the analysis:
1. focusing and zooming in
2. tracing
3. zooming out
4. differentiating and contrasting

Tracing and following the spread of street papers world-wide
A second ‘shift’ made in the analysis is to focus more strongly on the trajectories of
circulation: that is, to examine how particular ideas and practices travel from one
place to another and to explore how they impact local processes of network formation.
The focus here is on the trajectories rather than on the concrete local translations of
the street paper concept. In so doing, I will show how a particular network of street
papers was able to travel across the world, and how street papers have landed in
different places in the Americas, Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia. The tracing
strategy will help to explore empirically how street papers have spread across the
world. Compared with more traditional approaches to social movements, this strategy
of tracing is closest to diffusion studies. It moves beyond this literature by adopting
an empirical strategy that is able to explore diffusion as a non-linear and multi-directional relational process.
Zooming out: panoramas and oligoptica
‘Zooming out’, allows us to understand the movement from a markedly different
angle. This technique is employed to present a broader, more panoramic ‘overview’
of the movement. It is done by producing a relational map of the street paper
movement world-wide. This map shows some patterns and densities in the
interactions between street papers and will be used to identify some of the central
places and actors in the movement (oligoptica). These will then be subjected to a
more detailed analysis (zooming-in). This is a key selection mechanism for a relational
research project, since such ‘oligoptic’ sites are expected to deliver a broader view
on the many interactions out of which the street paper movement exists.
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Focusing and zooming in on local street papers and related practices
The research strategy of ‘focusing and zooming in’ will be used to explore several
different street papers and related practices from a ‘micro-perspective’. This will help
to examine local processes of development and network formation and will help to
look into the ways in which street papers have been translated locally, both in terms
of their enactment and in terms of their meanings, identities and subjectivities
(translation as articulation). The sites that are explored, however, are not treated as
standalone practices. Rather, by focusing on the many different circulations,
connections and interactions between a local practice and others, I will highlight how
that translation impacts and is impacted by practices, actors and ideas that come
from other places and sites (translation as circulation).
In research terms, this zooming-in strategy comes close to traditional case study
research: it focuses on local sites and practices. It does, however, move beyond this
approach by exploring the ways in which local translation processes are always
already fed by elements and circulations that come from other times and places.
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The second step associated with the ‘zooming out’ strategy builds on this and features
the analysis of network centers within the street paper movement. By examining the
many circulations that flow through and from them we get a better, more connected,
sense of the movement world-wide. The analysis is infused with discourse analysis to
help make sense of the meanings, identities and subjectivities that these centers both
receive, articulate and send out. This will help me to show how some of the micro-structures of the street paper movement are made and are being circulated.
Differentiating and contrasting: exploring multiplicity
Differentiating and contrasting is the final analytical shift made. It is used to selectively
examine the street paper movement. Difference is the key notion here, and in the
analysis I will look for approaches to street papers that are explicitly different from one
another. This helps to detail the multiple street paper worlds that are enacted within
the street paper movement. I will also look for fault-lines in the movement: the places
and events where particular approaches, identities and meanings openly conflict and
collide with one another. This gives us a clearer view on the multiple different worlds
that exist within the street paper movement, and will highlight some of the issues from
which the movement itself may learn.
1.4.1 Scenes
The terms that I use to describe these actions (‘focusing’, ‘zooming in’, ‘zooming out’
and ‘contrasting’) are cinematic terms that are part of a wider ‘cinematic’ approach
taken up in the analysis. In fact, the analysis is structured around eight ‘scenes’. A
scene is a basic narrative building block of a film or a play: it presents a specific
action or event, and often focuses on a specific setting or trajectory. Scenes are used
here to picture a variety of different street paper worlds, different times and places in
the movement’s development, their different trajectories and their different discursive
environments. Staging the empirical research in terms of scenes helps me to build up
a narrative about the street paper movement, that is partly historical (the first three
scenes), that changes its camera position frequently (moving from focused,
zoomed-in accounts of street paper development to more panoramic overviews of
the street paper movement), and one which culminates in a dramatic plot: a
confrontation between different street paper worlds in the final scene. In other words,
the scenes approach allows me to produce various stories about the differentiated
yet already connected parts of the street paper movement and its becoming. The
main reason for staging the empirical analysis in terms of ‘scenes’ is to underline that
no viewpoint is able to capture the whole. Scenes are related, yet differentiated, parts
of a narrative. One needs them all to be able to grasp the phenomenon as a whole.
Only when scenes are related to one another, when their entanglements are shown
and bridges are built between them, we can get to the plot of the story.

In chapter two, I set out the theoretical foundation of the thesis. Starting out with a
discussion of the social movement literature, I move towards a more ontologically
relational approach (actor-network theory). I will discuss why it is better suited to
explore the relational becoming of an international social movement. I will complement
the actor-network approach by drawing on a post-structuralist literature associated
with the themes subjectivity, power and discourse. In chapter three, I will present the
analytical strategy used in this research. I will explain how the basic ANT methodology
of tracing associations can be complemented by using a more recent ANT literature,
discourse analysis and web-o-metric research.
The empirical chapters of this thesis are staged into eight scenes. Scene one zooms
in on the translation of one of the first ‘modern’ street papers: Street News in New
York. Scene two discusses the travels of the street paper concept from the US to the
UK and details the articulation of The Big Issue street paper. Scenes three and four
zoom out on the different trajectories of street papers world-wide and highlight both
processes of circulation and articulation. Scene five presents a panoramic overview
of the movement, and highlights some densities and centralities in the interactions
between street papers world-wide. Scene six gives an account of the articulation and
circulations of a key node in the street paper movement (oligopticon). Scene seven
presents an approach to street papers that is explicitly distinct from other approaches
in the movement and describes the translation and enactment of the grassroots
Boston street paper Spare Change News. Scene eight discusses a fault-line in the
movement and zooms in onto a collision between two distinct approaches to street
papers.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
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The purpose of this chapter is to develop a framework appropriate for exploring the
relational dynamics of the street paper movement, one that is suitable for
understanding and identifying the complex ways in which sites, actors and activities
connect and link up into a global macro phenomenon. Our interest is in understanding
particular aspects of this movement, namely:
· the complex and often non-linear ways in which its ideas and practices spread
across the world,
· the ways in which ‘local’ street papers are shaped by their embeddedness within
the ‘global’ street paper movement, and vice versa, without treating global and
local and micro and macro relations in a dualistic/hierarchical way. And related to
this: the relationality of structure and agency within social-movement development;
· the (simultaneous) diversity and singularity of the movement and the local groups
and practices that are connected to it
· the ways in which the movement as a whole becomes stabilized without strict
central means of control and coordination
Various theories are reviewed and discussed to see whether they are suitable for
understanding those aspects of the street paper movement in their full richness and
dynamism. We start with theories about social movements in general, then go on to
network approaches, actor-network theory, and discourse theory. None is fully
appropriate for my search. So I construct my own theoretical approach, by
supplementing actor-network theory with insights from relational post-structuralist
literature and discourse theory.

2.1 Social Movement literature
2.1.1 Introduction
Social movement theory gives both practical and theoretical insights into how and
why people mobilize around certain social problems and issues. It is embedded in an
extensive literature that covers a wide array of movements, issues and types of
political struggle (Roggeband & Klandermans, 2007; Diani & Macadam, 2003).
Overall, it is possible to identify four main theoretical strands (see, amongst others,
Della Porta & Diani, 2006):
1) the collective behavior approach,
2) the resource mobilization approach,
3) the political opportunities approach,
4) the field of new social movements studies.
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2.1.2 behavior approaches
Collective behavior was one of the most dominant perspectives on social movements
in the 1950s and 1960s. It had a firm basis in the university of Chicago through the
works of Herbert Blumer and Robert Park (see, amongst others, Blumer, 1951; Park,
1967). In line with these works, Smelser (1962) – another proponent of the collective-behavior approach – describes the emergence of social movements as an
impulsive response of certain social groups to hardships and crisis situations
experienced in society. Movements are seen as crowds that react irrationally to the
(perceived) threats posed to them by ‘normal’ society.
Collective behavior approaches assume stability and homogeneity in society against
which a social movement stands out. The latter’s collective behavior is seen as highly
unstructured, risky, and unpredictable. Collective behavior is believed to occur when
social organization breaks down, when conventionalized and institutionalized actions
are disintegrated “into their constituent elements” and when those parts “are brought
together again into new relations to form new organizations and new societies” (Park
and Burgess 1921: p. 441 in McPhail, 1991: p. 6). Research into collective behavior
aims to explain why and how certain forms of collective action suddenly emerge: how
new patterns of thought and new institutions emerge from what is seen as elementary
non-organized action (Larana et al., 1994: p. 67).
The more recent versions of the collective behavior approach can be broken down
into two. The structural-functionalist school views social movements as the
side-effects of rapid social change. Social movements are a form of crisis-behavior,
a response to radical social transformation. In times of crisis, social movements
reflect both the inadequacy of existing social structures to absorb external pressures,
and the attempts by groups of people to respond to this crisis by looking for new
systems of belief on which to found a new collective solidarity.
The second strand of collective behavior theory, symbolic interactionism,
complements this by looking into the processes of identity formation and meaning
construction within social movements. The meanings that actors attribute to social
structure (and in particular to the flaws that they find in it) are constitutive of collective
action. When existing systems of meaning do not provide a sufficient basis to address
problems in the social structure, new norms and belief systems will emerge that
define the existing situation as unjust and that provide a justification for action. The
more recent attention to processes of ‘framing’ in social movements can be seen as
part of this line of thought (Della Porta & Diani, 2006; see also Johnston & Noakes,
2005).
Although the collective behavior literature highlights important features of social
movement dynamics – that is, the relationship between social crisis/problems and
social movement emergence, and the crucial role of identity and meaning making – it
pictures social movements in a somewhat atomistic, linear and rationalistic way. It

2.1.3 Resource mobilization
In the 1970s, another line of thought started to gain ground in the field of social
movement analysis: resource mobilization theory. Key questions addressed by this
theory concern the mechanics of collective action (organization), and, in particular,
the resources necessary for it. In line with the views of the collective behaviorists, the
resource mobilization approach argues that social movements are first and foremost
to be seen as agents of change. In contrast with the collective behaviourists, however,
social movements are considered to be an extension of conventional forms of political
action rather than a radical break with them. Social movements are not the collective
behaviorists’ irrational, spontaneous crowds responding (only) to structural conflicts
and tensions in society, but are seen as rational, purposeful and organized forms of
collective action (Tilly, 1978; Melucci, 1996). Thus, resource mobilization theorists
argue that it is necessary to consider the processes in which dissatisfaction with the
status quo is actively translated into political action. They focus upon the intermediate
level of organization (mobilization) in social movements and highlight the (internal)
capacities and strategies of actors to mobilize around certain shared goals (see for
instance McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Zald & McCarthy, 1987).
The main thesis of resource mobilization theory is that the capacity to mobilize for
collective action depends on the resources that actors can draw upon. These
capacities depend on either the material resources (money, infrastructures,
communication, work) or the non-material resources (trust, authority, engagement)
available to them.
One of the most important insights of resource mobilization theory is that collective
action does not result from the simple aggregation of the actions of individual actors,
but emerges from interactions between actors, their alliances and the resources that
enable them.
The approach is often criticized for over-emphasizing the rationality behind collective
action. As Melucci (1996: p. 66) argues, movement actors mobilize not only because
of rational calculation, the weighing up of costs and benefits, but “primarily under
affective bonds and on the intuitive capacity of mutual recognition”. Moreover,
collective action strongly depends upon ‘the incalculable’: identities, affections,
emotions, feelings, beliefs (Melucci, 1996: p. 66). Other criticisms of resource
mobilization theory are that it overlooks the self-organizing potential by the most
dispossessed social groups (groups without significant resources), that it puts too
much emphasis on the role played by the control that a few political entrepreneurs
and leaders in the movement have over resources, and that it focuses too strongly
upon (central) organization and coordination as a means for social movement
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pays little attention to the mechanics of social movement development (the ‘how’ of
social movements, see Della Porta & Diani, 1999).
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development. Its strong point is that it points to an element that is often overlooked in
other theories on social movements: the how of social movement development.
2.1.4 Political opportunity literature
Political opportunity literature pays more attention to the structural and political
context in which social movements emerge (see, amongst others, the work of
McAdam, 1996; Tarrow, 1998; Tilly, 1978). The focus is on the relation between
institutional (conventional) political actors and (new) social movement actors. In
contrast to the resource mobilization literature, the political opportunity literature
points out that mobilization alone is not sufficient to achieve socio-political change.
In order to achieve change, it is argued, social movement actors have to engage with
the more traditional political institutions of the state. The main interest of political
opportunity literature is in how existing political structures variously open up and
close down opportunities for collective action, consequently assisting or blocking the
emergence of social movements (Crossley, 2002). This requires a careful analysis of
the political context in which social movements develop and operate. Two particular
approaches to the analysis of the political context can be distinguished.
The first approach is ‘political opportunity theory’. Political opportunity theory has a
somewhat rationalistic view on collective action: social movements emerge as a
result of expanding political opportunities. Collective action should not be seen as an
irrational response to hardships experienced in society (cf. collective behavior theory
) or as a rational response to the resources available to movement actors (cf. resource
mobilization theory). Rather, social movements emerge when changes in the political
context provide an opportunity for groups of actors to address certain grievances or
problems collectively. Or, as Tarrow (1994, quoted in: Goodwin & Jasper, 1999: p. 5)
puts it: “the ‘when’ of social movement mobilization – when political opportunities are
opening up – goes a long way towards explaining its ‘why’”. Political opportunity
theory draws attention to the role of key political entrepreneurs in social movements
and their relationship with (conventional) political institutions.
Political process theory, seen as an amendment to political opportunity theory, aims
to integrate the analysis of the context in which social movements emerge with an
analysis of the internal organizational processes and the capacities of social
movements to mobilize (see, for example, the works of McAdam, 1985; Meyer, 2004).
The main idea is that for a political opportunity to be seized there has to be sufficient
political organization behind it (McAdam et al., 1996). More recent work also looks
into the continuities and links that exists between movement ideology, discourse and
identity on the one hand, and the preexisting ideas and understandings in society on
the other (see Zald, 1996: 264). Political process theory thus focuses on the idea that
political opportunities are mediated by cultural breaks and contradictions that allow
for a reframing of social problems on which collective action can be based. One of

2.1.5 New social movement literature
New social movement theory is a reaction to the new forms of collective action that
have emerged since the 1960s and 70s. Whereas traditionally social movements
were concerned mainly with conflicts over material welfare distribution (i.e.
labor-capital relations), new social movements engaged with ‘new’ concerns about
“cultural reproduction, social integration and socialization” (Habermas, 1981: p. 33).
Confronted with these new forms of movement, social movement theorists focused
their research both on the different challenges that these movements posed to the
existing social order, and on the ways in which these movements organized
themselves to achieve their goals (Larana et al., 1994). Because the existing dominant
theories of that time (i.e. structural functionalism in the US, and Marxist theory in
Europe) did not respond adequately to these questions, there was a need for new
theoretical insights into collective action (Della Porta & Diani, 1999).
In America, the reactions against the dominant school of structural functionalism1
have already been described: the symbolic interactionist approach, the resource
mobilization theory and the political process/opportunity models. Each focused on
different aspects of the mechanisms by which structural tensions were being
translated into new forms of collective action (Della Porta & Diani, 1999: p.2). In
Europe, however, social movement researchers had traditionally relied on Marxism
as an explanatory theory of collective action, and this had difficulties in explaining
new developments in society. For, due to the growing welfare of western societies,
conflicts over labor and capital had become less prominent. Conflicts in society did
not so much center on working class struggles against the power of capital, but on
other conflicts, often related to issues of social integration, lifestyles and emancipation
(e.g. environmentalism, peace, gender, sexual orientation, see Habermas, 1981;
Offe, 1985). Moreover, Marxism drew upon a highly deterministic model of social
behavior in which the emergence of collective action was explained as a function of
the tensions within the class structure. Marxist approaches to social movements also
tended to overlook the heterogeneity of views, beliefs and identities that existed
within specific social movements (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). As a result, Marxists
1

that is, the criticism that structural functionalism gave a too deterministic and too linear account of
collective action.
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the advantages of this approach is that it addresses the question of why social
movements occur when they do, by looking into the relation that a movement has
with the conventional political system (and the opportunities it provides), its cultural
embedding and its organizational strategies and capacities. A key weakness of the
political opportunity/process literature is that it emphasizes the role of (the political)
structure and that it neglects many of the non-structural, specific, yet essential,
elements of social movement emergence (Goodwin & Jasper, 1999: p. 54).
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commonly pictured movements as stable and homogeneous actors endowed with
high levels of strategic ability (Della Porta & Diani, 2006).
Many European social movement theorists, therefore, opted for post-Marxist
explanations of collective action. In particular, they emphasized the multiplicity of
concerns, beliefs and conflicts present within social movements. This led them to
take a more dynamic view on social movements which: 1) provided more room for the
role of agency; 2) invoked a more thorough analysis of the relations between actors
within social movements; and 3) paid more attention to processes of identity formation
and the role of framing and culture.
These considerations have led new social movement theorists to explore collective
action from a more cultural perspective (see Melucci, 1995). Of particular relevance
is their focus on processes of (collective) identity formation within movements:
identity as one of the key mobilizing factors for collective action. Since people no
longer define themselves singularly in terms of class, religion or ethnicity, social
movements provide them with a different means to identify themselves (collectively).
The new social movement perspective therefore holds that the search for a (collective)
identity is one of the central aspects of movement formation (Larana et al., 1994).
2.1.6 Summary: exploring social movements with social movement theory
Despite the many differences between social movement studies, there are multiple
overlaps and similarities between them. In particular, most social movement scholars
share an analytical interest in the whys and hows of collective action. They focus
upon the relationship between structural tensions/conflicts in society and the
emergence of collective action (the why of social movements) on the one hand, and
the (organizational) forms in which this collective action manifests itself (the how of
social movements) on the other (Tarrow, 1998).
There has been, moreover, much cross-fertilization between the different approaches
in the last few years. Today, most of the mainstream American currents of social
movement theory have incorporated many elements of the more culturally sensitive
new social movements approaches from Europe. European scholars have shown
increasing interest in the dominant American fields of political process theory and
resource mobilization.
By and large, social movement theorists now concur that structural hardships
(collective behavior approaches), processes of organization and resource mobilization
(resource mobilization theory), political contexts and opportunities (political process
theory), and culture, identity politics and framing processes (new social movement
literature and framing approaches) all play an important role in the development of
social movements (see Klandermans & Roggeband, 2007; Goodwin & Jasper, 2003;
Della Porta & Diani, 1999).

Difficulties in exploring the relational dynamics of movements
However, social movement literature still fails to capture many of the relational
dynamics that constitute collective action. Much attention is given to the structural
(static) causes of collective action (the why of movements) whereas the processes of
interaction and interconnection between actors (the how of collective action) are
somewhat neglected. In other words, despite its increased attention to organization,
beliefs, frames and identity struggles, social movement literature still has a strong
structural bias (see Diani & MacAdam, 2003; Goodwin & Jasper, 1999). And even
those elements added to correct this structural bias, such as the stronger focus upon
the strategies and agencies behind mobilization practices, the role of emotions and
cultural framings, and the centrality of conflict, are often ‘stripped’ of their processual
meaning and their fluidity, so that they look more like structures (Goodwin & Jasper,
1999). As McAdam, McArthy and Zald (1988, quoted in: McAdam, 2003) state:
“[Social movement literature has] focused the lion’s share of our research
energies on the before and after of collective action. The ‘before’ research has
focused on the [structural] factors that make movements and individual activism
more likely. The ‘after’ side of the research equation is composed of the few
studies that focus on the outcomes of collective action. But we haven’t devoted a
lot of attention to the ongoing accomplishment of collective action. How do
propensities get translated into specific mobilization attempts? What are the
actual dynamics by which movement activists reach decisions regarding goals
and tactics?”
Micro-macro interactions
Related to this, most research on social movements focuses upon either the micro or
the macro dimensions of collective action. Structure and agency, micro and macro
are held to exist independently from one another. This has led to a neglect of the
important relational processes that create structure or agency in the first place. In
doing so, social movement theory has failed to capture what Diani has called the
2

Some, however, argue that ‘framing’, more recently, has lost its appeal in SM studies (see for instance
Klandermans & Roggeband, 2007: p. 8).
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An important feature of this more synthesized understanding of social movements is
the focus on belief systems, identity formation and culture (Johnston & Klandermans,
1995; Meyer et al., 2002). The relationship between individual and collective identities,
the mobilization strategies of actors around certain shared beliefs, and the analysis
of framing processes are now all common features of social movement research.2
This shift in interest, and the integration of different theoretical insights, has resulted
in a more dynamic conceptualization of social movements.
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‘fundamental characteristic of social movement experience’, namely that of “being
part in a conflict which is at the same time embedded in specific, local orientations,
interest, identities, but at the same time exceeds their boundaries, while maintaining
the freedom and individuality of specific actors” (Diani, 2000: p. 8). Social movements
(actors) experience structure and agency, micro and macro at the same time. This
requires a different approach to social movements, one that focuses on the complex
ways in which actors, groups, places and networks interrelate: there is a need to
study structure and agency, global and local in relation to one another.
More specifically, this requires a dynamic conceptualization of social movements in
terms of their (internal) heterogeneity and complexity. Social movements are to be
seen as “heterogeneous and fragmented phenomena, which internally contain a
multitude of differentiated meanings, forms of action, and modes of organization and
which often consume a large part of their energies in the effort to bind such differences
together” (Melucci, 1996: p. 13). Social movements are, from this perspective, no
longer the coherent and stable entities as described in the majority of the literature.
Rather, the coherence of social movements is something to be explained rather than
to be accepted.
Diffusion processes
Another weakness within social movement literature involves the understanding of
social movement development and diffusion. Drawing on a wider literature on the
diffusion of innovations (c.f. Hägerstrand, 1965; Rogers, 2003), diffusion theorists aim
to explain how ideas, innovations and practices spread within and between
communities. The core idea of this literature is that interpersonal communication
between transmitters (or early adopters) and adopters plays a key role in diffusion
processes. New ideas and practices are said to spread well, when they: 1) have a
relative advantage over existing practices; 2) connect well to the experiences, ideas
and life-worlds of potential adopters (compatibility); 3) are uncomplicated and easy
to implement (complexity); 4) can be tried out easily (trialability); and 5) when the
results of these innovations are visible to others (Rogers, 2003: p. 15-17).
Both the literature on the diffusion of innovations and on social movement diffusion,
however, continue to adhere to a somewhat linear, essentialistic3 approach to the
emergence and (spatial) extension of ideas and practices (see Chesters & Welsh,
2005; Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002). In particular, the literature about social movement
diffusion often depicts the spread of social movement practices across the world as
a linear sequence of stages in which a fully formed, fixed idea, model or practice is
sent out by a central actor, group or organization (the transmitter) towards an adopter

3

With the term ‘essentialistic’ I refer to the idea that specific phenomena or entities should be understood
as the sum of a specific set of attributes that give it a stable identity and function.

2.2 Network approaches to social movement studies
In recent years, many social movement scholars have been drawn to the notion of
‘the network’. This is seen as a better way to analyze the fluid and evolving character
of collective action (Diani & Macadam, 2003: p. 6). Thinking about social movements
in terms of networks provided a way out of the static approaches to social movement
4

Tarrow, however, does note that in ‘cycles of protest’ the diffusion of social movement ideas may
have unintended receivers and adopters, such as formerly unrelated groups and antagonists (Tarrow,
1998: pp. 147-148). He, hence, works with a slightly more dynamic and processual conceptualization
of diffusion. In its fundamentals however, his approach remains rather essentialist and linear.

5

For a more elaborated critique of the linear diffusion model see Chabot (2002).
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who receives the idea/practice/entity untransformed4 (see amongst others the work
of McAdam & Rucht, 1993; McAdam et al., 2001; Tarrow, 1998). Space, hence, is
treated as an unproblematic intermediary in the diffusion of social movement
practices: social movements develop unmediated over space. The diffusion of social
movements is often seen as a causal process in which ideas, models and practices
radiate out from a certain center to a more peripheral location, without any serious
transformation of either the package that has been sent out, its transmitter, or its
receiver.
This is problematic for three different reasons.5 Firstly the linear diffusion model does
not acknowledge the fact that the ideas, models and practices that are sent out are
often dynamic, malleable and unfinished (Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002). Besides this,
the diffused items often change when they travel from place to place, from actor to
actor. Ideas are added, practices transformed and models molded to fit the specific
demands of the locations in which they find themselves. Secondly, the process of
diffusion often evolves in a non-linear way, certain phases are left out, sometimes the
item moves backwards, sometimes it moves forward (Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002).
Hence, diffusion often relies on fluid relational processes that are not necessarily
causal and that are often mediated by space (Sheller, 2001). Finally, receivers do not
necessarily copy the idea/model/practice directly into their own contexts. They have
their own interpretations, demands and expectations, and they may therefore change,
reject or transform the idea/model/practice to their own wishes. This may affect the
views and beliefs of the transmitters as well (turning the transmitter into a receiver and
therefore blurring the boundary between who/what is a transmitter, receiver, adopter
or even blurring the diffused item).
These weaknesses in social movement literature – the difficulties it has in exploring
relational dynamics, micro-macro interactions and diffusion processes – have been
identified by many social movement scholars, yet there have been only a few real
attempts to overcome these flaws. One of the most successful attempts has been
provided by some of the ‘network approaches’ to social movements.
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analysis that dominate(d) the field. The network approach focuses attention on the
dynamic, relational and often unpredictable processes that lead to the emergence of
social movements. It is used to explore the meta-processes within social movements,
in particular the processes of social movement recruitment, organization and
collective identity formation.
The network metaphor also provides a new means to theorize social movements. Of
particular importance here is the work done by researchers of transnational social
movements. Inspired by the increased interconnectedness and transnationalization
of societies in the context of globalization (c.f. Castells, 2000), scholars like Keck and
Sikkink, and Bandy and Smith started to define social movements in terms of their
transnational relations and networks (see Bandy & Smith, 2005; Keck & Sikkink,
1998; Sikkink, 2003). Their work focuses strongly upon the ‘advocacy networks’
(Keck & Sikkink, 1998) and the ‘transnational alliances of activists’ (Bandy & Smith,
2005) through which collective action is being mobilized. Through this work, they
have posited the view that networks have become the main form of organization in
social movements.
The conceptualization of movements in terms of networks has had a strong impact
on social movement studies. The relationships between social actors and the
networks in which they are embedded have become the crucial elements of any
study into the dynamics of social movements. What seems to have been lost in earlier
forms of social movement theory – the importance of social ties, the fluidity and
contingency of social action, the intricate links and blurring of micro and macro,
structure and agency – has now, according to some, been rediscovered in the
network metaphor (see Diani, 2000).
There is not just one theory of social movements as networks, however. In fact, social
movement researchers draw upon various forms of ‘social network theory’ to explain
and examine social movement development. To explore its significance for
understanding social movements, I will briefly outline this approach below.

2.3 Social Networks
The roots of social network theory go back to the early work of Georg Simmel. Simmel
studied webs of reciprocal interaction (Wechselwirkung) to understand social
stabilization. According to Simmel, networking is the core process that leads to
stability: “...because all social life is reciprocal interaction (Wechselwirkung), it is a
unity; because what else can unity mean, if not that everything is connected with
everything else and the destiny of every element does not leave another element
untouched.” (Simmel 1912, translation by Gross, 2001: p. 397). Although Simmel’s
work remained firmly embedded within the school of structural sociology – which
implied that for Simmel, the structure of social relations determines the content of
those relations (see Mizruchi, 1994: p. 330) – and does thus not fully suit the purpose
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of social movement research, his notion of Wechselwirkung has inspired a key
element in contemporary (social) network theory and has been developed as follows.
Emirbayer and Goodwin (1994: p. 1414) have called this central feature the ‘anti-
categorical imperative’ of network analysis. This holds that social behavior and
social structure are not to be seen in terms of the individual attributes of entities
(methodological individualism) but should be understood in terms of the relations
between these entities. Or, as Cassirer – another author inspired by Simmel’s notion
of Wechselwirkung – (1953 quoted in Emirbayer, 1997: 285) states: “Things are not
assumed as independent existences present anterior to any relation, but . . . gain their
whole being . . . first in and with the relations which are predicated of them. Such
‘things’ are terms of relations, and as such can never be ‘given’ in isolation but only in
ideal community with each other.”
Social network theory thus attempts to explain the behavior of actors in terms of the
relationships that exist between them. This makes it possible to break with traditional
sociological debates about the primacy of structure or agency in determining social
action, and it provides a means to overcome the sharp distinctions made between
micro and macro levels of analysis. Since relations are central, neither individual nor
group behavior, agency or structure, is to be seen independently of one another. With
its rejection of a-priori categorizations and its central focus upon relations as the
primary stuff of social life, social network analysis allows for a more dynamic and
reciprocal conceptualization of social behavior. This fits the purposes of this research
very well.
Analytically, social network research focuses its attention on the patterns of
relationships, and the regularities between them, in order to make claims about the
core mechanisms of the networks or social systems under investigation (see, for
instance, Breiger, 2004: p. 505; Burt, 1980: p. 79). The types, forms and patterns of
relations form the central focus of social network analysis, while there is less interest
for the contents and subjective background of these relations. This focus has
produced a somewhat ‘structural bias’ in social network theory. Nevertheless, the
strong empirical interest in social structure is an important contribution to this present
study. Social network analysis defines structure in relational terms and analyzes it in
terms of the patterns of relations from which it arises. This conveys the important
message that structures, collectives or macro social phenomena – such as social
movements – are in no sense abstract entities or ‘black boxes’, but can be empirically
studied by focusing upon the ties that bind their constitutive elements.
A related aspect of social network analysis which is very useful for this research is
that its ‘relational’ approach is sometimes worked out by visually mapping networks
of relations (see, for an introduction Scott, 1988). This helps social network researchers
to identify clusters, nodal points and other important features of the network under
study. Socio-grams are sometimes used for this purpose (see for instance Burt,
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2000: p. 349), but are not always suitable for capturing the transformability and fluidity
of relations and interactions within networks. In the methodological chapter I will build
upon these ideas by devising a different form of the socio-gram, which will help to
visualize certain features of networks, such as clusterings and centralities, whilst
avoiding linear representations and positivistic modeling.
Another feature of network analysis which is useful to this study is that it focuses on
the positions that actors take up in networks and the role this plays in mediating the
emerging social structure (see, for instance, the work of Burt, 1987). Focusing on
actors’ positions makes possible a better understanding of the roles that certain
nodes and sites play in the development of networks, and leads, in particular, to the
identification of central and marginal positions in networks. The positional model is
strongly dependent on quantitative measures and binary models, and this conflicts
with my search for a more fluid and non-linear relational understanding of social
movements. Hence, the ‘positional characteristics’ of a movement should be carefully
explored with an approach which is sensitive to movement dynamics.
2.3.1 T
 he shortcomings of network approaches when applied to social
movements
The most significant contribution made by network studies is that they emphasize
interaction and relationality rather than stability and absolutism. However, most
network theories still treat micro and macro phenomena (structure and agency, local
and global) in a dualistic way. Structure and agency are differentiated from one
another, and the analytical focus is upon laying bare the structural patterns that lie
behind social phenomena (networks/movements). There is little interest in how
structure was able to ‘emerge’ in the first place. Network theory in general, and social
network theory in particular, seem to be more interested in the whys of social
phenomena and their general make-up, rather than into their hows. That is, the ways
in which they emerge and develop. There is a lack of knowledge about how micro-practices lead to network structures and vice versa. We need to explore more
carefully the ways in which agents and the interactions between them generate
structures, how they draw upon structure, and how their agency is both enabled and
constrained by this. Network analysis also has a strong focus upon the intentional
social interactions between actors. Less attention is given to the ways in which other
more fluid interactions help to shape networks and actors and how particular
elements of both the social, natural and cultural ‘context’ are enrolled in these
processes.
This limitation arises because network-theory still adheres to a rather limited
understanding of ‘relationality’. The relational construction of social phenomena is
understood mainly in terms of organizational/interactional relations between humans:
the focus is upon a particular kind of interaction, and relationality is conceptualized in

2.4 Actor-network theory
The central tenet on which actor-network theory (ANT) rests is the dynamics, flexibility
and heterogeneity of social phenomena. It is commonly described as a relational and
process-oriented sociology that treats agents, institutions, devices and other social
phenomena as the interactive effects of networks (see Law, 1992: p. 389). More
specifically, ANT concerns itself with tracing ongoing connections and interactions
between a wide variety of actors in order to understand how certain phenomena
come about. It provides a means to describe processes of social transformation and
ordering, without a priori assuming how and which entities determine the outcomes
of these processes (Law, 1992). ANT, therefore, builds upon a relational ontology
which, in line with the anti-categorical imperative of social network analysis, rejects
the essentialist view that actors exist in themselves prior to any participation. Instead,
it stresses the importance of the relations between them. ANT shares with post-
structuralism6 its interest – and its methodological ambition to deal better with –
the complexity of our contemporary world (Bosco, 2006; see also Law & Urry, 2004).
It differs from other post-structuralist accounts in that it adheres to a material semiotic
ontology, and aims to move beyond a (mere) focus on texts and language.7
2.4.1 Networks & Heterogeneous associations
At the heart of ANT lies the notion of the heterogeneous network, the idea that
‘society, organizations, agents and machines are all effects generated in patterned
networks of diverse, not simply human, materials’(Law, 1992: p. 380). Networks are
seen as ‘essentially heterogeneous realities made up of multidimensional and
constantly evolving entanglements’ (Grabher, 2006: p. 178) of actors who can be both
human and non-human. The notion of the heterogeneous network differs from more
conventional understandings of networks (see Latour, 1997). ANT does not define
networks as technical networks, like the transport, telephone, sewage or computer
networks that we encounter in much of our daily life. Neither are actor-networks to be
seen as social networks (see Latour, 1997; Bosco, 2006). Networks contain more
than the social interactions of humans: they are socially and materially heterogeneous,
6

Note that the label post-structuralism itself is a contested one. In fact, many of the so-called French
post-structuralists reject the term (for a wider discussion of this argument see the work of Angermüller,
2004; Žižek, 1991)

7

See Mol and Mesman’s (, 1996) discussion of ANT’s version of semiotics. I will discuss this more
clearly in relation to the ontological and analytical position of Discourse Theory in section 2.7.10
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terms of social-networks only. If we would fully apply the anti-categorical principle of
network-analysis, then all entities, objects, phenomena are relational constructs that
should be explored through the relations and interactions out of which they exist. A
possible solution to this problem is presented by actor-network theory.
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for matter plays an essential role in building stable networks. As Callon and Latour
argue “there is no thinkable social life without the participation ... of non humans ... it
is utterly impossible to think for even a minute about social relations without mediating
them with hundreds of [material] entities” (Callon & Latour, 1992: p. 395).
ANT is different from social network analysis in another way too. It is not so much
concerned with describing (and discovering) general network mechanisms or
emerging network structures. Instead, it aims to understand network evolution and
changeability: structure is something to be analytically disaggregated rather than the
core focus of an ANT analysis. ANT focuses on the dynamics and processes that go
on within and between networks. It aims to understand how different actors emerge
out of variously evolving relations, and how these sum up into dynamic, constantly
changing actor-networks (Murdoch, 1997; Law & Hassard, 1999).
The most dramatic difference between ANT’s network concept and other more
traditional academic uses of the term is ontological. Perhaps it is better even to say
that, for ANT, the network is an ontology (Mol, 1999).8 Drawing upon Deleuze’s notion
of the ‘rhizome’, actor-network theorists argue that in order to understand society one
has to acknowledge its ‘fibrous, thread-like, wiry, stringy, ropy, capillary’ character
(Latour, 1997). In contrast to the views of social network approaches, this rhizomatic
view on networks offers a new ontology that “foregrounds the transformative and
processual dimension of networks” (Grabher, 2006). It sees the world as an open
network of multiple evolving and unpredictable relations. As Deleuze and Guattari
state, the rhizome is a network “...that operates by variation, expansion, conquest,
capture, offshoots...[it is a] map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible,
modifiable and has multiple entryways and exits and its own lines of flight” (Deleuze
et al., 2004: p. 21). A network is a-centered, there is no central force or mechanism or
all-powerful center from which all action originates, there is not a single point of origin,
and there is no pre-established route along which it expands (Latour, 1986; Gherardi
& Nicolini, 2000). It is an ‘assemblage’9 of unpredictable relations between a wide
variety of entities of both human and non-human character (see also Deleuze et al.,
2004).
With this strong focus upon multiplicity and assemblage, actor-network theory can
overcome the conventional dualisms of micro-macro, structure-agency, human-non/
human. ANT therefore stresses the importance of seeing society in terms of a process
of heterogeneous engineering, a process in which a wide variety of actors (humans
and non-humans) overcome their struggles and start to work together in patterned
networks (Law, 1992).
8

(see also Latour, 2005: pp. 9 and 117-120; Law & Urry, 2004; Law, 1997: see the discussion of ontological
connectedness on p. 56; Latour, 1997)

9

Perhaps the better term here is ‘agencement’, which Deleuze originally used, but which is commonly
translated into ‘assemblage’ in the Anglo-Saxon world.

“The ways in which baboons have to repair every morning their fast decaying
social order remains visible because of the fewer tools at their disposal. Baboons
glue the social with ever more complex social interactions while we use interactions
that are slightly less social and in a way slightly less complex, even though they
may be more complicated...” (Latour, 2005: p. 198).
Human society achieves stability and durability “only with additional resources;
something besides what is encoded in bodies and attainable through social skills...”
(Strum & Latour, 1987:p. 119). Or, to put it differently, a large part of the stability in a
human social order comes from the tools, materials and resources that are available
to us. Humans employ material and extra-social means to simplify their social
negotiations. They delegate some of their activities to tools and materials. The social
arrangements that are delegated into relatively sturdy materials tend to hold their
shape better and tend to control interactions longer than those that are merely of a
social character (Law, 2007). As Law notes “it is easier to imprison people if there are
prison walls while, unlike traffic patrols, sleeping policemen are never off duty” (Law,
2007).
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2.4.2 Non-Humans and generalized symmetry
The argument is that no actor can make any kind of effective intervention without the
support and cooperation of other actors (both human and non-human) (Murdoch,
2006). Action evolves out of dissemination, diffusion, heterogeneity and the careful
linking together of ‘weak ties’ in networks (Latour, 1997). In addition, cooperation in
networks always involves negotiations and struggles between actors who do not
automatically align, as their intentions, views and beliefs tend to differ. Resistance,
however, can be overcome and stability can be achieved, through the act of
networking, the linking together of a wide variety of actors that come from different
times and spaces (Law, 1992). Moreover, each of the connecting elements of a
network, no matter how strong, is itself also woven out of weaker threads of
heterogeneous materials (Latour, 1997). Thus all social phenomena, be it
organizations, agents, machines, humans or societies, are effects generated in
patterned networks of diverse materials (Law, 1992). They are the result of a process
of networking, in which the network absorbs the ongoing associations between the
variety of material and human actors which it includes (Murdoch, 2006; Latour, 1999;
Bosco, 2006). This is ANT’s main ontological argument, the idea that everything is
made up of networks of heterogeneous materials.
The material aspect of networks is so important because, says ANT, only very basic
societies – such as that of the baboons – are built of social interactions only. As
Latour states,
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ANT’s interest in the material is also because, empirically, most of our ‘social’
interactions are intervened by materials. Objects shape many of the ways we interact.
Moreover, materials are not neutral: many of them still hold and enact the “congealed
labor of all those absent others who have entered the socio-material arrangements
which frame our daily interactions” (Murdoch, 1997: p. 329). As Latour argues, “the
relative order of presence and absence is redistributed” by materials, so “we hourly
encounter hundreds, even thousands, of absent makers who are remote in time and
space yet simultaneously active and present” (Latour, 1994: p. 40). Interaction
therefore is never purely local, it is always dislocated through materials that come
from other times and spaces (Callon & Millo, 2007; Latour, 1987).
2.4.3 Bypassing the micro-macro, agency-structure, local-global quandary
The inclusion of the material dimension in ANT’s network ontology is used as a way
to overcome the dualistic treatment of macro/micro, structure/agency and local/
global dimensions of mainstream social theory. A focus upon the material resources
allows ANT theorists to adopt a more relational and symmetrical perspective on
social phenomena. None of the individual ‘bits and pieces’ in the network should be
seen, in advance, as more powerful than others. All the actors in actor-networks are
therefore to be treated as equal, unless the analysis shows otherwise. To stress this
equality actor-network theory uses the notion of ‘actants’, a term borrowed from the
field of semiotics, to describe actors in actor-networks.10
Latour argues that, ever since sociology has become an accepted field of science, its
central debate has been about whether actors find themselves ‘in’ a certain system or if
the system is made up ‘of’ interacting actors (Latour, 2005: p. 169). Indeed, the structure/
agency dilemma, the individualism/collectivism or micro/macro debate has been one of
the central recurring issues in much of the social sciences.11 The discussion, as Latour
outlines it, is about how to deal with the two ‘obvious necessities’ of social science: 1) the
recognition that “interactions are overflowed by some structures that give shape to them”
and 2) the fact that those very structures themselves “remain much too abstract as long as
they have not instantiated, mobilized, realized, or incarnated into some sort of local and
lived interaction” (Latour, 2005: p. 169). Therefore, social scientists have been forced to
constantly jump scales between two types of sites – local interactions and global contexts
– neither of which are ‘comfortable places to rest’ (Ibid.).
10

An actant can be anything as long as it acts, as long as it produces effects in the outside world
(Latour, 2005). It implies no special motivation of human individual agency or of humans in general
(Latour, 1996: p. 373). So whether the elements in an actor-network are powerful persons, emotionless
machines, marginalised humans or strong concrete structures they are all believed to potentially hold
an equal amount of power in the networks in which they are embedded. Their power, or position in a
hierarchy, is granted to them by others in the process of networking, it is a distributed effect.
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See for instance the works of Wendt, 1987; Agassi, 1973; Giddens, 1984; Popper, 1945; Archer, 1988;
Bourdieu, 1977

“An infant learning to speak finds her language already there in her mother’s
competent use ... A worker, who labors all day on the floor of a sweatshop,
discovers quite quickly that his fate has been settled by invisible agents who are
hidden behind the office walls at the other end of the shop ... A pedestrian with a
strained ankle learns in the doctor’s office about her skeleton and physiology that
predate the time of her accident...” (Latour, 2005: p. 166)
To explain these ‘external’ influences, traditionally social scientists have moved away
from local interactions and have ‘jumped to’ a ‘larger framework’ or a ‘wider context’
through which these local events could be understood. Thus macro frameworks like
‘capitalism’, ‘globalisation’, ‘society’, ‘fields’, are drawn into the analysis as an
explanatory framework that helps to make sense of local interactions in a wider,
overarching and often more abstract context (see Latour, 1994, 1996). This macro-level
structure is then pictured as an abstract background, a grand-theoretic and intangible
‘big picture’, that is said to do much, however, without clear empirical evidence that
shows how it does so. This is problematic since such an approach ‘forgets to ask how
a difference of scale is obtained, how power is exerted, irreversibly sets in, and roles
and functions are distributed’ (Latour, 1994: p. 51).
However, if both positions – local interactions and global contexts – are important,
how can they then be reconciled? How can the dualisms of structure/agency, micro/
macro be bypassed? Actor-network theory has found its answer in the heterogeneous
network, in the networks of interaction between society and matter, in the places
where they ‘exchange properties’ (Murdoch, 1997). Things, resources and artifacts
are the ways through which structures can be enacted in local situations. They enable
ideas, intentions, beliefs and information to circulate between different local
interactions. They allow action to ‘travel’. Through objects, actions in the distant past
or in faraway places can still be present here and today. “Maybe”, Latour proposes,
“the social has this bizarre property not to be made of agency and structure at all, but
to be a circulating entity” (Latour, 1998).
This brings us to the ‘intentionally oxymoronic’ term actor-network: an actor which is
always a network (Law & Hassard, 1999). In ANT, actor and network, or agency and
structure, are seen as a relational entanglement.12
12

In some uses of ANT, both terms (actors and networks) have been used to refer to respectively agency
or structure, micro or macro (see for instance the work of Henderson et al., 2002; Dicken et al., 2001).
Such work is not in line with ANT’s ontological position and reifies rather than rejects the structure-agency
problem in social research.
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Local interactions are not a good place to rest, for there are always other elements at
play that influence the present. Interaction is always dislocated and interfered with by
others. As Latour notes,
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The network-pole of ANT does not designate structure, society, or the big macro-social
(Latour, 1998). It refers rather to the summing up of interactions through some
(material) connections into a very local, very practical, very tiny site or practice.
‘Structure’ or ‘macro’ does not, therefore, necessarily mean ‘big’, ‘universal’ or
‘overarching’, rather related, connected, mediated, localized and associated. For a
structure to exist it needs to be enacted. And this enactment consists of a wide array
of heterogeneous materials and interactions that are played out, or come together, in
local practices.
Neither does the actor-pole of the actor-network concept refer to agency (as opposed
to structure) or the micro level. Agency is not something that already resides in human
bodies and human bodies alone. Rather, agency is a network effect. Each locus,
each agent is a summing up of a variety of interactions. No actor can make any kind
of effective intervention without the support of others (Murdoch, 1997: p. 74). So,
action is association, and agency is derived from ‘hybrid collectifs’ of relations (Callon
& Law, 1995). It is decentered and defined as a network. Relations therefore are
crucial; it is relations that perform agency and structure (Callon & Law, 1995).
Thus, “the associated actor is an actor-network” (Murdoch, 2006: p. 74), there is
circulation rather than local interaction, there are actually existing and productive
relations rather than abstract structures. This calls for a more symmetrical analysis of
social phenomena, one that treats micro and macro, humans and non-humans,
agency and structure in an equal and relational way (Latour, 2005).
2.4.4 Translation
For ANT, tracing the relations between the actors that form a network is the main way
to understand how different things (knowledge, social institutions, agents, machines,
organizations, etc.) come into being. Thus, ANT calls for a simple methodology, a
methodology of tracing relations, of tracing the ways in which actors, places and
times connect and make up our world.
The concept of ‘translation’ is used to refer to the world-building enterprises of actors
(see Callon, 1986b; Law, 1997). It refers to the processes of negotiation, representation
and displacement that allow actors, entities and places to assemble together into
heterogeneous networks (Murdoch, 1998: p. 362). Translation refers both to the
process of circulation – the movement of an entity through space and time, providing
connections between actors – and to the process of articulation – the more or less
semiotic process of adaptation and appropriation as entities move from one context
to another (Gherardi & Nicolini, 2005; Brown & Capdevilla, 1999).13 It refers to the
world-building activities of actors which consist both of establishing connections
between different entities and of aligning and appropriating these relations. Translation
13

for a more detailed explanation of the process of articulation, see my discussion of post-structuralist
discourse theory in the next part of this chapter

2.4.5 Networks of translation
Callon’s (1986b) famous study of scallop fishing in St Brieuc Bay, France, illustrates
what seeing the world through an actor-network lens of translation entails. In his
study, Callon explores how three marine biologists concern themselves with the rapid
decline of the scallop population of St. Brieuc Bay, France. He outlines how, through
a process of translation, the biologists attempt to build up an actor-network by forging
new relationships between themselves, the scallops and the fishermen, in order to
develop a conservation strategy for the scallop population. By examining the key
moments of the translation process (problematization, interessement, enrolment and
mobilization),14 Callon explains how through processes of circulation and articulation
this actor-network was assembled.15 The study offers some key insights that are also
useful for our project here. Three points in particular stand out.
I) Circulation involves inscription
Making connections between actors involves a movement, a shift of information from
one actor to another. To achieve this, the ideas, intentions and practices of one actor
need to be shaped and reformatted into something that can transport them to others.
This ‘thing’ can be a speech act, a book, a presentation, a blue print, a human body.
It can even be a towline or a larvae collector device (for the scallop larvae in Callon’s
case-study). The creation and extension of networks thus always involves the
movement of circulating references, of ‘mediating actors’ or ‘intermediaries’,16 entities
that circulate between actors and help them to define their relations (Gherardi &
Nicolini, 2005). A core element of this process is what Latour has called the process
of inscription (Latour, 1987). Inscription is the process in which ideas or actions are
combined into a relatively sturdy object that is better able to transport meaning from
one place to another. The process of inscription allows actors to act-at-a-distance, to
delegate their intentions, ideas and actions in the form of scripts to objects that can
transport these meanings over time and space.
II) Translation through circulation, requires articulation
Circulation, thus, is not transport without deformation. It involves processes of
inscription and articulation, of change. On the ‘receiving end’, the circulation of scripts
14

I will discuss the moments of translation in the methodological chapter of this thesis.
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and how it, in the end disintegrated and ceased to exist.
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In the next chapter I will differentiate between intermediaries and mediators, since both forms of
circulating entity tend to produce different translations. For now it suffices to say that these entities allow
for the displacement of information from one actor to another
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(both as circulation and as articulation) are used as central concepts in this research,
and they will be further explained below.
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is often also accompanied by articulation: a semiotic process of adaptation,
re-definition and reconfiguration (Hinchliffe, 2000). The marine biologists could not
linearly transfer their intentions into the actions of the other actors. They had to
negotiate with them, they had to persuade them to do as they wanted. And sometimes,
actors prove to be very reluctant, so reluctant that they are able to change the ideas,
intentions and actions of the instigating actors as well. The analysis of translation
processes often involves an exploration of the process wherein the roles, connections
and alignments of the actors involved have to be carefully tested out, adapted and
re-configured. Articulation is both a process of adaptation and a process of
appropriation. Through articulation the roles of actors become aligned, in such a way
that they are able to work together as a coherent whole.
III) About ‘black boxes’ and network disintegration
Work on translation tends to identify broadly two forms of actor-networks (see
Murdoch, 1998: p. 368). The first form is that in which the translation process has
been perfectly accomplished: all the network-elements are well aligned, the network
is stabilized and starts to work as a single whole. The actor-network becomes an
‘obligatory passage point’17, for the actors involved. The interaction between the
heterogeneous actors has become standardized and predictable, the network
operates like a ‘black box’, it is a ‘punctualized actor’. It has become an object that
works as a single whole. There is no need to consider the heterogeneous actors that
make up its network, you can take it for granted.
The second form has a more precarious character (like Callon’s network of scallops,
fishermen and researchers). In these networks, the relationships between the actors
are provisional and dynamic, and their rules and orders are frequently compromised.
The black-box opens and the whole network of tiny bits and pieces, bits and bytes,
becomes visible.
Which type a certain actor-network is, can only be established empirically.
Actor-network theorists seek to understand how and why certain networks are being
held together and others not. To achieve this, the ways through which heterogeneous
actors connect and exchange properties are studied empirically: how they are
sometimes able to produce relatively ordered and stable results in the outside world,
or, on the other hand, why they often fail to do so (Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000).
2.4.6 Criticisms of ANT
So far, ANT posits itself as a suitable approach to explore the relational dynamics of
17

An obligatory passage point involves the establishment of an actor-network and its associated
meaning and identity, that becomes a funnel through which actors align themselves to jointly achieve
a common objective. It is the establishment of an actor-network as the way to deal with a specific
problem or question.

The role of non-human actors
The first, and perhaps most obvious critique of ANT is aimed at its principle of
generalized symmetry. More specifically, it is aimed at the crucial role that non-human
actors play in its ontology. A key criticism addresses the status that ANT attaches to
non-human actors. This critique is expressed most forcefully by those who hold the
idea that humans are morally superior to non-humans.18 The argument is that by
granting agency to non-human actors, actor-network theorists have shifted away
moral and political responsibilities from human actors to the material world.19 This is,
however, the exact opposite of what ANT aims to achieve by focusing upon the
non-humans. The aim is not to show that human responsibility has been taken away
by non-humans, but is to show that it is only in association with non-humans that
humans are able to act morally and/or politically (see Latour, 2009).
Another ‘humanist’ critique of ANT is leveled at the ontological status of the
non-humans. The critique has been expressed most clearly in the field of science
and technology studies through the works of Collins and Yearly (1992). The argument
is that humans and non-humans are ontologically different from one another. Humans
are ontologically different from the material world since the former are able both to
create meaning and to interpret meaning through the use of language (Collins &
Yearly, 1992). To put it differently, it is only through human representations that the
‘material world’ or ‘nature’ comes to enter the social world. The former should thus be
given priority over the natural world. This stance is difficult to reconcile with ANT,
which stresses that ‘nature’ and ‘objects’ have an independent voice and impact on
the social (independent of their social representation). It is through their actions and
enactments that they produce an effect in the social world. For ANT, materials and
humans are both, together, implicated in the very fabric of the social, not because the
one represents the other, but because both rely upon one another in producing an
effect upon the world. From this perspective, it makes no sense to separate them
ontologically, it is the exchanges between them that make up the world as we know
it.
18

To a certain extent, this critique is a humanistic misreading of ANT’s political project (see Law, 2007)
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see also the Bath school debate in Science & Technology studies (Callon & Latour, 1992; Collins & Yearly,
1992)
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the street paper movement. It is able to deal with some of the crucial aspects of this
movement that were outlined in the introduction of this chapter (most notably: its
non-linear diffusion, its local-global/ micro-macro relationality, its processes of
stabilization). Yet, as ANT breaks with some of the fundamentals of traditional
sociology, it has been the target of much critique. When considering ANT as a
suitable approach for the analysis of the street paper movement, it is important to
consider these critiques carefully.
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Nevertheless, ANT’s strong rejection of the idea that humans are ontologically
superior over non-humans and its rebuttal of the notion that representation and
language are necessary elements with which humans bring non-humans in the social
domain, has led to a somewhat negligent attitude towards the specific role played by
language, representation and discourse in processes of translation. Since these
matters play an important role in the development and diffusion of social movements
(see, amongst others, McAdam et al., 1996; Meyer et al., 2002; Johnston &
Klandermans, 1995), ANT’s inattention to it needs to be addressed further. I will do
this in the section on ‘subjectivity, discourse and struggle over meaning’ below.
A totalizing, a-political network perspective?
A different criticism of ANT is about the way in which it draws upon the network
concept as an ontology. The main criticism is that ANT sees networks everywhere it
wants to find them, and translates each and everything into a somewhat functionalist,
sometimes even managerialist, network story (see Lee & Brown, 1994: p. 774). As Lee
and Brown note, ANT proposes the method of tracing networks as a “totalizing means
of representation for all social and non-social entities” (Lee & Brown, 1994: p. 780)
and thus pursues a ‘Nietzschean’ relational worldview that eschews a-priori categories
and essences (Lee & Brown, 1994: p. 780; see also Featherstone, 2004). This has
implications for ANT’s normative or political position and its ability to criticize existing
systems.
ANT scholars such as Latour disagree with these critiques. They reject the latter’s
solutions by reverting to a-priori assumptions and their urge to ‘jump’ to higher levels
of abstraction and explanation. Instead, ANT scholars propose a methodology that is
first and foremost aimed at “designing a space for the actors to deploy their own
categories” (Latour, 1998). ANT therefore aims to ‘let the actors speak for themselves’,
and rejects any form of research that imposes judgments upon actors on the basis of
whatever “claim of scientific authority” (Latour, 1998).20
This is, however, precisely the strategy that has been criticized for making ANT
a-political (see Haraway, 1997). It seems that in many actor-network studies there is
little space for normative ‘interference’ with the research object by the researcher
herself. Different actor-network theorists have responded differently to these
accusations. One important response is that of Mol and Law, who speak of ANT’s
ontological politics which stresses the impact of analytical work on, and its interference
with, the realities they observe (this will be further elaborated in chapter three, see
also Law & Mol, 2001, 2002; Mol, 1999). Latour’s work on political ecology and the
politics of nature, more directly concerns itself with the insights that ANT might offer
20

As Latour notes, since “actors know what they do and we have to learn from them...It is us, the social
scientists, who lack the knowledge of what they do, and not they who are missing the explanation...”
(Latour, 1998: emphasis mine).

After-ANT
In line with this criticism, proponents of a more recent ‘strand’ in the ANT literature (so
called after-ANT) argue that, instead of starting out from the idea that network
expansion and network building processes are always there, and that connection
always consensually takes place between actors, there is need for a different
approach, one that focuses on movement, difference, and uncertainty (see, amongst
others Law, 2004; Law & Hassard, 1999; Mol, 2002). The idea is that there might be
other stories to be told as well, stories less clean and clear, less about generals or
entrepreneurial actors (see for instance Laet & Mol, 2000; Mol, 2002). Such stories
would start out from a slightly different conceptualization of networks and relationality,
one that focuses on multiplicity, on difference, and that has a distinct view on networks
that approaches relationality “in many of its shapes, shapes that...are irreducible,
even though they imply and gesture in the direction of one another. Encounter, arrival,
21

This has sometimes been referred to as ANT’s ‘flat ontology’
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to the political domain. He argues that, through its ontological position ANT’s analysis
can help to eradicate the sharp traditional distinction between nature and politics,
between facts and values, without reverting to a normative or critical stance. By
following ANT’s ontological position of generalized symmetry,21 a more differentiated
politics might be achieved. The issue of politics is also closely associated with the
notions of power and subjectivity, which will be explored in section 2.5.
A related critique is of the political implications of ANT’s analytical focus. Traditional
ANT studies often have a centered, command-and-control character. They focus
primarily on the empire-building activities of actors, on processes of delegation and
discipline. It concentrates upon the (many faces of) the generals, the ‘champions’, of
network-building (for example the focused entrepreneurial marine biologists of
Callon, Louis Paseur,22 a group of laboratory scientists23 et cetera) who engage in
linking “very heterogeneous interests into a mini-empire, thus...raising the world”
(Singleton & Michael, 1993: p. 28). More generally, as ANT draws upon a more or less
totalizing network ontology that accentuates the relational network-building activities
of actors, it tends to produce accounts that focus upon network expansion, network
domination and network stabilization in particular. Network-building is seen as the
core process in which a phenomenon is established. It necessarily involves political
struggle between actors trying to align and connect. For the world to go round, actors
need to connect themselves and need to overcome political struggles. ANT has
tended to produce accounts of network expansion and development by focusing
upon the particular routes set out by network entrepreneurs in their ordering strategies
(see also Gherardi & Nicolini, 2005).
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address, contact, touch, belonging, distance, accord, agreement, determination,
measuring, translation, and communication are some such forms of relation. From this
anti-formalist ... approach to relation, attention is thus given to the different ways in
which being-toward-another is structured ” (Gasché, 1999: p. 11). Such an approach
is better able to explore the multiple and different practices and elements out of which
global phenomena such as the street paper movement exist. These differences are
then not so much explored as different perspectives on a singular movement, but
they are used to illustrate that there are multiple realities and different worlds that
through their interactions and interferences shape the ‘wider worlds’ in which they are
entangled (such as a global movement). Confronting these worlds and realities with
one another is a potential political interference by the researcher that may help these
different worlds and practices to learn from one another’s differences. To achieve
this, ‘After-ANT’ accentuates the complexity and changeability of networks; and,
rather than following a particular program or actor, it explores the ways through which
coexisting and partly connected versions of reality are enacted. Difference is its
starting point, the focus is on the enactment of different actors in different sets of
relations and contexts of practice. We return to this multiplicity oriented ANT in the
methodological chapter.

2.5 Power, Space and Subjectivity
One of the issues raised in the preceding sections on ANT deserves a more detailed
treatment if we want to understand the implications of following an ANT strategy to
analyze social movements better. This is the role of space, power and subjectivity in
processes of social movement development. This concerns itself with the ways in
which power, space and subjectivity mediate (and are mediated by) the circulation in
and translation of heterogeneous networks. First, I will look into the subject of power
and place. Then I will consider more carefully the role of subjectivity, discourse and
identity in processes of network-formation.
2.5.1 Power … and Place
To consider the relationship between power, space and network-formation in more
detail, I will discuss three different approaches to power. I will highlight their spatial
implications and will argue that a relational understanding of power helps to explore
translation processes in social movements better.
Over the last few decades, our understanding of power has significantly changed.
We have moved from a concept of power as something that is centralized and can be
possessed (c.f. Dahl, 1961; Lukes, 1974), towards a more dispersed, distributed, and
immanent concept of power (c.f. Foucault, 1982; Gibson-Graham, 2002; Latour,
1986). In this section I will briefly outline some of the positions in the debate that are
relevant for the study of social-movements.

“My intuitive idea of power ... is ... : ‘A has power over B to the extent that he can
get B to do something that B would not otherwise do’ ” (Dahl, 1957: pp. 202-203,
my emphasis).
The actor that possesses the largest amount of power (i.e. has access to the most
resources, capabilities and abilities) is able to control or – if necessary – coerce
others. Yet, it is not imperative for an actor or institution to draw upon these resources
in order to control others. For power-relations also have a structural, ideological
component. As people expect and know that certain actors or institutions have the
resources available to force them into a certain course of action, they will often act
accordingly. Governments and states, for example, do not have to control their
population by coercive force (all the time): rather, the compliance of their population
stems from the (a-symmetrical) structural relations that are generated by the unequal
distribution of power (resources) in society.
This reasoning has some important spatial implications. Power can be easily located.
It can be traced back to the centers from which it has radiated out into the world
(Sharp et al., 2000b). To discover ‘the whereabouts of power’(c.f. Allen, 2004), one
simply has to trace it back to the resources that are vested in the center.
Another spatial aspect of power ‘as a capacity’ is that it can be delegated across
space, that it can be physically extended from the center outwards. And as power is
equated with resources, it can be transported across space intact, it remains the
same.24 Thus processes of decentralization, regionalization and globalization are
24

This is both visible in Weber’s (1978) work on bureaucratic organizations but also (be it to a different
extent) in more recent work on multi-level governance (c.f. Hooghe & Marks, 2001; Jessop, 2000;
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Power as a ‘centered capacity’
Much of the literature on power has been inspired by the notion of power as something
which is vested in certain persons or things. Power, here, is a dispositional quality,
something that can be ‘held’; a quality that originates from the resources and abilities
that certain actors possess (Allen, 2003, 2004). It can be located or stored in things
(institutions, resources, persons), it can be held in reserve, it can be delegated to
others, and it can be distributed over spaces. It can be centered on a particular actor
or institution, and it can radiate out from this actor towards others. Central actors or
institutions are said to have power ‘vested’ in them.
It is a relatively small step to understanding relationships between actors in terms of
the means (more resources/a better ability) by which one actor has the power to
secure the compliance of others (Sharp et al., 2000a: p. 4). This is particularly useful
to explore relationships of domination, where one actor/group of actors has power
over others. This conception of ‘power over’ is illustrated most clearly by a famous
statement by Dahl:
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described in terms of the delegation of power to different centers of command and
control, dispersed through different spatial scales. Although power is then believed
to come from multiple centers, it is still seen as a central force that radiates out from
a now up-scaled or down-scaled center.
Despite its abundant use in social movement literature, the notion of power as
something which is easily and unchangedly transported throughout space is
problematic, since it conveys the idea of power-relations as being linear, unaffected
by processes of translation (i.e. circulation and articulation). In spatial terms, there is
no role for space other than being an ‘inconsequential medium’ through which
relations of power are being played out. The relationship of power between a center
and a periphery is seen as one-directional. This goes directly against the idea that a
social movement may evolve organically, that there may be no central actor or
institution that steers the movement. It endows it with an ‘inflated sense’ of ‘effortless
reach’ (Allen, 2004: p. 24). This does not fit the purpose of this research, and we need
an approach to power that treats it in a more organic, non-linear way.
There is, however, one aspect of the view of power as a ‘centered capacity’ that
should not be rejected. This is the idea that certain places and certain actors seem to
be endowed with ‘more’ power than others, that sometimes certain places have a
quality that makes them look like a center that ‘holds’ power.
Power through mobilization
A second subset of the power literature concerns itself with the notion of power as
something that is achieved through collective action (c.f. Castells, 2000; Mann, 1984;
Keck & Sikkink, 1998). The approach chimes closely with the resource mobilization
literature that I have discussed earlier in this chapter. The central tenet of the argument
is that power rests upon the ability of actors to mobilize resources (see Giddens,
1984: pp. 256-262). Power is something that is generated in the acting together of
people, or to be more specific, through the different kinds of resources that people
bring together to act collectively. In this view, power is not something that can be
‘stored’. In fact, when people stop acting and stop bringing together resources to act
in association, power may even simply evaporate. Hence, power is seen as a
networked resource and, much in line with the ideas of social network theory, it is
seen as an effect produced through (networks of) social interaction (c.f. Parsons,
1963).
In order to produce effects in the outside world, power has to circulate; the resources
that it draws upon need to be able to ‘flow smoothly’ (Giddens, 1984: p. 257) across
Swyngedouw, 1997b). In the latter literature, this is perhaps a bit less visible, since it focuses so much
upon the distribution and decentralization of power. Yet, the multi-level governance literature still retains
a somewhat implicit notion of power as something that can be held and can be delegated across space
(Sayer, 2004: p. 257)

Power as an immanent force
A more relational and spatially sensitive approach to power can be found in the notion
of power as something which is immanent and roundabout. This work chimes closely
with ANT but is inspired most of all by the works of Foucault (1977, 1981, 1982; 1980).
In this view, power is seen as something which is always already a part of every social
act and activity. There is no possibility for actors to liberate themselves from power,
for it is ubiquitous, something inherent to social life (Foucault, 1988).
Power does not rest in one single powerful or central actor, or in the resources she
carries, but is dispersed over a myriad of complex relationships, discourses, and
practices that evolve around her. Power, therefore, is not seen as a ‘thing’ that can be
possessed or held, but as something which is performed or exercised. It works
through a wide set of disciplinary techniques and mechanisms of normalization and
self-regulation through which actors become ‘subjected’.
In the literature on power as an immanent force, power is treated as a (fully) relational
concept. It is de-centered (capillary), and only becomes apparent in the relational
practices and places in which it is exercised. It is not so much associated with the
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the networks of social interaction. Power is something that can be produced at
different sites and locations through different networks of social interaction. It is this
stretching of social interaction through networks that adds a spatial flavor to the
concept of power as a medium. Power now has a sense of reach, of scope, of the
possibility for ‘action at a distance’(Allen, 2003: p. 60). Yet, in this literature there is
little attention paid to the actual impact of spatiality on power. It is the notion that
power is something that may be relatively easily transferred and generated at different
sites and locations across the networks (without much interference) that loses sight of
the difference that spatiality makes to the exercise of power (see also Allen, 2003: p. 39).
It neglects the fact that local practices and networks are channeled through a
multiplicity of spatial relationships. Action is never purely local, but is always
overflowed by relations and influences that come from other times and spaces.
Conversely, such ‘global’ relations are always mobilized, realized, or invoked in
particular local and lived interactions – interactions in and through particular spaces.
To put it more concisely: it is important to acknowledge that space matters (c.f.
Massey, 1995: pp. 49-56) in the development of power-relations.
Moreover, every space is a space of inequality, it is imbued with different relations of
power. For in the multiple relations, flows and circulations that take place between
and within different spaces, different groups and different actors tend to be positioned
in very different ways (Massey, 1991; Massey, 1993: p. 61). It is the real relations (with
‘real’ contents – economic, political, cultural) tied together in real spaces, that
produce specific effects in the world. This not only makes space imbued with power,
but also makes power inherently spatial (see Philo, 2000; Sharp et al., 2000b).
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intentionality of a specific person or institute, but with a set of indirect practices,
techniques and procedures of regulation through which actors shape their conduct
and through which their range of possible courses of action is framed. Hence, there
is a sense of ‘self-regulation’ in this idea of power (see Hindess, 1996: p. 21; Lemke,
2002: p. 59). Yet, actors cannot always choose the conditions within which they
regulate themselves. Certain standards and values (the conditions of possibility), that
are associated with what is seen as ‘normal’ behavior somewhat confine their
freedom of movement. To put it differently, people often willingly submit to the norms
and standards of the societies in which they live, letting these rules guide their
behavior. Power is something that works on actors through their compliance with
these norms and standards.
Power is, therefore, closely associated with the production of meaning and knowledge,
as it can only operate as long as the subjects of these ‘disciplinary’ norms and rules
acknowledge their ‘reality’ or ‘truth’ (see Foucault, 1977; Foucault & Gordon, 1980).
What circulates within a particular place or society as ‘the truth’ has a powerful impact
upon what is thought of as being possible in society and what is not (Dreyfus &
Rabinow, 1982). Moreover, what comes to be accepted as knowledge or truth, is also
defined by existing interactions and enacted power-relations. Knowledge creation is
not something which is neutral, it is not outside politics (Foucault, 1982).
‘The micro-practices of power’: focused accounts on the workings of power in
specific settings
To understand how power operates, it is, therefore, important to consider the actual
strategies, techniques and events through which power is acted out in particular sites
or practices. This focuses attention on the micro-practices of power, the actual
mechanisms through which the conduct of certain actors, groups, or subjects is
being shaped. It concentrates on how the circulating ‘regimes of truth’, ‘conditions of
possibility’, shape and discipline the behavior of subjects in certain specific settings
and, vice versa, how in such settings the regimes of truth are (constantly) being
re-defined.
This way of thinking about (and exploring the operations of) power shows that there
is special relationship between space and power. For the norms, standards and
truths around which actors coalesce are always mediated and shaped by the specific
spaces and practices in which they are enacted (see Philo, 2000). Thus, to understand
how power works out, one needs to examine empirically the places and practices in
which ‘regimes of truth’ (techniques and strategies of power) are exercised. Rather
than giving a ‘totalizing’ account of how power penetrates through space from the
centre to the periphery, studies inspired by this approach take seriously the difference
that particularity and space make: they explore, in focused accounts, how power
relations are played out in specific settings (Philo, 2000: p. 209).

Governmentality: an interest in power as a diffuse mechanism that circulates
across space
Another strand of the literature takes a macro-perspective on power. This is an
important literature for the study of social movements, since social movements can
be seen as complex ‘macro-phenomena’ whose practices are stretched out over a
myriad of different places and practices.
Much of the work concerning this more ‘diffuse’ effect of power deals with the ‘art of
government’ or ‘governmentality’ (Foucault, 1991; see also Dean, 1999) and focuses
on the ways in which power-knowledge regimes affect multiple places simultaneously.
It pays attention to the ways in which the different sites, articulations and techniques
of power may be mapped onto one another (Philo, 2000).
This circulation of power is, however, not a universal or natural trait that homogenizes
the various spaces and practices affected by power, but is always articulated in and
through particular (spatial) interactions and spaces (see Philo, 2000: p. 219). For it is
precisely through such details and differences, through the different circulations and
articulations of relations, that power-relations are able to produce effects (see also
Massey, 2005). So, power is immanent, yet, it is simultaneously dispersed, fragmented
and different in different places. And to understand how it is played out, it is necessary
to examine how it is enacted from place to place, from setting to setting.
The latter, however, produces an analytical challenge. Tracing and understanding
power as immanent by making an empirical analysis of certain specific sites and
institutions (i.e. the focused accounts on the ‘micro-practices of power’) is conceivable
as long as the places and practices that are examined are bounded and well defined.
It becomes more difficult if we want to understand the impact of power-knowledge
regimes in a more wide-spread macro-context, where power-knowledge is acted out
on a multiplicity of places, practices and settings (such as those of an international
social movement, for instance). Governmentality studies have not yet been able to
formulate an adequate empirical strategy to address this difficulty (see Collier, 2009).
As Allen notes, Foucauldian analysis then takes on a somewhat ‘impressionistic
form’ (Allen, 2003: p. 75).
An ontologically relational notion of power
An ANT inspired research strategy may help to overcome these problems. As argued
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For our research into social movements, the analysis of power-relations from this
perspective involves giving a ‘focused’ account of how power-relations are
established and enacted within specific sites and specific practices in a social
movement. The focus is on local places and local interactions, and on the micro-practices of power. In chapter three on the methodology of this research, I will connect this
perspective on power to a particular form of ANT analysis.
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in the earlier discussion of ANT, the notion that everything is ontologically relational
implies that every phenomenon is made out of multiple interactions that always come
together somewhere local. Even the most global processes can exist only by being
implicated in local interactions. There is no global, there are only interactions,
interactions that take place in specific practices. This implies that the imprints of
these (seemingly) global processes and phenomena can also be traced empirically
by examining the various places and practices where de-centered relationships
connect and act together. This has implications for addressing and examining power-relations in the analysis of global phenomena such as social movements. I will
outline them below on the basis of an ANT inspired understanding of power. Before
we proceed, however, one particular issue concerning social movements and power
as a de-centered phenomenon needs to be discussed further.
Ontological de-centeredness vs organizational de-centeredness in social
movement studies
Based on the ideas of de-centered and immanent power, it is easy to conflate the
de-centered ontology of power with power as something which is empirically
de-centered (organized in a de-centered way). This applies to research into networks
and (anti) global social movements in particular. Many of these studies have
emphasized that these new forms of social movement have inherently flat modes of
organization without strict hierarchies or central leadership (see Castells, 2000; Hardt
& Negri, 2004; Klein, 2002). These flat modes of movement organization are often
explained through the role that electronic communication networks have played in
their development. The internet in particular, as an easily accessible and egalitarian
means of communication and mobilization, is used as evidence for this de-centered
mode of social movement organization (see amongst others Castells, 2003;
McDonald, 2002). It has allowed both well-resourced and under-resourced groups to
connect and set up campaigns. It has allowed ‘multitudes’ of actors to communicate
and come together to campaign, without strict forms of coordination (see for instance
the work on the anti-globalization protests in Seattle: Smith, 2001).
In many of the network approaches to power, however, it seems that the notion of
networks as de-centered forms of organization has led to a neglect of the inequalities
that may exist between social movement actors and of the actually existing power
relations and hierarchies of social movements (see also Amin, 2002; Routledge et al.,
2007).25 As Cumbers et al note,
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In discussing four important publications on networks and complexity, Thompson, for instance, concludes
that the social world of networks in not at ‘all democratic’ and flat. It is clear that ‘there is a tendency for
networks to create hubs’ which establish ‘a kind of hierarchy within networks and this in turn gives a certain
advantage to key positions or players’ (Thompson, 2004: p. 418)

The idea that there are central positions in movements, however, is not inconsistent
with the idea that power is immanent and ontologically de-centered. It is not that
power is a-priori vested in central places (as in the ‘power as a centered capacity’
literature), but that central places arise as an effect of ongoing and continuously
changing interactions. Centers and hierarchies may exist, yet always as an effect of
ontological relationality. They are effects produced through the act of heterogeneous
assembling. In some situations, some actors, sites or places are simply configured
by more, stronger, longer and more powerful connections than others. This is the
result of relationality, rather than its opposite. It is an empirical outcome of the
ontological assumption that everything is the result of interaction.
2.5.2 ANT, Power and Space
In its fundamentals, ANT’s notion of power is highly compatible with the idea of power
as something which is immanent. ANT complements this literature, however, with
more empirical and analytical tools to understand and explore the relationality of
power. This will help us to make empirical how ontologically de-centralized power-relations may still produce hierarchies and inequalities empirically. ANT sees power as
something which is exerted or exercised relationally. It is about how actors come to
set apart their differences, and how they are persuaded to act together as a single
whole. Power is the result of an endless series of translations between a wide variety
of actors.
Moreover, in order to act-at-a distance, to cross time and space, each circulation of
power needs to go through a succession of (local) translations and articulations. The
initial impetus given to an object does not determine the outcomes of that action. The
spread in time or space of an order, command, claim, or artifact is always in the hands
of actors and “the initial force of the first [actor] in the chain is no more important than
that of the second, or the fortieth, or of the four hundredth person” (Latour, 1986: p. 267).
Centers of calculation: action at a distance through the process of inscription
Nevertheless, there are actors, places and practices that are better able to control or
dominate a multitude of other places, actors and practices. Latour has named such
places ‘centers of calculation’ (c.f. Latour, 1987).26 These are places that, by virtue of
26
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“[t]he reality is that within networks decision-making often devolves to a
surprisingly small elite of individuals and groups who make a lot of the running in
deciding what happens, where and when. Although the degree to which they will
speak for others will depend upon the type of movements they emanate from and,
not least their diverse geography, much official doctrine nonetheless emanates
from them” (Cumbers et al., 2008: p. 190).
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their centrality in the flows of information in the network, are able to connect and
influence a wide range of different sites and actors that are active in the network. They
are the key nodes where information from throughout the network is gathered,
compared, analyzed, calculated, and aggregated through the deployment of a
variety of specific techniques and strategies (often involving ‘calculation’, see Latour,
1987: pp. 215-255). This involves a process of inscription, which is the combination of
a variety of actors, information, knowledge, ‘realities’ into stable, transportable
objects, ‘immutable mobiles’, that can transport information from one place to
another. Often the process of inscription involves the establishment of scripts, specific
‘programmes for action’ (Akrich & Latour, 1992; Akrich, 1994) with which the centers
of calculation (aim to) configure the behavior of other actors in an envisaged situation
(Andersson et al., 2008). Inscription, thus enables the transportation of the ideas,
intentions and actions from one practice to another (in other times and places, see
for more detail Underwood, 1999). Scripts are important instruments of control, that
make it possible for a center of calculation to ‘act at a distance’ (Latour, 2005) upon
others. A script is most effective when it becomes invisible and irreversible, when its
formation and its internal networks of association become ‘black boxed’ and taken
for granted (Underwood, 1999).
In the networks in which some actor-networks are established as centers of
calculation, the other sites, actors and practices to which the center connects also
have agency, however. They can decide not to accept the information, intentions,
ideas, beliefs that are sent to them from the center. They can decide to translate and
adapt them according to their own wishes. They even may neglect them or distort
them. Moreover, the center sees only a small part of the network, it links up only to a
certain part of the information flows in the network.27 The center, hence, is effectively
dependent upon those other localities and those other actors to receive information:
it has been ‘allowed’28 a central position in the network through the continuing
interactions and translations by others.

2.6 Politics, subjectivity and struggle
When we examine the ways in which power is played out in networks, we thus have
to consider how it is enacted in specific local interactions, both in the centers of a
network and in the places to which they connect. None of these places is a-priori
more powerful than others.

interaction, as he argues that not all centers necessarily calculate. This has to do with the fact that, in
his earlier work, Latour was interested in sites of scientific practice, in particular the site of the laboratory
(where calculation is a central feat).
27

hence, Latour coins the term oligopticum: the places that see little

28

both consciously, but far more often unconsciously.

2.6.1 A spatial politics beyond the global-local binary
Local and small scale activities are often seen as subjected to larger more powerful
and global flows and movements. This is particularly the case with small scale
alternative economic projects, such as street papers. As Gibson-Graham have
experienced, talking about local alternative economic projects frequently meets with
skepticism from the academic community: local alternative economic projects are
often “sequestered in a second-class domain – seen as worthy and interesting,
perhaps, but as failing to challenge the power of global forces” (Gibson-Graham,
2002: p. 29). Behind this skepticism hides a notion of a scalar hierarchy of power,
where global forces (e.g. capitalism, global corporations, globalization) are granted
much more force and power than tiny local, alternative practices.
In much of the (geographic) literature, spatial power is, indeed, treated as a binary,
hierarchical concept. The global is powerful, the local is powerless, and local activism
and local alternatives are seen as rather feeble compared to the all-encompassing
power of ‘global capitalism’(Gibson-Graham, 2006b: pp. 2-3). The reality is, however,
that there is much activism at the local level against these seemingly global forces:
and it is not powerless. Local activities can shape and counter the seemingly powerful
forces of ‘the global’ by producing ‘real’ (and different, more ethical) effects in ‘real’
local places (Gibson-Graham, 2003, 2008). As a result, it is extremely important to
treat ‘the local’ as a central place for political activism. This is particularly relevant for
the empirical domain of this study, the street paper movement, and I will show how
this has worked out in the later, empirical, scenes.
How then do local practices generate sufficient power to overcome the dominance of
more global practices? A ‘mainstream’ answer is that local struggles, in order to deal
with global forces such as capitalism,29 need to attract more power by ‘scaling up’
their activities and thus need to draw upon “coordinated action, cross-spatial alliances
and effective solidarity”, since any ‘real’ opposition should always involve greater size
and “formal interplace organization”30 (see for instance Hardt & Negri, 2000;
29

if, indeed, such an abstract and intangible global force exists.

30

Swyngedouw, 1997 cited in Gibson-Graham (, 2002)
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This immanent and relational conceptualization of power, which does not in advance
ascribe more power to global centers than to tiny local interactions, has evoked
skepticism from the more traditional approaches to social science. I will discuss this
below, as it will allow me to highlight an important political and analytical aspect of
relational power in social movements, namely that of the relation between power,
knowledge and subjectivity. Discussing the theme of subjectivity will also allow me to
open up a path for a more careful examination of the role of identity, discourse and
meaning in the translation of social movements, with which I will complement the ANT
approach that I have outlined above.
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Swyngedouw, 1997a). Others follow this line of thought and argue that, indeed,
coordinated action and transnational networks of mobilization and organization
should be involved to bring local struggles up to the same global scale as the forces
that they resist (consider the works of Bandy & Smith, 2005; Keck & Sikkink, 1998;
Smith, 2004). Building upon the notion of power as something that operates through
the mobilization of resources (see above), much stress is placed upon the importance
of developing (and empirically analyzing) strong organizational capacities between
local struggles in order to mobilize collective action at a transnational scale (see Keck
& Sikkink, 1998; Escobar, 2007).
Yet, several of the most powerful movements that have achieved considerable social
change did not necessarily rely upon the mechanisms of strong coordination and
intentional and effective up-scaling (see Cornwell, 2011; Gibson-Graham, 2006b).
The rise and growing significance of the feminist political project is a powerful
example of this. As Gibson-Graham state,
“As feminists, we are reminded of the incredible power of discussions around
kitchen tables and village wells that formed much of the political practice of a
women’s ‘movement’ of global proportions. It is important not to underestimate
the magnitude and extent of this movement ... The ‘upscaling’ or globalization of
a feminist politics did not necessarily involve formal organization, coordinated
actions, and alliances (although some of these followed upon the ‘second wave’).
Indeed, the movement has remained largely discursive, often personal, un- or
under-resourced” (Gibson-Graham, 2002: p. 35).
An alternative to the ‘mainstream’ answer of more up-scaling, coordination and
organization, is the idea that much power can be generated when activists remain
firmly embedded within local activities that are not necessarily organizationally
connected to other locations and spaces across the world. When we look closely at
the example of feminism used by Gibson-Graham (Ibid.) we can see that it was the
mushrooming of feminist practices from kitchen table to kitchen table, from village
well to village well, that has made feminism into one of the most powerful political
movements of our times.
Gibson-Graham, both as analysts and as active participants, focus strongly on these
aspects of building alternatives. This is a strong and useful approach, that helps us
to understand better the potential of small scale local alternatives.
When we consider this analytically, it is important not to neglect the fact that the local
is never a purely local place.31 Local interactions are always already mediated by
31

The work of Gibson-Graham somewhat neglects this however. They do not (always) pay attention to
the ways in which the local always involves interactions that come from outside. They also pay little
attention to the ways in which local alternatives are, or maybe, linked up to others. In their recent book

2.7 Subjectivity, discourse and identity: from re-subjectification to
struggle over meaning
To better understand the power associated with small scale local practices, and how
their interconnectivity enhances this, it is useful to explore the relationship between
the impact and performance of local practices on the one hand, and the role played
by local subjectivities (i.e. the condition of being a subject: what shapes an individual’s
identity, intentions, beliefs), identities and meanings on the other. To put it differently:
if we want to understand how local alternative economic projects become successful,
we have to look into the ways in which such projects allow actors to acquire identities
and to associate themselves with the meanings, ideologies and discourses of these
alternative economic projects.
A crucial aspect of this process is the means by which actors are able (or enabled to)
identify with the meanings and objectives of these alternatives. This is what
Gibson-Graham call the process of ‘re-subjectification’ (Gibson-Graham, 2002).
If the aim is to develop local alternative economies that are not inspired by the
dominant ‘truth-regimes’ of capitalism but by different, more ethical discourses, this
“will go nowhere without subjects who can experience themselves as free from
capitalist globalization” (Gibson-Graham, 2002: p. 36). This is not an issue of liberating
subjects from power or from the subjection by power-knowledge regimes, but is
about the formation of new sets of ‘truth regimes’ and ‘conditions of possibility’. This
has been called the process of ‘re-subjectification’, the activity of establishing and
opening up new norms, values, identities, discourses and practices that will provide
a new and more ethical ‘regime of truth’ (i.e. a set of normalizing knowledges,
traditions, and regulations) that will guide the behavior of local actors in new, more
ethical ways. The goal is to re-define the ‘regimes of truth’ concerning economic
behavior.

‘A post-capitalist politics’ (Gibson-Graham, 2006b), Gibson-Graham seem to acknowledge that ‘there
is a lesson to be learned about the potential global reach of locally focused activities and organizations’
and that a global scale of activities might exist ‘to facilitate success at the local level, rather than being
the ultimate locus of transformative politics’ (Gibson-Graham, 2006b: p. xxvi), the focus of most of their
work is not on this potentially ‘global’ dimension of local activism.
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relationships and interactions that come from other places. And many local
alternatives are already linked up with others through networks of circulation and
diffusion. Such interconnections are not necessary coordinated, well organized or
intentional, but they do form an important aspect of the mushrooming of local
alternatives around the globe. I will examine this aspect further in the empirical
scenes on the street paper movement and will integrate it into the theoretical and
methodological approach of this study.
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The political project of re-subjectification is twofold.32 The first step is the development
of a new set of economic discourses (and regimes of truth) that set out a new ‘reality’
for economic behavior (the economy as not necessarily capitalist, but as a more
ethical, community based practice), wherein alternative non-capitalist forms of
economic activity become both visible and possible. This is often done jointly with
the participants of a project. The second stage consists of a wide set of activities to
persuade and enable actors/ subjects to inhabit the new terrain (i.e. taking on new,
alternative economic identities). In the empirical scenes I will show how this process
has been an integral part of the translation of street papers world-wide.
2.7.1 Discourse, meaning and identity
The issue of subjectivity and (re)-subjectivation points to a key theme that should be
addressed if we want to understand better the translation and enactment of a global
social movement. This is the role of meaning, identity and discourse in the
development of social movements and social movement practices.33 Both ANT and
Gibson-Graham provide some concepts and tools to explore this, but are not very
well attuned to address this effectively. Gibson-Graham refer to the important role of
subjects and processes of re-subjectification within social movements, but provide
few concrete tools to explore analytically the role of meaning and identity in translation
processes. ANT highlights the semiotic-relationality of (global) phenomena such as
social movements and focuses strongly upon how ‘heterogeneous’ elements
(amongst which are texts, principles, ideas) define and shape one another. As such,
it focuses on semiotics and meaning-making,34 but its analytical focus is more
strongly upon the concrete network building activities of actors (in which meaning
and identity are just two of the many aspects to be enrolled). This makes ANT less
attuned to the specific role played by ideas, discourses and meanings in translation
processes (in particular to the discursive/linguistic elements of this process). Mol and
Mesman (1996: p. 429) put it even more strongly, ANT’s ‘version of semiotics is not
about meaning: it makes one try to find out instead what elements, of whichever
character, associated in whichever way, make each other be’.
Nevertheless, language and discourse do play a key role in social movement
dynamics (see, amongst others, Kurzman, 2008; Oliver & Johnston, 2000; Meyer et
al., 2002). Social movement actors often quite explicitly frame themselves in terms of
a particular collective identity or discourse, and they use many discursive devices
32

for a more detailed exploration of the process of re-subjectification see Gibson-Graham (2002, 2006a,
2006b, 2008)
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See for the importance of meaning and identity in social movement development and performance,
amongst others, Benford & Snow, 2000; Johnston & Klandermans, 1995; Meyer et al., 2002; Polletta &
Jasper, 2001b,
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in fact it is seen as a material-semiotic approach (see, amongst others, Law, 2007, p. 156; Mol & Mesman,
1996).

2.7.2 Language and constructionism
A key element of many processes of meaning making, of creating ‘truths’ and
‘realities’, is language and communication (c.f. Laclau & Mouffe, 1985; Torfing,
2005).36 These elements, therefore, have been of crucial interest to post-structuralist
researchers who work with a relational understanding of meaning and identity. To
better understand the significance for this study of their work and approach, it is
crucial to review several elements of the study of language and meaning that are at
the basis of these approaches. Most of these concepts find their roots in post-structuralism’s philosophical forerunner: ‘French structuralism’ and most prominently in
the work of its main proponent De Saussure.
Some key elements in the study of language and discourse
For the French structuralists, language is a system of signs that gives meaning to the
world around us and which is not so much determined by the reality to which it refers
(Saussure, 1960). The crucial intervention that de Saussure makes into the study of
language is that he distinguishes between the signifier (i.e. the entity that gives
meaning: a word, a label such as ‘mum’), the signified (the conceptual meaning to
which the signifier refers, i.e. the Idea ‘Mother’), and the referent object (the real being
‘out there’, i.e. the woman with children actually existing out there). According to de
Saussure, these three are not naturalistically related.
Meaning is not inherent in words, but is the result of a set of social conventions that
establish a connection between the world out there and its meaning/representation
(Doel, 1999). Signifiers become only meaningful through their relationships with other
signifiers to which they relate and from which they differ. Difference between signs
thus is important, since it is only through their differences that we can understand the
35

my use of the word dimension here is for rhetorical purposes only. I do not want to make an ontological
distinction between the discursive and other ‘dimensions’ of the social. I use this distinction merely as
an analytical strategy (see also below)
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Although the process of signification is broader than language alone (Law, 1997, 2007; Mol & Mesman,
1996), language often features in it.
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(texts, speeches and other language-acts) to articulate their semiotic/discursive
positions. Besides this, circulating discourses and discursive conditions of possibility
continue to shape and structure much of the action that takes place within movements.
An important suggestion made by many contemporary social movement scholars,
therefore, is to pay careful attention to this discursive dimension.35 The sections below
will therefore discuss some of the general elements of relational approaches to
meaning and identity, and will highlight a specific understanding of the role of
discourse in translation processes, which is, as I will argue, compatible with the
relational ontology of ANT.
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meaning of a signifier (see Saussure, 1960). Through difference, signs are established
as the counterparts of other signs in language, and the meaning of every sign is
defined by this opposition: meaning is produced through ‘binary oppositions’.
Language, in structural linguistics, therefore, is seen as a system of differences (see,
Saussure, 1960: 120).The relationships that give meanings to signs are seen as a
‘structural’ feature of language (Gordon, 2004) in the sense that they are fixed and
defined by their stable ‘opposition’ against other signs in the static structure of a
specific language (Saussure, 1960).37 Structural linguistics is most interested in the
macro-level of language – in the underlying mechanisms of the language system –
which is seen as being prior to any individual use of language (Fairclough, 2001: p.
18). This strong interest in the ‘underlying’ structure of language has made structural
linguistics a somewhat scientistic or ‘formalistic’ discipline. It focuses upon the
identification of the underlying, generative mechanisms of the language system
rather than on the actual language uses or behavior of actors (Murdoch, 2006: p. 5).
From structuralism to post-structuralism
From a relational ontology this is problematic, as this makes a sharp distinction
between structure and agency and it does not see language and language use as
the effect of relational activity. Post-structuralists therefore reject this structural
explanation of language and meaning. They retain the idea that signs acquire their
meaning by their relationships and differences with other signs, but see those
relationships and differences no longer as fixed or stable (c.f. Derrida & Bass, 1981,
2004; Laclau, 2001). Rather, the relationships and meanings change in the various
interactions and contexts in which they are used. This is important if we want to
understand better the role of meaning in the translation of social-movement practices.
Authors such as Derrida use the notion of différance to explain that meaning is not
produced in ‘the static closure of the binary opposition between signs’, but through
the free interplay of signifiers (Moi, 2002: p. 104). Différance means ‘to differ’ in the
sense that signs do not only differ from one another, but also from themselves (in
different times and contexts...). Différance also means ‘to defer’ in the sense that
there can never be a full (structural) fixing of signs in the structure of language. Any
ultimate interpretation or presence can always be ‘deferred’(Derrida, 1998; Derrida &
Bass, 1981, 2004). For post-structuralists, thus, meaning is not fixed. Instead, there is
an overflow of possible meanings and interpretations that can neither be set in
advance nor be determined by any seemingly ‘natural’ structure of language. Hence,
37

Structural linguistics, therefore, distinguishes between two different levels of language. The first is la
langue, the underlying structure of language that fixes the relationships between the various elements
and signs in a specific language system. The other is la parole, the individual speech acts and actual
language uses that draw upon the structure of the language (ie. la langue) in order to make sense.
Hence, de Saussure makes a clear distinction between a micro and macro level of analysis, la parole and
la langue.

2.7.3 Discourse theory
It arises from the above discussion that signs do not have a fixed position in the macro-structure of language, that there is not an objective structure of language, that
determines what is true or not. Nevertheless, this does not imply that structure does
not exist for post-structuralists, or that every meaning or claim will be accepted as
‘true’ or possible within a certain context. There is a certain (temporal) fixity, a certain
stabilization of things that are accepted to be ‘true’ or meaningful, and things that are
not. But there is not an objective reality, nor an objective structure of language, that
determines this. So what is it that determines which claims will be seen as true and
which not? How is meaning in social movements ‘constructed’? And what shapes the
actions of social movement actors in such a way that they will coalesce around a
certain (locally established) ‘norm’?
These questions are answered by discourse theory.
2.7.4 Post-structuralist discourse theory
The central tenet of post-structuralist discourse theory (DT) (c.f. Laclau & Mouffe,
1985; Glynos & Howarth, 2007) is that ‘the discursive’ plays a central role in the
constitution and stabilization of the social world, and that, since no meaning can be
ultimately fixed, there is always the potential for (social/political) change (i.e.
openness). In so doing, DT adheres to an anti-essentialist, anti-categorical ontology
that asserts the relational make up of our world. Yet, relationality does not “condemn
us to a totally free play of meaning” (Howarth, 2000: p. 104). Rather, DT stresses that
there are always partial fixations (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985: p. 111). Although the social
is never fully structured and things can always be different, there still are many stable
features in the ways in which we act, use language or give meaning to certain
phenomena (see Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002: p. 13).Within DT, it is the concept of
discourse that explains this fixity.
2.7.5 Discourse
Discourses are relational systems of signifying practices that provide the contingent
horizons for the construction of meaning, the formation of identity, and the
development of any meaningful action (c.f. Torfing, 2005: p. 8). To put it differently, the
term ‘discourse’ refers to groups of claims and statements that are interrelated and
mutually constitutive, which set out the ‘conditions of possibility’ that determine what
can be true or what cannot be true, what can be done and what cannot be done in a
particular setting (c.f. Foucault, 1972).
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meaning, from a post-structural perspective, is seen as something that is dynamic
and ontologically relational.
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In contrast to some other discursive approaches, DT’s concept of discourse does not
refer to language alone. Moreover, in DT no ontological distinction is made between
a discursive and a non-discursive dimension of society (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985;
Torfing, 1999). Rather, for DT, every meaningful object, action or practice is constituted
relationally as an object of discourse, in so far as no object is given outside our
engagement with ‘reality’ (c.f. Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). Discourse theory, therefore, is
ontologically close to ANT, as both ‘theories’ focus on the relational-semiotic
construction of reality (I will say more on this in the section on ‘discourse theory and
actor-network theory’ below).
The general idea of discourse theory is that it is in and through discourse that we
structure and stabilize the social world around us (in meaning). Then the question is:
how do such stable meanings and discursive regimes of truth come into being?
This question is important for our study of how particular meanings (and related
identities) are formed and how these come to shape social interaction within the
street paper movement (and vice versa). We want to be able to talk more clearly
about processes of meaning making and identity formation in the street paper
movement, and to understand how the diffusion and development of the street-paper
movement (semiotically) has taken place. There are three key notions that help DT to
answer the question how the partial fixation of meaning through discourse is achieved:
1) meaning is open to change; 2) meaning is shaped in processes of articulation; 3)
meaning shapes and is shaped by subjects and their identities.
2.7.6 Meaning is open to change: hegemony and struggle over meaning
A key notion in DT’s answer to the question of the stability and regularity of discourse
is that meaning can never by completely fixed: it is always open to change. Yet
meaning can be temporarily stabilized when the ‘hegemony’ of a discourse is
achieved. Hegemony refers to the expansion of a certain discourse, or a set of
discourses, into the dominant horizon of truth in a certain setting (i.e. truth regime,
see Torfing, 1999: p. 101). It is achieved when a particular discourse or set of
discourses is able to set out the main conditions of possibility that will guide actors in
their actions. Yet, there will always be an outside, a surplus of other meanings and
different interpretations that is lurking in the shadows. In fact, as DT asserts that
meaning, within a system of signification (a discourse), is always constructed in
relation to that what it cannot be (i.e. different meanings, different ‘regimes of truth’,
see, Laclau, 2001), this difference, the outside of a discourse, is the main reason for
the existence of this discourse in the first place (it is a constitutive outside). The idea
of the necessity of a discursive exterior, a constitutive outside, indicates that there are
always other meanings, that may open up the way for change (Critchley & Marchart,
2004).38
38

the basic feature of discourse to which Gibson-Graham point in their discussion of re-subjectivication

2.7.7 Articulation, difference and equivalence
Discourses involve a partial, yet temporarily stable, fixation of meaning through a
process known as ‘articulation’ (Glynos & Howarth, 2007). This concept of articulation
is similar to that which I have discussed earlier as translation-as-articulation (see my
explanation of actor-network theory in section 2.4.4). DT, however, focuses more
strongly on the linguistic and discursive aspects of articulation.39 It is here that we can
find a connection and possible interface between ANT and Discourse Theory (see
the discussion in section 2.7.10 below, and in the methodological chapter).
In the practice of articulation, empty, unsignified ‘elements’ (i.e. signifiers that are still
meaning-free) are related in such a way that they come to constitute the ‘moments’ of
a discourse: they become the ‘key signifiers’ that are endowed with meaning through
their relationships with and differences from others (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985: p. 105).
A discourse can become stable or hegemonic by the exclusion of any other potentially
‘threatening’ meaning that the elements of the discursive system could have had
(Howarth, 2000).
The process of articulation relies on the logics of difference and equivalence. To
articulate meaning, decisions are made both about differences and similarities
between signs and signifiers, and about the differences between a ‘discursive inside’
and what has to remain outside the discourse.40 Yet, as meanings are never entirely
fixed (‘closure’ is never fully achieved), neither difference nor equivalence can prevail
39

Although it does not focus on language only and may incorporate many other elements of meaning
making (such as practice and performativity), it is, as an approach that developed from a linguistic
ancestry, extremely well suited to zoom in onto the role of communication, language and cognitive sense
making.
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Again such decisions take place in incremental historical sequences, and may become hidden in
the institutionalization of a specific discourse. This institutionalization, however, is never fixed or fully
achieved.
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This makes discourse a highly ‘political’ concept. The process of meaning-making
ultimately draws upon political decisions of what should be included and what should
be excluded. This is ‘the primacy of politics’ in DT’s ontology (Howarth et al., 2000: p.
9). Sometimes, when different discourses are confronted with one another, this
results in a ‘struggle over meaning’ a struggle between different hegemonic projects
to fill in and fix the meaning of particular signifiers in a discourse. This is not necessary
a negative process. When two different discursive systems (hegemonic projects)
collide, this may also help to highlight frictions, problems and internal ambiguities
associated with a particular discourse or practice, and this may help to highlight
alternative ways of signification. Highlighting these ‘struggles over meaning’ may
thus provide insights in how practices (and the discourses and identities associated
with them) such as street papers may be improved and re-articulated, thus offering
an important analytical tool for this study.
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(Torfing, 1999: p. 97). And although the tension between the logics of difference and
equivalence cannot be resolved ontologically, in empirical articulations and in actual
discursive struggles an emphasis on difference or equivalence may help to produce
meaning or identity. In the methodological chapter, I will explore how the production
of meaning through the differential and equivalential relationships between signifiers
can be analyzed.
2.7.8 The subject and identity
Thus established and temporarily fixed, discourses help to define (temporarily) what
is ‘the norm’ and the ‘conditions of possibility’ for certain actors in a certain context:
norms and conditions which may shape the course of their actions. They provide a
means for actors to make sense of the world (reality) around them, and they help
them to shape their action accordingly.
In so doing, actors can be seen as being ‘subjected’ by discourse (see also my
discussion of subjectification above). For post-structuralism, the individual is not
seen as an autonomous, sovereign entity that exists prior to any interaction or
discourse, but is always constituted relationally in and through discourse (and vice
versa: discourses are always subjected to interaction). Discourses help to designate
the ways in which people may live and experience their own lives, by helping to create
social positions, roles, functions and activities for individuals to take up and follow, so
that their behavior becomes meaningful and accepted within a particular context.
The term ‘subject position’ refers to the particular social identities and roles that are
made possible by a particular discourse (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985: p. 115). By providing
the ‘subject positions’ with which actors can identify, discourses also generate certain
expectations about how individuals will act, what they will be able to say, and what
they will not be able to say (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002: p. 41).
Yet, the relationship between discourse and the subject-positions that individuals
take up is not necessarily determinate. As every subject position is also a discursive
construction, and as no discourse is definite or total, an individual may choose to
articulate meaning in different ways. The subject can be seen as being ‘fragmented’
by the variety of existing (and possible) discourses and the related subject-positions
from which she can choose (Howarth et al., 2000: p. 13). Someone might
simultaneously hold the subject positions ‘homeless vendor of street papers’,
‘university graduate’, ‘ICT-specialist’, ‘anti-capitalist activist’, ‘mother’, and ‘Roman
Catholic’. And each of these different discourses and different ‘subject positions’ may
point to different and possibly contradictory courses of action.
This relates to DT’s interest in the identity formation of the subject. Subjects acquire
identity through their identification with subject positions set out by a (particular) set
of discourses. Since no discourse can fully constitute itself, but is always necessarily
incomplete and contingent, there is no subject position that fully determines the

“What happens is this: a variety of signifiers are floating within the field of
discursivity [that is, the field of all different potential meanings] as their traditional
meaning has been lost; suddenly some master-signifier [ie. key signifier/empty
signifier] intervenes and retroactively constitutes their identity by fixing the floating
signifiers within a paradigmatic chain of equivalence.” (Torfing, 1999: p. 99).
To conclude, what we learn from discourse theory is how, through discourse,
meanings and identities may become (temporarily) fixed and how this helps to shape
the practices of actors. DT offers a means to explore how social phenomena become
meaningful by focusing on the articulation of discourse and identity and by highlighting
the ways in which meanings are contingent and may always be contested. In Box 1
below, a short and schematic summary of DT is given.
2.7.9 Some criticisms of DT
Discourse Theory complements the actor-network theoretical approach to social
movements, by highlighting, and offering a means to explore, the role of discourse
and subjectivity in translation processes. Before advancing to a discussion on how
ANT and DT are able to complement one another in the study of a social movement,
it is useful to briefly discuss some of the critiques that DT has attracted. Three
criticisms in particular stand out.
41

The notion of nodal point is closely related to Lacan’s concept of the ‘points de caption’ (Torfing, 1999: p. 98)
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To borrow an illustration, from Žižek: “when we quilt the floating signifier through ‘Communism’ [ the nodal
point in Žižek’s example], for example, ‘class struggle’ confers a precise and fixed signification to all other
elements: to democracy (so-called ‘real democracy’ as opposed to ‘borgeois formal democracy’as a
legal form of exploitation); to feminism (the exploitation of women as resulting from the class-conditioned
division of labour); to ecologism (the destruction of natural resources as a logical consequence of profitorientated capitalist production); ...” (Žižek 1989: p. 88 in Torfing, 1999: p. 99)
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identity of a subject (Glynos & Howarth, 2007: p. 190): the subject finds herself in a
continuous search for identity and identification (see Laclau, 1996: p. 92). Identities
are formed much in the same way in which meaning is constructed. It is through the
linking together of signifiers in ‘chains of equivalence and difference’ that identity can
be achieved.
DT refers to certain privileged points in the discourse that help to constitute these
chains of related signifiers (chains of signification): they are called nodal points or ‘key
signifiers’.41 These key signifiers may become ‘empty’: they become signifiers without
a (clearly defined) signified. Empty signifiers do not have a strong sense of meaning
and can be filled by a variety of different discourses. The function of key signifiers and
empty signifiers is that they are able to relate to other signifiers and to shape the
chains of equivalence and difference between them in such a way that their meaning
becomes relatively fixed.42 As Torfing explains:
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Box 1 Schematic outline of DT
1) 	It is in and through discourse that we structure and stabilize the world
around us in meaning
a)	Yet, a discourse can never be finally fixed, the notion of ‘différance’ points
to the continued presence of a surplus of meaning
b) 	Hence, at any time, there may be a struggle over the configuration and
stabilization of discourse (hegemonic struggle)
c) 	Articulation, the practice of establishing a relationship among elements
in such a way that meaning is produced, is the key defining moment of
discourse
d) 	To understand the ways in which meaning becomes fixed, it is necessary to
look into how relationships of equivalence and difference are articulated
2) 	Discourses subject individuals, that is, they help to designate the ways
in which people may live and experience their own lives
a) 	Hence, subjects acquire identity through their identification with different
subject-positions set out by discourse
b) 	Yet, as there can be no full closure of discourse, different discourses
(simultaneously) interpellate subjects in different ways (i.e. the subject is
fragmented)
c) 	And, different discourses may point to different, sometimes conflicting,
courses of action (and may lead to hegemonic struggle)
d) 	Hegemonic struggle points to the ways in which different discourses try
to fix identity and meaning by creating different chains of signification
i) nodal points and empty-signifiers are used to relate signifiers in
such a way that meaning and identity becomes fixed
		
ii) identity is thus generated through the development of certain chains
of related signifiers (i.e. chains of signification) in which relationships
of equivalence and difference are articulated by nodal points in
discourse

Idealist?
First, discourse theory has been subjected to a critique which is often posed against
social-constructivist approaches: it is accused of being ‘idealist’ and extremely
‘relativist’. This argument is based on DT’s statement that ‘everything is constructed
as an object of discourse’ and that, thus, nothing exists outside discourse. This is
seen as idealist since it can be read as a claim that there exists no autonomous reality
outside of our ‘ideas’ of it. This idea has called forth two responses by DT. First,
discourse theory does not reject the idea that there exists a reality outside our
representation of it. It merely claims that ‘nothing follows from the bare existence of

Relativist or critical?
Second, in terms of relativism, it is often said that DT cannot be ‘critical’ because it
does not accept that there is a ‘true system of meaning’ that can make more or less
absolute claims about what is true, good or bad: there is no superior moral ground.
This makes DT unable to expose the flaws of one existing system against a
better/‘more true’ alternative (cf. critical realism). This criticism is relevant because it
can be made against any approach (including mine) that draws upon a relational
ontology and which stresses the contingency and dynamics of the relations and
associations that produce meaning in the social world. The criticism also can be
countered on the basis of this same relational ontology. DT contends that everybody,
researchers and academics included, are always already part of a particular
contingent set of discourses that provide us with the tools (claims, statements, ideas)
to evaluate what is good or bad or true. Yet, since no discourse is definite (and the
subject is fragmented), and since agents play a constitutive role in the shaping of
discourses, there are always possibilities for other discourses, other truth claims,
other claims about what is good or bad, to penetrate an existing system of meaning.
Frictions between such competing systems help us to learn about alternatives and to
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matter’ (Torfing, 2005: p. 18). This is an argument that is proximate to ANT, which
claims that for matter (both human and non-human) to be meaningful it has to be
enacted first, it has to act to produce an effect, a meaning. Discourse theory, however,
also states that ‘matter does not carry the means of its own representation’ (Torfing,
2005: p. 18). Here, discourse theory somewhat diverts from material-semiotics by
taking up a more or less social-constructivist position about the relationship between
matter and ideas, and more importantly, between matter and human representation.
It argues that matter relies on human representations to become meaningful. This
claim is rejected from a material-semiotic standpoint, since from the latter perspective
matter only becomes meaningful through its associations and its enactment with
other actors, in which humans are merely one of the many heterogeneous elements
and associations that make objects meaningful. Nevertheless, language and human
representation/interpretation often do play a role in these processes, but they are not
necessarily the core elements that make an object meaningful (meaningful =
producing an effect in the outside world). It is in the latter role – the role of language
and representation as one of the elements of translation – that I will use the concept
of discourse in this research. I will use it to examine the role of the various representations, ideas and principles that are enrolled in the translation of the street paper
movement. I will also use DT to produce meaningful representations of practices in
the movement myself, that is, I will use it to characterize the meanings and identities
associated with particular actors and practices in the movement. I will elaborate on
this below and in the chapter on methodology.
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evaluate the ones that we adhere to. What is relevant for this research is that this
teaches us that confronting existing discourses that pertain to a particular setting with
different discourses and different sets of meanings and identities, may enhance
learning and may help to improve and extend social practices with new and alternative
ideas and ways of doing.
Explanation?
A final critique of DT that needs to be considered is leveled at the assumed incapacity
of discourse theory to explain social phenomena. This critique is based upon a
different understanding of the notion of explanation. In line with ANT, DT opposes
seeing explanation as a way to see and understand local or individual phenomena in
the light of overarching, universal laws and mechanisms. Instead, DT aims to produce
more localized, contextual explanations that describe how historically contingent
phenomena have been produced, how their relations have come to be constructed
in a particular way, and how this is connected to other meanings of actors and
practices outside these localities. Yet, DT also has an inclination to make more
generalistic claims and to refer to wider frameworks such as ‘hegemonic discourses’
or ‘discursive orders’ to explain social phenomena. This evokes a tension between
DT and ANT. The latter strongly rejects making ‘jumps’ to more abstract explanations
or overarching frameworks. This tension will be dealt with below.
2.7.10 Discourse Theory and Actor-Network Theory
Conceptually, Actor-Network Theory and Discourse Theory are closely related. Both
are strongly influenced by semiotics, share a basic relational, anti-essentialist
ontology, build upon post-structuralist literature and focus upon the ways in which the
world around us is relationally ‘constructed’. Yet, they have different analytical (and
theoretical) focus points: ANT focuses on material-semiotics, whilst DT focus more
strongly on the linguistic/discursive aspects of this semiotic relationality. To consider
the advantages of using both approaches together in the analysis of the street paper
movement, it is important to consider their differences. Three important ontological
differences in particular should be considered.
One is the different emphasis on materiality. ANT focuses more upon the constitutive
role played by non-human actors in the process of network-building, and although
DT acknowledges that there is no distinction to be made between the discursive and
non-discursive dimension of society, it gives less emphasis to the role of non-human
actors in the constitution of society (c.f. Featherstone, 2008). Although this is a matter
of nuance, this difference gives each of the theories a different analytical possibility.
As ANT focuses more sharply on relations, associations and the material features of
network building, it is better able to trace empirically the ways in which (heterogeneous)
actors associate themselves with one another through processes of circulation and
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articulation. DT, on the other hand, is more attuned to the discursive/linguistic features
of network building, and is better able to understand how meaning is articulated and
how discourses shape and position actors in particular ways. For this research
project, DT and ANT complement each other. Where ANT points more clearly to the
material and networked dimension of the movement, DT allows me to stress the
discursive features of this construction.
The second difference between DT and ANT concerns the relational construction of
the social. While ANT most clearly focuses upon the establishment of specific,
traceable relations within the process of network-building,43 DT’s focus is more upon
the notion of différance. To put it differently, for ANT the establishment of relationships
in network-building is central, for DT it is the differences and the contingencies that
are put in the foreground. Even when ANT takes seriously the role of resistance and
struggle during network building, the focus is mostly upon how networks aim to
consume resistance and how reluctant actors are convinced and interessed in the
process of network development (Lee & Brown, 1994: p. 787). For DT, however, the
whole notion of différance emphasizes that different relationships, changing
relationships, and alternatives are possible. Discourse Theory shares with ANT an
interest in how different ideas and discourses define different realities, that may (or
may not) interact, influence and potentially improve one another. This is much in line
with the ideas of the after-ANT tradition which I will discuss in chapter three. It is useful
for the analysis of the street paper movement, as it allows us to examine the different
worlds and different identities and practices within this movement and to highlight the
ways in which they may learn from one another.
A final difference between ANT and DT is that ANT is critical to references made to
abstractions such as ‘overarching mechanisms’ or ‘generalizeable concepts’,
because these tend to become used as ‘naturalized’ and ‘anonymous’ explanations
of social phenomena without drawing on strong empirical foundations. Because of
this, ANT is somewhat suspicious about the use of discourse theory in a relational
analysis. Although in discourse theory the analysis of discourse is firmly based on
empirical observations of concrete forms of communication and language use, the
notion that these processes should be understood as part of wider frameworks such
as a discursive order or hegemonic discourse reflects a ‘jump’ to abstract explanations
which is opposed by ANT’s more empirically oriented (and ontologically flat) relational
approach. This tension arises from the different theoretical and empirical backgrounds
of both approaches and cannot be easily reconciled.
To connect DT with ANT without reinforcing this tension, here a pragmatic strategy is
used that helps to avoid making these ‘jumps’. Discourse Theory will be employed to
highlight processes of meaning making in concrete empirical cases without relying
too strongly on explanations that frame these semiotic processes in terms of their
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embeddedness in wider and more abstract discourses that circulate beyond the
confines of the empirical research. This strategy makes it less problematic to use DT
in this ANT inspired study and helps to address issues that are left unattended by
actor-network analysis. It helps to explore the ways in which ideas, discourses,
meanings and identities are enrolled in the processes of actor-network formation and
vice versa. This strategy will be elaborated in chapter three.
In sum, Discourse Theory is used to complement ANT since it is better able to highlight
the ways in which particular(/different) concepts, ideas and meanings become
established and how this influences and shapes the formation of particular subject
positions and identities (and vice versa). This is the core reason why it will be adopted
in the approach taken in this study.

2.8 The theoretical approach taken in this study
In the introduction to this chapter, it was said that a study of the street paper movement
should take account of four aspects of that movement, namely:
· the complex and often non-linear ways in which its ideas and practices have spread
across the world,
· the ways in which ‘local’ street papers are shaped by their embeddedness within
the ‘global’ street paper movement, and vice versa, without treating global and
local and micro and macro relations in a dualistic/hierarchical way. And related to
this: the relationality of structure and agency within social-movement development;
· capturing the (simultaneous) diversity and singularity of the movement and the
local groups and practices connected to it
· the ways in which the movement as a whole becomes stabilized without strict
central means of control and coordination
The critical study of the literature so far has enabled me to refine the statement of
what is required of the theoretical approach. It is to acquire a comprehensive relational
outlook on movements, one which is able to understand them as:
· relational and continuously evolving global phenomena;
· constituted in and through locally and globally entangled forms of interaction;
· mediated by its own spatial diffusion and power relations; and
· shaped by (and shaping) particular discourses, identities and subjectivities.
These adaptations of, and refinements to, the theories described so far in this chapter
result in the following theoretical approach, which I have constructed in order to study
the street paper movement.
2.8.1 Social Movements as ontological networks
In this study, I will treat social movements as ontological networks, by looking at the

2.8.2 Exploring movements and their constituent parts through ‘translation’
I will use the notion of ‘translation’ to examine actor-network formation from these two
perspectives. In section 2.4.4, I argued that translation entails both an element of
circulation (movement) and an element of articulation (adaptation/appropriation). The
approach that I take up here emphasizes both aspects of translation. I do this by
(analytically) splitting up the notion into translation-as-articulation and translation-ascirculation.44
Translation-as-articulation focuses on local processes of network building and
examines how the different ideas, intentions and activities of different actors are
forged together and aligned into well-working actor-networks (or how these processes
fail to achieve this). It gives a focused account on the micro-practices and
micro-politics of actor-network building in distinct settings. Translation-as-articulation
also has a discursive dimension, as it refers to the network-building processes in
which the roles, identities and subjectivities of actors are being shaped. Since
language, ideas and other forms of discursive interaction play an important role in
processes of articulation, I will connect the concept of translation-as-articulation also
to discourse theory and the notion of subjectivity (see below).
Translation-as-circulation is useful for highlighting and exploring the role of travelling
ideas and practices within the movement. Translation-as-circulation refers to the
ways in which actors are able to ‘transfer’ their ideas, intentions and practices to
others. Tracing translation from this point of view requires an examination of the ways
in which the ideas, intentions, and practices of one place become ‘inscribed’ in
particular devices (mediators/ intermediaries), how they travel, and how they again
infuse actor-network formation in other local places. Translation-as-circulation thus
helps to make empirical the complex trajectories of diffusion in a social movement.
44

it should be noted, however, that separating translation in this way serves an analytical/methodological
ambition only and should not be seen as an attempt to divide the process at an ontological level. This will
be elaborated in chapter three
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(semiotic) relations, interactions and connections that exist between their constituent
parts. To highlight the centrality of these interactions in the development of social
movements, I use the notion of the ‘actor-network’. Practices, organizations and
events – ranging from actual street papers, local street paper organizations,
international associations, to events such as conferences and international
campaigns, but also the movement as a whole – represent ‘actor-networks’.
Actor-network theory is used to explore the relational becoming of both the social
movement as a whole, and the different, diverse practices out of which it exist. I will
focus on both how actor-networks are formed in specific local settings and practices,
and how through the interactions between them, local practices and the global
movement take shape and form.
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Rather than viewing diffusion processes from a linear or one-directional point of view,
translation-as-circulation helps us to trace the more fluid and dynamic paths that
diffusion in social movements often takes. This will be elaborated in chapter three.
Power, centrality and stability
Tracing processes of translation-as-circulation highlights that within a social
movement, there will always be certain actors and practices that are able to reach far
into the networks of interaction and which, because of their centrality, are able to
connect and influence a wide range of different sites and practices. My concern is
with the ‘central’ places and circulations within a movement – the interactions that
influence a wide array of actors. Central places may also play a crucial role in the
stabilization of social movement. By sending out influential ideas and practices, that
become black-boxed and taken-for-granted, they may help to create coherence
within a social movement. Locating these ‘centers’ and tracing the flows of information
that circulate through them, thus, is crucial to understand the ways in which power
and stability may become inscribed in a social movement. How do the centers of a
movement become central? What are the roles they play? Through what circulations
is this role granted to them? What is their impact on the movement’s development?
I will use the notions of ‘centers of calculation’ and Latour’s concept of the ‘oligopticon’,
to explore these issues. This will be elaborated in the methodological chapter.
2.8.3 After-ANT, difference
Social movements are never fully coherent ‘collectives’, there are always differences
and there are always actors and practices that deviate from ‘the norm’ that circulates
within the movement. To understand a social movement as a diverse and dynamic
relational phenomenon, we should not only focus on circulation and interconnection.
There are different worlds within the street paper movement, some of which are only
partly connected to one another, and some are not connected at all. So, not everything
can be traced by following connectivities. To understand the movement as a
differentiated relational world, we have to become mobile and apt at exploring
multiplicities. To do this, we rely on the insights of the after-ANT literature. After-ANT
explicitly focuses our attention to the ways in which different worlds in the street
paper movement are enacted, how difference is performed and how multiplicity is
achieved. Following an after-ANT research strategy poses significant methodological
challenges, that will be dealt with in chapter three.
2.8.4 Discourse, Identity and Subjectivity
Discourse theory also helps to explore the ways in which differences are achieved.
The combination of DT with ANT is one of the main contributions that I will make to the
relational study of social movements. It helps us to understand better the ways in which
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the translation of a social movement is always mediated by discourse, language,
meaning and identity.
In doing so, I will extend the notion of translation by focusing more strongly upon its
‘discursive’ dimensions. This is not to ignore the semiotic capabilities of actor-network
analysis, but to pay more attention to the discursive/linguistic features of social phenomena.
Translation-as-articulation is extended by focusing on the role of identities, ideas and
discourses in local translation processes. Discourse theory helps to understand better the
role of subjectivity and processes of (re-) subjectivication that take place in the translation
of actor-networks. Since discourses help to designate the ways in which people live and
experience their own lives, DT directs our attention to the ways in which discourses help to
establish particular social positions, roles, functions and activities. The discourse
theoretical notion of articulation is a key means to explore how social phenomena become
meaningful (by focusing on relations of difference and equivalence). Since this notion is
close to the the concept of translation-as-articulation, I will use it as an interface between
ANT and DT analysis. I will elaborate this in chapter three.
Translation-as-circulation is extended by focusing on the discursive content of
processes of inscription and the travelling materials resulting from these processes.
To a large extent, social movements are able to spread and develop across the world
through the circulation of particular discursive ‘scripts’ (meanings, ideas, and
practices) that are embedded within the circulating materials that travel between
social movement actors. Language and discursive elements play an important role in
this process of diffusion. Discourse Theory provides some tools to explore the
significance of this aspect of the translation process.
DT also shows that meanings are always contingent and may be contested. Taken-forgranted circulations may be dissected and examined, to show what political choices and
selections were made behind them. Connecting DT to after-ANT also helps to explore
different enactments of the street paper movement world-wide, by highlighting the different
meanings, identities and discourses on which they draw. DT helps to do this in two general
ways: i) by helping to produce meaningful representations of practices in the movement
(that is: giving detailed characterizations of the meanings and identities associated with
particular actors and practices in the movement); and ii) by highlighting some of the
frictions and collisions between different semiotic articulations of street papers within the
movement (by exploring logics of equivalence and difference). Confronting these different
discursive articulations of street papers, may help to identify key tensions and imbalances
within particular discourses, and may enhance learning and help to improve and extend
social (movement) practices with new and alternative ideas and practices coming from
alternative discourses.
With this approach I will analyze the street paper movement in scenes one to eight.
The methods used to do that have been derived from this theoretical approach, and
they will be discussed in chapter three.
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I will develop a methodology for studying the street paper movement.
To be consistent with the approach developed in the previous chapter, the
methodology must be able to capture social movements as ontological networks that
evolve through processes of translation and that are mediated by relations of power,
space and subjectivity. Below, I outline such an approach. First, however, four issues
need to be addressed.
3.1.1 Post-structuralist methodology
Methodology is often seen as a set of analytical rules and guidelines that guarantees
the production of ‘true’ and ‘real’ scientific knowledge. Traditional methodologies
look for transparency and accuracy; they start from the proposition that reality is ‘out
there’ for us to grasp, and that reality is to be understood as a set of fairly specific,
determinate, essential, and more or less identifiable processes (Law, 2004: p. 5). But
what is the function of methodology if we see reality as a continuously evolving and
heterogeneous construct? What if that which is ‘out there’ is dynamic, fluid or multiple?
A key insight that I borrow from post-structuralism is that multiple truths and different
social realities co-exist and interact. There is no such thing as a universally applicable
truth that can be settled for once and for all. This insight irrevocably follows from my
relational meta-physical assumption that reality is generated in processes of relational
interaction. This is partly semiotic: entities achieve their significance and meaning
through their relations with other entities. This evolves through dynamic interactions
and through the enactment and articulation of meaning by different actors in different
situations. It follows from this that the idea of methodology as a strict and universally
applicable set of rules no longer suffices. It needs to be replaced with a more dynamic
and relational conceptualization, an approach that sees methodology as something
which is particular, dynamic, context dependent, and (relationally) constructed.
3.1.2 The importance of methodology
This does not mean that methodology is unimportant. Every research that produces
a particular story or makes a particular truth-claim, inevitably draws upon political,
epistemological and methodological assumptions. Methodologies are not neutral.
They consist of many selections, choices, exclusions and inclusions that are based on
specific (political) rationales and assumptions. As different underlying assumptions,
strategies and methodologies tend to produce different stories about the truth and
reality, knowing what these assumptions and strategies are might help to evaluate
better the particular realities and statements that are produced.
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In addition, methodology is also a tool that can be deployed by the researcher so that
she is able to conduct her study well. That is, methodology may provide the researcher
with her own articulated guidelines on how to conduct her studies. It helps her to ask
particular questions, to remain true to the particular principles (ontology/norms/
beliefs) she upholds, and to achieve particular (research) goals.
3.1.3 Methodology for relational geography
The relational approach that I have outlined in the preceding chapters states that
social phenomena are fundamentally constituted through interactions. Rather than
focusing upon a single phenomenon, or, from a more geographical angle, on a single
site or scale, the relational approach aims to shed light upon the ways in which these
entities are constructed out of a variety of interactions with others. Hence, relational
analysis should always entail an exploration of the multiple interactions that exist
between entities, actors, sites, practices, events and networks.
Much contemporary relational research in our field, however, remains rather local in
its analytical focus. Case-study analysis is the dominant form of analysis, and
‘relationality’ is often explored only in a local or regional setting. Despite calls for
assessing these cases as essentially ‘unbound’ – tracing and taking on board as
many external relations and interactions as possible – relational geographers still
tend to isolate their studied cases and, therefore, fail to adhere to the basic premises
of relational thinking (see Markusen, 1999; Murdoch, 2006). As a result, relational
research often ends up with rather particularistic descriptions of social phenomena,
neglecting the latter’s constitution through wide stretching spatial networks of
interaction.
Two developments make it possible to avoid this. First, the relational approach(es) of
ANT, and its growing emphasis on spatially extensive networks of interaction, has
opened up new ways to explore the relational constitution of phenomena as they
stretch out through space and time. ANT’s approach of tracing networks, in particular,
presents a useful analytical tool that focuses on the relationships between micro- and
macro-phenomena, stretches the analysis beyond any single and bounded case,
and presents a ‘flat’ and symmetrical analytical approach that retains the same
ontological position for each ‘level’ of analysis.
The second development is in information-technology, in computer assisted
qualitative research, and the growth of the internet (see Lewins & Silver, 2007;
Mamadouh, 2004). The vast amount of time it once took to collect and analyze data
about complex global social phenomena can now be partly substituted by computer
time. This is particularly true for research into global movements, such as the street
paper movement, that themselves rely heavily on these technologies. For such
movements, the internet is often the main communication channel between actors.
Also, it is used as a way to inform the general public about particular activities and

3.1.4 ANT’s doubts about methodology
Proponents of ANT have often expressed their reservations concerning method,
claiming that ‘obsession with method bespeaks a poverty of imagination and
excitement” (Woolgar paraphrased by Mol & Mesman, 1996). Moreover, and perhaps
as a result of such theoretical reservations, ANT scholars have demonstrated little
interest in producing clear methodological guidelines for conducting ANT research.45
There is little talk about methodologies used, and narratives on methodology and
empirical observations are often intertwined (see Barnes et al., 2007).
However, although I agree that ANT methodologies are necessarily dynamic and
reflexive, I see no reason for ANT researchers to be inarticulate about method and
methodology. In practice, ANT studies are not methodologically empty, but are
replete with methodological observations – be it that they are often not made explicit
(and coherent). As explained above, I see important reasons to talk about method
and methodological issues. Not speaking about them tends to remove from view the
creativity of the researcher, her decisions, and her normative and political stances.
I acknowledge that there should be no general ANT methodology, and that
methodology is not a guarantee for the truth or general reliability of a statement. ANT
methodology is always grounded within actual empirical work that (necessarily)
differs from case to case. ANT does not provide a one-size-fits-all methodology. It is
a dynamic and context-sensitive empirical approach and should remain so. Such an
approach is set out below.

3.2 Towards an ANT inspired methodology
ANT research projects tend to focus upon the ways in which the act of heterogeneous
assembling is performed, how things are assembled together, and how networks are
prolonged. As a result, almost every social phenomenon becomes an object worth
studying with ANT. And as each of these different empirical settings requires different
methods and research strategies, the consequence is that there is a wide variety of
methodological approaches to choose from in the ANT literature (see Cowan et al.,
2009).
Strikingly, however, there has been little explicit attention to the methodological
differences and similarities of ANT studies in the literature.46 What kind of different
approaches exist? What, for instance, makes a particular methodological strategy
useful in one empirical context and not in another? Below I will consider the relevance
45
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campaigns. As many social movements have an on-line web-presence, information
on a movement as a whole, and on its various spatially diffuse practices, has now
become easily accessible.
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of three broad strands of actor-network methodology that I have identified in the
literature. The first two approaches I have labeled as the more or less ‘classical’
approaches to ANT, since similar forms have been widely used in actor-network
studies throughout the 1990s and 2000s. The third approach is a more recent one and
draws largely upon the after-ANT literature that I have briefly discussed in chapter two.
3.2.1 ‘Classical’ approaches to ANT
The two ‘classical’ modes of ANT methodology that I wish to highlight here, are not
so much ontologically or even epistemologically different from one another, but each
focuses on different aspects of actor-network formation. I have labeled them as
‘focused-ANT’ and ‘diffuse-ANT’ since the difference between them is similar to the
differences that I have identified between the two modes of Foucauldian analysis in
chapter two. That is, the focused and (geographically) delimited approach of
Foucauldian institutional analysis on the one hand, and the spatially diffuse and
dispersed focus of (macro) governmentality studies on the other. In line with these
two Foucauldian modes of analysis, the different modes of ANT methodology differ
in terms of their focused and diffuse views on social phenomena. The ‘focused’
mode of ANT research draws upon a methodology for following the (often strategic/
managerial) actions of specific actors or groups of actors in their attempts to construct
‘local’ actor-networks in more or less limited (micro) spaces. The ‘diffuse’ mode of
ANT, on the other hand, concentrates more on actor-networks at a wider scale – and
more particularly, on the circulations within them. This mode explores a wide number
of (not necessarily strategic) translations and circulations, that are spatially diffuse,
less focused, and of a more dispersed and emergent character.47
The two modes of ANT have different methodological and analytical implications,
and each leads to different, but not conflicting, empirical stories about particular
phenomena. What they share (methodologically) is an empirical interest in semiotic
relationality (that is, translation), that is explored by focusing upon how actors are
able to ‘act from a distance’ upon others, and by focusing upon the articulation of
(stable) relations between them. A crucial role in both methodological trajectories is
played by the notion of the ‘intermediary’, the (semi) material devices that travel
between actors in order to connect and influence them.48
47

In their chapter ‘Actor-networks: ecology and entrepreneurs’ Gherardi and Nicolini (2005) make a similar
categorization. They distinguish between ‘entrepreneurial ANT’ as the focused version of ANT on the one
hand, and ‘ecological ANT’ as a more diffuse form of ANT on the other. I take some inspiration from their
classification, but I do not agree with the basic premises upon which it is built. To be more precise, I do
not agree with their argumentation that the difference between the two modes of ANT is the result of two
different conceptualizations of agency (a focused and a dispersed one) within ANT. I disagree with this
observation since both ‘versions’ of ANT base their research on the notion of agency as an actor-network.
My main argument, hence, is that both approaches differ in terms of analytical emphasis only.
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A key difference concerning the analysis of intermediaries, however, is that the ‘diffuse’ mode of ANT
expresses a bigger interest in the emergent circulation of intermediaries (following their spatially extensive

Problematization
The first moment of translation, the initial stage of actor-network building, is called
problematization. Analytically, the notion of problematization allows us to view the
process of local group formation through the eyes of the instigating (often entrepreneurial) actors. It refers to the ways in which these actors define the problem, develop
a solution to it, and try to persuade others to take up a particular course of action, and
in that way establish an actor-network/practice that will become the ‘obligatory
passage point’ for each and every actor that aims to solve this problem. The key
questions to be answered are: who or what are the various instigating actors? (can
they be identified at all?) What is the problem they identify (and how do they define
it)? How do they aim to address it? What other actors should according to the
instigating actors be involved to address the problem? What roles should they play
according to the instigating actors?
paths), while the ‘focused’ mode of ANT is more interested in the (strategic) use of devices by actors in
order to negotiate a specific, often local, relationship.
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see, amongst others, (Callon, 1986b, 1986a; Latour, 1987, 1988; Davies, 2002; Mcgrath, 2001;
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3.2.2 ‘Focused’ ANT
There are many examples of the ‘focused’ mode of ANT.49 The study of Callon (1986b)
about the scallops and fishermen of St. Brieuc’s Bay mentioned in chapter 2 is,
perhaps, most exemplary of this mode of research.
Focused-ANT sees the emergence of actor-networks as a set of unique translations
that have to be explored empirically in terms of the specificity of the (historical, spatial,
political, cultural) contexts in which they are embedded. Thus, ‘focused’ ANT examines
how local actor-networks unfold, how essential actors and resources are assembled
together, how these elements are persuaded into taking up particular roles, and how,
in the end, a stable and well-working actor-network is formed (or how attempts have
failed to do so). The method is particularly useful when the focus of the analysis is upon
a bounded set of actors whose strategic or ‘focused’ actions generate associations,
mobilize intermediaries, and stabilize actor-networks in a particular site or practice. I will
therefore use it to explore and make sense of specific local practices, seen as a limited
number of translations involving the actions of a restricted number of actors. I will use it
to make sense of the local means by which relationships between a particular set of
actors are established, and how their roles and positions are attributed and stabilized.
In this way, it is well suited to characterize and explore different local sites and practices
that together form the street paper movement.
Callon’s study analyzes actor-network formation by focusing on four characteristic
moments of translation: problematization, interessement, enrolment and mobilization.
These four analytical phases are described briefly below.
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Interessement
The second moment in the process of translation is ‘interessement’. This is when the
instigating actors enlist other actors, assign different roles to them, and try to persuade
the former to take up these roles. The key questions to be answered are: which actors
should be enrolled to establish the actor network?50 What particular courses of action
should be taken up by these actors? How are relations of equivalence and difference
produced and defined? How are actors convinced to take up a particular role, and
what devices are used to persuade them? What are the mutual relations and
interactions that are ascribed to different actors? What is the (discursive/material)
‘Other’ of the actor-network (allies and enemies)?
Enrolment
Enrolment is the phase in which the roles and identities of the participating actors are
further specified and aligned. Enrolment requires translation between actors, and
translation involves negotiation, step-by-step, until a temporarily stable arrangement
is reached. Analyzing the moment of enrolment involves exploring the various trial
and error processes in which actors engage to align their roles (both shaping
themselves and others). Key questions are: what relationships are established
between actors (stable or evolving)? How are they defined and given meaning? How
are different roles negotiated in trial and error processes? What changes are made in
the roles and relationships of actors? What identities and meanings are produced
along the way? In what ways do reluctant actors and their associated ideas, identities
and practices feed back into the translation of the network as a whole (do they force
it to change, or are they themselves changed)?
Mobilization
Mobilization refers to the (final) stabilization of the meaning and identity of an
actor-network. Here, the actor-network starts to act as one single recognizable actor
which now produces effects in the outside world. The identity of the assembled
heterogeneous actors is inscribed into the collective, and some actors start to operate
as spokespersons for it. Key questions are: Who or what are the ‘spokespersons’ for
the collective? Who or what is acting on behalf of the collective? What effects do they
produce? How is the collective represented? What kind of statements, expectations
and values are voiced about the network? What can be said about its identity and the
discourses it enacts/produces?
Focused-ANT thus examines the dedicated acts of a limited set of actors that ‘assemble
together’ in specific actor-networks. It helps us to understand how, historically, an
actor-network was formed and why it has taken on the shape and meaning that it has
assumed. Its focus on the moments of translation and the specific insights it offers
50

according to the instigating actors

3.2.3 ‘Diffuse’ ANT
The approach that I have labeled as the ‘diffuse’ mode of ANT is better able to
address the latter issues. Diffuse-ANT explores (often geographically dispersed)
multiple places and practices that belong to the same macro-object and traces the
circulations and interactions between these practices.
The diffuse ‘version’ of ANT is a broad church and is less clearly articulated as a
distinct approach in the literature than focused ANT. In fact, there is a wide array of
approaches and applications that can be placed under its label and there is no single
analytical strategy which is used most frequently in these studies.51 Despite their
differences, all the applications of ‘diffuse’ ANT share an analytical interest in the
circulations and interactions that take place between actors in different places and
times. Compared with focused ANT, diffuse ANT concentrates less upon the ‘local
heroes’ and how these strategically try to establish local actor networks, and puts
more emphasis on the networking activities of a great(er) number of spatially (and
temporally) dispersed actors, on their mutual influencing, and on the contested and
negotiated nature of social order that emerges from this. In so doing, diffuse ANT
helps to explore the ‘emergence of similar practices in different locations’ and helps
us to show how they add up into a wider network of interaction that acts as ‘a
distributed center of authority’, such as a global social movement (see Gherardi &
Nicolini, 2005: p. 17).
Two works in the diffuse-ANT tradition are particularly useful for this research. The
first is an empirical study on the city of Paris executed by Latour and Hermant (1998),
and the second is a methodological work by Latour (2005) on ‘Reassembling the
Social’.52 Both works express an interest in the dispersed properties of actor-networks
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compare, for instance, Lagendijk (2004); Whatmore & Thorne (1997); Routledge (2008); Latour et al.
(1998); Law & Mol (2008); Star & Ruhleder (1996)
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In ‘Paris ville invisible’, Latour (1998)sketches a picture of the city of Paris as a diffuse actor-network
consisting of a multiplicity of relations, translations and networks. To explore Paris, the focus is on
following and examining ‘the multiple Parises within Paris’, which together comprise all of Paris but can
never represent it in its totality. Latour thus engages with a variety of practices, realities and circulations
in which Paris is enacted. In ‘Reassembling the Social ’(2005), Latour proposes a similar analytical
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about translation-as-articulation in particular, will be used to understand and examine
the formation and performance of local practices and actor-networks in the street
paper movement.
Focused-ANT is, however, less well attuned to trace and explore the role of wider and
more spatially extensive settings in which most actor-networks take shape (Gherardi
& Nicolini, 2005). As interactions between different actor-networks in different places
do play an important role in the development of social movements, it is important, if
not imperative, to extend the analytical focus of this research project towards these
more diffuse sets of translation.
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and each provides several analytical strategies that help to explore the more extensive
(macro) networks of a large and diffuse macro phenomenon. I will draw upon those
works to focus upon the multiple ways in which (spatially and temporally distant)
actors in the street paper movement interact, how they mutually configure one
another, and how their relations are shaped through spatially dispersed networks of
interaction. Two specific analytical focal points emerge from this literature.
Connectors: inscription, mediators and intermediaries
First, and one of the most crucial elements of the ‘diffuse’ ANT methodology, is its
focus on the different conduits and vehicles that help to connect sites, practices and
actors into a macro-object (translation-as-circulation). This analysis involves tracing
the connectors (the ‘intermediaries’ and ‘mediators’) that flow through the different
networks of interaction. What is methodologically interesting about this for my project,
is that often both the circulation and the formation of these connectors can be traced
and analyzed empirically.
It is through the process of inscription – in which the action, beliefs, and intentions of
actors are transferred and transformed into material devices – that actors are able to
extend their action to others (see Latour, 1987). Actors can associate together a wide
array of instruments, intentions, realities, devices, codes and meanings in such a way
that an easily transportable object (a ‘connector’) is formed which is able to transport
this ‘associated information’ to other actors and places. Inscription, hence, often
entails a traceable process of transformation in which a particular object, intention,
materiality or idea is shaped into another object/form which is (better) able to travel
between actors.
Inscription produces intermediaries: these are the connecting devices, the ‘delegates’
that are able to carry the information, knowledge and intentions from the one
actor-network to the other. Following intermediaries makes visible the process of how
different actors, sites and practices are connected together.
Important about the role of intermediaries is that their impact must be observed
rather than assumed, since their role in translation is not unproblematic. Sometimes
the connecting devices operate as true intermediaries, in the sense that they transport
information from A to B without deformation; without change. Defining their inputs is
enough to define their outputs (Latour, 2005: p. 39). Such intermediaries act as
‘immutable mobiles’: a network of elements that holds its shape as it moves (Law &
Hetherington, 2000). Examples of immutable mobiles are: computers, guide-books,
strategy, one that helps us to follow empirically the connections that are forged between different sites
and practices, to examine their becoming and to make sense of the impact these circulations have
elsewhere. To achieve this Latour outlines several analytical focus points, such as: the various material
entities that transport information from one site or actor to another; the panorama’s that aim to capture a
macro-phenomenon in a seemingly coherent whole; the oligoptica (centers of calculation) that connect
and influence a wide arrange of actor-networks connected to the whole.

Centers and ‘oligoptica’
Thus, the first step in diffuse ANT analysis is to understand how places and practices
are made up of circulations that bind them to other places and practices: it allows us
to examine the ways in which practices are never formed purely locally, but are made
up of various links and interactions with others. A second step in the analysis entails
a different focus point: the places and practices in the networks that are extremely
well-connected, that are able to send out, receive and influence circulations from a
myriad of other places and practices. In the theoretical chapter I have named these
places ‘centers of calculation’. Here I will use a different term, namely that of
‘oligoptica’ (c.f. Latour, 2005: pp. 175-183), since in social movements the role of
central places is not necessarily one of calculation. The name oligopticon is used in
opposition to the concept of the panopticon (c.f. Foucault, 1977) which denotes an
all-seeing, yet invisible, central source of power. Oligoptica are central places that
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graphs, money, machines, powerpoint presentations. These are all relatively sturdy
objects that transport information, intentions and actions from one place to another
without change.
Yet, sometimes the devices that circulate are themselves transformed. In such cases,
the role of objects and material devices is not fixed or stable. They are then called
mediators: travelling entities that change their shape as they move. They transform,
translate, distort and modify the meaning, or the elements they carry, as they travel
from actor to actor, from context to context. They can be called ‘mutable mobiles’
(Moser & Law, 2006).
Both mediators and intermediaries carry information from one place to another – they
are both ‘connectors’ – yet the form and processes through which this occurs differ
between them. In ‘diffuse’ ANT studies, these differences need to be taken into
account. Does an intermediary hold its shape as it flows through the networks of
interaction, or does it change (see Moser & Law, 2006)? And what effects does a
‘connector’ produce while travelling?
With the ‘diffuse’ mode of ANT, the paths taken by connectors (their ‘conduits’), and
the particular actor-networks they connect and influence, are studied. Their formation
also – the scripts and information inscribed on them in the process of inscription – is
studied. And, it is necessary to focus upon their ‘performance’, on what effects they
produce. This mapping out of the paths of circulation will render visible the multiple
chains of actors that link sites to sites, and actors to actors; it will disclose the relational
paths that produce particular places and networks. By looking into the ways in which
humans, artifacts, texts and money circulate, and how through these intermediaries
or mediators the actions, intentions, views and beliefs of one actor-network are
transported (and/or transformed) into those of another, we get an initial insight in the
interactions that shape and form particular (diffuse) networks.
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provide – through their connections – sturdy and multiple views on the wholes of
which they are part, but they see less than panoptica. Their sight is fed and maintained
by crucial circulations that flow through them from distinct places in the network to
which they connect. These places and circulations allow an oligopticon to perform its
central role. Through their position and through their circulations, oligoptica provide
views on how some of ‘the micro-structures’ of a diffuse and dispersed network are
generated. They allow us to examine how the activities and interactions of particular
local events and local organizations are turned into ‘bigger’, ‘international’ issues,
through their circulation and adaptation in oligoptica. Oligoptica are important places
for this study, since questions of power and information control within networks are
important empirical issues within social movement development (c.f. Cumbers et al.,
2008).
Thus, we want to find the control rooms, the board rooms, the associations, the key
movement organizations: that is, the places through which a great number of
circulations pass, and where ‘control’ is exerted over the network. The crucial
methodological point for my research is the possibility to trace the ways in which this
‘control’ is enacted, by following the series of connected interactions that circulate
through and around oligoptica. These interactions can be visualized on a map, and
they often emerge as a star-like/web-like shape: lines of connection and circulation
can be drawn that connect oligoptica to a myriad of other actors and sites throughout
the network. By following the networks of interaction and the ‘chains of circulation’
that constitute circulations with an extensive reach, one can identify empirically from
which nodes/oligoptica (local sites) and interactions the circulations emerge.53
Identifying the centers of calculation/oligoptica of the street paper movement will help
me to understand and trace the circulations which reach widely into the movement,
and how they are able to shape and mediate the different sites and networks that are
part of it. This gives a first idea about how ‘structure’ is acted out in a movement.
3.2.4 After-ANT methodology
As said above, focused ANT and diffused ANT are complementary.54 Each highlights
different aspects of actor-network formation, and each has different analytical/
methodological capabilities. Seeking to understand a widespread global phenomenon
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I use emerge instead of originate since the circulations that flow through and from these centers into the
networks of interaction are always produced ‘in association’. There is no origin (in medias res), there are
only interactions.
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Remarkably, however, there are relatively few studies that have tried to combine them in actual empirical
work (for early applications see Card Gretencord, 2009; Duim, 2007; for more theoretical accounts on the
topic see Watson, 2007; or Gherardi & Nicolini, 2005). And when they do so, they do it rather implicitly
and unconsciously. Most ANT studies, instead tend to shape their analysis in either a ‘focused’ way
(within bounded areas) or in a more ‘diffuse’ way (spatially diffuse and dispersed), and little attention is
paid to the different interactions that take place between these two empirical focal points.
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from an after-ANT point of view, difference focuses more strongly on the aspect of ‘to differ’ than on ‘the
defer’ (see also my discussion of post-structuralist discourse theory in chapter two)
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One famous example of after-ANT methodology can be found in de Laet and Mol’s study of the
Zimbabwe Bush-Pump (Laet & Mol, 2000). In this study, de Laet and Mol explore the fluidity of the Bush
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such as a global social movement, I will use both, exploiting in particular the
differences in the ‘scale’ at which each of the two modes of ANT is aimed.
Both approaches, however, also have a particular limitation with important
consequences for the methodology. To overcome this, it is necessary to expand the
methodology, using insights from after-ANT.
A key problem associated with the ‘focused’ and – to a lesser extent – the ‘diffuse’
mode of ANT is that they ontologically, and hence also methodologically, focus rather
strongly upon the idea of ‘construction’. Construction implies that actor-networks
come into being through a series of concrete (often dedicated) translations,
circulations and articulations. And, once they have grown up, they are taken to be
stabilized (Mol, 2002: p. 42). This is, however, often not the case with movements
such as the street paper movement. Movements are not necessarily always being
shaped by clearly distinguishable relations between actors, but they can also emerge
from more fluid and less tangible forms of circulation and practice. Different social
movement practices, networks or realities are enacted in different ways, and different
realities may co-exist, mix up and multiply, producing multiple versions of the same
social movement. And, on top of this, movements do not always take on stable forms,
but tend to be in flux, changing all the time.
Thus, it is not sufficient to investigate single acts of translation or specific programs
of network building. We need also to explore empirically how different social
movement realities are produced in different places and in different practices, how
such realities/ practices/ identities are ‘performed’ and ‘enacted’ rather than ‘built’ or
‘constructed’ and how they change (see Mol, 1999, 2002). The consequence is that
we need to open up our methodology. We have to move away from the traditional
focus on only tracing direct network connectivities, towards an analytical interest in
the practical and local means whereby different actors, in different practices, enact
(and engage in) different (sometimes related) realities. The goal is not to seek out the
different ‘perspectives’ that different actors offer on reality, but it is to follow their
actions to see how particular ‘realities’ emerge from them.
To this end, I will take inspiration from studies in the ‘after-ANT’ tradition. In its basics,
I see after-ANT as a post-structuralist inspired form of research with a strong focus on
the notion of ‘difference’.55 Difference is explored by observing and analyzing real life
phenomena more or less in situ and in practice. This allows after-ANT studies to
explore fluid spaces and emergent research objects as they are enacted and
experienced in the everyday lives of the people who ‘live them out’ (c.f. Crang &
Cook, 2007).56
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Methodologically, this requires following a trail of different practices, partial
connections, different situations, and multiple localities that belong to the ‘same’
object. The strategy is basic and simple: to seek out differences and to confront (that
is: to let them interfere with one another) the different practices and identities that are
associated with ‘the same’ object. The task of the researcher, then, is not to define in
advance the ‘research field’ in terms of a single local site or different ‘cases of’, but to
explore along the way the different places and practices that make up a particular
phenomenon, to investigate the many different contexts, practices and identities of a
particular (macro) object, by literally going from place to place, from situation to
situation. This approach focuses more on mapping differences than tracing
connections. The crucial task is to establish a ‘presence’ in the different sites and
practices that make up a particular ‘macro’ object, and to follow and examine the
activities that are taking place there. This multi-sited approach that focuses explicitly
on difference and multiplicity and the more fluid and intangible relations and
interactions between them, will be an important aspect of this research project. I will
outline how I will employ it in the section ‘research strategy’ below. First, however, I
will discuss two specific research strategies that will enhance both the ANT and
after-ANT methodologies used in this study.

3.3 Complementing ANT methodologies: using web-o-metrics
and discourse analysis to better grasp the becoming of a social
movement
Tracing the circulation and articulation of the street paper movement and the multiple
different worlds in which it is enacted, requires specific analytical sensitivities that
enable the researcher to explore the movement as a spatially diffused macro-object
that is built up from many historical and ongoing connections, interactions and the
enactment of multiple different meanings and identities. I will complement the ANT
methodologies that I have discussed above with two specific research techniques,
that are each appropriate for exploring specific aspects of the translation of the
movement: discourse analysis and web-analysis.
3.3.1 Discourse analysis
In chapter two, I discussed the relationship between ANT and discourse theory. This
relationship is important for the methodology also.
In focused ANT, the analytical concern is with the ways in which different elements
are assembled together in such a way that a particular meaning, practice or identity
Pump –a hand powered water pump which is used all over Zimbabwe– and show that it has, in different
situations, for different actors and in different practices, different identities and realities (and sometimes
even different physical forms). The crucial aspect of this study that is relevant for this research project is
that it demonstrates a methodology for exploring the different, emergent realities that belong to a ‘single’
phenomenon.
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is forged. Often (but not necessarily) the process of translation involves the articulation
of meaning through linguistic communication; actors become enrolled, their positions
become aligned, and networks are mobilized in and through the use of particular
‘discursive devices’ such as texts, speech acts, web-sites. Also particular ideas,
principles and identities play an important role in the key moments of translation. In
the ‘moment of problematization’, instigating actors attach their discursive ideas and
principles to the solution they propose to the problem at hand. During the ‘moment of
interessement’, particular subject positions are set out for actors to take up, and
particular devices (including discursive materials) are used to convince actors to take
up specific roles and identities. In the trial and error processes of ‘enrolment’, crucial
interaction occurs between the ideas, principles, roles and identities set out in the
moment of problematization and the roles and identities that actors actually want to
take up. This both impacts the identity, meaning and practice of the actor-network on
a whole as well as the roles and identities of the participating actors. To understand
fully the process of translation, hence, an analysis of these discursive features of
‘focused’ network building is necessary.
Diffuse ANT methodologies also raise questions about the role of ‘the discursive’ in
processes of network-formation. Circulation often involves the travelling of particular
discursive devices, including texts, documents, websites and so on, onto which
particular meanings, identities and scripts for action are inscribed. In particular the
process of inscription and the scripts that are ingrained in these travelling connectors,
have important discursive dimensions. To understand fully, hence, how actors in a
social movement are able to act at a distance, it is both useful and necessary to
explore the meanings inscribed onto the particular circulatory devices used.
After-ANT methodology, with its requirement of multi-sited research, cannot, when
applied to a social movement, be performed by mainstream research techniques
alone. Much interaction in social movements is channeled through communication
and language – in particular through information and communication technologies. A
multi-sited research of mediated settings (such as internet, e-mail, face-book,
telephone – see also the section on web-analysis below) thus requires “an analytical
sensitivity to textual and other mediated forms of expression” (Beaulieu, 2010). This
too requires an analysis of ‘discursive’ materials: texts, web-documents and
interactions, and other visual expressions (see also the section on ‘web-analysis’
below).
Discourse analysis also allows us to examine better the different worlds and different
identities and practices that exist within the street paper movement. First, it offers the
researcher a tool to produce meaningful characterizations of particular practices in
the movement (detailing the different enactments of meanings and identities of
different realities/worlds in the movement). Second, it offers us a means to highlight
(potential) frictions and collisions between different articulations of meaning and
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identity within the movement. Confronting these different semiotic articulations of
street papers with one another, may help to identify key tensions and imbalances
within particular discourses, and may enhance learning and help to improve and
extend social (movement) practices with new and alternative ideas and practices
coming from alternative articulations of discourse. With an ANT analysis alone,
tensions can be identified using the traces that particular circulations and local
translations leave behind, but they cannot be explored in much (linguistic) detail.
What is needed, therefore, is an analytical tool that can extend the ANT analysis by
focusing upon processes of meaning making and struggle over meaning in a more
linguistic, text-focused sense.57 To do this, I combine my ANT analysis with Discourse
Analysis.
Discourse Methodology
In line with ANT’s differentiated methodology, the method of discourse analysis (DA)
is always specific to the particular empirical situation in which it is used. Also, because
DA is a problem-driven approach, it is necessarily structured by the analytical
objectives, views and beliefs of the researcher performing the analysis: DA is not a
neutral method, but a highly political form of analysis. As Torfing notes, because of
this “[t]he aspiration for a rigid decontextualized method is absurd, as a problem-driven
analysis of discourse will require a constant invention and adjustment of particular
methodological rules” (Torfing, 2005). Nevertheless, some general methodological
observations can be made.58
The starting point of discourse analysis is the exploration processes of ‘articulation’
(see Glynos & Howarth, 2007; Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002) via the examination of
specific discursive materials (such as texts, interviews, field notes, websites, street
papers). In the analysis of articulation, the focus is on how the key elements of a
discourse are temporarily fixed and given meaning through particular chains of
signification (chains of relations between core signifying elements). The interest is in
the ways in which contingencies between them are concealed from view, and how
their relations become seen as stable and fixed ‘realities’. The main analytical task of
DA, hence, is to unravel and to make evident the different selections, made in the
processes of articulation, that conceal from view the multiplicity and contingency of
57

In chapter two, however, I have stressed that discourse theory does not distinguish between discursive
and material/social elements. Thus, when ‘using’ DA, one should also incorporate non-linguistic
(semiotic) elements in the analysis. In this project this will be achieved by carefully relating the actornetwork analysis – which focuses more strongly upon the non-linguistic aspects of meaning making
– to discourse analysis (and vice versa). Both forms of analysis infuse one another and produce
complementary results.
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There are few explicit methodological examples of post-structuralist discourse analysis. In fact, DA has
often been accused of (and accuses itself of) neglecting issues of method and methodology entirely
(Glynos & Howarth, 2007; Howarth & Torfing, 2005; Torfing, 2005). An important exception can be found
in the work of Jørgensen and Philips (2002) and the more recent work of Glynos and Howarth (2007).
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Key signifiers are the key concepts, ideas or expressions through which other elements in the discourse
acquire meaning.
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meaning. By focusing on the meanings inscribed on actual discursive materials, this
DA links well with the ANT analysis described above.
DA can be used to show how the present configuration of meaning relies on particular
inclusions and exclusions; to reveal the non-necessary character of the current social
formation; and to explore the consequences and effects of these selections (c.f.
Glynos & Howarth, 2007). It does this in three ways: 1) by identifying the nodal points
of particular discourses and identities; 2) by articulating chains of equivalence and
difference between the signifiers (including the nodal points) of a particular discourse;
and 3) by investigating the formation of subjects and subject positions (see Jorgensen
& Phillips, 2002; Glynos & Howarth, 2007). Each will be described below.
The first step in the analysis is the identification of the organizing elements (the nodal
points) of a discourse or expression; that is, the goal is to identify the key signifiers
through which other signifiers are linked together.59 This helps us to see how key
signifiers give orientation to other signifiers and how this shapes the meaning of a
discourse. The analysis of key-signifiers might also reveal the ‘empty signifiers’ of a
discourse: these are the signifiers whose meaning is relatively open and multi-interpretable, by which they are able to capture and align a broader variety of elements
into a system of meaning.
The second step is to explore the chains of signification that bind together the
signifying elements of a discourse (established through their relationships with key
and empty signifiers). The focus is on the actual organization of meaning in the
discourse. A crucial element in this analysis is the identification of the logics of
equivalence and difference at work (inclusion and exclusion). What relations of
difference – of We vs. the Other – are generated? This gives a sense of the discursive
truth horizons that are established: what meanings and identities are included in the
discourse, and what are excluded from it?
The final step entails identifying the particular subject-positions and identities that are
articulated within the discursive material under investigation. Through the exploration
of the chains of signification, in which empty, key and regular signifiers become
aligned, we are now able to see how particular conditions of possibility emerge that
set out and shape the identities of actors. What are the particular roles set out for
actors in the discourse? How do the conditions of possibility shape the potential
courses of action for actors in the actor-networks under study? How do actors identify
with the discourses in which they find themselves embedded? The method of
discourse analysis is set out in the following figure.
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Figure 1 Schematic outline of discourse theory
Difference
I will use DA to characterize the different enactments of meaning and identity that
circulate within the street paper movement. By filling in the picture above, I will show
how particular actor-networks perform street papers differently, I will show how they
set out different subject positions and produce different meanings. It will help me to
highlight and characterize different articulations and discourses in the street paper
movement, and the ways in which they might interact, conflict or complement one
another. Since what is articulated and acted upon in a social movement is never
completely coherent, but is often fragmented, diverse and multiple, DA will allow me
to show how particular social movement practices and systems of meaning are
produced in and through hegemonic struggles over meaning.
Difference shows itself most explicitly through the presence and articulation of
particular political frontiers, which often invoke stereotyped pictures of friends and
enemies. I will use discourse analysis to show how different articulations of street
papers draw lines of equivalence and difference in order to position themselves
discursively. By examining the fault-lines and frictions in the movement I will show
how different articulations of street papers produce different truth-claims, different

3.3.2 Web-analysis
An effective way of tracing the broader forms of social interaction and the different
relations that occur within a multiple/differentiated social movement is to follow
streams of practices that are mediated by information and communication
technologies. To be more precise, since much interaction in social movements
occurs through the internet (c.f. Castells, 2003), it is important to include internet-
analysis as a research strategy.60
In this study two forms of internet-analysis are used to explore a range of issues and
topics –including organization and coordination, identity and subjectivity, history and
evolution, relationality and power-relations – concerning the spatial-relational development
and diffusion of the street paper movement. The first is a general research strategy
involving the semiotic analysis of websites and forms of web-communication to trace
and to examine the translation of the street paper movement ‘on-line’. The second form
of web-analysis is of a more quantitative character and belongs to a group of analytical
strategies associated with ‘cybermetric’ or ‘web-o-metric’ research. I will use the former
research techniques in an adapted form (in such a way that they enable me to explore
web-pages as ‘articulations of relational practices’) to explore circulation, interaction
and centrality within the movement. Each is briefly discussed below.
Website analysis and establishing a ‘virtual’ co-presence
Today, almost every social movement organization has a presence on the internet.
Websites (and related web-activities) are used for a variety of goals: to tell stories
about the (local) power of their practices; to broadcast their local uniqueness on the
60

There is remarkably little work done on the usability of internet information for geographic research
(c.f. Lewins & Silver, 2007; Jones, 1999; Kitchin, 1998). Although geographical scholarship has been
interested in the impact of the internet on social life for some years (see for instance Kitchin, 1998;
Leamer & Storper, 2001; Schwanen et al., 2006), the possible use and importance of internet information
for our own research activities has remained relatively underexplored (Mann & Stewart, 2000). A notable
exception to this, perhaps, is the scholarship exploring the mobilization and coordination of transnational
social movements (see Russell, 2001; Mamadouh, 2004; Ayres, 1999; Kavada, 2003; Kavada, 2005). By
focusing on transnational social movements and the internet activities that enable them, this scholarship
now increasingly draws upon internet sources for their analysis. A key problem associated with this work,
however, is that the focus of these researchers is mainly on the organizational usages (and employability)
of the internet by social movement actors. In so doing, their work tends to neglect the information which
the Internet may offer on a range of other crucial social movement issues and processes.
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conditions of possibility and different subject-positions that may conflict or produce
friction when related to those of others. Discourse analysis, in line with after-ANT
research, thus allows us to highlight and expose these frictions. This will help us to
acquire a better understanding of the different worlds that are enacted within the
street paper movement and, by highlighting possible alternative articulations, to
expose some of the internal ambiguities of particular discourses and practices.
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web; to offer information about specific activities and campaigns to the general
public; to inform the public about their wider embeddedness in global networks (such
as the international street paper movement); and to provide information about their
historical becoming. Besides this, websites and other related internet activities also
play an important role for ‘internal’ communication within social movements. In this
respect, social movement actors employ sources such as facebook, e-mail, twitter
and blogs to sustain communication with others that are physically distant. As such,
the internet is an important and incredibly rich source of information on social
movements.61
In this research, I use a semiotic website analysis of the street paper movement to
examine some core aspects of its translation. This is done in two general ways. First,
by examining and exploring street paper websites (and websites associated with the
street paper movement) in terms of their content. I will look at references to their
historical development, references made to their interaction with other practices and
actors, and I will examine the information they give about their own activities and
practices. Discourse and web-content analysis (see the section on discourse analysis
above) are used to make sense of these different articulations and will highlight the
meanings and identities that street papers attribute to their own practices. Second,
this is done by establishing what Beaulieu (2010) has recently called a ‘co-presence’62
in the movement: establishing a virtual presence by engaging in internet interactions
with actors in the movement. To achieve this, I became a volunteer for an on-line
translation service for street papers, was put on variety of e-mailing lists, became a
member and friend of various facebook-groups and facebook-persona associated
with the movement, became a follower of many street papers on twitter, and was
regularly sent e-mail newsletters from key organizations within the movement. This
helped me to examine a wider variety of spatially different interactions and practices
between movement actors, and brought to the fore many of the (new?) aspects of
social interaction that are not strongly tied to a (single) physically defined space.
Exploring interaction, linking and centrality with web-o-metric methods
I have drawn on a different field of internet-analysis to be able to acquire an overview
of the various sites and practices that are part of the street paper movement and to
highlight some of the densities within their interactions (centrality). I have done this
with web-o-metric research.
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It should be noted, however, that the mediated interactions that can be traced by web-analysis cover only
a small (albeit important) part of the practices that take place within a movement. Many important details
are not disclosed through internet pages, and for this reason it is important to combine insights offered
by online and offline activities, exploring connections between them.
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web-o-metrics covers a wide array of systematic techniques to explore both the construction and usage
of (information on) the Web. It generally covers four main areas of research: 1) Web page content
analysis; 2) Web link structure analysis; 3) Web usage analysis; and 4) Web technology analysis (Thelwall
et al., 2005).
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As Wittel (2000) notes, hyperlinks are purely abstract, they provide little information about the quality
of connections, about strong or weak ties, about the amount of flow that moves from one node/site to
another one: “hyperlinks are an impoverished and one-dimensional way to represent and express social
ties” (Ibid.).
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Web-o-metrics has emerged from the field of bibliometric research. It encapsulates
many quantitative forms of citation analysis, amongst which web-link analysis
(Thelwall et al., 2005).63 Conventional forms of web-o-metric research seek to
measure internet activity by tracing and assessing the number and direction of
hyperlinks found within a specific set of websites (Park, 2003). Web-o-metric research
is extremely useful for mapping out connections between websites, highlighting
particular centralities within these networks and for visualizing the web-linking
behavior of actors. For this project, I use web-o-metric research selectively and will
draw mainly on web-link analysis.
The main objective of web-link analysis is to explore how web-pages (co-) cite one
another via hyperlinks (or URL-links). The idea is that when there is a link from page A
to page B, this often means that the author of page A recommends page B because
of its relevant contents (Qin et al., 2005). In so doing, web-link analysts often assume
that the links expressed on the web also represent real-life relationships, practices or
interactions. By analyzing both the direction of these hyperlinks (out-links and in-links)
and their contents –i.e. exploring the ‘anchor’ texts that describe them – web-link
analysts aim to get a general picture of the social/networked structure of a specific
set of web-pages (see Chen & Chau, 2004; Chau & Chen, 2008).
To be useful for this research, web-link analysis needs to be ‘softened’ to make it
compatible with the post-structuralist, relational ontology of this research project. The
idea is that tracing and counting web-links and examining the patterns between them
alone does not provide significant insights on relationality in the movement.64 First,
we have to adapt web-link analysis by connecting it to more ‘interpretative’ discursive
work and examining the ways in which hyperlinks are explained and contextualized
by the texts and web-pages in which they are anchored. How do web-sites refer
discursively to the links which they offer to other practices in the movement? What
information about circulation and articulation do they reveal? What do they say about
historical developments, about influential encounters and relationships? How are the
nodes that emerge from link-analysis described and what roles are ascribed to them?
Secondly, this is done by connecting the web-link analysis to the analysis of off-line
practices within the movement (through conventional ethnographic and qualitative
research, see below). Do on-line and off-line forms of analysis present similar results?
How do they infuse one another? Thus, it must not be assumed that web-site analysis
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completely ‘represents’ or captures the variety of off-line practices and realities that
exist within the movement. Rather, it is that the partial and particular outlook it offers
might be a good starting point to explore the multiplicity of street paper practices that
take place across the world.
A second use of web-link structure analysis is to reveal the structures and patterns
that emerge within a specific web-domain or set of web-pages, by examining which
sites are referred to more often than others. These sites are seen as more significant
than others, as they have become ‘obligatory points of passage’ for other sites to refer
to when addressing a specific social practice or problem. Such ‘central’ sites are
identified by analyzing co-citations: this is when one single site is referred to by a
wide range of other sites on the web. Co-citation explores the significance of sites in
terms of their hyperlinked relationality. This can provide information on the importance
and dominance of particular nodes and ties in the network.
A post-structuralist analysis cannot rely solely on the density of (co-) citations and the
number of ties. Rather, the role of particular nodes and sites should be explored
qualitatively by focusing on how they ‘perform’ centrality or structure. What does it
mean when a particular web-site is co-cited more often than others? What particular
role is ascribed to this ‘center’? Is it important for the development and evolution of
the street paper network? Does it play an influential role in the organization of the
movement? This information can be obtained by interpreting co-citation on websites
discursively, and by combining the results with ethnographic data on actual practices.
This will render visible potential centers and densities within the movement on a
whole, and will help to explain why these places are seen as ‘central’ in the first place.
In this way, this more post-structuralist web-link analysis may help to feed diffuse-ANT
analysis by offering insights in what are the potential oligoptica and centers of
calculation within a social movement network.
The final use of web-link analysis is for mapping out (inter-) networks. Borrowing from
social network analysis (socio-grams see chapter two), web-o-metric analysis
combines network-mapping techniques with URL-data and URL analysis. On the
basis of hyper-link (/URL) relationships, the relations and connectivities that are
articulated on a specific set of web-sites are presented visually on a map. These
maps are then used to identify particular patterns in the social structure of sites, and
to highlight particular centers or sites of greater significance. In this project, both
hyper-link and other discursive information on relationality will be used to sketch an
(initial) network map on the street paper movement. This helps to generate an
overview of the street paper movement, a panorama in which ‘the whole’ is visually
presented and through which several features of the movement can be identified.65
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it is a panorama, which is always necessary partial and incomplete. However, panoramas help to create
a snapshot and overview of the movement and can be added to the multiple picture that I want to
sketch about the street paper movement (see also my discussion on the multiple ‘scene’ approach in the

The empirical part of this study is organized in ‘scenes’. The use of the term ‘scene’
is drawn from the domain of theatre and film: a scene is the basic narrative building
block of a film or a play; it showcases an action or an event, and it focuses on one
particular setting (a place or an event) for a continuous period of time. In a film or a
play, the end of a scene (and the beginning of a new one) is often demarcated by a
change in time, scenery or action.
I use the scene as an organizational device for this research to highlight the multiplicity
of the street paper movement. It allows me zoom in onto a variety of different street
paper worlds, different times and places in the movement’s development and on
their different discursive environments. Staging the empirical research in terms of
scenes also helps me to build a narrative about the street paper movement, one
which is partly historical (the first three scenes), one which changes its camera
position frequently (moving from focused-ANT – zoomed-in accounts of street paper
development – to more dispersed and panoramic overviews of the street paper
movement generated with diffuse-ANT), and one which culminates in a dramatic
episode: a confrontation between different street paper worlds (building upon
after-ANT and discourse analysis). In other words, it allows me to produce a multiple
and differentiated story about the becoming and enactment of the street paper
movement.
In this research, scenes should be seen as snapshots of particular worlds and
realities emerging in the street paper movement, rather than as fixed ‘perspectives
on’ or exemplary ‘cases of’ the street paper movement. The main reason for staging
the empirical analysis in terms of ‘scenes’ is to underline that no viewpoint is able to
capture the whole. Scenes are related, yet differentiated, parts of a narrative. One
needs each to be able to grasp the story as a whole. Only when scenes are related
to one another, when their entanglements are shown and bridges are built between
them, we can understand the significance of the story. Below I will briefly introduce
the eight scenes that make up the empirical part of this study. First, however, a few
words need to be said about site selection.
3.4.1 Scene selection
Site selection ultimately draws upon the specific problematizations belonging to a
particular research project. It depends upon what story the researcher wants to tell.
There is no objective way to achieve this: it depends on the specific wishes, beliefs
and objectives of the researcher and the research project. Scene selection, thus, is a
personal activity, based on the experiences of the researcher with the movement, her
knowledge about it, and her (political) views and objectives – it involves making
analytical strategy below).
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3.4 Eight ‘scenes’ of translation: presenting a ‘multiple’ empirical
story about the becoming of the street paper movement
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choices about what sites to include and what sites to exclude. In this research project
the aim is to develop a multiple understandings of the becoming of the street paper
movement; one that follows its historical translation and which examines the multiple
different articulations from which it is built. The eight scenes have been selected help
to tell the story of the becoming and enactment of the street paper movement along
these two lines. First, sites have been selected because they help to tell a story about
the historical becoming and evolution of the street paper movement. Scene one, two
and three in particular tell a somewhat chronological story of development, circulation,
articulation and diffusion. From the many possible starting points about the evolution
of the street paper movement, the street paper in New York was chosen as the main
point of entry for this research. This selection has been based on the descriptions
and explanations given by many practitioners in the street paper movement itself (the
choice of starting point thus pursues the ANT mantra to follow the actors in the
empirical work). Scenes two and three somewhat chronologically follow the evolution
of the street paper movement from there on and detail the becoming of another
practice that has become, according to many in the movement, a dominant ‘obligatory
point of passage’ in the development of the street paper movement on a whole.
Second, sites have been selected as part of a general ANT research strategy that
focuses on difference. Difference is explored in four crucial ways: 1) by building a
differentiated overview of the diffusion of street papers worldwide (scene three, four
and five); 2) by exploring the movement from the point of view of a center/oligopticon
(scene six); 3) by engaging with a markedly different street paper practice66 (scene
seven); and 4) by focusing on struggle over meaning in the street paper movement
(scene eight). Below I will describe each of the selected scenes in more detail.
Eight different scenes
Scene one explores the translation of the street paper as a ‘new’ phenomenon arising
from an unexpected idea. It uses focused-ANT to explore its local formation (focusing
on translation-as-articulation) and uses this research’s discourse analytical sensitivity
to explore the role of particular discursive principles and ideas in the local translation
of the street paper. The analysis builds upon information gathered through
web-analysis, traditional forms of newspaper archive research, and personal
communication with street paper experts.
Scene two explores how, through its circulation, the street paper concept is able to
‘nest’ itself into a new local context (London). It draws upon diffuse-ANT to trace and
follow the travels of the concept (translation-as-circulation) into a new context, and it
uses focused-ANT to explore its local articulation and enactment. Discourse analytical
techniques are used to understand the role of subjectivity and meaning in this
process. The scene also develops a discursive ‘snapshot’ that helps to characterize
66
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the street paper practice. The analysis in this scene draws upon, site visits, interviews
with actors engaged in this actor-network, a discourse/content analysis of different
issues of the street paper, traditional forms of newspaper archive research, document
analysis, books on the street paper practice and web-site analysis.
Scene three is largely inspired by diffuse-ANT and aims to understand the wider
(global) diffusion of street paper practices influenced by the articulation of the street
paper discussed in scene two (The Big Issue). It explains the nestedness and
circulation of the concept in multiple international networks and shows how this has
fluidly infused several new articulations of the street paper worldwide. This scene
builds on information gathered through internet-analysis in particular, and
complements this with data from books, personal communication with street paper
practitioners and (street) newspaper archive research. It paints a picture of translation-as-circulation by highlighting the networks of circulation and the routes of travel
that the street paper concept has taken, and it shows how in each new local context,
the concept was altered to be better attuned to local requirements (translation-as-articulation).
Scene four is similar to scene three in the sense that it focuses on the expansion and
diffusion of the street paper concept worldwide. It takes a more diffuse and fluid
(after-ANT inspired) approach and examines circulations as well as differences in
articulation in the expansion of the street paper movement. Its focus is not so much
on tracing the specific paths of circulation, but is more on the emergence of different
enactments of street papers worldwide (it examines how similar, yet different forms of
practice have been established across the world). The scene draws on information
gathered from interviews, site-visits, books, newspaper archives, street paper
web-sites and research done at street paper conferences.
Scene five produces a panoramic overview of the street paper movement. It uses
diffuse-ANT and web-o-metric research in particular, to develop a map of street
papers world-wide. This map is used to identify potential network centers and
oligoptica. The scene uses web-crawling technologies to perform a web-link analysis
of street paper websites. This analysis highlights the various in- and out-links between
a group of street paper websites and gives insights into node-centrality and
distribution within the street paper movement. The web-link analysis is supplemented
with interpretative web-analysis. This scene builds largely on internet data.
Scene six entails the analysis of a central street paper oligopticon (the International
Network of Street Papers), and as such draws upon a diffuse-ANT research strategy.
This is combined with focused-ANT to come to an understanding of the translation
and enactment of the street paper oligopticon (looking both at the circulations that
have infused this and the specific articulations made along the way). This analysis is
infused with discourse analysis, in particular to help to make sense of the scripts and
connectors that the oligopticon both receives, articulates and sends out. The scene
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illustrates how some of the micro-structures of the street paper movement are made
and are being circulated. The scene uses information gathered through site visits,
observation and participation with the street paper oligopticon itself and at
conferences, interviews, document and discourse analysis and web-research.
Drawing upon the information gathered in the previous scenes, scene seven takes a
focused look at the translation and enactment of an explicitly different form of street
paper practice (Spare Change News). The site is selected in particular because of
this difference and as such is part of the wider after-ANT strategy incorporated in this
research project. The scene starts with a diffuse-ANT focus on the several circulations
that have inspired the translation of the street paper, but continues with a more
focused-ANT account on the translation of the street paper. Discourse analytical
techniques are used to highlight the subjectivities, meanings and identities attached
to this translation. The scene is built up from information gathered from site-visits and
ethnographic work with the organization, interviews with actors in its actor-network, a
discourse/content analysis of a range of issues of the street paper itself (ranging from
2003 to 2012), web-analysis and newspaper archive research.
Scene eight builds upon scene seven and focuses explicitly on multiplicity and
difference (inspired by after-ANT and discourse theory). It shows a literal confrontation
between different ‘street paper worlds’ and highlights the discursive struggle over
meaning in the movement. By confronting two different discursive and material
enactments of street paper identity, it highlights a core ethical dilemma of street
papers and puts forward different alternative answers to this. The scene draws upon
interviews, web-analysis, the analysis of documents, and the analysis of newspaperand street paper-archives.

4.1 Introduction
The opening scene of the analysis of the street paper movement starts in New York.
The action is the translation of the New York street paper Street News. The setting is
the world of homelessness in the USA. The scene sets the stage for a wider story
about the circulation and articulation of the international street paper movement, for
Street News is one of the (many) ‘beginnings’ of this movement. The story details how
a failed anti-poverty project was turned into a successful street paper, and how this
helped to circulate a specific ‘self-help’ translation of street papers across the world.
In the story we will encounter the various ways in which the activities, needs, beliefs
and wishes of different actors were joined together into a single actor-network that
would become the New York street paper. The subsequent scenes of this dissertation
will build upon this story by following the circulation of the self-help street paper
concept across the world.
The analysis uses two of the methods discussed in chapter three. Focused ANT is
used to zoom in onto the specific moments and strategies of translation (problematization, interessement, enrolment and mobilization) and highlights the ways in which
different actors become entangled and integrated into the Street News street paper
project. Discourse analysis is used to highlight how the material and immaterial
needs, beliefs and ambitions of these actors are translated into seemingly
all-embracing stories about the identity and meaning of Street News as a whole. In
this way, I will demonstrate how, from the early moments of problematization – where
initial fragments of the story of self-help and entrepreneurial street paper activities
were produced – Street News was mobilized as a coherent whole, a street paper that
aims to ‘help the homeless to help themselves’.

4.2 H
 omelessness in the USA, the conditions of possibility for a
new homeless initiative
To set the stage for the story about the translation of Street News, it is necessary to
first describe the context in which this translation occurred.
The US has relatively more homeless people than most other western countries (see
Toro, 2007). In the period 1980-1990, as a result of the economic crisis of the 1980s67,
the de-institutionalization of the mentally ill in the 1970s and 1980s, and the cutbacks
in public expenditure in the 1980s, homelessness increased almost fivefold. On any
given night in the 1980s, the occupancy of homeless shelter beds was estimated at
67

And as a result of the structural shifts in the US economy (from manufacturing to service industries) which
had generated highly unstable employment levels, that, in the 1980s economic crisis, resulted in a rising
number of unemployed and poor people.
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between 30,000 and 40,000 persons (Jencks, 1995: appendix). Estimates of the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) show an increase from
70,000 persons in 1984 to over 180,000 persons in 1988 (Hud, 2007: p. 3).
A more precise count of the homeless was made by the HUD in the early 1990s: in
March 1990, the Shelter and Street Enumeration (S-night) had counted 240,140
persons living in shelters and on the streets throughout the US (Barett et al., 1990).
This is approximately 0.1% of the total U.S. population. In cities, the percentage of
homeless persons was significantly higher. In New York City, for instance, the total
number of homeless people counted was 34,066, 0.47% of its total population.
The reliability and method of the ‘S-night count’ has been strongly criticized (see, for
example Johnson, 1989; Koegel et al., 1996; National Coalition for the Homeless,
2009). Independent observers noticed that, in several of the larger cities “between
29[%] and 72% of the homeless” had been missed by the homeless night enumerators
(Kearns, 2012).
Another study made much larger estimates of the US homeless population. Using
another definition of homelessness and another method of enquiry, the ‘lifetime
homeless experiences count’ estimated that over 13.5 million US citizens had
experienced homelessness at some point in their lives (see Link et al., 1994). The
study showed that over 7.4% of the US population had been homeless at some time
in the period 1985-1990. The study also provided regional data, showing for instance
that between 1985 and 1990, 3.3% of the population of New York city had at some
time used a shelter.
4.2.1 Social Security and public attitude
Cronley (2010) attributes the high numbers of homeless persons in the US compared
to other countries in the world to the dominance of the ideas of individualism and
self-reliance in US culture and policy. Following Zinn, he argues that issues of success
and failure have come to be seen as matters of individual responsibility within
American society. Such views have significantly impacted the ways in which US
society has dealt with homelessness. According to a nationwide study into poverty
and homelessness in the US, “a large majority (71%)” of the US population “continues
to think that poor people have become too dependent on government assistance”
(Cronley, 2010: p. 330). The social security systems of the state and the federal
government have taken this view by establishing policies that aim to increase
individualism and self-reliance. Generally, US homeless policies focus on (individual
or family) emergency relief, and on individual rehabilitation programs (Cronley, 2010;
Foscarinis, 2000). They are carried out with small-scale, projects that have little
federal support.
To determine eligibility for social security, US policy makers make a distinction
between ‘the deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ poor. Social benefits are directed at

“You can’t help those who simply will not be helped. One problem that we’ve had,
even in the best of times, is people who are sleeping on the grates, the homeless
who are homeless, you might say, by choice ... They make it their own choice for
staying out there. There are shelters in virtually every city, and shelters here [in
Washington], and those people still prefer out there on the grates or the lawn to
going into one of those shelters” (Reagan, 1984).
Other aspects of the social security and health systems had also exacerbated
homelessness. Zero-tolerance initiatives, and the prevalent discourse on drug and
alcohol abusers picturing them as belonging to the group of ‘the undeserving poor’,
resulted in a large number of people ending up on the streets. Significant problems
within the US psychiatric and mental health sector, and in the foster care sector, had
also led to an increasing amount of people living on the streets (see, amongst others,
Smith & Sederer, 2009). 69
(Social) Housing
Social housing, or actually the lack thereof, was one of the main drivers of the rising
number of homeless people in the US in the 1980s. The decision of the HUD to “back
out of the business of housing” had an enormous effect on homelessness, in terms
of both the size and composition of the homeless (HUD quoted in Cronley, 2010).
Much of the social housing stock became privatized and in several of the larger US
cities the homeless population increased by 22%, and more and more women,
children, families and minorities became homeless (Cronley, 2010).
Several authors have argued that housing policy in the US has augmented inequality
instead of equality (see Shinn, 2010; Squires, 2002; Dolbeare & Crowley, 2002). There
68
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groups that fit in the former category (which consist largely of women with small
children and disabled persons). Since many of the ‘new’ homeless persons were
young, male, single and unemployed individuals, the majority of the new homeless
were not included in these programs (see O’Connell, 2003). State funded health care
support and insurance, for instance, are available only to low-income families with
children, people with severe handicaps and the elderly.68 Income support policies
and housing subsidies largely target the same groups. Single homeless persons,
who do not fall in either of these groups, often receive little more than food stamps
and shelter care (O’Connell, 2003). In line with the ideas about the deserving and
undeserving poor, Reagan held the homeless that lived on the streets responsible for
their own situation and found that, since these rough sleepers assumingly did not
take action themselves, the state or society was not to be held responsible.
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are specific tax deductions for homeowners, which are positively related to the value
of the property, meaning that wealthier people with more expensive houses receive a
larger part of the funds. Rising housing costs and the lack of affordable housing
contribute substantially to rising figures of homeless people (Shinn, 2010). As Shinn
notes,
“Currently there is no state in the US where a full-time worker employed at the
minimum wage can afford to rent a two-bedroom apartment at the ‘fair market
rent’ (a low average rent) determined by the US Department of Housing and
Urban Development, which assumes that people should spend no more than 30
per cent of their income on housing. Indeed, a worker would need to work from 63
hours per week in an inexpensive state (West Virginia) to 163 hours per week in an
expensive state (Hawaii) to afford the fair market rent for a property with two
bedrooms” (Shinn, 2010: p. 27).
The role of charities and NGOs
Many of the initiatives that deal with homelessness, poverty and inequality in the US
are organized and executed by non-governmental organizations, charities and
faith-based organizations. In his acceptance speech of 1988, George Bush senior
spoke of “a thousand points of light”, referring to “all the community organizations that
are spread like stars throughout the Nation, doing good” (Bush, 1989). The Bush
administration, in fact, used the presence of community and volunteer organizations
as a way to draw back the US welfare state by ending some core welfare programs,
including programs associated with combating homelessness. Mathieu, organizer
and volunteer for Spare Change News, notes,
“In the US, the government is really not involved in homelessness. George Bush
senior already said it ... we do not need the government for social welfare. He used the
idea of a thousand points of light ... to justify that the government was not responsible
for the safety net. But it already began with the Reagan years. Whenever we have
a conservative administration, they do a good job at dismantling state-provided
homeless services. So people have to step in” (personal communication with
Mathieu, 2008).
In the US, many charitable organizations, NGOs and community organizations have
stepped in to fill the gaps left by the state. There are literally hundreds of shelter
organizations (often set up and maintained by faith-based groups), homeless
coalitions and advocacy groups, social housing projects, soup-kitchens and other
food suppliers. Homeless charity and private initiatives to deal with poverty and
homelessness, are the rule rather than the exception in the US. It is thus not strange

4.3 Street News New York: the translation of a self-help street paper
Although street papers already existed before Street News was set up in New York,70
it is seen by many as the first street paper ‘modern-style’ (see for instance: bigissue.
com; Homelessgrapevine, 2010; Streetpaperfocusgroup; itineraire.ca; strassenfeger.
org). Some, in fact, consider it to be the ‘catalyst’ of the global street newspaper
movement, as it has played a crucial role in de development of a variety of American
and European (notably UK) street papers (see Swithinbank, 2001; Wittstock, 1991;
Green, 1998).
4.3.1 Problematization: developing and defining ‘Street News’
Street News was founded in 1989 by the former rock-musician Hutchinson Persons
(Washington, no date; INSP, no date). He never intended to start a publication.
Instead, he was looking for a way to combine his social-activism with a career as a
musician (see Mollenhauer, 2007; Roberts, 1990). Persons was appalled by
homelessness and poverty in the US and, rather than letting the state take care of it,
wanted to do something about it himself. In the spirit of the time, Persons engaged in
organizing a benefit concert for the homeless, akin to big successes such as Live
Aid, and Human Rights Now!. The concert would evolve around the theme of ‘Hunger
Awareness Day’. Its aim was to raise food for the New York food banks and to increase
public awareness about hunger in the United States (Teltsch, 1990). The project,
however, never materialized. There was some trouble raising money, and the money
that was raised was largely spent on Street Aid promotional videos that aimed to
educate the people about hunger and homelessness (Economist, 1990; Diamond,
1990).
To keep his sponsors informed about his progress, Persons wrote a newsletter, which
was distributed among the main financers of the project (McAllister, 1995). When it
seemed that the project was about to fail, Persons had to act quickly to keep his
sponsors satisfied. The newsletter presented an ideal opportunity. “[Persons] thought
at least he could fulfill the original mission (of the concert) by expanding the newsletter
and letting people sell it. It was almost an after-thought” (Stringer quoted in: Green,
1999b). Later, in the first issue of Street News, Persons himself explained that his
main inspiration came from a walk through NYC’s Grand Central Terminal. When he
strolled past a large number of homeless persons ‘doing nothing’, he thought “... what
70

Norma Fay Green, for instance notes the presence of newsletters sold or distributed by homeless
persons in the late 1800s (Green, 1999a). She also mentions newsletters written for homeless persons
and ‘tramps’ in that same period. Others refer to the Salvation Army’s War Cry as an early form of the
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that the first steps in the development of a street paper initiative in the US were taken
by a private person and a charity.
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an untapped work force. But what can they do? The thought plagued me, until
suddenly it hit: they can sell newspapers!” (Persons quoted in: Barron, 1994).
Street papers are anti-charity projects...
Called ‘America’s first Motivational Non-Profit Newspaper’ (Roberts, 1990), Person’s
new project ‘Street News’ seemed to align perfectly well with Street Aids’ initial
objectives (Span, 1990). The idea was straightforward. The goal of the new newspaper
would be to combat the socio-economic deprivation of the homeless and their
hunger. To solve these problems, Persons developed a model in which homeless
persons would be enabled to ‘help themselves’.
In an interview with the Washington Post, Koltun, co-founder of Street News and
personal friend of Persons, states that the street paper project would not be “a
handout situation [...] Everyone is used to getting something for free, that mentality”
(Span, 1990). The core idea of Street News was to make them independent from the
state and charity, Street News would help them to fend for themselves. To achieve
this, the homeless had to change their mind about the roles and position they take up
in society (a strategy of re-subjectification see chapter two), instead of being
dependent upon others they would become entrepreneurs. As Koltun notes, “[Street
News] gets people to change their mind-sets [...] They are earning something; it’s not
charity” (Koltun in Span, 1990). The prevailing ‘charity model’ for the homeless
constituted a negative identity for the Street News founders: an adversary, from which
Street News would differ. As Persons explains “...we are a different kind of charity, one
that teaches the homeless to help themselves ... Giving the homeless a handout
would not work. Shelters and soup kitchens help the homeless to stay homeless.
There is no motivation for them to get out of their situation” (Persons in: Diamond,
1990). In an editorial, Persons even suggested that if soup kitchens charged 25 cents
a meal, it would raise a homeless person’s self esteem and dignity (Memmott &
Walmer, 1990; Diamond, 1990). The main line of difference, for Persons, was the
following: charity in the form of handouts causes unhealthy dependency on welfare;
charity in the form of activating homeless persons ‘to take action themselves’ creates
autonomy, dignity and self-responsibility, which is much more effective on the long
term (Teltsch, 1990; Diamond, 1990).
... that work with an entrepreneurial purchase-sales system
Based upon this discursive problematization, Koltun and Persons decided to devise
a ‘self-help’, entrepreneurial model for their street paper. The model would work as
follows. Homeless persons would go to a central distribution place on Manhattan,
where they signed up as self-employed vendors. They would be given 10 copies of
Street News71 free, and would then go out on the streets to sell them for 75 cents
71

There are, however, different stories about the first number of papers that vendors receive. John ‘Indio’

Washington, Street News’ most recent editor-in-chief of Street News, for instance, states that from the
start vendors have always received 30 copies for free (Washington, no date).
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(Roberts, 1990; Green, 1999b; Mcabe, 1990). From the profit they made from the
sale, they could now purchase new papers from the Street News organization. For
each copy vendors would pay 25 cents to the organization. This amount covered
most of the production costs (printing, distribution, staff salaries). A small part would
be set aside for housing-rent on the vendor’s behalf. From each sale, the vendor kept
the remaining 50 cents.
Perhaps the best characterization of the Street News ‘model’ is given by the ads
published in the first few issues: “Feed a Man a Fish and You’ve Fed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish and You’ve Fed him for a lifetime” (Shamoon, 1990). In the copy
that followed, an ad says “when you buy this newspaper, you’re helping homeless
people help themselves” (Ibid.).
The semiotic differences between the conventional charity model and the Street
News alternative were also remarked by the more established homeless organizations
of that time. In fact, Street News received fierce criticism from several of those
organizations. “The notion that money in the pocket solves the problems of the
homeless is naive and half-baked, and no serious social service organization will work
with Mr. Persons”, the executive director of the Partnership for the Homeless said
(Sesser quoted in: Teltsch, 1990). “Persons’ views of helping the homeless are too
simplistic ... The homeless need training for real jobs and continued counseling and
support”, another official noted (in: Diamond, 1990). A representative of the Coalition
of the Homeless association goes further and says bitterly: “people don’t go to soup
kitchens or shelters for self-esteem, they go because they are hungry, and charging a
quarter adds insult to injury” (quoted in Memmott & Walmer, 1990). Traditional
charities questioned whether what Persons was doing was ‘real’ charity work. Was
not Persons ‘... using the sweat of the homeless to create a newspaper empire for
himself’ (Diamond, 1990)? As one government official put it “... [t]he question needs
to be asked whether this is a charity ... Street News is not giving away anything as
traditional charities do. The homeless have to buy the newspaper in order to sell it.
Where is the charity?” (in : Diamond, 1990).
But not everybody was against it. Persons was able to forge positive relationships
with a number of business entrepreneurs and government officials, drawing lines of
equivalence between his new charity model and their entrepreneurial and business
‘spirit’. The links were forged through the ideas and principles of the liberal-economic philosophy of Ayn Rand.
The ‘objectivist philosophy’ of Ayn Rand had been Persons’ and Koltun’s main source
of inspiration for the street paper (Green, 1999b; McKeever, 1990; Span, 1990;
Chung, 1990; Mcabe, 1990). Ayn Rand was a Russian born writer-philosopher, and a
fierce advocate of laissez-faire capitalism, individual rights, as well as of minimal
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government. It was in particular Rand’s book ‘Atlas Shrugged’ that inspired the Street
News model. This book is a critique of big government and welfare-statism, and
argues that state interference hampers, rather than facilitates, the personal
development of individuals. Writing in defense of (ethical) egoism and individualism,
Rand argues that a liberal, laissez-faire system, where individual rights and individual
responsibilities prevail, is to be preferred to collectivism and state-welfare.
4.3.2 Problematization (2): an ‘atlas shrugged’ self-help approach to
street papers
In several interviews, both Koltun and Persons state that Rand’s book was the main
motivating agent behind Street News (McCabe, 1990; Chung, 1990): “[w]e make
everyone who comes to work here read it. You’re either a producer or you’re taking
away from production” (Koltun quoted in Span, 1990). The book was first passed on
from Koltun to Persons on whom it left a lasting imprint (Span, 1990). The book made
Persons decide that the core principle of the New York street paper should be that “...
something for nothing is worth nothing, and anything worth having is worth working
for” (Persons quoted in McKeever, 1990).
To a large extent, Street News’ problematization can be explained from the ideas that
Persons and Koltun had drawn from Atlas Shrugged. They translated the problem of
prolonged homelessness in terms of the homeless’ dependency on state welfare and
charity (which was seen as an extreme form of collectivism); and they argued that
such ‘handout’ interventions provided few incentives for the homeless to engage in
self-help. Their solution was to develop Street News as an alternative to this
dependency model, and to focus on individual responsibilities, free entrepreneurship, and self-motivation.
With the birth of Street News New York, the self-help model of homeless charity was
born. As Span notes, “Persons deliberately chose a labor-intensive project requiring
little training”, so homeless people could become entrepreneurs and take action
themselves immediately, “without needing a telephone, without clean clothes, without
a place to live” (Span, 1990).
The key-signifier self-help
Persons’ and Koltun’s attraction to the notion of self-help and their Rand inspired
philosophy about street papers, did not emerge from a vacuum. In fact, the ideas
upon which Street News’ problematization was built, are strongly linked to a wider
discourse on individualism, self-esteem and self responsibility which had become
prominent from the late 1980s onward. (see, for instance Cruikshank, 1993; Jakimow,
2009; Berner & Phillips, 2005; Rimke, 2000; Sothern, 2007). At the time when Street
News was set up, the discourse of self-help, advocated by a growing literature of
‘pop-psychological expertise’ (Sothern, 2007), was strongly present in normal

“Self-help, finally, can be seen as participation squared. The poor have completed
their journey from being recipients, via beneficiaries and stakeholders, to become
champions of development. In the process the focus has shifted from deficiencies
(that would require some redistribution as a remedy) to obstacles (that can be
removed without others having to sacrifice)” (Berner & Phillips, 2005).
The implications for the street paper concept are similar. In Street News’ use of the
concept, self-help is translated into a street paper model that supports the homeless
by making them as individual entrepreneurs responsible for their own situation.
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As Rimke notes: “Appropriating democratic liberalism’s and neo-liberalism’s ways of seeing the individual
and the social world, self-help promotes the idea that a good citizen cares for herself or himself best by
evading or denying social relations” (Rimke, 2000: p. 61).
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everyday life in the US. Indeed, as the discourse on self-help seemed to be “elaborately
consistent with the political rationalities promoted in advanced liberal democracies”
(Rimke, 2000), it arose regularly and became ‘reproduced and naturalized’ in a variety
of social domains such as the welfare sector, the health sector, the education sector:
more generally, in the public sector (Rimke, 2000).
The idea of self-help has much in common with the neo-liberal approaches to welfare,
charity and development. Both stress the ‘individual responsibility’ of citizens, and
focus on the importance of entrepreneurship for facilitating self-development.
Self-help thus enables the ‘roll-back’ of the state as it focuses, via the rhetoric of
participation and empowerment,72 on the individual responsibility of its citizens (see,
amongst others, Jakimow, 2009; Rimke, 2000). The self-help concept distinguishes
itself from the concepts of ‘charity’ and ‘state funded help’ by emphasizing the ways
in which the disadvantaged of our societies can draw upon their own resources to lift
themselves out of poverty (Jakimow, 2009; see for an example the work of De Soto,
2000). As Cruikshank (1993: p. 328) clarifies: “... to advocates, taking up the goal of
[self-help] is something we owe to society, something that will defray the costs of
social problems. ... [T]he solution ... is discovered in the capacity of citizens to act
upon themselves guided by the expertise of the social sciences and social service
professionals”.
It is important to realize that these New Right inspired ideas about self-help assume
that integrating the poor, the needy, the homeless into the market sphere will solve
their problems without needing to alter the underlying social and economic reasons
of these problems (Jakimow, 2009). This conflicts with other understandings of
homelessness that stress the need for structural changes in the economy, housing
sector and state-welfare systems (see for instance Baum & Burnes, 1993; Elliott &
Krivo, 1991). As Berner and Phillips (2005), note:
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Enrolment and Interessement: making the magazine ‘work’
Street News started in the week of the New York Marathon, November 1989. It was
supported by various businesses, individuals and organizations, although some were
critical at first (Roberts, 1990). The timing was good. As Stringer, one of the first Street
News vendors, recalls “...[a]ll the press was there, crowds were there. Police, who were
ready to beat back the homeless, saw they were all carrying Street News to sell. The
(mainstream) media thought it was great. They didn’t take it seriously as competition and
knew it wasn’t going to be an advertising force, but it did get a bad reception among
social service providers and churches” (Stringer quoted in: Green, 1999b).
The self-help philosophy of the street paper had clearly drawn the interest of several big
businesses and organizations. There was much support from some of the larger New York
advertising companies and from the mainstream press. The New York Times, for instance,
helped with marketing the first few issues and also provided outfits (Ibid.). The Metropolitan
Transportation authority had purchased full-page ads at $3500 each.
The vendors also seemed to like it. After the first few months, the vendor force quickly
climbed to 500 people. They seemed to believe in the idea of self-help. “You got a
chance to make some money, do something for yourself”, said one vendor (in : Span,
1990). “It’s a vote of confidence in the free enterprise system”, another vendor argued,
“...I’ve always believed in self-economics, ... [i]t’s from seeing other individuals prosper
that you get motivation” (two vendors quoted in: Span, 1990).
Enrolment is trial and error: the issue of quality
Although Street News seemed to be extremely successful, and “[...] appeared to glide
along as the media darling of Manhattan” (Green, 1999b), there were some complaints
about the quality of the paper. McCabe described the paper as “a sporadic publication
that contains a sometimes uneven mix of breathy, ‘get off your feet’ columns, mediocre
poetry, and celebrity reminiscences. [The paper] cannot be mistaken for a daily, or
even a weekly newspaper” (McCabe, 1990).
Most people bought the first few issues not because they were considered to be
‘good reads’, but out of a desire to help the homeless (Koltun and Persons in: Span,
1990). Concerning the first issues of Street News, Green notes, “[i]n the tradition of
the Salvation Army’s ‘War Cry’ magazine, which was sold on the street corners at the
turn of the century, the messenger was often the symbolic message, more so than the
publication being hawked ... Through street sales, the buying public came in deliberate
contact with the disenfranchised who moved from the periphery and into the limelight,
if only momentarily” (Green, 1998: p. 35).
But this was not what Koltun and Persons wanted. They wanted a ‘good quality
product’, one that sold itself and was not dependent on the sympathy of its buyers.
They did not want it to be a ‘pity-purchase’. This did not fit in their self-help philosophy.
Otherwise Street News would become a conventional charity once again. “It’s always

Financial problems lead to a re-articulation: the prominent role of advertisements
The move from the phase of problematization to mobilization did not evolve
undisturbed however. Translation often requires adaptations and re-articulations that
help the various actors of an actor-network to align themselves better. Finance was
one of the actors that the project had to reckon with. Although the initial sales were
high (in the first few months, as high as 200,000 per edition (Green, 1998: p. 38)), this
did not result directly in a higher net revenue for the Street News organization. In fact,
as a large part of the profit went directly to its homeless vendors (approx. 66%), the
magazine itself could not rely upon circulation revenue alone. Other sources of
funding had to be found. Ads, in particular, were one of the key sources of income for
the paper. It is the “ad revenues alone [that] keep the paper alive” (Gallager in:
Donaton, 1990). So, each of the Street News editions carried a substantial number of
ad pages.73 Advertisers included a big international advertising and public relations
agency, an international magazine publisher, several auto dealers, some commercial
medical clinics, magazines, real estate companies, restaurants and big daily
73
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going to say ‘sold by the homeless’, but we want to maximize the self-esteem factor
[...] To do that, it has to be a good product”, Persons says(in Span, 1990). Koltun
states “We don’t want it all to be about the downtrodden [...] You’re not supposed to
buy it because you are helping some homeless guy. You’re supposed to buy it
because it is something you enjoy reading!” (Koltun in: McCabe, 1990).
Persons and Koltun therefore started to emphasize quality and content, and devised
a strategy to convince readers of the paper’s worth. They ‘professionalized’ the
magazine by attracting a group of (semi-)trained journalists as volunteers, and they
started to focus on (pop) culture, music and opinion articles (Span, 1990; McCabe,
1990; Green, 1999b, 1998; Shamoon, 1990). A particular strategy to attract a broader
and more serious readership was to associate the magazine with celebrities. Persons’
contacts from his former life as a musician proved to be helpful here. In the subsequent
issues, celebrities such as Liza Minnelli, Cindy Lauper, Gloria Estefan, and the Beach
Boys featured (Green, 1998). As Koltun states “if the paper seems top-heavy with
celebrities [...] that’s to assure buyers that it is legitimate” (Koltun in: McCabe, 1990).
One of the ads in the third issue sums the strategy up well “[i]nstead of giving you sob
stories, we’re offering you James Rosenquist, Liza Minnelli and Sting” (Shamoon,
1990). In one issue, Sting discussed the ‘bad state of rock and roll’, James Rosenquist
submitted a drawing titled “Fast Feast”, and Liza Minnelli wrote about her famous
parents (Shamoon, 1990). Although critics described Street News as a ‘charity gala
in print’ and ‘an amalgam of glitz and grit’ (Green, 1998), the strategy proved to be
successful. The first issues sold out quickly. “Liza Minnelli sells well, particularly in
subway trains”, mocked a Wall Street Journal headline (McAuley, 1990).
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newspapers (Donaton, 1990). The reliance on ad-revenues also fitted well within the
self-help philosophy of the magazine. Rather than taking subsidies or relying on the
charity and gifts from its supporters, Street News approach was market based,
thriving on the (economic) income from selling ads.
Mobilization: the magazine starts to speak as one
When all the actors in an actor-network start to work together, when they become
aligned and their positions, roles, identities and activities are temporarily fixed, an
actor-network is said to be mobilized. It has become a whole that can be recognized
as a whole and that starts to produce an effect in the world. Some of its actors
become spokespersons for it, representing the whole from a particular angle.
Former homeless vendor Stringer describes his first meeting Street News as a fully
mobilized actor when standing in the queue to register with the paper in the winter of
1989: “... a pair of old street geezers were perched on upturned milk crates just outside
the door, oblivious to the winter chill, garbed in black caps, T-shirts, and monkey
aprons that said Street News. Each had a wad of bills pinched between his fingers and
they were comparing the thickness of their respective accumulated earning ... Trailing
out the door and snaking half way down the block was a line of eager people waiting
to get in, all summoned there by nothing more than word of mouth” (Stringer quoted
in Swithinbank, 2001: pp. 21-22). Street News vendors were all around Manhattan,
and the sales boosted. The first issue sold around 30,000 copies, the second issue
almost reached 150,000 issues, and the third topped the first two with 250,000
(Green, 1998: p. 38; Span, 1990).
With their Street News caps and bags, jackets and mittens (Span, 1990 1427), Street
News vendors actively promoted the Street News brand out on the streets of New
York. Through its sales force and the magazine itself, Street News now had a ‘face’
which one could recognize on the streets; one that you could even take with you in
the form of the magazine itself.
Thanks to a variety of spokespersons: its presence on the streets, the widespread
media attention it had acquired, its physical circulation as a magazine, and its
advertisements in the mainstream media, other people soon picked up the idea of
developing a street paper. Since 1989, slowly but surely, street papers started to
appear all over the USA (Shaper Walters, 1992; Kapsambelis, 1998; Green, 1998).
The Boston magazine Spare Change, for instance, took inspiration from Street News
and appeared in 1992 as a grassroots publication written, produced and sold by
homeless persons (personal communication with Shearer, 2008: see also scene
seven). After seeing a television commercial for Street News, Judd Lofchie launched
StreetWise in Chicago in 1992 (Green, 1998). Tim Harris, founder of the Seattle street
paper ‘Real Change’ refers to Street News as ‘the grand daddy of modern street
papers’ as it “inspired many knockoffs such as Street Sheet in San Francisco [...]

4.4 T
 hree crucial translations that have helped the homeless to help
themselves
This scene has used a focused-ANT approach to explore the translation of the first
‘modern’ street paper Street News. To highlight the role of circulating ideas and
identities in this translation, we have also focused on the role of subjectivity and
discourse. The figure and text below detail this translation process and highlight how
in the key moments of translation, Street News’ identity has been formed.
Translation (1): integrating the different needs and ambitions of a range of actors
into a self-help project
Street News started out of the wishes and intentions and ‘material needs’ of a variety
of actors. These needs and intentions predate the moment of problematization. Yet,
they have played a crucial role in the translation of Street News. I will highlight three
crucial subjectivities:
· Hutchinson Persons: Persons’ Hunger Awareness concert failed. He had, however,
already raised and spent much of the money given to him by sponsors. This posed
a problem: how could he still contribute to the goals he had presented to his
sponsors, how could he keep his sponsors satisfied?
· The Homeless: At the end of the 1980s, it had become extremely difficult to get out
of homelessness in the USA. Homeless people often lacked stable addresses,
decent clothing, telephone connections, et cetera. Homeless policies were largely
aimed at symptom treatment. How could the homeless get a job, an income and a
house, when they lacked the resources to do so?
· New York Citizens: Citizens of New York had seen the homeless community grow
over the years. Many of them pitied the homeless and wanted to help them, but did
not know how. Others were just annoyed by the sight of the homeless, who were
‘doing nothing on the streets’, and wanted to get rid of them.
As shown in the first sections of this scene, the subjectivities of these actors were
attached to the Street News actor-network via a specific problematization of the
project. This problematization was based on a specific storyline which revolved
primarily around the key-signifier ‘self-help’. The analysis has highlighted how this
specific discursive problematization has impacted the ways in which: 1) actors have
become interessed to participate in the actor-network, 2) their roles were aligned
(enrolment) and 3) how this has led to a well working actor-network with a specific
recognizable form and identity: a self-help street paper (mobilization).
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including ‘Real Change’” (Kapsambelis, 1998; Harris, 2010). Hutchinson Persons
admits to have started the trend, but was not fully happy with it. “[A] lot of people have
used the name Street News without permission”, he says (Shaper Walters, 1992).
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Translation (2): articulating Street News as an entrepreneurial self-help project
has far-reaching material consequences and requires re-articulation
Street News’ translation, and in particular how the self-help story was embedded into
it, produced significant material consequences for the actor-network as a whole and
the individual actors involved. Since translation processes are not necessarily linear
or one-directional, some of these consequences required a significant re-articulation
of the street paper’s initial problematization. Discursive problematizations, thus, do
not define the moments of translation, but are themselves also subjected to translation
processes. Customers, for instance, did not play the roles that were set out for them.
The self-help principle implied that the street paper would operate by using normal
business transactions. Yet, many customers bought the magazine only out of the
desire to help the homeless. They did not appreciate the product (the street paper)
on its own merits. This asked for a re-articulation of the Street News actor-network. To
counter the ‘unwanted’ consumer behavior, the magazine itself should acquire an
‘internal value’. To achieve this, the roles, identities and subject-positions of the
participating actors needed to be adapted to fit these material requirements, so that
the street paper could start working as a coherent whole again (i.e. the magazine was
turned into a professional publication, staff should now be trained (semi) professionals,
the content of the magazine was changed and started to include celebrity related
topics).
Translation (3): Street News operates as a single whole that circulates and
draws lines of equivalence and difference
Although it required frequent re-articulations and adaptations to the specific
(continuously changing) circumstances it faced, Street News now started to operate
as a single collective, producing effects in the outside world. Around the organization
and the meanings and identities it had acquired, multiple lines of equivalence and
difference were drawn. The street paper was liked by the mainstream press and the
mainstream business community: it helped the homeless to become self-employed
entrepreneurs, it used mainstream marketing concepts, and it could compare itself
with other pop-culture publications. Traditional charities and organizations in the
homeless sector were more critical: it was seen as nothing more than a celebrity
charity gala in print, as it did nothing for the homeless in terms of providing social
work support or psychological assistance.
Its mobilization into a single whole, however, also allowed the street paper to produce
effects on other groups, actors and places across the world. Its specific translation of
the street paper project, and its articulation of the self-help concept, were able to
circulate and travel well. The circulation of Street News will be the starting point of
scene two.
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5.1 Introduction
Section two of the empirical analysis examines the circulation and translation of the
street paper concept from the US to the UK. The story continues from New York, and
follows the travels of the street paper Street News. The scene discusses how the
circulation of Street News prompted a series of complex adaptations and translations,
which finally led to the development of the UK street paper The Big Issue (TBI). As this
translation is fraught with coincidences, tensions and transformations, the analysis
highlights that the emergence of the UK street paper is not the result of a well-planned,
strategic and linear path of diffusion, but is instead the effect of multiple heterogeneous
and dynamic processes of translation. The goal of this scene is to highlight the hard
work involved in the translation of a circulating concept into a new situation.
In doing so, the analysis discusses the emergence of a specific (discursive) Big Issue
approach to street papers, and shows how in its enactment this model is confronted
with the material realities and technicalities of operating a street paper in the UK. In
particular, the scene will focus upon the tensions arising from these interactions. It will
show how the discursive articulation of meaning and identity of The Big Issue feeds
back into its daily performance, and how this spawns a number of frictions and
tensions concerning The Big Issue’s effect and impact (and vice versa). By highlighting
this, the scene will show the consequences of specific political choices within the
translation of TBI’s meaning on the ‘ethical’ and social impact of the project on a whole.
In terms of its analytical strategy, this section joins together two forms of analysis
from the methods described in chapter three.
· Firstly, it starts with a focus upon translation-as-circulation and uses this to zoom in
upon the travels of the street paper concept from the US to the UK. This section
draws upon diffuse-ANT approaches and connects these to a more focused
account of ANT that will take up the second step in analytical approach.
· The second part of the analysis focuses upon the specific moments of translation
that have formed The Big Issue street paper (focused-ANT: problematization,
interessement, enrolment, mobilization, see chapter three). In the final part of this
section, both focused-ANT and Discourse Analysis are used to understand the
articulation of the meanings and identities attached to The Big Issue’s self-help and
business approach to street papers.
Below, I will start my discussion with a brief description of the context in which The
Big Issue street paper in the UK developed. I will zoom in onto the issue of
homelessness in particular.
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5.2 Context: Homelessness in the UK
At the end of the 1980s, homelessness was on the rise in the UK. Official counts
indicated that the total number of ‘statutory homeless households’74 had grown from
53,000 households in 1978 to 148,000 in 1991 (Bramley, 1993: pp. 128). The problem
was the largest in London. In 1986, 28,700 London households were homeless and
in 1991 this had grown to 36,770, a 28% increase (Ibid.).
The literature indicates that a variety of factors had contributed to his sudden rise of
homeless households. Bramley (1993) summarizes some of the key factors:
· demographic changes in household formation (changing age structure and more
divorces)
· the rising costs of housing, particularly in high demand regions such as London
· economic crisis and decline of income for some social groups
· the decline of the private rented sector
· the diminished supply of social housing
· changed government attitudes towards social welfare and public expenditure
Although many western countries also experienced rising numbers of homeless due
to similar economic and societal changes, the increase in homelessness in Britain
was particularly sharp.
5.2.1 Changing political perceptions and ‘New Right’ policies
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, due to a change in political perceptions about the
welfare state and Keynesianism, the British welfare system had made an abrupt
turnaround. Inspired by a ‘New-Right philosophy’ and neo-liberalism (c.f. Peck &
Tickell, 2002), governments led by Prime Minister Thatcher aimed to roll back the
state and to cut public expenditure. The free market ideology meant less state
intervention and more individual responsibility of its citizens. The state became more
‘market-minded’. For example, the state retreated from comprehensive education,
privatized several of the nationalized industries and reduced the power of trade
unions (Anderson, 2004 ). On top of this, there were severe cutbacks in public
housing budgets.
The impact of these policies on the poorest members of British society was dramatic.
Many people went deeper into poverty and a number of them ended upon the streets.
In particular, many young, unemployed men became homeless as they fell through
the gaps of the social security system. The Housing Act, for instance, had defined
categories of individuals who were considered to be ‘in priority need’ and for which
housing should be provided (disabled persons, young women with children etc).
Single and able young men usually did not fall into this category. There had also been
severe cuts in social security benefits for young people under the age of 25 (Fitzpatrick
74

i.e. households officially entitled to homeless support

5.2.2 Increased visibility of homelessness
The result of these policies was that homelessness had almost tripled in the period of
1980-1990 (Bramley, 1993). Poverty levels rose significantly (Fitzpatrick & Jones, 2005;
Anderson, 2004 ). By the end of the 1980s, homelessness had become increasingly
visible in the UK and in particular in London. Since many of the homeless were young,
and also many women were ‘sleeping rough’ in public view, single homeless people
now became the focus of growing public sympathy (May et al., 2006). People spoke of
the abysmal ‘Cardboard Cities’ within London, and it was common to encounter people
sleeping on the streets, in porches or in other public spaces.
In 1990, per night there were 1,000
people sleeping on the streets of
central London. Shelter organizations
claimed that roughly 2,000-3,000
homeless persons were ‘moving in
and out of hostels and other types of
temporary accommodation’ (DoE 1991
paraphrased in : Anderson, 1993).
A blessing in disguise was that,
since homelessness had become so Source: Anderson 2004, adapted from Hansard 1991
prominent in the City of London, and,
more importantly, in specific areas across London where many politicians and policy
makers worked, many Members of Parliament also encountered homelessness and
begging on a daily basis (Ibid.). Increasingly, homelessness became a ‘Big Issue’,
indeed. As Anderson notes,
“Television documentaries portrayed life in ‘Cardboard City’. Debates on street
homelessness took place in both the Houses of Parliament. Over a period of less
than two years, a marginalised housing issue, being championed by one or two
pressure groups had become a hugely publicised social problem which had
escalated beyond containment” (Anderson, 1993).
5.2.3 A new ‘government’ initiative at the beginning of the 1990s
As Fitzpatrick and Jones (2005) note, it was precisely the visible growth of
homelessness that forced the government to intervene. Its main reaction came with
the ‘Rough Sleepers Initiative’ (RSI) which was launched in London in 1990.75 The RSI
75

See also my discussion of the Bullring and ‘cardboard city’ below
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& Jones, 2005). Single persons and families without children were hit hard. Although
there were several voluntary sector initiatives to assist them, for many there were no
safety nets and many were forced into (street) homelessness (Anderson, 2004 : p. 377).
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aimed to get the homeless off the streets and into shelters, hostels and eventually
permanent housing. The system worked with outreach workers, shelter organizations
and resettlement services (Fitzpatrick & Jones, 2005). A key pillar of the RSI was the
cooperation with the voluntary sector.
5.2.4 A shadow state of voluntarism
The significant involvement of the voluntary sector in the RSI fitted well within the UK’s
‘New Right’ political discourse. New Right had aimed to put the responsibility in the
hands of the people themselves, by reducing the state’s involvement in (social)
housing and by devolving tasks to voluntary and private organizations (May et al.,
2006). New Right wanted to break the ‘dependency culture’ that had emerged, and
wanted to cut people loose from their reliance on state welfare.
This was a trend which was visible throughout Western Europe, where many
governments now turned to the ‘third sector’ for help (see Buckingham, 2012).
Paraphrasing Wolch (1989), Cloke et al (2007) speak of a ‘shadow state of voluntarism’
which has emerged ‘as western nations have embraced neo-liberal strategies which
have denuded the welfare state, privatised social services and resulted in an increased
reliance on voluntarism and the non-profit sector’.
Yet, as Taylor (Taylor, 2004) notes, the particular ‘welfare mix’ of voluntary, individual
and state initiatives in UK differs significantly from that of many other western nations.
In fact, Taylor describes the the UK’s liberal welfare system as a “regime that stands
somewhere between the UK’s European neighbors and its American cousins”(Taylor,
2004). One the one side, the UK is positioned closely to the USA in terms of its
relatively low government expenditure on welfare and its relatively high level of
voluntary activity (Salamon and Anheier, 1998 in Taylor, 2004). On the other hand, the
UK is nearer to many of the continental European welfare states in the sense that it
provides a stable and basic safety net for its inhabitants, which is based on equal
rights and equal drawing. This is also supported by the general public attitude
towards social welfare within the UK. Social attitudes surveys have indicated that ‘the
British public remains wedded to the idea that the state should take the primary
responsibility for welfare, especially in health and education’(Taylor, 2004).
5.2.5 The homeless industry: do-good charities and ethos
In the UK, charities and voluntary organizations have a long history of offering
services to the poor and homeless. These services range from social housing,
hostels and shelters to soup-kitchens, day care centers but also include lobbying
and campaigning on behalf of the homeless (Buckingham, 2012). Some, indeed,
speak of a ‘homeless industry’ of charities to characterize the deep involvement of
the third sector in homeless services.

“There is an underlying unease about the concept of charity itself ... Do-gooder
has become a word of abuse and suspicion, as has ‘professional do-gooder’,
which implies someone who is interfering rather than enabling” (Mulgan & Landry,
1995).
Against this background a UK street paper emerged. A number of people were
disappointed in the existing welfare and homeless initiatives to combat homelessness
and wanted to address the homeless problem with a different approach, a street
paper.

5.3 London Calling: how the street paper concept arrives in the UK
To understand the ways in which the street paper concept was able to travel to the
UK, I will focus both on its circulation and on the key moments through which its
articulation took place. This section starts off with a focus on circulation, and gives an
account on how Street News travelled to London via a coincidental encounter that
occurred between a UK businessman and Street News vendor.
Street News magazine had passed its heyday, when Gordon Roddick, a UK
businessman and co-founder of the Body Shop (an international fair trade business),
encountered it. Sales were slowly going down, and a negative publication in the
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Both clients of, and commentators on, the sector had complained about the
patronizing ways in which some charities treated the homeless (see Cloke et al.,
2005; Daly, 1996: p. 202). Charities, they argued, were imposing particular ideologies
and lifestyles upon the homeless, while simultaneously fostering a culture of
dependency (see Mulgan & Landry, 1995). Some Christian charities, for instance,
tried to evangelize the homeless by making them attend sermons before they would
get food and shelter. Cloke et al. (2005) quote a representative of an Exeter charity,
‘[we aim to] ... to share the Gospel with our clients so that they may accept Jesus
Christ as their Saviour, to encourage a lifestyle consistent with new life in Christ’”
(Cloke et al., 2005: p. 391).
Other support charities (soup-kitchens, community clothing associations, food
banks), were criticized for creating dependencies. They were accused of only treating
the symptoms of homelessness and poverty and doing nothing about its causes.
Moreover, inspired by New-Right discourse, homeless charities were criticized as
being merely an extension of the welfare-state’s ‘dependency culture’. As they offered
free hand-outs to those in need, charities supposedly ‘encouraged clientalism and
inhibited prudentialism and enterprise’ (Dean, 2003). New Right discourse began to
see state-welfare and charity as one of the main problems of homelessness and
poverty, rather than as a solution to it. Charity welfare had indeed become ‘good
gone bad’. As Mulgan and Landry note,
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mainstream media76 had led to an investigation by the New York tax-authorities.
Street News, it seemed, was on the downturn (Teltsch, 1990).
But falling sales or not, the chance encounter between Gordon Roddick and Street
News magazine is said to have sparked off a whole new and different development
in the street paper movement (see Magazine Uliczny Website, 2008; Gründler, 2005;
Big Issue, nd). When Roddick visited New York on a business trip to inspect one of
his shops in 1990, he bumped into a Street News vendor. Roddick first assumed him
to be a mugger, but when the homeless guy produced a copy of Street News,
Gordon, being a businessman, immediately liked the idea (Studholme, 1992). As
Bird, Roddick’s later associate, recalls:
“[Roddick] was in New York in July 1990. Some big guy, who he described as a
wardrobe walking towards him, said ‘would you like a copy of my street paper?’
Gordon said ‘yes, I will have a copy.’
‘It is a dollar.’
‘How does it work?’
‘I buy it for 50 cents, I sell it for a [dollar]. I make 50 percent ... and that is it.’
Gordon said, well why are you selling the paper?
He said ‘well I am 54, I come from Brownsville ... people do not get out from there
except into prison. [...] I came out of prison when I was 54. Instead of going back
and doing the numbers, I moved out and ended up homeless in Queens. Could
not get a job: a big black guy, who was going to get me a job? So, I was rescued
by the street paper.’
And Gordon thought ‘wow.’” (lecture by John Bird, Careem, 2011: transcription is
mine).
The vendor, as a clear illustration of a spokesperson for the Street News actor-network,
mobilized all the elements of Street News in a single narrative that summed up, in a
nutshell, what Street News was all about.
76

As Norma Fay Green recounts, “TV news reporter Chris Wallace came to visit Persons who had had
nothing but sweetheart press and had been treated with kid gloves. The subsequent broadcast revealed
Persons’ Ayn Rand objectivist philosophy but more importantly, raised questions about accountability for
the original money raised and how it was being spent. Wallace produced tax returns for Street Aid Inc. and
claimed it was not a social program but a business. Persons kicked him out of his office and all that aired
on national television” (Green, 1998).

5.3.1 Problematization (1): a first attempt at articulating a London street paper
Roddick was distressed by the increasing numbers of young homeless people in the
UK. He wondered if a street paper such as Street News would be able to help them
overcome their problems. As the chairman of the Bodyshop International, Roddick
produced the copy of the magazine to members of his marketing and communications
department, and asked them to do a feasibility study (Beckett, 1998). Would it be
possible to create a similar newspaper in London?
Initially, the marketing department was reluctant to follow Roddick’s ideas. After a
year of talks with legal counselors, publishers and other welfare organizations, its
reports were unpromising. On the basis of its market-research, the communication
department told Roddick that the best way to sell the street paper would be through
newsagents. The English, they argued, were not used to being approached in the
streets by homeless vendors. Furthermore, street hawking by homeless persons
would be a problem since the police would require hawkers to have licenses. Other
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Later, Gordon Roddick explained that what he had learned from this encounter was
what the ‘true’ meaning of street papers was. Street papers, he argued, were double
edged swords. On the one hand, the vendor explained that Street News had provided
him with an income, which was great. On the other hand, the vendor claimed that the
most important aspect of Street News was not the money, but was the fact that it
allowed him to get into contact with people again (Roddick in Swithinbank, 2001).
Hence, street papers seemed to be good at combining economic development with
social development. But Roddick’s interest in the street paper concept went further
than that. In fact, Roddick was triggered mostly by the notion of self-help behind it: a
concept which ‘neither the Right nor the Left could disapprove’ (Roddick in:
Studholme, 1992). Enabling homeless persons to take action themselves was not
only very innovative but also highly efficient and business-like: the effort that homeless
persons would put into it would allow them to earn an income; while at the same time
the very act of selling a street paper would help them to build up self-confidence and
entrepreneurialism so that they would be better suited to return to mainstream work
again.
Through its circulation via the magazine and the vendor, Street News thus provided a
starting point for the translation of the street paper concept in the UK. In particular the
inscription of ‘self-help’ principles and the ‘business approach’ had supported Street
News’ travels well. Roddick, a key mediator in this circulation, was triggered in
particular by how well the articulation of the street paper, as a means to achieve
social development by engaging in entrepreneurial activity, fitted within his
businessman background. The section below describes how Roddick allowed this
idea of economic means generating social/economic outcomes to travel to a group
of actors, and how that would help to start building up a new street paper actor-network.
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problems that they foresaw were: the difficulties in monitoring social security issues,
insurance problems, and the competition with other street vendors (notably with the
hawkers of London’s daily (commercial) newspaper the Evening standard) (see
Swithinbank, 2001: pp. 22-23; and Wynne-Jones, 2009).
So, both the communication department and Roddick were ‘crestfallen’ (Lecture by
John Bird Careem, 2011: transcription is mine) by the outcomes of the market study .
Roddick did not like the idea of selling a street paper via newsagents. That was not
what he had in mind after his New York encounter with Street News magazine. The
street news vendor had told him explicitly that the interaction with the public was as
important as the money that homeless people could make out of their street sales.
Hence, for Roddick, the idea of selling the street paper on the streets by homeless
persons was not be abandoned.
5.3.2 Interessement: revising the model, finding collaborators and articulating
a new London street paper
If that idea was not to be abandoned, action needed to be taken to convince all the
necessary different actants that a London street paper would actually work. How to
achieve this? Who or what could facilitate the becoming of a new London street
paper? Roddick had the perfect answer in mind: John Bird.
Bird’s life had been almost as difficult as most of London’s homeless: he had lived on
the streets, had experienced extreme poverty, and had been in and out of orphanages
and prisons (see Bird, 2002; Big Issue, nd). He had, quite literally, been down and out
in Paris and London (see Shabbir, 2008).77 But this was not the main reason why
Roddick asked Bird for the street paper. Bird also had experience as a printer and
publisher, and had worked as a (commercial) street paper vendor in both London
and Paris (see Beckett, 1998; Big Issue, nd).
Interessement: convincing Bird
Roddick had met Bird in Scotland in the 1960s. At that time Bird was on the run from
the police in London. He frequented the same pub as Roddick. They got on almost
immediately. As Bird recalls
“I was in Edinburgh to escape the English police: I was being sought for petty
offences [...] I was leading a shadowy existence and kipping rough, and Paddy’s
Bar was like my front room. When Gordon came in, I thought he was a troublesome
git [...] we took the piss out of each other - in an aggressive way to start with - but
after we realized that we shared a sense of humor, we began talking and I found
that we both wrote poetry” (Bird quoted in: Greenstreet, 1995).
77

To escape British police, Bird had stayed in Paris for some time. He treated Paris in the same way as
London: he slept rough, did some shoplifting and a bit of begging (see Beckett, 1998; Bird, 2002)

The street paper takes form: self-help and business ideas endorse the circulation
of the street paper concept
The circulation of the street paper concept and Birds first steps towards the actual
articulation of a new London street paper were heavily influenced by the (discursive)
ideas and principles that Street News New York and Roddick had attached to it.
Being framed as self-help projects that had a strong link with the principles of business-entrepreneurship, had helped to convince both Bird and Roddick to further
explore the idea Yet, to succeed, the project would need to attach more and different
varieties of actors into its network. How would Bird and Roddick interess and enroll
others, how would they align their roles, how would they be able to set up a well
working street paper practice? To answer these questions, Roddick and Bird needed
to look into the specificities of the street paper concept and adapt it to their own
context.
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In the 1980s Bird was not doing well financially. He had no regular job and no regular
income (Bird, 2002). He had stayed ‘sporadically in touch’ with Roddick, but in 1986,
after seeing him on television with his wife Anita, he decided to contact him again. He
asked Roddick for money, because he “wanted to start a magazine” (Lecture by John
Bird Careem, 2011: transcript is mine).
The magazine did not work out, but Roddick was later willing to help Bird publish a
book. The book was good, but it did not sell particularly well and he lost some money
in it (Beckett, 1998). So, Bird owed him a favor. In the following year, Roddick asked
Bird if he wanted to take part in his street paper project. At first Bird was reluctant and
‘tried to wriggle out of it’ (Ibid.). He did not like charity projects, so he wanted to refuse.
Having been in and out of orphanages, prisons and correctional centers, Bird had
experienced personally what ‘traditional charity’ could do with you (see Bird, 2002). It
created dependencies, he thought. He saw the charity sector as a patronizing system
(Ibid.).
But money proved to be a good interessement-device. In an interview with
Wynne-Jones, Bird says he only agreed to look into the street paper project because
Roddick had lured him into it by offering £100 a day, and he needed ‘to put food on
the table for the family’ (Bird in Wynne-Jones, 2009).
Still, he was not very enthusiastic. He did a first (sloppy) feasibility study and tried to
find someone from the homeless sector who could potentially run the project (Beckett,
1998). But the more Bird learned about the project, the more he became interested.
He came to understand that a street paper project would be a different kind of charity,
an alternative to the already existing form of charity full of ‘bleeding hearts’ and
‘welfare bureaucrats’ (Bird in Beckett, 1998; Wynne-Jones, 2009). “I realized what
was sorely lacking was an alternative to dependency”, he says (Bird quoted in Beckett,
1998). Hence, Bird decided to give it a try and to look at the project more meticulously.
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5.3.3 Problematization (2): translating the New York magazine into a street
paper with ‘appeal’
To understand how this task was achieved, this section focuses upon articulation. It
zooms in onto the appropriation, adaptation and alignment of the street paper in its
new London context. For a London street paper to emerge, the concept had to be
adapted. The context for the street paper in London was quite different from that in
the USA. The UK welfare state operates quite differently from the New York
government, the problem of homelessness is different, as are the homeless policies:
in the 1990s mayor Guiliani had just begun his anti-homeless campaign in Manhattan,
whilst in London Homeless policies were directed at helping the homeless to get into
housing. What were the specificities and differences of the London setting that would
matter? Which elements, issues and actors would have to be included to make a
London street paper work?
5.3.4 The interessment of other groups and institutions
A crucial step in this appropriation and adaptation of the street paper concept in
London involved the identification and interessement of specific actors, groups and
organizations that would participate in its actor-network. A representative from the
Body Shop communication department had pointed out that the support of at least
the following three groups of actors would be crucial: the homeless community itself,
the police, and actors from other established welfare organizations (Bird, 2002). If
these actors could be ‘interested’ and convinced that the project was genuine, and
would really be able to make a difference, then the project might have a chance of
succeeding.
The police were a crucial partner, since they worked with, and encountered, the
homeless in their daily surveys on the streets. They were very positive about the
project. When Bird encountered license-problems concerning the sales of
newspapers on the streets, someone from the police department had even secretly
helped him and suggested that he have a look at the Peddler’s Act of 1871 (see Bird,
2002). Based on this reference, London authorities could no longer refuse that the
street paper be sold. Yet, there were some worries about control. A police liaison
officer at Scotland Yard had asked Bird that, since ‘homeless people were a law unto
themselves’ (quoted in Bird, 2002: p. 334), how the organization would be able to
manage their behavior. Bird invented the idea of the vendor badge on the spot. He
says, “I had not thought about this one. So I answered off the top of my head. We will
give each of them a badge with a photograph” (Bird, 2002: p. 334). Thus the vendor-ID
was born as an identification device for vendors to their customers, which is still being
used by The Big Issue today. From the initial contacts with the organization onwards,
the police remained a strong supporter of the project. This helped to ‘smooth out’ the
ways in which The Big Issue actor-network was able to work on the streets.

Interessement (2): How to convince the homeless?
In the 1980s and 1990s, the Bullring, an area close to Waterloo Bridge, was nicknamed
as London’s ‘Cardboard City’. The concrete area beneath the pedestrian underpasses
of the Bullring roundabout was home to up to almost 200 rough-sleepers (Anonymous,
1998). With its concrete morphology and its shady inhabitants, the Bullring area was
not the most attractive place in London to be at that time (see Peralta, unknown;
Moore et al., 1995). Lincoln’s Inn Fields, a large public square between Temple and
Holborn station, was a similar place which attracted a large number of rough-sleepers
overnight. The two areas were infamous, yet they attracted many homeless persons.
So, if in the early 1990s one would want to know if homeless people would be
interested in selling a street paper, those would be the places to go and to discuss.
Bird, having had personal experiences with homelessness, knew that he should go
to these places. He visited Lincoln Inn Fields and Cardboard City to talk with the
homeless themselves (Bird, 2002: pp. 332-333). Some homeless persons were
willing to talk to Bird, others just told him to ‘piss off’ (Ibid.).
It turned out that most homeless persons were wondering why he would ask them to
sell something rather than giving them help/money/clothes right away (Swithinbank, 2001:
pp. 27-28). They were not willing to accept the idea that selling a street paper could offer a
way out for them. This was one of the most difficult things the London Street Paper had
to face: how to explain to the homeless, who were used to traditional forms of charity, that
becoming a street paper vendor would be the best way to combat their deprivation?
Bird concluded that what the homeless feared the most was that the street paper-to-be
would be just another form of begging. Hence, to ‘interess’ them and enroll them in
his street paper project, he felt that he had to convince them of the quality and professionalism behind the product. The magazine would be a professional paper, a
paper that would be well printed, well designed and a lot of people would want to buy
it (Bird in: Swithinbank, 2001). Although, in retrospect, Bird noted, “[at that time] I
didn’t even know what the hell I was doing really, talking like this” (Ibid.).
5.3.5 Enrolment: a brief story about trial and error processes with The Big Issue
After the identification and interessement of the actors involved in the new street
paper actor-network, their roles, positions and practices had to be aligned (enrolment).
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Gaining support from the traditional homeless charities and organizations proved to
be more difficult. They were rather skeptical about the idea of helping the homeless
via work and entrepreneurship. Only when the project really took off, would many of
them start to support the idea (this is elaborated in section 2.4.3).
The homeless themselves, who would have to take up the subject position of ‘the
vendor’, also proved to be ‘reluctant actors’ and were not easily interessed to be
enrolled in the actor-network.
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On paper this had looked very promising: the police would allow the street paper to
be sold on the streets, homeless people would become entrepreneurial vendors, the
magazine would be sold in a monthly cycle, the organization would be staffed by
volunteers, friends and (ex) homeless persons, a traditional purchase sales system
would be used. Thus, Bird decided to go ahead with the project. It should not be too
difficult. He had “an effortless transition from idea to realization” in mind (Bird, 2002).
But translation never is a process without transformation. And, as Bird recounts, “the
first few weeks seemed like murder, ... it was like wanting to start an engine and being
unable to find the start button” (Bird, 2002).
Reluctant purchase-sales model: problems with distribution, frequency
and price
The first problem The Big Issue encountered was the way in which magazines were
distributed to its homeless vendors. Beckett says that (1998), “for the first trial, [The
Big Issue] gave vendors 50 copies each, and asked them to bring back 5 pounds of
their profits. Not many did.” Since this system worked badly, a second model was
devised: the first few papers were given for free, and after that, vendors had to
purchase street papers from The Big Issue organization (see Pilkington, 1992). The
vendors themselves would then sell the paper for a profit to the people on the streets,
and with that profit they could invest in buying more papers from TBI organization.
When it first came out, the idea was that the street paper would be a monthly
publication. But since magazine sales in the once-a-month cycle dropped hard each
second half of the month, it was decided that the magazine would go fortnightly. This
would lead to a higher revenue. When the magazine went fortnightly The Big Issue
also changed its price to the vendors.
To cover the costs of producing the magazine, the organization also focused more
strongly upon its advertisement revenue. A professional advertisement strategy was
developed, which aimed to attract high profile companies and organizations that
would pay well for advertisement space (see section 2.4.10 for a more detailed
account of The Big Issue’s advertisement strategy).
Reluctant vendors
Initially, homeless vendors were hesitant to participate and generally untrusting of the
intentions of the organization. On several occasions, vendors physically assaulted
Big Issue staff members when it became clear that they had to pay for the magazine
(Growing Business, 2008).
To prevent further incidents, the organization employed the strongest and biggest of
the vendors as security guards (Growing Business, 2008). To convince homeless
vendors that The Big Issue is a worthy organization that has nothing to do with the
patronizing system of traditional charities and the dependency culture of the welfare

Money is the one thing other homeless organisations won’t give you…
Becoming a Big Issue vendor gives you the opportunity to sell the world’s best
known street paper in order to earn some cash.
If you are:
• Homeless or rough sleeping
• In temporary accommodation
• In danger of losing a home
• Unemployed and facing financial crisis
You can start selling immediately. Starting with The Big Issue couldn’t
simpler:
• We have lots of spare pitches & a great magazine
• You will receive free copies to get you started
• We offer training & support to all new vendors
• We have 63 distribution points nationwide and pitches available across the UK
• Just contact your nearest office in person or by telephone and staff will be able
to advise you on how to get started.
It’s easy. Once you start you buy the magazines at £1.25 and sell to your customers at
£2.50, keeping the difference to spend as you like! Once you become a vendor you will also
have access to support around issues of housing, health, training and much, much more.
We look forward to welcoming you to The Big Issue soon! Click here to see some of our
vendor success stories and the life changing experience it can be.

Figure 3 Vendor recruitment
source http://www.bigissue.com/how-become-vendor

Reluctant format: translating the format of the magazine
A third problem that the organization encountered, concerned the (physical) make-up
of the street paper itself. When the paper launched in September 1991, it came out as
a monthly A3 tabloid made from recycled paper (Mallabar, 1998). The choice for
recycled paper was deliberate as The Big Issue targeted an ‘environmentally and
socially concerned readership’ (Edwards-Jones, 1991). The tabloid should as a
principle not be printed on glossy paper, as there had to be “a kind of roughness, a
streetiness about it, a sense of being a combination of a student and an enthusiast’s
publication” (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 51). The recycled paper, however, turned out to be
very expensive for the organization (Ibid.).
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state, The Big Issue started to recruit vendors by emphasizing the fact that The Big
Issue model will help them to generate an income (see Figure 3 below).
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There were other reasons to complain about the paper. In the first few months, for
instance, there were many complaints by the vendor force about the size and weight
of the paper. A3 tabloid papers were difficult to carry around, especially in the rain.
‘You could not carry a hundred of those [A3] papers, but you can of A4 ones’, a former
vendor remarked (anonymized vendor in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 57).
The paper-quality and format thus posed real, material problems to the organization
and they had to be dealt with adequately. Although in its initial problematization the
eco-friendly paper and tabloid format fitted well within the street paper’s identity as a
‘rough and streetwise’ newspaper that was ‘socially and environmentally engaged’,
the material (and largely financial) needs of the organization proved to be more
powerful. The organization thus decided to change the paper format. A switch was
made from the eco-friendly A3 tabloid paper to a more glossy and cheaper A4
magazine format (Wroe, 1992). The Big Issue also changed its regular printer for a
cheaper one.
Reluctant organization: incorporating professionalism
Additionally, The Big Issue suffered from a lack of professionalism. At first, the
company had employed mostly friends and family of John Bird (see Wynne-Jones,
2009). They had no experience with publishing and distributing (street) newspapers
at all. The first issue therefore had a very amateurish look and feel (Wynne-Jones,
2009).
There were also complaints about management. The organization did not run
smoothly, and worked mainly with volunteers and ex-vendors (Conaty, 1992). This
proved to create many problems. Many ex-vendors had trouble with structure, some
disappeared during the work day, some just disappeared from view completely.
There were also cases of theft and money that had disappeared. Staff-members and
volunteers, however well intended, often lacked the skills and experience that was
needed to operate a magazine business. Many learnt on the job (Swithinbank, 2001:
p. 68). A problem that added to this was the number of salaried staff-members. This
put the financial basis of the organization under pressure.
Other organizational problems also translated into the financial situation of the
company. The Big Issue operated a vending system similar to that of Street News
New York, including the principle that vendors had to pay for the copies they wanted
to sell. Initially, each copy of the magazine would cost the vendors 10p (Pilkington,
1992). As Swithinbank (2001: p. 57) notes, this low price had both a social and a
commercial reason. Socially, it was felt that 10p would be a price that vendors would
willingly accept. Commercially, it was felt that the big profit margin (40p of the 50p full
cover price) for vendors, would motivate them to sell large quantities of magazines,
which was good for the organization (advantages of scale). However, since the actual
production of the magazine cost the company 25p per copy, the low price proved to

From problematization to re-articulation: how The Big Issue is shaped in different
moments of translation
As the street paper’s early ideas were confronted with a variety of reluctant actors
during their enrollment in the street paper practice, The Big Issue actor-network
strongly needed to alter its course. It diverted significantly from its early problematization: significant changes had to be made on the basis of the wishes, beliefs, actions
and identities of a variety of different actors. Focusing on the moments of translation
(problematization, interessement, enrollment, and mobilization78) has helped to
highlight and understand this process. Below, our focused-account will go a step
further by looking more closely into the ways in which (discursive) ideas and practices
affect the articulation and re-articulation of the street paper actor-network. In
particular, we will look into the ways in which The Big Issue as a fully mobilized
actor-network acquires meaning and identity through the enactment and further
articulation of its ideas about self-help.

5.4 Articulating self-help: what does a self-help street paper entail?
5.4.1 Mobilization: The Big Issue magazine starts to speak as one
Although the organization remained
the subject of continuous changes and
adaptations, The Big Issue’s formal launch
was on 11 September 1991. Rumor said
that over 16,000 copies of the tabloid
were sold within the hour (N.A., 1991b).
Estimates of the number of sales in the
first month ran from 45,000 to 50,000
copies (Syedain, 1991; Swithinbank, 2001;
N.A., 1991a).

78

For mobilization see the section below

Figure 4 Cover of the first full edition
of The Big Issue (September 1991)
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be a bad business decision (Ibid.). The more Big Issue papers that were produced,
the higher the losses for The Big Issue organization.
Again, when confronted with the material reality of operating a street paper, the initial
ideas about the street paper concept posed a problem for the organization. The Big
Issue organization soon suffered a substantial loss in net revenue (Wynne-Jones,
2009). Something needed to be done to keep the organization from going broke. The
model was adapted, the price that vendors would pay for the magazine increased
and the organization decided to reduce the number of paid-staff (see Wynne-Jones,
2009) and to employ a more professional team to make the organization operate
more efficiently.
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Even though it was founded at a time where many journals and magazines had
difficulties to survive, in one year, The Big Issue almost tripled its sales. Sales went up
from 50,000 to 150,000 copies a month (Wroe, 1992).
Hence, The Big Issue soon became a familiar sight in London (Beckett, 1998). It was
mobilized into a seemingly coherent actor-network that had a clearly recognizable
‘face’ on the streets of London. It had made itself deliberately visible: vendors were
issued with bags, caps and t-shirts with The Big Issue logo on it, so that they would
be easily recognized on the streets (N.A., 1991a). The big commercial advertising
agency Still Price: Lintas had provided its services to The Big Issue and had launched
an ad-campaign to promote it (N.A., 1991b). The campaign also included a 60-second
commercial which was featured in London’s cinemas. It showed a man reading The
Big Issue at his home. There was a logo, a name, and a catch-phrase which aimed
to capture the whole of The Big Issue in a single line. The first issue had ‘coming up
from the street’ as a strapline on its cover, to emphasize its grassroots origin, its
streetiness and its ambition to help the homeless off the streets (Swithinbank, 2001).
In its third edition (Swithinbank, 2001), the magazine changed its byline into “helping
the homeless to help themselves”, a slogan that much better reflected the core-identity
of the project. ‘Helping the homeless to help themselves’ is an open reference to the
principle of ‘self-help’ and to Street News’ early articulation of street papers.
5.4.2 Translating self-help into the UK
Different from the Street News project, however, The Big Issue did not attach the
self-help concept to the ideas of Ayn Rand. This was a clear adjustment of the identity
associated with the travelling street paper concept, which was inspired by the different
political views of The Big Issue’s organizers. The Big Issue did not want to associate
itself with a right-wing philosophy. The organization, in fact, tried to counter the
right-wing image of self-help, by suggesting that their version of it drew from the ideas
of early English socialists such as Ruskin and Morris.
“It’s all about self-help ... The idea goes back to people like John Ruskin and William
Morris ... that no-one is ennobled by handouts” (Bird quoted by Mitchel, 1994).
In so doing, The Big Issue tried to ‘rescue the concept of self-help from the extreme
right’ by complementing it with social objectives and principles, and translating it into
a ‘social business’ concept that would actually work for the homeless it served (Bird
in Minton, 1995). Rather than being articulated as either a right-wing or left-wing
concept, self-help was now presented as an approach that could appeal to all
factions of society.
As I will demonstrate below, this articulation of the self-help principle would become
one of the crucial discursive aspects of The Big Issue practice on a whole. The Big

“Metaphorically, we also prostituted ourselves across the political spectrum. We
wooed and were wooed by corporate business, which at the time was ethically
vacuous, financially flush and seeking affirmation after the inexcusable excesses
of the Eighties. Charities envied us as they sat gagged by the Charity Commission”
(Mallabar, 1998).
5.4.3 Anti-charity
Translating the self-help idea into The Big Issue project, also meant taking up a
specific position in the ‘homeless industry’. In a similar vein to the New York street
paper, The Big Issue chose to put itself outside the traditional boundaries of this
sector. Charities created dependencies by giving aid away for free. A self-help street
paper, instead, would help to make homeless persons responsible for their own
futures. Self-help thus meant no more dependency, no more free gifts and no more
free welfare. As Bird notes,
“The charities we met were all about giving homeless people another handout
rather than giving them the one thing that they needed: opportunity. Opportunity
to a homeless person is a job” (Bird, 2006: p. 8).
In their renouncement of charities as being part of a ‘dependency culture’ The Big
Issue organizers were remarkably close to dominant New-Right discourses on welfare-statism and public sector support that also used ‘dependency culture’ as a
discursive ‘enemy’. Whether or not The Big Issue organizers had drawn from this
discourse intentionally or were merely influenced by it as it was so much ‘in the air’,
the effect on The Big Issue was that it attracted and acquired much support from UK
politicians and the business community (see Swithinbank, 2001).
5.4.4 Self-help inspires a ‘social business’ approach to street papers
The precise articulation of ‘self-help’ and the translation of it into a well-working street
paper practice required more adaptations of the street paper concept. How would a
street paper be able to counter traditional charity approaches in the homeless sector,
whilst at the same time remaining an autonomous and independent self-help
organization?
To do this, the self-help street paper started to position itself more and more as a
business organization. It built its practices around the core features of such
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Issue would focus on ‘helping the homeless’ (as a social/leftish objective), ‘to
help-themselves’ (via a more business minded/right wing concept of self-help –
personal communication with Young, 2008). Mallabar, former Big Issue editor, puts it
more plastically,
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Masthead of The Big Issue
London issue February 14-20, 2011

You have helped the vendor to help themselves. You also have a great magazine to enjoy.
...Selling The Big Issue is the vendor’s business. Helping the Homeless help themselves is
everyone’s business.
...A Hand Up. Not A Handout. Read all about it ... Big issue vendors buy the magazine for £1
and sell it for £2, keeping £1 a copy. The Big Issue was set up in 1991 to provide homeless
and vulnerably housed people with the opportunity to earn a legitimate income.
...The Big Issue vendors are working, not begging, so if you pay for a magazine please take it

Figure 5 Masthead of The Big Issue London, Issue 936, February 2011

organizations: purchasing, selling, taking risk and making profit. It did everything that
a normal charity would never do. As Mallabar, former Big Issue editor, notes,
“...[we] were the antithesis of charity. The Big Issue entered into a business
transaction with its homeless vendor (we were the wholesaler; the homeless
person the retailer) ... The Big Issue embodied the work ethic. It told homeless
people to take responsibility for their own lives. Of course politicians and corporate
business loved us” (Mallabar, 1998).
Thus The Big Issue started to promote itself as a ‘business solution to a social
problem’. It would addresses the problem of homelessness ‘by offering homeless
people the opportunity to earn a legitimate income’ (Bigissue.com, 2012).79
5.4.5 How the discourses of self-help and social-business affect the ‘subjectpositions’ of actors
The Big Issue’s articulation as a self-help, social business project significantly
impacted the ‘subject positions’80 and practices of the actors participating in The Big
79

To stress the importance of its entrepreneurial, (social)-business concept, The Big Issue has used a
variety of slogans on its web-pages and its magazines. The Big Issue offers ‘a hand up, not a handout’
to the homeless community (The Big Issue London, 2011a), it is ‘Street Trade, Not Street Aid’ (The Big
Issue London, 2008b) and it is a way of ‘EARNING respect’ for its vendors (sic. The Big Issue in Scotland,
2008d). One of the main aims of the street paper is to provide an alternative to begging and charity.
It offers ‘a hand up to homeless people’ by giving them a way to help themselves by means of work.
Indeed, it is stressed that ‘Big Issue vendors are working, not begging’ (see figure xx below The Big Issue
London, 2010c).

80

see chapter two for a more thorough discussion of the issue of ‘subjectivity’

Figure 6 Big Issue vendors are working, not begging, so if you pay for a magazine
please take it. (The Big Issue London, September 27- October 3, 2010, p 3
Issue actor-network. (How) did the self-help approach ‘subjectify’ the participants in
its networks? What roles and identities did the self-help, social business approach
set out?
Homeless persons become businessmen/women
One role that the self-help social business approach of The Big Issue specifically
defines is the role of the homeless vendor. Heavily drawing upon business discourse,
self-help vendors were pictured as micro-entrepreneurs, who would cater to their own
needs by engaging in business transactions with both The Big Issue organization
and their customers. Vendors would buy the street paper from the organization at
cost-price and would then sell it for a profit on the streets. This profit could be used to
purchase even more papers from the organization, which would lead to a higher
revenue. In so doing, entrepreneurial vendors would be able to ‘invest’ in their future
by engaging in business activity. In a commercial for The Big Issue on The Big Issue
website, this role and identity is stressed:
“[VOICEOVER:] The Big Issue Magazine is one of Britain’s leading social
businesses ... The magazine is a ‘Hand up not a handout’ and helps those going
through the trauma of homelessness to take control of their lives by turning them
into a micro enterprise.
[BIG ISSUE VENDOR:] You’ve got to help yourself before you are ready to get
helped, that’s the way I feel. You are giving them [the customers] something for
their money and not just taking their money from them” (Bigissue.com, 2013: my
transcription, emphasis is also mine).
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This message is repeated frequently by The Big Issue organization: Big Issue vendors
are entrepreneurs, who are ‘working and not begging’. This is the key to the model.
Editor-in-chief McNamee explains in business-language:
“Initially vendors get around 5 to 10 magazines to start with, then they go out and
sell them and with the money they make on that, they can either use that up or,
preferably, they could use it to re-invest that to buy more magazines and to sell
more magazines. And so they would become their own little self-generating
businesses. It is as simple as that, they learn to make an income, they learn to
become businessmen” (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a:
emphasis is mine).
It is by this entrepreneurial practice of buying and selling magazines, that The Big
Issue aims to reintegrate their vendors back into society. Becoming a Big Issue
salesman/woman teaches vendors the relevant (self-help) skills to survive in our
contemporary society. The Big Issue commercial explains:
“[VOICE OVER] Every week they [the vendors] sell an entertainment and current
affairs magazine which they buy for one pound and sell to the public for two. They
learn to manage their sales, to control their finances, and rebuild their confidence
and self-esteem. These skills are crucial in helping homeless people reintegrate
in mainstream society ... A big issue vendor is someone who has taken the first
step in rebuilding their lives. [ON SCREEN TEXT] A Hand up Not a Handout”
(Bigissue.com, 2013: my transcription).
The ‘Customer’ subject-position
The self-help and social business discourse of The Big Issue also defined the roles
and identities of ‘the public’ as a participating actor in their network. For the the
self-help purchase sales model to work well, they had to become an integral part of
it. This was achieved by the organization by setting out the role of the ‘mainstream
consumer’ for them. Interessing the public to act accordingly, however, proved to be
rather difficult to attain. In fact, many customers acted in a – for The Big Issue so
appalling – ‘charitable way’. They gave out handouts and donations to Big Issue
vendors rather than ‘properly’ buying the product for its internal value. The Big Issue
saw this as evidence that many people of the general public wanted to treat vendors
as poor persons that needed to be pitied, rather than approaching them as potent
self-help entrepreneurs.
This was something that affronted The Big Issue organizers as well as several of The
Big Issue vendors. As Bird notes, “nothing has done more to create a dependency
culture amongst the dispossessed than the indulgent attitude people have to giving...

“... There is a lot of people who do not really understand what we are trying to do.
And what we are trying to do is get the homeless working and earning, so that they
can get out of it. No one ever gets out of poverty by handouts ... What I think is
really important is you take the paper. Because then she has to go and buy
another one. If you are just giving her money, then all you do is, she is living on
handouts” (Nestor, 2009: my transcription).
Material re-articulations: changing the magazine to convince customers to
behave according to the subject-positions set out for them
Besides explaining the model to the general public as clearly and as often as possible,
The Big Issue staff also believe that producing a good quality product – a ‘real’
magazine that is competitive with other more mainstream magazines– will convince
the public to act according to the entrepreneurial model. In so doing, they rely on the
material actor of the magazine to change the behavior of others. To achieve this, and
to qualify as a ‘real’ magazine – to be something that consumers would actually like
to buy – the street paper would have to become a ‘good quality read’ (Big Issue, nd).
In the failure of Street News, The Big Issue had seen how the opposite of this would
negatively affect the working of a street paper. The main reason, they believed, why
Street News New York had ran into problems was that people only bought it as a
‘pity-purchase’(Bird, 2002: pp. 336). They bought it because they pitied the homeless
vendor rather than that they liked the magazine in itself. To counter this, the street
paper should have a value in itself.
“... we have to make this a really great quality product that people really want to
read and want to get back to. So, that the people who we are selling it to, that they
say: this has a great cover, this is something I would like to buy. And also the
content, it should feel like a proper magazine” (personal communication with
McNamee, 2008a).
I will come back to the consequences and impact of these ideas on the magazine in
the section on ‘professionalism and high-quality’ below.
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And even now, with the paper out there making sure homeless people are selling rather
than begging, we have not managed to control that impulse; people want to pay 5GBP
for a magazine that costs 1,40GBP ... it is going to make them [the vendors] think that
being dirty and living on the street is a sustainable way to make money” (Bird, 2006: p. 9).
The Big Issue attributes this ‘negative’ role of the ‘giving’ public to unfamiliarity with
The Big Issue concept. As a strategy of re-subjectivication, The Big Issue sends out
messages about its self-help entrepreneurial discourse and practice as often as
possible. In a radio interview with the BBC, Bird says,
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Enrolling Staff
Concerning Big Issue staff, it was much easier to convince them of the usefulness of
the self-help entrepreneurial model. First of all, since The Big Issue was set up as a
social business, it had become an independent organization that relied on its own
turn-over. This meant that staff could only be employed when money was earned by
the vendors and the organization itself. Staff, hence, relied heavily upon the income
generated through the entrepreneurial model of The Big Issue. Second, The Big
Issue frequently employed former vendors as staff. As these people had worked with
the model before they entered the organization as regular staff, they were already
familiar with the model.
Yet, there were frictions between the ‘model’ and staff. Since The Big Issue worked
with the homeless in a new and unconventional way, it had also attracted many
volunteers and employees from the ‘traditional homeless sector’ (i.e. shelters,
social-work). These people were not used to work within an entrepreneurial self-help
model, and often battled with the organization’s founders about the social-work
aspects of a street paper. As one of the volunteers of that time notes, “simply
expecting [the vendors] to sell a paper and not offering them any support is not viable
... You have to help them find a new identity ... It’s about new circles of friends, a new
community, jobs, training. It is really trying to help somebody into a different stage of
their lives” (Russell in Swithinbank, 2001: pp. 39 and 46). Having worked as social
workers, they would claim that the homeless vendors needed further support in terms
of housing, addiction, psychological help and medical care. The enrolment of these
staff members into the organization, led to some adaptations of the model. As
Swithinbank recalls, one volunteer in particular had played an important role in giving
a more social dimension to The Big Issue:
“[A volunteer] believed in the importance of having some sort of support for the
vendors, contradicting John’s initial thoughts on only using the voluntary sector
for support. A social worker by profession, she convinced John that when working
with vulnerable people, simply expecting them to sell a paper and not offering
them any support was not viable ... This became a combination of both internal
and external support with people subsequently employed to offer services such
as housing and counseling when finance allowed” (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 39).
Looking back, however, Bird is more critical about the enrolment of staff that was not
inclined to follow the self-help model. If he would do it again he would focus more
strongly on educating them in The Big Issue’s philosophy of self-help.81

81

almost in the fashion of Alan Parsons of Street News New York, who handed down a copy of Atlas
Shrugged to each of his staff members, to let them become inspired by Ayn Rand’s work.

Nevertheless, the discussions, in the end, contributed to a significant re-articulation
of The Big Issue’s self-help, business approach. The organization gave in to the many
requests of volunteers and staff and set up an independent social support arm of The
Big Issue for the vendors: The Big Issue Foundation. Although selling The Big Issue
for homeless vendors was still seen as the first (economic and social) step towards
their integration in society, the Foundation would provide the necessary social
support to help them in their trajectory (The Big Issue, 2010). The Big Issue Foundation
still exists and now offers a range of services that include housing and resettlement
efforts, and education and training to help vendors to integrate back into society
through skill development and rehabilitation (The Big Issue, 2010).
Enrolling the organization itself
The self-help and social business principles also influenced the translation of The Big
Issue as an organization internally. ‘Self-help’ was translated into the organization by
the idea that The Big Issue should be financially independent. Hence, The Big Issue
would uphold the same principles for the organization itself as it did for its homeless
vendors. It would not rely upon state welfare or charity donations to break even. It
would work as a ‘real’ business.
To remain independent, the organization thus needed to earn money. It needed profit
to cover its own operations. But as an organization The Big Issue differs from
mainstream commercial corporations. It has not only a business objective (profit,
income), but also a ‘social’ objective (social inclusion, combating homelessness and
poverty, et cetera). This made the running of The Big Issue a constant struggle,
requiring constant adaptations and transformations.
In the sections below, I will detail how The Big Issue accomplished this task. I will
discuss how the self-help and social-business ideas have influenced the ways in
which The Big Issue was set up as a media project with a product (the magazine) that
would incorporate and strengthen these ideas. I will also show how the translation of
these concepts into practice have led to some tensions and discussions about the
approach and The Big Issue’s impact as a whole.
5.4.6 How self-help and social-business identity interact with the magazine
In the running of The Big Issue it appeared that the self-help and social-business
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“If I was doing The Big Issue again, I would have never employed any of those
people who are in love with the dispossessed ... I’d almost go so far as to organize
philosophy lessons for those staff around how you intervene and bring about
change, and how you cannot do it with idealisms ... If you indulge homeless
people and give them no barriers or limitations they demand more and more
attention like a high maintenance lover” (Bird, 2006: p. 9).
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ideas were not integrated well enough in some of its key practices. In particular, the
magazine itself had proven to be a reluctant actor, that needed significant transformations and re-articulations to work according to the basic ideas to which The Big
Issue organization adhered. The first issues of TBI had not been imbued with great
quality. Some commentators even described the paper as a bad quality student-rag
(see Pilkington, 1992).
The organization was aware of this problem. Something needed to be done about the
quality of the product, or else The Big Issue would not endure as an independent
self-help social business. The magazine should have an internal value and first and
foremost, readers should get a magazine which was interesting to read, and only
secondly they should get the paper to help the homeless (Radio Interview John Bird
Nestor, 2009).
To achieve this, The Big Issue started to focus on its editorial. What should be the
content of the magazine? The aim was to reach a broad public, including young
people, who were socially engaged, but who also just wanted to have a good time
(Swithinbank, 2001: p. 69). Increasingly, The Big Issue started to compare itself with
the mainstream media to understand what (potential) readers would require of the
magazine. The aim was that The Big Issue would become “Journalism worth paying
for” (the title of The Big Issue’s national website Bigissue.com).
5.4.7 What do readers want?
Thus, The Big Issue responded to what it thought its readers wanted and needed.
The organization decided that too many stories about the homeless would put off this
general public (Rogers & Brooks, 2001). Big Issue editor-in-chief, Paul McNamee,
says,
“We have to put things in the magazine that they really want to read. And that is
not necessarily about ‘homelessness’. Of course, there may be something with a
bit of a social edge to it, or about creating social awareness, and there may
certainly be concerns about the environment in it – these are issues that we would
focus on maybe more than some other magazines ... We have to make this a really
great quality product that people really, really want to read and want to get back
to” (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
According to McNamee, The Big Issue readership can be broken up into three parts
(personal communication with McNamee, 2008a). One third of the readership is the
regular reader, mostly consisting of more socially aware older persons. These readers
tend to buy the magazine ‘come what may’, because they feel a social compulsion to
do this (Ibid.). They want to help the vendor and regardless of what the contents of the
magazine are, they will purchase it anyway. As McNamee says, these buyers are

The second core group of readers are the well-educated, mostly female, buyers who
have young families. They have a concern about where the world is going and want
to do something about it, but they also want to have something real to read (Ibid.).
They will not necessarily always buy the magazine; they will react to the cover and to
what they think the content of the magazine will be. The final group consists of
younger people (18-30), mostly male. This group is the most difficult group to attain.
They will react to an interesting cover, and see beyond the vendor (in the sense that
they do not buy The Big Issue because it helps the homeless) (personal communication
with McNamee, 2008a). These readers are interested in more ‘popular’ content.
5.4.8 Quality content and professionalism
To adapt its magazine to the last two categories of readers, The Big Issue started to
focus upon lifestyle, (pop) culture and entertainment themes. It wanted to become a
professional magazine with quality content. With the term ‘quality content’ The Big
Issue refers to the content of comparable mainstream media publications, such as
Time Out Magazine, and NME music magazine (compare, for instance, the covers of
Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9). As McNamee current editor-in-chief of The Big Issue
UK says,
“What we are essentially serving to, is to parallel arms with, if you like, traditional
newspapers and magazines. So, our magazine, first and foremost, needs to
serve its reader. Essentially, we have to put things in the magazine that readers
will like, so that they can maintain their readership and we can build on it”
(personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
The self-help and social business principles also affected the ways in which the
organization worked as a media organization. To create a professional magazine with
a competitive value, The Big Issue started to professionalize its staff and team of
writers. Editorial staff no longer consisted of people with a background in social work
or in the ‘soft sector’, but were professionally trained journalists.82
In a similar vein, the editorial department was structured following ‘mainstream’
magazine lines. It is difficult to distinguish today’s editorial team from that in any other
82

The current editor, Paul McNamee, for instance, came from a journalistic background in the mainstream
magazine business. Before starting to work for The Big Issue, he worked as an editor of the glossy teen
magazine Brat, had worked for the popular music magazine NME and wrote for, amongst others, the
Guardian and the Irish Times (personal communication with Mcnamee, 2008a).
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“... in the bag. We almost cannot alienate them. At the same time we cannot tail
our magazine only to them, because then it would be full of crosswords – they
really love crosswords!” (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
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Figure 7 Cover of TBI
October 13 2008

Figure 8 Cover of NME
April 2010

Figure 9 Cover of TimeOut London, May 8th 2008

mainstream journal or newspaper. All of the team members have had professional
training. The core focus of the editorial team is to make the magazine sell well. Many
mainstream media techniques are used to achieve this.
“I feature nicely broken up stories, that look swell, with big images, big headlines, the
tricks, you know, that you have. We only have full page adds at the front, so that it looks,
feels and navigates more like a traditional magazine. And we work on imagery, we work
on layout very carefully, we work on headlines. That is a deliberate choice on our part
to adapt the magazine for this particular market. So, we know that this works well here”
(personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
The Big Issue today features big and shiny covers and develops content that is aimed
at the general public: celebrity interviews, pop-culture articles, music, books and art
reviews, and event listings. Each of these items are to attract a growing group of
readers.
The stronger implementation of ideas about self-help and social business had a
significant impact on the translation of The Big Issue both as a practice, as an
organization and as a magazine. In particular the magazine itself started to reflect the
impact of these principles more strongly. Below, we look at several of the strategies
used to enact self-help and business ideas more strongly in the content of the magazine.
Celebrity content
Celebrity editorships, celebrity interviews and highlights are used as a key
interessement strategy to establish the magazine as a high-quality product. On its
website, The Big Issue advertises prominently its relationship with celebrities:
“The Big Issue combines an irreverent look at news, entertainment and culture,
delivering a weekly dose of credibility from the streets. A galaxy of stars have

How to enroll and interess celebrities?
The idea to use celebrities as a tool to establish quality, seemed to be simple and
attainable. It much resembled the approach that Street News New York had taken
earlier.83 In practice, however, convincing celebrities to appear in the paper did not
work out as well as it was planned. The basic problem was that most celebrities did
not want to be associated with a negative issue such as homelessness (see Rogers
& Brooks, 2001).
It took several years before celebrities
finally were won over. One event in
particular had made them come across
more easily. This was the decision of the
rock-band the Stone Roses to give an
exclusive interview with The Big Issue
(Swithinbank, 2001). After years of silence,
the band decided that they would launch
their long-awaited second album with an
interview. In his interview with The Big Figure 10 Stone Roses cover of
Issue, lead-singer Ian Brown says,
The Big Issue December 5, 1994
“Somebody’s going to make money off us coming back, so it was the best thing
to do ... The last time the NME84 had us on the cover it was one of the biggest
selling issues of the year. We’d rather the money went to helping the homeless
than into the coffers of a big organisation like IPC. We thought let’s put something
back. If somebody gets a house just by the four of us talking then it’s got to be
worth it. It works better for us as well because it’s away from the music press.”
(Brown quoted in Crossing, 1994).

83

although the implementation of this strategy had proven to be less successful for the New York street
paper (mainly because of mismanagement and lack of resources).

84

a famous music magazine
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given exclusive interviews to the magazine, including George Michael, Paul
McCartney, David Beckham, Prince William and the Stone Roses (who used The
Big Issue to announce their plans to reform). Celebrity “Guest Editors” including
Fat Boy Slim, Jamie Oliver, Damien Hirst and Trudie Styler have all thrown their
creative talents into the heady world of publishing to spectacular results. In 2011,
the year of The Big Issue’s 20th birthday, Prime Minister David Cameron took on
the role of Guest Editor. The Cameron edition included contributions from US First
Lady, Michelle Obama, and Microsoft Chairman, Bill Gates, as well as the Prime
Minister’s own personal reflections” (Bigissue.com, 2011).
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The band credited The Big Issue for being an avant-garde magazine which had more
rights to the interview than the mainstream music press. The interview had clearly set
the tone for The Big Issue. Sales went up enormously, and more importantly,
celebrities now wanted to appear in the magazine en masse. Swithinbank describes
the Stone Roses interview as a turning point in The Big Issue’s development,
“The magazine’s new confidence started with the world exclusive interview by
Gary Crossing with the rock band the Stone Roses in December 1994 ... Even
though the week’s print run was extended by around 60,000, it sold out. Music
papers from around the world offered increasing sums of money for the article
battling for second rights. Big Issue journalists had more and more access to
celebrities and began to be seen as a forum of new happenings” (Swithinbank,
2001).
After the December 1994 issue, many other celebrities decided to give interviews to
The Big Issue or even do guest editorships. One important interview was with George
Michael in 1996. It was his first media-interview in six years (The Big Issue, 1996).
Staff from The Big Issue were themselves
surprised that he decided to do an
interview with them (The Big Issue, 1996).
George Michael’s sister had been an avid
reader of the magazine (Rogers &
Brooks, 2001), and Michael explained
that it was ‘actually the vendors that he
met and spoke to that convinced him to
use The Big Issue’ (Bird, 2010).
Many mainstream journals and newspapers
envied The Big Issue and one day before
the publication the ‘scoop’ was stolen Figure 11 George Michael on the
from The Big Issue offices. As Rogers cover of The Big Issue, November
and Brooks recall,
11 1996
“It provoked a feeding frenzy [sic.]. The editors of the Sun and Mirror rang up to
harangue editorial staff; stringers attempted to scale the fence of the magazine’s
west country printers ... The Saturday before publication, the Sun published
excerpts from the interview alongside a glowing endorsement of the magazine”
(Rogers & Brooks, 2001).
This widespread media-attention contributed widely to The Big Issue’s name, status
and most importantly its sales figures. The magazine was sold out within days of the

Celebrity content today
In its recent issues, The Big Issue uses different celebrity-related content. Most
striking are the celebrities featuring on the magazine’s covers. Cover-stories often
take the form of interviews that detail the careers of these actors, their current
engagements, their views on the film industry, et cetera.85 Most articles mainly discuss
the lives and careers of the actors themselves and do not refer to The Big Issue’s
social goals or the theme of homelessness.
Celebrities do not only feature as cover-stories. There are regular columns by and on
celebrities,86 they appear frequently in news items87 and in event listings. A recurrent
column written by UK celebrities is the ‘Letter to my Younger Self’. In this section
different British actors, writers, presenters and musicians speak about their life-stories
and give advice to their younger 16-year-old selves.

Figure 12 Simon Pegg in TBI in

Figure 13 Letter to my Younger Self,

London, October 25, 2010

TBI in Scotland January 31, 2008

85

see for instance (The Big Issue October 25, 2010; The Big Issue 2008, January 17, The Big Issue 2008,
January 31)

86

(see, the various ‘Letter to my younger self’ columns in TBI in Scotland February 14, 2008; TBI UK, August
13, 2012)

87

(see, for instance, the news items on rapper Dizzy Rascal and actor July Christie, TBI Scotland 2008
January 17, p.4, or the item on Karl Lagerfield commenting on Pippa Middleton The Big Issue UK, August
6, 2012)
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original print. The success of the celebrity strategy was spectacular and contagious.
It would continue to inform The Big Issue’s editorial strategy from then on. The difficult
process of the interessment and the enrolment of celebrities had proven to be
extremely self-sustaining. The more celebrities associated themselves with the
magazine, the more celebrities would become attracted to feature in it.
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5.4.9 More pop-culture, crosswords and little homelessness
The impact of the self-help, business and ‘quality’ principles of Big Issue are not
restricted to the use of celebrity related content. In fact, today, The Big Issue draws
upon a variety of elements and strategies of the mainstream magazine industry to
enhance its quality.
At first sight, the magazine looks and feels like any conventional entertainment and
current affairs magazine. The magazine is printed on a ‘glossy’ paper, uses bright
coloring and has a bold typeface. The
covers of The Big Issue are striking. The
title of the magazine is printed in a bold
font on the top of the page. The logo is
stylish and is, like many of its commercial
counterparts, trademarked. The covers
are filled with large photo-prints, often
picturing bands or celebrities.88
Figure 14 The Big Issue logo
(pop-)Culture
The content of the magazine too
resembles that of many popular news,
entertainment and culture magazines.89
By far the largest part (approximately
50%, see appendix A) of The Big Issue’s
content is dedicated to articles about
(pop-) culture, which can roughly be
broken down into 5 categories: music
related articles, celebrity related articles, Figure 15 February 7 2008 issue
film & TV reviews, events and listings, of The Big Issue in Scotland, with the
and a section on books and arts & band Glasvegas
culture.
Many Big Issue editions feature sharp CD and music reviews in the style of more
top-end music magazines. A similar number of articles contain reviews of popular
films and TV series’.90 The Big Issue also contains a regular page consisting of a
directory of events taking place in the region in which it is sold. The page ‘One Last
Thing: What’s on in London’ of The Big Issue in London (2012f), for instance, features
concerts, a lecture on Hitchcock, theatre shows, a rap/poetry event, a South Asian
culture festival and an art exposition in the London area. The Big Issue also contains
88

see for instance Michael Sheen (The Big Issue London, 2011b), George Michael (The Big Issue London,
2010b), Paul McCartney (The Big Issue in the UK, 2012b)

89

for a more detailed content analysis of The Big Issue see Appendix A of this thesis

90

(see Fielder, 2008; The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008c)

Socio-political issues
Besides focusing on pop-culture, The Big Issue also does investigative journalism on
various socio-political topics. Related articles are in the form of opinion columns,
written by Big Issue staff writers. The topics addressed are various, but focus on
social and socio-political issues. They range from articles on the credit crisis,91 to
national politics,92 social welfare and poverty,93 environmental issues and sustainability,94 prostitution,95 to articles about third world countries and development.96 These
articles give The Big Issue a critical, more social character, fitting the profile of its
readership. McNamee notes that Big Issue readers like articles with a social edge to
them: many Big Issue readers are socially aware, and have concerns about poverty,
the environment and social welfare (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
Games and Crosswords
An important section of all of The Big Issue editions is the games and crossword
section. Crosswords are used to attract regular and elderly readers (personal
communication with McNamee, 2008a). This is a strategy which is also used by
mainstream newspapers and magazines. The section has a fixed position in the
magazine and is located on one of the final pages. Besides crosswords, The Big
Issue also features games and contests for its readers. These contests often deal
with the content of The Big Issue magazine and asks questions about a specific
article or feature in the issue. In so doing, it motivates Big Issue buyers to really read
the magazine, which is one of the main goals of the organization.
Homelessness
The theme of homelessness is addressed only very sporadically in the items
described above. It features as a separate category of articles. This is, in fact, the
91

See for instance ‘Debt Nightmare as loan sharks attack’ (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011d),‘The poor
have clearly borne the brunt of the cuts’ (The Big Issue in London, 2010g).

92

John Bird: who will be the next Churchill? (Bird, 2012); Still a fair wind for Alex (Mcnamee, 2008b)

93

‘Drawing: Disability Benefit Assessments’(The Big Issue in the UK, 2012c); Everybody has a right to a
home (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008g); Holding out: Kitchen workers protest for salaries (The Big Issue
in Scotland, 2008h); ‘Money Shot about social welfare, role of the state’ (The Big Issue in London, 2010f)

94

‘Kent Officepoint to green future (The Big Issue in London, 2006c); Earthed clean living (The Big Issue in
London, 2010d); Eigggtricity (on sustainable energy) (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008f)

95

‘Sex in our cities (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008j: p. 23)

96

India in the dark (The Big Issue in the UK, 2012d); The revolution is being televised (The Big Issue in

).

Scotland, 2011g
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a regular books review section. The style of the book review sections (and also the
books that are reviewed) are very similar to book reviews section in high quality
newspapers such as the New York Times or the Guardian.
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smallest category of articles in the magazine, accounting for no more than a few
pages of total magazine space. The low number of homelessness related items in the
magazine is a deliberate editorial choice. As the quality of the magazine is a primary
objective, The Big Issue does not want to produce homeless ‘sob-stories’. The
magazine does not want to ‘bother’ its readers too much by conveying an explicitly
political message about homelessness. As Bird notes,
“The Big Issue is not a publication for the homeless but, rather, a general interest
magazine sold by the homeless, enabling them to make a legitimate income and
avoid spiraling into a life of crime ... [Rather than] lecturing anyone for sitting at
home watching television while there are people on the streets, The Big Issue will
use pop culture to help put important ideas across to a core readership of 18- to
35-year-olds” (Bird quoted in Beyette, 1998b).
In the beginning, The Big Issue had made room for vendors themselves in the
magazine. Some of the earlier Big Issue editors really wanted to let the homeless be
heard within the magazine (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a; Young,
2008).97 But, after a couple of years, it became obvious that interest in that had fallen
(personal communication with McNamee, 2008a). The editorial board of The Big
Issue therefore decided that the editorial focus should be upon mainstream journalism
and general interest stories. The primary objective was that the magazine needed to
sell well. Bird says,
“[Our] first concern is to give homeless people employment, not to use the
magazine to give them a voice but to help them stand on their own two feet. I’m
not the Mother Teresa of Fulham Broadway” (Bird quoted in Beale, 1997).
Today, homelessness, almost literally, has been moved to the background of the
journal. As McNamee notes,
“Now, we don’t have too many homeless issues. We put it on the back page and
it is always an interview with the vendor” (personal communication with McNamee,
2008a).
In most of the editions, there is an interview-page with a particular vendor. In the most
recent issues of The Big Issue, this section is called ‘My Pitch’ and features an
in-depth interview with a vendor. Often such stories detail the life histories of vendors.
They are never ‘sob-stories’ but are factual, and present the life and experience of the
97

I will show in the scenes to follow, that there were some regional differences in approach. The Big Issue
in Scotland, for instance, paid more attention to homelessness than the London Big Issue.

5.4.10 Advertisements
Another mainstream magazine strategy which has a clear visibility in the contents of
the street paper, is the inclusion of advertisements. As vendor sales alone do not
provide sufficient funds to keep the organization alive, The Big Issue needed to
generate another stable source of income. The self-help and social business
principles on which the organization was built, however, deterred the organization
from accepting donations and state support. The organization needed to remain
independent. Advertisements were a logical step to take. The mainstream magazine
industry had always relied on advertisements to cover costs of operation, so this
strategy was easily copied.
For The Big Issue, however, acquiring advertisements proved to be difficult. Many
companies were reluctant to advertise with The Big Issue. The main problem proved
to be the image of the magazine. This was a big problem when The Big Issue first
started, it has remained a challenge ever since. Who would want to advertise in a
magazine made for the homeless?
At first, businesses did not believe that The Big Issue was a ‘serious’ publication, that
had a ‘serious’ outreach (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 85). The general idea was that nobody
read the magazine, that it was just a pity-purchase. Why would businesses advertise
in such a magazine?
98

In The Big Issue UK, August 13 2012, vendor P., for instance, explains that his hobby is ‘fishing on the
Thames’ with his daughter. He started selling The Big Issue when he moved to Oxford, where he also met
his wife. “We have three daughters”, he says (The Big Issue in the UK, 2012g).
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vendor. They also show that vendors are
also just normal persons with normal
hobbies, relationships, favorite soccer
clubs, love lives, families and political
views.98
One, sometimes two pages in each of the
48 pages thick Big Issue editions, are
reserved for a separate section titled the
‘Street Lights’ section. The writing in this
section ‘is exclusively by homeless, exFigure 16 Back: vendor's view,
homeless and vulnerably housed people’
interview with vendor Malky, TBI in
(The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008k). It is a
Scotland January 31, 2008
space to air views and opinions, and to
display new work, poets and stories. Much of it is produced by (writing) groups
supported by The Big Issue Foundation. The pages are positioned at the end of the
magazine (page 42 or page 44 of 48). Many Street Light pages feature poetry by Big
Issue vendors such as the ones presented in the textboxes below.
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Homeless

A smile
A seat on the Bus

Is it true?
Home is where the heart is?
All those moving then far from home

A thankyou
A considerate glance

Are also far from having a heart

A friendly face

My heart, is here, now with you

In that moment of despair

Let us call this home for now, then
Knowing one future dawn will break
Across the bridges we travel here
Where our heart’s longings will cease to ache
As natural home and heart a bond re-make

Figure 17 ( Wheatcroft, 2008)

Just a little warmth
In a world so bleak
And bare
Make a difference

Figure 18 (Drake, 2006)

A key task for the organization, hence, was to convince potential advertisers that it
was a serious publication with a serious readership and circulation. Current editor,
McNamee and his advertising team work hard to change this image:
“We will tell them [potential advertisers] that the people who buy the magazine
are people with disposable incomes too. They are also people who will be looking
to buy new cars. So, just because it is a homeless magazine doesn’t mean that
the homeless are buying it, the homeless are selling it. Yeah, it is about challenging
perceptions in that way” (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a)
When The Big Issue obtained Audit Bureau of Circulations figures (ABC) and National
Readership Survey (NRS) figures99 advertisers saw that The Big Issue had become a
magazine to take seriously (Swithinbank, 2001).100
Amongst the first commercial advertisers were banks. Although these advertisements
were given out of the goodwill of local offices and were mainly drawn from their
temporary community budgets, it had a booster effect on other companies
(Swithinbank, 2001). Soon, larger multinational businesses also came across.
In particular, companies that wanted to associate their products with youth culture
and lifestyle were interested in advertising in The Big Issue. The self-help re-articulation
of the magazine as a glossy, pop-culture and general interest street paper, thus, had
an impact on potential advertisers: youth culture and lifestyle companies wanted to
99

These are both official auditing institutions for written media that calculate the circulation and readership
for professional magazines.

100 The first ABC figures of January-June 1993, for instance were 143,000 copies per forthnight in the London
Area.

101 The editorial to advertising ratio varies between 29:19 and 26:22, meaning respectively 29 to 26 pages
editorial against 19 to 22 pages of advertisements.
102 see, (The Big Issue London, 2008a)
103 see, (The Big Issue London, 2010a)
104 see, ‘Chat or Date: 10 p per minute’ (The Big Issue in London, 2010b); Cheap Chat Men and Gay (The
Big Issue in Scotland, 2011c)
105 see ‘Club Bang!Bang! (The Big Issue in London, 2006b)
106 see, ‘The Diving Bell and the Butterfly, Pathé (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008e); The Kids are all right,
Universal (The Big Issue in London, 2010e)
107 (The Big Issue in London, 2010a; The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011a)
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advertise in a pop-culture and lifestyle
magazine.
Examples
of
such
organizations are Pepsi, Coca Cola,
Bennetton, Calvin Klein; but also the film
industry (Warner Bros, Fox, Columbia
Tristar) and companies such as British
Telecom, Lever and Mercury used The
Big Issue to reach younger people and
young families (Swithinbank, 2001).
Sometimes even vendors were surprised
by the ‘big names’ that advertised in The
Big Issue. Stainton, former Big Issue staff
Figure 19 Full page toothpaste ad in
member, remembers the vendors seeing
TBI UK, 6 august 2012
a particular soap powder ad at the back
of the magazine, and saying “Wow, what’s fucking Persil doing on the back cover?”
(Stainton, quoted in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 84).
Now, almost 2/5th of The Big Issue magazine consists of advertisements.101 On
average, for every 1,5 page editorial there is 1 page of advertisements. Advertisements
are for charities, ethical organizations and public institutions, and for commercial
companies. Most advertisements are commercial.
Commercial advertisements include advertisements for big multinational organizations
such as the full-page, full color advertisements for the ‘Beverly Hills Formula’
toothpaste (see Figure 19),102 or a full-page advertisement for the ‘New Internationalist’ magazine,103 but also smaller ‘classifieds’ for chat or date telephone lines,104 job
advertisements, and small ads for bars and dancings.105 Full-page advertisements
for movies regularly feature on the back page of the issue.106 Local restaurants and
organic supermarkets also regularly advertise with The Big Issue, often in the form of
printed vouchers.107 The majority of the commercial ads are for more ethical
commercial businesses (often local) focusing on organics, eco-friendly products,
vegetarian food et cetera and wellness and well-being. Several brands aim at younger
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readers, such as the Natural Energy Drink
company EQ8108 or the Scottish IRN-BRU soft
drink company.109
Non-profit advertisements also form a broad
group of ads. Full-page advertisements are
placed by government-
related organizations,
such as the Scottish Police110 or by big
charities such as ‘Save the Children’,111 The
British Red Cross112 and homeless charity
‘Crisis’.113 Many cultural institutions, such as
museums,114 theatres115 and art organizations116
Figure 20 Full page ad for Crisis
Charity, TBI London, 2006
also advertise within The Big Issue. The Big
Issue also features ads for smaller charities
and local campaigns that are looking for volunteers.
Advertising and identity
The issue of commercial advertising raised questions about the identity of the street
paper itself. Why would a homeless street paper publish advertisements of big
commercial, capitalist brands? And, in what way would combating homelessness
and helping the poor go together with advertisements from big and ‘rich’ lifestyle
companies such as Bacardi and Calvin Klein?
The Big Issue advertisement team believes that for the companies themselves these
questions do not matter. These businesses do not care about the social issues
addressed in the magazine, as long as the magazine reaches a certain number of
potential customers (see MacPartland in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 86).
Nonetheless, for some people in The Big Issue organization these issues matter a
great deal. How to deal with ads for drink and for cigarettes? Several staff members
wanted the organization to behave ethically and to be socially responsible and,
hence, not to publish those ads.

108 see (The Big Issue in the UK, 2012a)
109 see, (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011a)
110 see (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008a)
111 see (The Big Issue in London, 2006a)
112 see (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008b)
113 see (The Big Issue in London, 2006a)
114 see Design Museum (The Big Issue in London, 2010c)
115 see King’s Theatre Edinburg, (The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011f)
116 see The National Art Pass, (The Big Issue in the UK, 2012e)

“We know that by having these tabards available vendors will be a lot more visible
and raise the company’s profile which will make them more able to turn their
paper sales into money for them” (Robertson quoted in Anonymous, 2010a).
Many of the vendors complained. As a considerable group of vendors was fighting
alcohol addiction, it seemed like a ‘bad ironic joke’. One vendor says,
“I am a bit annoyed to hear that a wine company will be sponsoring the jackets as
a lot of the vendors have an alcohol dependency ... If it is helping The Big Issue
then it is important, but I think the company should provide some kind of support
to vendors on how to get off the alcohol” (Big Issue vendor quoted in Anonymous,
2010a).
The Foundation, however, was more pragmatic. Robertson says,
“We do not work with companies that directly undermine our ethos and if vendors
feel they are not at the stage where they are happy to wear the jacket that is their
choice. We are not insisting that they wear it and if they do not want to then we
respect that” (Robertson quoted in Anonymous, 2010a).
In other cases, The Big Issue also acted pragmatically. In the case of a Nuclear
Energy ad, for instance, there were many objections from inside and outside the
organization. Bird made the final decision: it was money that the organization could
use well, and as he said ‘our readers know that like the Guardian we might take ads
from companies we do not believe in’ (Bird quoted in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 86).
Current editor McNamee also has a more pragmatic stance. He says,
“We are looking for bigger advertisers, and we do not shy back from more
commercial partners ... Advertising is fundamental to the success of the magazine.
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Drink industry
Ads from the drink industry in particular, posed many problems. The Big Issue had
carried several of those ads, despite the fact that there were many complaints from
both staff and vendors. Since a lot of vendors have major drinking problems, the
question was if it was ethical to do so.
A recent case in which an organic wine company wanted to sponsor The Big Issue’s
‘new high-visibility red tabards’ drew much media attention. The idea was to make
vendors more visible on the streets. The wine company would feature a wine advert
on the front and rear of the tabard and finance the whole project. Robertson, CEO of
The Big Issue Foundation says,
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I know a lot of street papers outside of the UK either do not have any advertising,
have very limited advertising or are quite sniffy about the type of advertising they
get. I am not going to say that we will take everything. However, we have got a
commercial sensibility and knowledge to know that just because it is a car
manufacturer that doesn’t mean they are bad, that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be
inviting them to invest” (personal communication with McNamee, 2008a).
Self-help and business principles help to establish a commercial-style street
paper
Thus the strategic choices and ideas of The Big Issue organizers produced real
material effects in their enactment in a street paper practice. The relationship between
ideas and practice is not necessarily one-directional but involves multiple dynamic
interactions.117 For The Big Issue, self-help ideas, have been translated into the
organization, its practices, and the content of the street paper. On the other hand,
The Big Issue’s self-help ideas have also been refitted to address the challenges the
street paper faced in practice (for, instance, the persistent requests to develop the
social services branch of The Big Issue –The Big Issue Foundation– which was not
an integral part of the self-help entrepreneurial model).

5.5 A discursive snapshot: visualizing The Big Issue as a
meaningful practice
To conclude this ‘scene’ I will characterize The Big Issue’s meaning and identity by
developing a ‘discursive model’ (focusing upon key signifiers and chains of
signification, see chapter two) to situate the findings so far. This ‘model’ is extracted
from the analysis described in the sections above. It brings to the fore some of the
key tensions and discursive struggles that the articulation of meaning and identity
has brought about. I will use this analysis also as an input for the discussion in scene
eight of this study, where I will highlight differences in the street paper movement.
The story about the translation of The Big Issue above highlights that there are three
‘key-signifiers’ around which its meaning and identity is constructed. These signifiers
are: ‘social business’, ‘self-help’ (as an entrepreneurial concept) and ‘professional,
high quality’. The signifiers were chosen on the basis of their prevalence in the story
and analysis above and because they are able to capture well the core ideas and
practices of The Big Issue organization. The labels are based on the actual wordings
and phrasings that The Big Issue itself uses in its discourse about their street paper
practice.
The signifiers, however, do not have a stable meaning on their own. Their meaning
becomes activated when we put them in relation to other signifiers. In Figure 21
below, these relationships are visualized in a ‘discursive model’, a snapshot of The
117 the boundaries of which are not sharp, but blurred, and only make sense as analytical constructs.

antiidentities

lines of
difference

chains of
signification
/ lines of
equivalence

key
signifiers

social entrepreneurship:
profit invested in social
goals

making profit

entrepreneurship

professional organization
professional staff
business methods

magazine is ‘competitive
in mainstream market

magazine needs to sell well

charities
state welfare
(dependency)

use commercial
advertisments to
generate income

generating income

Social Business

Self-help

STREET
PAPER

homeless are
self-reliant
catering to economic
needs of homeless

hand up, not a handout

bright
colors, big
pictures

professional
writers & staff

competitive to
mainstream market

attractive
covers

homeless street papers (poor quality
pity purchases & sob-stories)
advocating homelessness as a lifestyle

(not a homeless street
paper)

homelessness to
the background

glossy

mainstream media
‘tricks’ to sell well

celebrities (pop) culture general interest
with a social edge

focusing on ‘what
the reader wants’

journalism worth paying for

professional
high-quality

(economic) exclusion of homeless

dependency culture
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against ‘dependency culture’
against ‘the giving’ public

no donations, no
charity

social inclusion
through economic
interaction

working not begging

organization is
self-reliant &
autonomous

homeless
are micro-businesses

Figure 21 A discursive snapshot of The Big Issue
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Big Issue’s approach and identity. Key signifiers are presented in the text boxes in the
top of the figure. Signifiers and the chains of signification that bind them together are
represented in a smaller typeface, the lines between them referring to chains of
signification. Lines of difference are represented by the thick arrows in the figure.
5.5.1 T
 he impact of this articulation of the street paper concept: tensions
inherent to The Big Issue ‘model’
The Big Issue can thus be characterized as ‘a self-help, social business approach’ to
street papers. The figure above provides an overview on the meaning and identity of
this approach. I will use it in the next scenes to discuss The Big Issue’s role in the
further development of the street paper movement.
One aspect of this approach, however, needs to be examined further, if we want to
fully understand The Big Issue’s role in the street paper movement. This aspect
concerns with the tensions ingrained into The Big Issue’s model, and the potential
impact these tensions may have on vendors, customers and organization. These
tensions follow largely from the dilemma of balancing the two objectives of a street
paper: addressing homelessness as an abject social problem and creating a market
product that sells well. Editor-in-chief, McNamee, frames the dilemma from a
journalist’s perspective,
“But, with this particular magazine, and this runs parallel to [our first goal of]
giving the readers something to like, we also work with vendors ... For a magazine
editor like me, this is slightly strange, because although there should only be one
fundamental, there now are two fundamentals. There is obviously the notion that
we have to provide a magazine for vendors ... While initially that may well have
been the end in itself for the magazine, ... this is not enough to maintain it in
today’s market. Today, ... [we] have to focus more strongly on how to compete in
the market as a ‘real’ magazine” (personal communication with McNamee,
2008a).
Several ‘outsiders’ of the organization, however, point to these weak spots in The Big
Issue’s approach and practice from a more political/ ethical perspective. Jennifer
Waggoner of the LA street paper Making Change, for instance, compellingly identifies
the main friction in the model: “If it were just about selling a product, we could have
vendors out there shifting toothpaste or detergent ... Which is more important: sales or
social justice?” (Waggoner quoted in Mallabar, 1998). Former Big Issue editor
Mallabar (The Big Issue 1992-1997) similarly notes,
“By 1997, I do not think anyone within TBI was sure exactly what kind of beast we
had become. A politically correct charity frenetically fundraising for special

The Big Issue, itself, is very much aware of this critique. It does not reject it, but openly
defends the fact that it chooses for the social-business model. The Big Issue in the
North’s website, for instance, reads,
“[The Big Issue] makes no apology for putting celebrities on the cover and
covering populist subjects. The company wants to produce a magazine that
people want to buy and that vendors can sell. And when it does cover
homelessness it aims to inspire hope, and challenge the culture of hopelessness”
(Bigissueinthenorth.com, 2012)
In a reaction to Malabar’s accusation of The Big Issue being indistinguishable from
the mainstream press, Gardiner, former editor of The Big Issue London, writes,
“If she means that they are well-written, entertaining and appeal to a broad
readership, well, yes. Thank you. If she means that celebrities should not be in the
magazine at all, I disagree. We ask our readers to help the homeless to help
themselves; we do not ask them to beat themselves up or bore themselves to
death” (Gardiner, 1998).
These discussions reflect a tension which is not specific for The Big Issue, but can be
seen as a dilemma closely associated with ‘entrepreneurial’ and ‘economic’ operationalizations of the self-help concept (see, for instance the works of, Miraftab, 2004;
Rimke, 2000). Such conceptualizations of self-help and empowerment are said to
depoliticize the notions of help and empowerment by reifying the precise
mechanisms118 that lead to social-problems, such as homelessness, in the first place.
In so doing, self-help “reduces ideas about empowerment to programs aimed at
individual economic gain, whilst leaving the status quo unchallenged” (Miraftab,
2004: page 242). The tensions and problems associated with the self-help social-business approach to street papers, have sparked off a debate in the world-wide
street paper movement. In scene eight, I will zoom in onto this discursive struggle and
will discuss how this has impacted the movement on a whole.

118 capitalist market economies, competitive pressure on individuals, structural inequalities within society
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projects? A commercial magazine, with rocketing ad revenues, desperate to win
awards, launch careers and prove itself more than a mere pity purchase? ... is it
really possible to marry charity and business in an equal partnership? ... Ultimately
you can tell something is amiss with the magazine. TBI highlights social issues
but rarely follows through to campaign or lobby for change. Aside from the
poor-quality glossy paper, its celebrity interviews are often indistinguishable from
articles in the mainstream Press” (Mallabar, 1998).
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5.6 Final words: highlighting non-linear processes of meaning making
This scene has produced a focused account on the actor-network formation and
enactment of The Big Issue street paper in the UK. It has used the concept of translation-as-articulation to ‘zoom in’ onto the historical becoming of the UK street paper.
This has shown how particular processes of ordering and alignment have been
played out. It starts off with the initial circulation of Street News New York, and then
shows how this circulation inspired a non-linear, dynamic and flexible new translation
process that allowed the street paper concept to nest itself into a new context. I have
visualized the key circulations and articulations of this translation on the Figure below.
A key feature of the analysis above is the attention it pays to the enactment of ideas
and discourses in these translation processes. This endows us with deeper insights
into the ways in which the articulation of the street paper in the UK is fed and
legitimized by particular discourses, signifiers and identities. Three particular
observations about this can be made.
First, this scene demonstrates the value of discourse analysis in highlighting the role of
ideas and discourse in processes of actor-network formation. This has demonstrated that
the centrality of self-help and business discourse in the translation of The Big Issue
has influenced the alignment of actors, their roles, positions and identities significantly.
It shows, for example, how the lines of equivalence drawn to business discourses –
and the centrality of the notion of (financial) independence within these discourses
– have helped to turn The Big Issue into a glossy news and entertainment magazine,
that uses advertisements, focuses on pop-culture and general interest content, and
pays little attention to the theme of homelessness. The analysis also indicates how
discourses impact particular ‘ways of doing’ in an actor-network. Self-help and entrepreneurial principles have, for instance, shaped the purchase-sales model that
subjectifies homeless persons into micro-entrepreneurs that purchase magazines
from the organization to sell them for a profit on the streets.
Second, the analysis has shown that the interaction between the discursive elements
and the other elements/actors in The Big Issue’s actor-network formation is not
one-directional. Their boundaries are unclear119 and there are many fluid interactions
between them. The analysis shows that in these translation processes, there are
often counter-movements as well: actors who are reluctant to take up the self-help/
entrepreneurial roles ascribed to them and whose enrollment required significant
re-articulations of The Big Issue model (the role of the reluctant customers, staff
insisting on social-services, changes in distribution and magazine format). Thus,
although initial ideas and principles pay an important role in the formation of street
paper actor-networks, their relationships with the other elements of actor-networks
are fluid, dynamic and unpredictable. They should be examined in their actual
enactments, rather than being taken for granted.
119 In fact, the boundaries are analytical, instead of actual
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Thirdly, The Big Issue’s process of translation has highlighted that semiotic network
formation involves the establishment of many (temporary) closures and stabilizations
(the fixation of meaning). On the semiotic figure of The Big Issue’s meaning and
identity in section 2.5, we see how The Big Issue’s meaning is (temporarily) stabilized
through relationships of difference with ‘charity and state-welfare practices’,
‘dependency culture’ and ‘street papers that advocate homelessness as a lifestyle’
and by forging relationships of equivalence with, amongst others, ‘business methods’
and ‘the mainstream media’. As such, processes of the stabilization of meaning are
selective and produce political effects (inclusion/exclusion). Focusing on these
aspects of translation has helped to highlight the political choices, differences and
impacts that are enrolled and enacted in The Big Issue’s actor-network. Although this
scene does not focus on difference explicitly, we have briefly confronted The Big
Issue’s meaning and identity with the ideas and convictions of others. This has
already highlighted some of the imbalances and tensions political within its approach
to street papers. Most notably, these tensions involve the dilemma of finding a
balance between The Big Issue’s identity as an anti-homelessness project and its
‘business’ identity as a competitive general interest magazine.120 This will be a crucial
topic in the ‘scenes’ that follow this analysis.121

120 This is particularly remarkable when we consider the political context in the UK against which The Big
Issue positioned itself. Although The Big Issue arose as a critique against the homeless policies of the
UK government at that time, one can identify a remarkable similarity between the ideas of that New Right
government and the self-help and business discourses used by The Big Issue: both use ‘dependency
culture’ as an anti-thesis and both use ‘market and business’ discourses and practices to find solutions
for society’s problems. In what ways can the same critiques leveled at New Right discourse be applied
to The Big Issue? What tensions and frictions does this produce?
121 In these scenes, I will use The Big Issue’s approach and identity as a signpost that helps to make sense
other, different approaches to street papers.

In this section, I will explore the travels of The Big Issue street paper concept, first to
the UK and then into the rest of the world. I will continue the story from the emergence
of The Big Issue in London in the previous section and will focus on the ways in which
connections with other places, groups and practices were formed.
The analysis below draws upon two specific analytical approaches from the
methodology (chapter three). The initial focus of the analysis is on translation-as-
circulation and examines these processes both by following and tracing the direct
circulations and translations that emerge from the activities of The Big Issue in
London122 and by examining how the multiple, different places in which the concept
arrives ‘perform’ and translate The Big Issue (a multi-site approach).123

6.1 The Big Issue: calls for expansion
In the UK, The Big Issue’s London launch had attracted much attention. The mainstream
press had received the initiative with open arms and had given it nation-wide attention.
In London, in particular, The Big Issue vendors and the magazine itself had become a
common sight in the urban landscape. When walking through the city, one would
regularly bump into a Big Issue vendor at work at one of The Big Issue’s popular
vending spots (often close to public transport stations, in front of supermarkets, close
to the city’s main shopping areas, et cetera). The magazine’s design, its prominent logo
and the vendors’ Big Issue uniforms also contributed to the magazine’s striking
presence in the city. With their Big Issue bags, hats and t-shirts, one could easily identify
Big Issue vendors from far away. And if one had not bumped into the paper already,
one would certainly have encountered it in the media. Many newspapers, radio and
television programs had given The Big Issue prime time attention in the first few months.
In so doing, many people in the UK had come to know of The Big Issue initiative. The
general public came to see it as an important and radically different socio-economic
project that supported the homeless in a way that was different from ‘standard’
charity work.
6.1.1 Problematization: people are mobile, so The Big Issue should be also
Because of its growing prominence, there were soon many calls for the expansion of
The Big Issue project outside of London. People were inspired by the idea and
wanted to set up a similar practice in their own areas.
122 including an analysis of the key moments of translation (problematization, interessement, enrollment and
mobilization)
123 The analysis was done between 2008 and 2011, and it does not include the recent fusion between Big
Issue street papers in the UK (see also section 3.6)
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Some of the calls for the geographic expansion of The Big Issue clearly came from
the aspirations of The Big Issue organization in London itself. These calls came from
people already embedded within the organization. The first incentive to move outside
London’s borders, for instance, was uttered by a London Big Issue vendor “who got
himself a girlfriend in Milton Keynes” (Bird quoted in: Swithinbank, 2001: p. 97).
The organization was all too eager to respond to this request. Since it had been so
successful in London, they imagined that it could be as successful in Milton Keynes
too. Thus, they decided that they would give it a try. The resulting diffusion of The Big
Issue street paper followed a somewhat linear and one-directional path of circulation:
the central organization in London copied its practice and experience into
Milton-Keynes, where it was adopted largely without changes. Milton Keynes would
be largely directed from London, and would use the London magazine as its starting
point.
To present themselves to the local community, the London Big Issue organized a
small press event and then kicked off. But very quickly, things went wrong. The Big
Issue had big problems with directing and coordinating the Milton Keynes practice
from its head-office in London. As there was no one who ‘carr[ied] the organization
locally’, they experienced all kinds of organizational problems (Bird quoted in
Swithinbank, 2001: p. 97). There were a lot of problems with vendors and with the
distribution in particular. Soon after its start, the initiative failed and had ‘turned out to
be a great disaster’ (Bird quoted in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 97).
How the failure of enrollment leads to a different, contra-managerial strategy
and problematization
Although a specific approach to street papers might work in one particular setting
(i.e. London), this does not necessarily mean that it will work in all circumstances. The
Milton Keynes effort showed that it would require a lot more work to enroll all the
necessary actors, to align all their roles, and to stabilize and mobilize their associations
in such a way that the resulting street-paper would be able to work as one coherent
whole.
This was the lesson learned from the venture in Milton Keynes. More specifically, The
Big Issue London decided that it was hard enough to manage the London practice
itself, let alone setting up branches outside London. Practices that went beyond the
control of the London office, should really be carried locally, if they were to be
successful. This had become the most important conclusion for the organization. A
new project involving localities outside London, should therefore not be ‘carried by
the London organization’ but should have strong local support and draw upon locally
established coordination mechanisms.

“We didn’t have the manpower, the skills or the money. The Big Issue was loaded
down with activity. I had to meet all the contenders from around Britain ... It was
dispiriting, as many of them demanded more than we could deliver” (Bird quoted
in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 97)
Partnering up with already established local groups and organizations, who could do
most of the work, was the only way to proceed. There had to be people that were
really able to carry the project locally, without too much help and interference from
London. Yet, The Big Issue in London did not want to go out and search for such
groups itself. That would cost too much time and work.

6.2 Extensions: the establishment of The Big Issue in the North

Figure 23 Cover of the first issue
of The Big Issue in the North

A first serious attempt to set up a Big Issue
outside London came from a group that had
no previous connections to the organization.
The group was called Lifeshare, a voluntary
organization established to help meet the
needs of the homeless and disadvantaged in
Manchester and Salford (Lifeshare, 2011).
Lifeshare was an organization that worked
mainly with volunteers. Someone had
suggested to one of its volunteers, Ruth
Turner, “why do you not do a Big Issue?”
(Swithinbank, 2001: p. 99). In 1992, Turner had
approached the London Big Issue with the
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6.1.2 Fluid expansion: pressures from the ‘outside’
The internal incentive and intention to spread and grow was reduced considerably by
the organization’s first steps into Milton Keynes. In ‘diffusion’ terms: The Big Issue as
the central sender (or early adopter) of the street paper practice was not so eager
anymore to send out its model towards other places. However, since The Big Issue
was seen as a success story in the homelessness sector across the UK, many
(external) groups and organizations started to pressure the organization to cover
more ground. Between 1992 and 1993, The Big Issue received requests from a
variety of local groups, voluntary workers, city management authorities and representatives from the established homeless sector to help them to set up local projects
(see, amongst others, Swithinbank, 2001: chapter 5).
Although the people of The Big Issue in London genuinely tried to help these ‘external’
actors to spread the street paper concept, they just did not have the resources to do
this in an effective way. As Bird notes,
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idea to develop a Manchester edition (see also Swithinbank, 2001: p. 98-102). London
was very hesitant to agree. There was no time, they knew too little about the
Manchester situation, and there were practically no resources available.
But thanks to a few really persistent Lifeshare volunteers, who were willing to push on
with the project, the organisation was able to convince The Big Issue in London that
it would be fruitful to develop a branch in the North. There were several meetings and
discussions, in which Lifeshare learned the basics of setting up a street paper
practice (the vendor-sales system for distribution, et cetera). It was decided that the
Manchester version would partner up with the London issue, sharing copy and using
The Big Issue name and logo.
6.2.1 Trial and error: the difficulties with enrolling a volunteer organization
The first issue of The Big Issue in the North appeared as a supplement in the London
edition in December 1992 (The Big Issue in the North, 2010a). Things did not go as
smoothly as expected, however. There were some difficulties in achieving continuity.
As Lifeshare worked mainly with volunteers, ‘it seemed that the responsibility for the
paper was picked up and put down’ (Bird quoted in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 98). The Big
Issue in London was disillusioned. Again they had given in to a request to expand,
and again it was about to fail.
Luckily, however, two Lifeshare volunteers were appalled by the potential failure of
The Big Issue in the North (Swithinbank, 2001). They decided to travel to London to
talk about the problems of the Northern branch. They had an idea for overcoming the
problem of continuity. They proposed that The Big Issue in London would employ
them to coordinate and organize The Big Issue in the North. The Big Issue London,
somewhat hesitantly, agreed.
In the early days of The Big Issue in the North, London did not offer much support to
the two Northern ‘employees’ (Swithinbank, 2001). The London organization had little
time available. So, many things had to be found out by trial and error. Although the
two Lifeshare volunteers had learned from some of the basic mistakes which the
London branch of The Big Issue had made (such as the problems with the initial
distribution system), many things had to be discovered by The Big Issue in the North
organization itself (Swithinbank, 2001).
Because of this, the organization became gradually more independent from London.
As Swithinbank notes, ‘[a]fter its relatively short experience, London could teach the
North nothing new. In fact, Manchester was proving that in a short time they would
soon be shadowing London’ (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 100).
6.2.2 Mobilization: independence from London as a successful translation-strategy
The Northern organization decided that a key way to develop The Big Issue in the
North further would be to redevelop it into an independent organization. They

124 (see Gopal et al., 2009; Colborne et al., 2012; Gopal et al., 2011)
125 (see West, 2009; Steinberg, 2009, 2010)
126 (see Nightingale, 2010; The Big Issue in the North, 2010c)
127 (see, for instance The Big Issue in the North, 2010b, 2009)
128 (see Mattison, 2011)
129 (see Mattison, 2012)
130 (see Leeming, 2010b)
131 (see Clifton, 2009a)
132 (see Leeming, 2010a; Moore & Measham, 2009)
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proposed the idea to London, and London agreed all too gladly, ‘...they needed a
sense of ownership. Added to this, contact with them was proving tortuous. I thought
much of that would disappear. As to some extent it did” (Bird quoted in Swithinbank,
2001: p. 100). For The Big Issue in the North, this strategy proved to be successful,
as the organization could now freely develop its own ideas and put them into practice.
With only some editorial and financial support from The Big Issue in London, the new
independent Big Issue in the North was able to grow steadily. Formally, it was set up
as a registered independent company. Within The Big Issue network it was called a
‘social franchise’ of the London organization (Hibbert et al., 2005:p. 160), using a
business term to capture the relationship between the two offices. A Big Issue in the
North Trust was established in 1996, to broaden the level of services that The Big
Issue offered to its vendors. Soon, offices in Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield and Hull were
opened (The Big Issue in the North, 2010a).
The first issue of The Big Issue in the North had a circulation of 4,000 magazines per
fortnight, but this figure increased rapidly to 54,000 magazines in the year 2000
(Swithinbank, 2001: p. 102). The analysis of recent ABC auditing figures shows a
dramatic decline of the circulation per issue since 2006 (see Figure 28).
In 2011, The Big Issue in the North had a total average circulation of 14,250 per issue
(Abc, 2012c).
Editorially, The Big Issue in the North contains a mix of items on engaged social
themes, news items, and culture. There is a regular column featuring (ex-)homeless
Big Issue sellers, called “Vendor life: who sells The Big Issue in the North?” (see
issues 772 & 787 Clifton, 2011, 2009b). Other issues of the magazine focused on
successful ex-homeless persons to illustrate that it is possible to ‘get off the streets’
(see Thomson, 2009). Several sections of the street paper deal with cultural items.
There is a regular book section in the magazine124, a variety of articles on CD’s and
popular music125 and there are different articles on cultural events and festivals in the
region.126 Similar to The Big Issue in London, celebrities often feature with a cover-story
in the magazine.127 The Big Issue in the North, however, focuses more strongly on
social issues such as child poverty,128 social housing,129 Roma,130 war and ethnic
cleansing,131 drugs and crime132 than does The Big Issue in London. The magazine
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does accept advertisements and advertorials, many of them are from social
businesses and NGOs or for cultural and music events.

6.3 The Big Issue in Scotland
“The Big Issue in Scotland is the country’s biggest weekly current affairs and
entertainment magazine. Over 170,000 Scots read The Big Issue every week,
from Kelso to Lerwick ... The Big Issue in Scotland is part of the UK and worldwide
Big Issue family. We work closely with The Big Issues in England and Wales ...”
(The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011b).
The independent, social-franchise approach
proved to be working well for The Big Issue on
a whole. In 1992, Mel Young, a former
community newspaper editor from Scotland
had bought The Big Issue in London (personal
communication with Young, 2008). Together
with a group of friends, he was worried about
the state of Scotland and had been thinking
for a while how he could do something about
it. He says,

Figure 24 Front cover of The Big
“Some friends of me were talking about the
bad state of the country. We said, well we talk
about it being bad all the time, why don’t we do something. And that was in the
back of my mind when I saw The Big Issue being sold in London. I thought, well
that is really practical and effective. I thought it could easily be applied to Scotland
which had a lot of homeless people, and since my background was in journalism,
I could contribute to that cause” (personal communication with Young, 2008).

Issue in Scotland, November 2010

Initially, Young contacted Gordon Roddick. Young emphasizes his ‘link’ with Roddick,
‘... he is a Scot by the way’. Roddick said, ‘you should speak to John Bird, who is the
founder of The Big Issue in London. So, we went to meet him’ (personal communication
with Young, 2008). After several talks with the London organization, Young and his
friends decided to set up a company that was totally independent from The Big Issue
in London, but one that could still use its name. The Big Issue in London agreed, but
could offer little help. Young says,
“I said that I was interested in taking the concept to Scotland. I asked [Bird] if we
could help them by doing something in Scotland. He said, well look, The Big
Issue is really growing here and doing really well. Our focus is here, and it is bad

Young decided to adapt The Big Issue to Scotland, and together with Tricia Hughes,
whose background was in social community work (personal communication with
Young, 2008), a Scottish social enterprise was set up. Hughes and Young had agreed
with The Big Issue in London that they could use The Big Issue’s name in what they
called ‘a social franchise’ construction. The name was chosen not so much because
it had become a famous brand, but because it covered The Big Issue’s raison d’être
so well. Young notes,
“...well, at that time [The Big Issue brand] was not so well known in Scotland yet.
A lot of people were kind of blank about it unless they had been to London”
(personal communication with Young, 2008).
Initially, the London office could provide little help. Most help came in the form of
copy-sharing. Young notes, ‘... we were able to use their copy. They had some very
good articles. I really liked that we were able to get some good stories from London.
That helped us a lot” (personal communication with Young, 2008).
The Big Issue was very successful very quickly in Scotland. Its founders explained
this success in terms of the fact that they were in the right place at the right time. As
Young notes,
“The situation at the time was bad ... We did not have any problem at getting
homeless people, because there were thousands of homeless to sell it” (personal
communication with Young, 2008).
The ‘bad’ political climate was helping The Big Issue to perform well.
“... the political situation at the time was perfect ... [The Scots] were voting in the
opposite way to the UK government. [They were] not only just voting for different
political parties with different voting products, but [they] had a fundamentally
different view of society. The conservative government that was in power, was all
about individuals making money and that was it. Thatcher said there is no such
thing as society. Well, all of these things were diametrically opposed to what
Scotland and Scottish people thought. There had been some political activity,
demonstrations, you name it. But basically we had lost trust in our government.
The government was not representative of the values of the Scottish people and
that there were many problems that Scottish people did not like” (personal
communication with Young, 2008).
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enough just being in London without you guys already. So, if you want to go and
start something up, you are on your own. You have to raise your money and we will
give you whatever help we can” (personal communication with Young, 2008).
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Scottish society needed a radically different take on this. They needed a new
approach, based on different values, to solve society’s biggest problem.
“Scottish people, believe in community, we believe in society ... So, therefore,
when we arrived with The Big Issue, you had something completely new. It was
colorful, it was different, and it was not complaining. It was being positive and it
was discerning homeless people from statistics into people ... It was almost an
act of political resistance: buy a Big Issue and see I am going to walk around with
it in my hand, cause I am telling you: this is something which is important. People
bought the message” (personal communication with Young, 2008).
So when The Big Issue started, sales were huge and people were buying four copies
or more at a time (personal communication with Young, 2008). ‘It was a crazy
wonderful time’(Ibid.). Young says,
“It exploded really, almost literally like a rocket ... Normally, a standard business
will ... always overestimate their income and underestimate their costs and then
get into financial difficulties. We were doing just the opposite. In fact, we were so
successful that it was almost like were undercapitalized. We needed staff quickly,
we were working crazy hours. When you look back at these times, they were kind
of magical” (personal communication with Young, 2008).
The Big Issue Scotland started off with an initial print run of 25,000 copies that were
sold out almost instantly. By the fourth issue 50,000 copies were printed and sold
(Swithinbank, 2001). Since 1997,133 ABC figures show a steep decline in its circulation,
which has deepened after the 2008 crisis. In 2011, The Big Issue in Scotland has an
average circulation of 13,234 per issue (Abc, 2012b; see also section 3.6, Figure 32).
In its editorial, The Big Issue in Scotland focuses largely on pop-culture, celebrities
and music, mixed with articles on social issues. It is famous for its ‘glossy’ design and
its striking covers, which often feature celebrities.134 Articles include reviews of music,
film and TV programs,135 celebrity interviews and columns,136 culture and events in
Scotland137 and a variety of news issues and social items.

133 ABC figures before this date are not freely available
134 (see, for instance, Justin Bieber on the cover of The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011e; Johnny Depp on the
cover of The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008i; and Chris Morris on the cover of The Big Issue in Scotland,
2010)
135 (see Jack et al., 2008b; Jack et al., 2008a; Jack, 2011)
136 (see Collins & Robb, 2011; Graham, 2008)
137 (see Little & Anonymous, 2008; Anonymous, 2011a)

Shortly after the launch of The Big Issue in
Scotland in 1993, The Big Issue was invited
into the South-West region by the town centre
managers of Bath (The Big Issue South-West,
2011; The Big Issue South West, 2007). The
city managers had noticed through the media
and in conversations with London-City officials
the success of The Big Issue in London and
wanted to apply the concept to the Bath/
Bristol area. There were particular concerns Figure 25 Front cover of The Big
about the rising number of homeless people Issue South West (no date)
and beggars in Bath. The Big Issue was seen
as a possible solution for this ‘begging-problem’ (The Big Issue South West, 2003).
Again, The Big Issue in London was hesitant to follow up. But soon local organizers
had been gathered together and they were able to convince the London organization
of their ability to set up shop. In November 1993, The Big Issue in the South West
started as a local company with a small number of vendors selling copies of the
London issue. Several months after the launch, a local inlay was created and,
increasingly, the organization spent time generating its own content, covering issues
in the region (The Big Issue South West, 2003). In 1995, it had its own full edition.
Within three years The Big Issue in the South West had opened offices in Bristol,
Taunton, Exeter, Plymouth and Bournemouth (The Big Issue South West, 2007).
Currently, The Big Issue South West has an average circulation of 14,611 per issue
(Abc, 2012d). This figure is similar to those of The Big Issue in Scotland and The Big
Issue in the North. Recent figures show a limited growth until 2010. From 2010 to
2011, its average circulation per issue has declined by 10% (see also Figure 32).

6.5 The Big Issue Cymru (Wales)
In Wales, a group of volunteers studying
social work had frequently encountered the
London magazine in their daily lives. One of
the founders of the Welsh issue was an avid
reader of the London version and thought it
would be a great idea to set one up in Cardiff,
where poverty and homelessness was an
ever growing problem (Jones, 2001). They
contacted The Big Issue organization in
London, but got almost no response.

Figure 26 Front cover of The Big
Issue Cymru, August 2007
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The organizers were largely on their own when they set up a Welsh version of the
street paper. Accommodation was provided by the Cardiff City Council and several
small funds were secured from specific charitable trusts (Jones, 2001). To keep the
costs down, the organization worked mainly with volunteers. With a clear plan and
some well sustained support from the City Council, they were able to convince The
Big Issue in London that they would be a qualified partner in The Big Issue network.
In 1994, the first Big Issue was sold in Wales (The Big Issue Cymru, 2004). It came as
a regional supplement in the London magazine (The Big Issue Cymru, 2004). It was
successful straight away. In the first week the small number of vendors (seven) even
managed to sell 1,875 copies (Jones, 2001). In 1995, the magazine was turned into a
full Welsh edition, and in April 1997 it went weekly (Ibid.).
Resources, however, remained a big problem for The Big Issue Cymru (Swithinbank,
2001). Wales had to work with a small and diffuse population and a small vendor
force of about 40 vendors at any single time (Ibid.). It is a poor area with few resources.
The Big Issue in London often needed to help out the Welsh organization both
financially and with staff. The Welsh organization, however, monitored closely that
they did not become too much intertwined with the London organization (The Big
Issue Cymru, 2004). As one of the editors states,
“We produce a Welsh magazine, sharing copy with other Big Issue editions but
placing a clear emphasis on the Welsh identity of the product” (The Big Issue
Cymru, 2004).
Currently, The Big Issue Cymru is more closely tied to The Big Issue in Scotland
which took over responsibility for the Welsh edition in 2008 (Naysmith, 2011; personal
communication with McNamee, 2008a).
Except for some regional differences (see, for instance, the ‘10 things to do in Wales
this week section’ Anonymous, 2011b), the editorial of the Welsh Big Issue is largely
produced in Glasgow (see above).
In 2011, The Big Issue Cymru had an average circulation of 5,277 per issue (Abc,
2012a). This makes The Big Issue Cymru the smallest partner in the UK Big Issue
network. After a short burst of growth from 2007-2008, and in line with the other UK
Big Issues, the circulation of The Big Issue Cymru has declined significantly (see also
Figure 34).

6.6 A Big Issue blanket over the UK
Slowly but gradually, The Big Issue became an important media-family with a UK
wide coverage. It had an impressive visibility across the UK’s media landscape. The
ABC said that the Total Average Net Circulation per issue was 258,263 in November
1996 (see Swithinbank, 2001; Abc, 2011). In 2010, it had a total circulation of 124,196

A recent UK-wide decline in the
number of street papers sold
Currently the total number of
Big Issues sold per issue has
decreased significantly. The
circulation figure per issue for
Big Issue in total now is around
105, 743 (Abc, 2012e). Although
a decline had set in already in
the late 1990s, the start of the
financial crisis in 2007/2008 can
be considered as a key turning
point in the circulation numbers of
The Big Issue.

Figure 27 Recent decline in the circulation of The Big Issue (ABC figures 2007-2011)

Figure 28 decline of the circulation per issue:

Figure 29 The Big Issue in the

Big Issue in the North (based on Waybackmachine archive data (2006-2007) and ABC
figures ). Data further back in time is not freely
available

North: average circulation per issue
(ABC figures 2011)

copies per issue. Compared to similar, more ‘regular’ popular publications, such as
the UK music magazine NME (circulation per weekly issue of 33,875 in 2010 (Abc,
2012e)) or Mojo (circulation of 75,522 per issue in 2011 (Abc, 2012e)), this was very
high. The current situation, as illustrated in the textbox below, however, shows a
significant decline in circulation.
In the second half of 2011 The Big Issue network in the UK went through a significant
change. Five separate regional editions (Scotland, Wales, the South-West, and
London) merged into one single UK magazine. Setting aside some pages for specific
local content in each of the region, the magazine is now edited by the former editor
of the Scottish and Welsh Big Issue, Paul McNamee. The decision to merge the five
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Figure 30 growth of circulation per issue Big

Figure 31 The Big Issue Scotland:

Issue Scotland (based on Wayback-machine
archive 1997; 2001; 2003; and ABC figures 20072011) earlier statistics are not freely available

average circulation per issue
(ABC figures 2011)

Figure 32 growth of circulation per issue Big

Figure 33 The Big Issue Scotland:
average circulation per issue
(ABC figures 2011)

Issue Scotland (based on Wayback-machine
archive 1997; 2001; 2003; and ABC figures 20072011) earlier statistics are not freely available

versions of The Big Issue was taken, partly, because of the recent drop in circulation
and to lower costs. As Bird, in a press statement for the magazine states “the decision
to amalgamate the regional editions of the magazine and to create one unified UK edition
was taken to enable greater efficiency and the best use of our skill set” (Bird 2011).
6.6.1 A social-business network without a coordinating centre
The Big Issue, as a social-business, was able to form a national network of branches,
that was neither coordinated nor initiated from a single center. After Milton Keynes,
the ‘original’ London organization had given up actively and strategically mobilizing
others to achieve a UK wide coverage. Rather, TBI in the UK evolved through the
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Figure 35 The Big Issue Scotland:
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average circulation per issue
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actions of local groups and organizations that were previously not connected to the
organization. As Swithinbank notes,
“The principle lesson has been that stand alone offices work better than expansion
from a central office ... The Big Issue could never have successfully expanded
beyond its own areas without local partners”(Swithinbank, 2001).
Nevertheless, The Big Issue in the UK has now become a much more centralized
organization.

6.7 International pressures and translations
The Big Issue’s international diffusion also shows that there was little coordination by
The Big Issue offices in London. Once The Big Issue was installed throughout the UK,
volunteers and groups from other countries started to contact The Big Issue offices
for advice and help (see Barry, 1999). Swithinbank, who joined The Big Issue London
in 1992 and who would later set up The Big Issue International department, writes,
“Soon after The Big Issue launched, people from continental Europe, North America
and later South America descended on the London office and wanted to know how
they could start a similar street paper ... Street papers hit the streets of Western
Europe within 18 months of The Big Issue’s launch. Some copied the formula by
observation, others through visits and phone calls to TBI” (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 159).
Outside the UK, however, The Big Issue was very reluctant to share its name and
brand. Swithinbank notes that this decision had been taken since the UK Big Issue
organizers felt that they would have little control over ‘papers so far away’(Swithinbank, 2001).
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A few exceptions were made however. Over a period of 18 years, twelve international
groups and organizations had been granted the right to use The Big Issue brand and
name. These exceptions were made when there were close links and relations of trust
between these organizations and The Big Issue offices in the UK (notably those of
London and Scotland). Currently, there are nine active street papers outside the UK
that bear The Big Issue name: Ireland’s Big Issue/Big Issues (1994),138 The Big Issue
Australia (1996), The Big Issue South Africa (1996), The Big Issue Japan (2003), The
Big Issue Zambia (2007), The Big Issue Malawi (2009), The Big Issue Korea (2010),
The Big Issue Taiwan (2010), The Big Issue Lagos (2012) (Insp, 2012a).139 The Big
Issue Namibia (2002), The Big Issue Ethiopia (2006), and The Big Issue Kenya (2007)
show little evidence of still being actively in print.140 Below I will briefly discuss the
development of four international Big Issues141: The Big Issue Australia, The Big Issue
South Africa, The Big Issue Japan and The Big Issue Malawi, each representing
countries with markedly different contexts and histories.
6.7.1 The Big Issue Australia
The Big Issue in Australia was launched with
support of The Body Shop. The owner of the
Body Shop in Australia was Graeme Wise.
Wise had good connections with Gordon
Roddick in the UK and heard of The Big Issue
in this way. In 1993, Wise discussed the
concept with a group of prominent
Australians.142 They were looking for a solution
to Australia’s growing homelessness problem
(The Big Issue in Australia Website, nd; Figure 36 Cover of The Big Issue
Anonymous, 2006b). The Big Issue was seen Australia April 2013
as a good way to achieve this.
The group decided that The Big Issue Australia would largely follow the UK’s
successful model. The first issue was published in 1996 and was launched publicly
on the steps of Melbourne’s Flinders Street Station on June 16 (The Big Issue in
Australia Website, nd).
138 Big Issues was launched in 1994. There was no formal relationship between The Big Issue London and
The Big Issues in Ireland. Currently, Big Issues no longer publishes under this name but is titled ‘Ireland’s
Big Issue’.
139 The Big Issue in L.A. is not mentioned in this list. I will pay specific attention to this member of The Big
Issue family in scene 8
140 This data is substantiated by the active membership directories of the International Network of Street
Papers. I found it impossible to make contact with the organizations.
141 selected on period, area and approach.
142 With, amongst others, Susan Oliver former member of Australia’s Commission for the Future (Mulyono, 2011).

Contents
The Big Issue Australia can be characterized as a modern current affairs and lifestyle
magazine, with a strong focus upon social issues and culture. Celebrity interviews
and celebrity highlights feature prominently in the magazine. The first issue included
an interview with author Irvine Welsh, featured a profile of UK comedian Alexi Sayle
and included several writings addressing the theme of homelessness (Le Grand,
1996). More recently, the magazine contains articles about travelling, book reviews,
CD reviews and celebrity interviews. There is also a regular vendor interview and a
‘Street sheet’ section that contains contributions of vendors. Similar to its UK parent,
The Big Issue Australia does not have a strong focus upon the theme of homelessness.
“Our core content is usually about current affairs and weighty social issues, but
we also look for stories about street culture and quirky or humorous topics. Our
aim is to sell as many magazines as we can; we therefore look for stories with a
wide appeal. Stories don’t necessarily need to be about the issues that concern
the people we are trying to help” (Big Issue Australia representative interviewed
by Anonymous, 2012).
Circulation
The initial print run of the Melbourne issue was 10,500 copies (Schulze, 1996). In
2012, the circulation is around 30,000 copies a forthnight (Anonymous, 2012).
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A key difference from the London Issue, is that The Big Issue Australia, from its early
beginning, has worked together closely with many other homeless institutions, such
as shelters. Via these organizations it contacts homeless persons who will be trained
as vendors (Schulze, 1996). The purchase selling system adopted by TBI Australia is
similar to that of the UK’s Big Issues. Initially, vendors would buy the magazine for 1$
and sell it for 2$, currently vendors purchase copies for 2$ and sell them for 3$.
In the beginning, the organization had many financial difficulties and relied heavily on
extra funding from the Body Shop (Schulze, 1996). More recently, the organization
has broadened its funding basis by gaining state and local government subsidies
and grants from a wide range of businesses, charities and foundations (Anonymous,
2006b). This is a big step away from The Big Issue London’s self-help approach
which implies an independent financial status of the organization.
The Big Issue in Australia was started in 1996 in Melbourne, but in 1997 it was also
being sold on the streets of Sydney, Brisbane, Canberra, Adelaide and Perth. More
recently, The Big Issue has become a national publication, which is sold in ‘all but
one’ of Australia’s states (Insp, 2008c).
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6.7.2 The Big Issue South Africa
The context for an African street paper differs
greatly from that of the UK and Australia.
Homelessness in South Africa was a lesser
problem
than
actual
poverty
and
unemployment, and as such, Big Issue South
Africa vendors are mostly unemployed people
seeking work and income. On its website, The
Big Issue South Africa explains,
“South African vendors aren’t usually Figure 37 Cover of The Big Issue
homeless, but live in townships, informal South Africa, March 2013
settlements and shack dwellings. Without
the social support systems available in many Western countries, such as social
welfare or the dole, earning an income is absolutely vital to South African vendors
– especially because they are often required to support not just themselves, but
also their families and even extended families. This is why the focus of The Big
Issue is to move vendors on to the formal job market and permanent employment”
(The Big Issue South Africa, 2012a).
The idea for setting up a Big Issue in South Africa had arisen in Cape Town. Irishman
Shane Halpin, who worked for a religious youth/development organization in Cape
Town, played a crucial role in its development (see Thiel, 1997; Anderson, 2003). He
writes,
“One of my first ventures into post-election South Africa came when I visited the
Community Police Forum in Sea Point in May 1994 where the issue of
homelessness dominated the agenda ... I decided to add my piece to the pie.
Why don’t we give them a job, then they won’t sit on your pavement and upset
your customers? ... Then I introduced London’s Big Issue concept to the group.
Business representatives suggested that if it helped get homeless people off their
doorstep they would support it. And so was planted the first seed of a dream
which took more than two years to realize” (Halpin in the first Big Issue Cape
Town issue, quoted by Thiel, 1997).
Amongst the first organizers were Debi Diamond, a community homeless worker and
Alan Bartram, who had already seen the street paper concept at work with the first
African street paper ‘Homeless Talk’ (1994) in Johannesburg (Swithinbank, 2001: p.
170). Again, the Body Shop would provide financial backing, and Bartram had already
raised some money for a street paper publication. Big Issue staff member, Maria
Clancy, came over to South Africa to give support (Swithinbank, 2001).

“The heart of The Big Issue operation is the Social Development Department.
Here vendors and their families have access to guidance counseling and social
support services. The Vendor Training and Development programme aims to
equip vendors to move on into the formal job market through life and job skills
training. Free crèche services and ongoing health check-ups are also made
available to vendors” (The Big Issue South Africa, 2012a).
Contents
The Big Issue South Africa identifies itself as a high quality, professional magazine,
focusing on news, opinion, arts and entertainment (The Big Issue South Africa,
2012b). It contains interviews with local and international celebrities, artists, and
‘change makers’ and pays special attention to ‘local people or organizations
committed to making positive changes in our society’(Ibid.). Like its UK counterpart,
celebrities feature prominently on the covers of its magazine. Many of the articles in
the magazine contain investigative journalism about ‘weighty social issues’. Topics
include sex-tourism, poverty, violence, crime and environmental issues. The
magazine also includes an Arts and Entertainment section, featuring CD and DVD
reviews, book reviews and visual arts. There are several pages of advertisements in
the street paper, including ads from the automobile industry, accountancy firms
(PWC), banks, insurance companies, but also from NGOs and charities (see also
Anderson, 2003). The themes of poverty and vendors also feature in the magazine.
There is a regular section dedicated to vendors, featuring vendor profiles, a ‘Vendor
of the Month’ section and a section with vendor writings and poetry.
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The grant of the Body Shop was used to do a feasibility study, and more funds were
raised by talking with big international businesses such as Shell and BP. As Anderson
notes, the group of organizers introduced The Big Issue concept established in the
UK to potential advertisers and promised to print their ads “on the perimeter of the
sheets” (Anderson, 2003). The first copies were sold by vendors before there was
enough money to print the next issue (Ibid.).
The South African magazine incorporated the basic ideas of the London Big Issue
street paper practice. Vendors would buy the magazine for Rand 1.50 and sell it for
3.50, keeping the 2 Rand difference (Thiel, 1997). All vendors would get training,
needed to acknowledge a code of conduct and would be given identification badges
(Ibid.)
The Big Issue in South Africa emphasizes its social role more strongly than the
London version. Much effort is being put into social counseling, training and
community care. As The Big Issue South Africa website states,
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Circulation
In its early years, the circulation of The Big Issue South Africa ranged between 14,000
and 15,000 copies per issue (see Thiel, 1997; Swithinbank, 2001). In 2008, due to
economic downfall, it was decided that The Big Issue would switch from a monthly to
a three-weekly publishing cycle. In this way, vendors could earn a more regular
income (vendor income in the monthly editions would decrease at the end of the
month). As The Big Issue South Africa states, “vendors now have 16 editions per year
to sell, and vendor income is considerably higher than it was before”. Economic
downfall has decreased sales figures for The Big Issue. Its current circulation is
around 11,500 per issue (The Big Issue South Africa, 2011).

6.8 The Big Issue Japan
In 2003, the Japanese economy was in crisis.
Before that time, people sleeping rough on
the streets had been a very rare sight
(McCurry, 2003). Due to the crisis, however,
the number of homeless persons had
expanded significantly. Many of the homeless
persons were former construction workers in
their mid-fifties (Insp, 2012b).
Shoji Sano, a researcher in urban planning in
Osaka, wanted to do something about the Figure 38 Cover of The Big Issue
homeless problem in his city. He frequently Japan, August 2010
encountered homeless men when he
commuted to work (Kubo, 2005). At the time, there were about 25,000 homeless
persons in Japan and more than 10,000 homeless in Osaka alone (Watanabe, 2008).
The growing number of homeless people also posed a problem for Sano’s
professional life. He says,
“Because my job was city planning, my perspective was to approach
homelessness as a city-wide and regional problem. The homeless are attracted
to cities, and they are homeless in the cities. Therefore, I viewed the homeless as
another urban problem that I must try to find solutions for” (Kubo, 2005).
In 2003, there were few policies that addressed the issue of homelessness. Sano
therefore decided to discuss the problem with his local government. The main issue,
he believed, was that there was little work for these people. He saw homelessness
mainly as a problem of unemployment (Watanabe, 2008; Kubo, 2005). Although in
the UK and Europe many homeless suffered from psychological illnesses or drug
addictions, most Japanese homeless did not. Sano felt that they had ‘a genuine

“Why not take illegally-parked bicycles that the city has confiscated, pass them
on to the homeless, and then let them repair and sell the bikes? Or, how about
creating a bicycle rental business in busy areas like Osaka Castle that could be
managed by homeless people?” (Sano in Watanabe, 2008)
His ideas, however, were not readily picked up by the government. In 2001, Sano
decided to take action himself. He set up an NGO called ‘Citizen Works’, aiming to
develop grassroots solutions to homelessness (Watanabe, 2008). The group started
out as a study-group thinking about homelessness. In the group was Yoko Mizukoshi,
who had, in a workshop, heard about a street paper project for homeless persons in
the UK (Rook, 2007).
The group wanted to learn more about the project. Mizukoshi contacted The Big
Issue in Scotland and flew over to the UK to talk with Mel Young, its founder. As Kudo
notes, at the end of their three-hour conversation, “Mizukoshi casually mentioned the
actual number of homeless people in Osaka. ‘What? 10,000 people homeless just in
Osaka!’ Young exclaimed. ‘Then why aren’t you starting this magazine there? I will help
you if you do!’” (Kubo, 2005).
The group, however, was very reluctant to accept this offer. They told Young, that they
would ‘take it into consideration’, which is, as Kubo notes, a polite Japanese way to
say no (Ibid.). It was felt that the concept would not fit into the Japanese context. How
would a new media-publication be received in Japan, since there already was a
decline in the mainstream media? The ‘street media market’ was already satisfied.
Many free news-publications were being distributed on the streets. Besides, the
general Japanese attitude towards the homeless was very negative. People would
rather evade dealing with the homeless than buy something from them (Ibid.).
Nonetheless, Mizukoshi and Sano had become really inspired by the idea, and
decided to push it through. To become successful, however, they would not merely
copy the UK Big Issue, but would develop their own approach. Amongst others
topics, The Big Issue in Japan would focus more strongly upon “social issues aimed
at young Japanese” (Watanabe, 2008). The self-help approach, however was an
integral part of the approach. As Sano notes,
“Trying to sell something on the street is tough both physically and mentally, but we
publicized the fact that that the homeless people selling the magazine are making an
effort to take their lives into their own hands.” (Watanabe, 2008).
The purchase-sales system of The Big Issue was also adopted. Today, vendors are
given ten copies of the magazine for free, after that they buy each copy for 140 yen
and sell it for 300 yen (The Big Issue Japan, 2012b).
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desire to work and get back on track’ (Kubo, 2005). He had a few ideas about how the
government could address the problem:
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On May 23 2003, the first issue of The Big Issue in Japan was published in Osaka
(Murakami, 2003). In the next five years most other Japanese cities would follow
Osaka’s example.
Contents
The Big Issue Japan indicates that its editorial vision is built upon four key editorial
concepts. It describes The Big Issue Japan as: 1) an international paper that includes
international content; 2) an informative paper specifically attuned to young people (in
their 20s and 30s); 3) a ‘people’s paper’ focusing on content for the ‘normal’
population; and 4) an ‘entertainment paper’ that reaches ‘the off-centered’ (sic.). In
general, the magazine has three sections addressing international stories, real life
domestic stories and entertainment. The Big Issue Japan website reads,
“The Big Issue strives to create an opinion magazine for readers in their 20s and
30s and cuts deep into social issues and tackles negative social conditions with
a positive attitude ... The magazine also aims to entertain, and with its alternative
arts section focused on younger readers, it attracts readers from a broad spectrum
of society. The international stories are excerpted from many of our affiliate street
papers in England, as well as in 80 cities in 28 countries across the globe” (The
Big Issue Japan, 2012a).
The magazine covers a variety of issues, including celebrity interviews, youth
unemployment, health care, and crime. ‘Back Beat’, the entertainment section
features regular CD reviews and TV discussions (see The Big Issue Japan, 2012a;
Matsubara, 2003). The ‘TBI Circus’ section features homeless stories and vendor
interviews.
Circulation
The initial two issues that The Big Issue Japan
published had a circulation of over 40,000
copies. Currently, The Big Issue Japan is
being sold on the streets throughout Japan
and has an average circulation of 30,000
copies every two weeks (The Big Issue Japan,
2012a).

6.9 The Big Issue Malawi
The Big Issue in Malawi was set up by the
‘Culture Awakening Society’ (CAS) in Blantyre
in 2009. Chairman and founder of the CAS,

Figure 39 Cover of the first issue
of The Big Issue Malawi, January
2009

“I used to buy the magazine in Japan but what fascinated me is that it was sold by
only old people. When I enquired about it, I was told that we can establish similar
project in Malawi” (Chikago quoted by Anonymous, 2009a).
Instead of focusing on old vendors, Chikago wanted the project to address the poor
of Malawi. Similar to The Big Issue in South Africa, the magazine did not want to focus
only on homeless people, but also included the poor and the unemployed.
The Culture Awakening Society was supported by the Scottish based International
Network of Street Papers (see scene six) which has provided The Big Issue in Malawi
with strategic support, training, consultancy, and access to funding (Anonymous,
2009a). Through this support network, the CAS was able to acquire a significant
grant from the Scottish Government, with which they were able to cover startup costs
(see Nyirenda, 2009).
The motto and self-help identity of the project are very similar to those of its UK
counterpart. Editor in chief, Pemba says,
“... the idea behind the magazine is to provide an alternative to begging and give
people the ability to help themselves .... In Malawi, The Big Issue magazine has
come with the same concept ... ... It must be emphasized that The Big Issue street
magazine vendors are not employees, but partners in the business” (Pemba,
2009).
The model used is also very similar to that in the UK. Vendors are provided with five
free copies of the magazine to sell. After that they can use the money to purchase
copies for half the selling price and keep the profit that they earn in selling the
magazine to the public (Makhole, 2009).
Members from the street paper community in Europe and the UK have supported
The Big Issue in Malawi with training and editorial advice. Joke van Kampen, former
Dutch street paper editor, for instance, operates as an Editorial Advisor (The Big
Issue in Malawi, 2009). In the startup phase of the street paper, training was given by
the ‘chief executive officer’ of The Big Issue Australia Steven Persson (Nyirenda,
2009).
Contents
The Big Issue Malawi has a somewhat different editorial focus than their UK
counterpart. It has a strong focus on social issues, including poverty, and pays much
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John Chikago, was one of the main initiators of the project. As the former ambassador
of Malawi in Japan, Chikago had encountered The Big Issue there (Makhole, 2009).
He says,
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less attention to entertainment and culture. The first edition of the magazine includes
the topic of AIDS, discusses equal representation of women in the parliamentary
system, writes about the pollution of the Mudi River, features one article in Chichewa
(Malawi’s Bantu dialect), writes about prostitution, street kids and health, and features
an international section discussing the UN operation MONUC in the DR Congo.
There is also a ‘meet our vendors’ section, with a brief profile of the ‘Vendor of the
Month’. One article is about a Malawian celebrity (Lucius Banda), a singer and
politician. The magazine also contains a few advertisements for local businesses.
Circulation
The initial circulation of the magazine was 1,500 copies every two months. More
recently the circulation has slightly increased to 2,000 copies (in 2010). Besides
Blantyre, Malawi’s capital city, The Big Issue is also being sold in Lilongwe, Mzuzu,
Zomba and Mangochi.

6.10 The circulation of Big Issues: ‘freedom of translation’ helps the
concept to spread across the world
The sections above have shown how the emergence of The Big Issue actor-network
in London has sparked off a new set of circulations and translations, which has
allowed The Big Issue concept to travel across the world. This section will extract
from those stories a more general story of circulation and articulation of The Big Issue
world-wide. It highlights the ways in which translation-as-circulation and translation-as-articulation interact and have contributed to the diffusion of The Big Issue
street paper across the world. This account is visualized in Figure 40 and Figure 41
below.
6.10.1 Circulation and Articulation
Most research on social movements starts off from linear and centralist perspectives
on diffusion and development (see my discussion in chapter two). Often, such studies
attach strategic and intentional roles to leaders and centrally placed organizers, and
examine the mobilization of a social movement from this/their point of view. This
study challenges these approaches by turning the development and mobilization of
The Big Issue into an open, empirical question.
The analysis above has shown that the ‘original’ Big Issue in London does play a
central role in this circulation, but its central position is emergent rather than strategic.
To be more precise, The Big Issue’s circulation is a property of the network-building
activities of a variety of others. The Big Issue London is often a very reluctant partner
in the expansion of its networks. Its circulation is stimulated mainly by the fact that it
is continuously sought out by many ‘other’ more eager and previously unattached
actors.
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Figure 40 The circulation and articulation of TBI in the UK
When we look at the various local stories of translation from a bird’s eye perspective,
a more comprehensive picture of the diffusion of The Big Issues emerges. We then
see that the process of articulation and circulation have significantly enhanced one
another. With each new context in which The Big Issue arrives (circulation) there have
been many new transformations and specifications of the street paper concept
(articulation). Such transformations, however, do not remain merely local. They also

Figure 41 The ciruclation and articulation of TBI across the world
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6.10.2 The flexibility and freedom of translation is restricted: how black boxes
both augment and limit the diffusion of The Big Issue
However, when we look more closely at the various translations of The Big Issue, we
can see that there are limits to this flexibility. In fact, it appears that the diffusion of The
Big Issue has always included two specific elements that appeared to be not optional
but integral to The Big Issue’s circulation: the purchase-sell system and the self-help
principle. To phrase it differently, these elements seemed to have become ‘obligatory
passage points’ in the translation of Big Issues world-wide. As the analysis shows,
this was not so much a premeditated strategy of circulation by the London office, but
is more of an unintended effect of the successful translation and mobilization of The
Big Issue in London itself.
This needs further clarification. In the translation of The Big Issue in London (see
scene 2), the various ‘nitty-gritty elements’ of the street paper actor-network had
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feed back into the national and global networks of the circulation of The Big Issue.
The social-franchise idea, for instance, and its related ‘independent’ organizational
model – sparked off by The Big Issue in the North – has inspired a range of other
translations of The Big Issue throughout the world.
New articulations and their contribution to the circulation of The Big Issue concept
have also helped to make The Big Issue office in London less central in The Big
Issue’s networks of diffusion. The new Big Issue in Japan was able to circulate and
travel to Malawi without much the interference of the London office. The Big Issue in
Japan itself was instigated because someone had heard about The Big Issue in a
workshop and had then contacted The Big Issue in Scotland. In both occasions, the
role of the London organization was put in the background initially.
Another insight that we gain when we look at the translation and diffusion of The Big
Issue from a bird’s eye perspective, is that the circulation of the concept is significantly
enhanced by the freedom that The Big Issue office in London gave to new Big Issues
in their local translations. This relative ‘freedom of articulation’ gave the various new
Big Issue organizations much leeway to adapt and configure their activities to the
specific requirements of their own contexts, ideas and identities. So it could happen
that The Big Issue in Cape Town focused upon helping the unemployed and poor
rather than the homeless alone. The Big Issue in Malawi had been able to divert from
the London model by choosing to have little pop-culture and celebrity-interviews in
its magazine and to focus more strongly upon local and social issues such as
poverty. This flexibility significantly enhanced the reach and circulation of The Big
Issue concept world-wide. The two figures (Figure 40 and Figure 41) illustrate the
circulation and articulation of The Big Issue in the UK and world-wide, and highlights:
1) the key circulations that have allowed The Big Issue name and practice to spread,
and 2) significant changes made to The Big Issue practice.
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been successfully mobilized into a single whole – a well working actor-network that
as a single entity produced an effect in the world outside. Working as a single whole,
the loose elements, activities and actors that made up The Big Issue actor-network
had been gradually removed from view,143 they became black-boxed and taken for
granted. All Big Issues discussed in this scene draw upon the principle of self-help
and aim to ‘help vendors help themselves’. They also all use the entrepreneurial
purchase-sales model in which vendors become micro-entrepreneurs that buy street
papers from the organization and sell them on the streets for a profit.
This ‘black-boxing’ of The Big Issue model has both a constructive and a potentially
problematic side. It is constructive in the sense that it enables the street paper
concept to circulate and travel more easily. The Big Issue approach had been tested
and proved in London. Through various outlets The Big Issue has presented itself
(and has been represented by others) as a self-help approach that helps the homeless
to help themselves through the sales of a magazine. Other groups that took up The
Big Issue concept did not have to think about or discuss the nuts and bolts of these
aspects of The Big Issue practice. They just belonged to the practice and did not
need any further elaboration. They could be copy-pasted easily.
‘Black boxing’ also means that certain aspects of a practice become taken for
granted. It is precisely this aspect of black boxing which can be potentially problematic.
Black boxing ‘naturalizes’ certain aspects of an actor-network and hides from view
the elements, (political) choices and interactions out of which it was built up. The
entrepreneurial purchase sales model has become a ‘taken for granted’ element in all
of The Big Issue street papers. Alternatives are not employed: why not work with a
donation system, why make homeless persons part of the capitalist practices that are
also seen as part of the cause of homelessness (see scene eight)? This is not to say
that the choice for the entrepreneurial approach is a wrong one, but it is to say that
alternative approaches – that might be more innovative or more socially aware – are
being excluded and are taken from view. This is an important insight to which I will
come back in the main conclusion of this thesis.
6.10.3 How the circulation of The Big Issue kindles the development of the street
paper movement
A few words should also be said about the impact of the circulation of The Big Issue
on the street paper movement as a whole. Through its growing presence across the
world, The Big Issue has helped to increase the visibility and accessibility of the street
paper concept. The Big Issue’s presence was not only noted on the streets of a
143 An example: when a customer buys The Big Issue magazine, she no longer sees (or thinks about) all
the different actors and processes involved in organizing, printing, writing, editing the magazine. Instead,
for her, the magazine is The Big Issue, a single whole. In so doing, she has ‘black boxed’ the multiple
heterogeneous actors and activities that are a necessary part of the magazine.

6.11 Final Remarks
This scene has shown how a travelling concept, ‘invented’ in New York (see scene
one), but further articulated and enhanced in London (see scene two), ‘feeds’ a
network of previously unrelated groups and practices through its circulation. This is
visualized in the figures below. An important feature of the analysis is that it highlights
that once ideas and practices have been adapted to and settled into ‘new’ places,
they continue to feed and impact the network. We thus learn from the scene that, in
order to understand a big global movement such as the street paper movement, it is
useful not to restrict the analysis to local/situated processes of translation (or merely
following single and uninterrupted chains of circulation that radiate out from a
particular origin). Since networks are diffuse forms of agency that dynamically evolve
through their multiple engagements with others, we should also consider the loops
and chains of circulation that spark off from both new and already established
translations.
The analysis has also brought to the fore the added value of explicitly focusing on the
discursive aspects of processes of translation and circulation. In particular, our earlier
focus on the ideas and discourses of self-help and how they have become enacted
in The Big Issue practice (see scene two), has helped us to see how particular
features of the travelling street paper concept have become fixed and taken for
granted in their circulation (black boxes). Self-help and entrepreneurial ideas have
become a core element in the translation of Big Issues world-wide and have continued
to structure and shape their activities and to produce a (political) effect and impact.
The political choices and ideas behind the translation and enactment of these
practices in The Big Issue project have been hidden from view, but continue to
produce (political) effects. As we shall see in Scene Four, these elements, through
their multiple enactments and articulations in Big Issues throughout the world, have
not only fed The Big Issue network, but have continued to feed the networks of the
street paper movement on a whole as well.
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growing number of world-cities, but it was also promoted within the international
social-work sector where it had gained the status of a best-practice. A variety of
well-known institutions such as the United Nations (see The Big Issue South-West,
2010), the European Union (see Swithinbank, 2001), and European Federation of
National Organizations Working with the Homeless (see Feantsa, 2009) had actively
promoted the street-paper concept on the basis of The Big Issue ‘model’. As a result,
many more previously unconnected groups and organizations came in touch with the
street paper concept. The next scene will discuss this in more detail.
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In the following section I will explore the development of street papers outside The
Big Issue network. I will examine in particular how, in the early 1990s, street papers
were set up in various European, US and South-American cities. The section will
briefly discuss the translation of 15144 different street papers and will give insights in:
the circulations that have inspired them, the ways in which they articulate the street
paper concept locally, and in several cases, the interactions and connections that
they themselves have inspired. The aim of this scene is to highlight the diversity of
street papers in Europe, the US and South-America and to give insights into the
growth of the movement in the early 1990s. It will function as a stepping stone to
scene 5 which will present a larger scale outlook on the street paper movement as a
whole (a panorama).
The analysis below draws upon multi-site (web) analysis and tracing methods from
ANT research methodology. The scene is built upon a variety of sources including
interviews with street paper organizers, document-analysis, the analysis of newspaper
archives, actual street paper issues, and, most notably, web-crawling and web-analysis.

7.1 The extension of street paper networks
After the first steps taken by Street News New York and The Big Issue in the UK, the
street paper concept connected to a variety of other groups and institutions across
Europe and the United States.
In the United States, Street News had acquired
national media attention and many people
across the country had shown their interest in
developing similar projects. In 1989, the San
Francisco street paper ‘Street Sheet’ was one
of the first to follow (see also scene eight).
Other Street News ‘knock-offs’ such as the
now famous Street Wise in Chicago (1992)
and Spare Change in Boston (1992, see
scene seven) came a few years later and
stood at the beginning of a new wave of Street Figure 43 Cover of Street Wise,
Paper set-ups in the USA (Kapsambelis, 1998). September 2010

144 These papers have been selected on the basis of their differences (also geographical), their relationality
(the ways in which they have influenced one another), their web-presence, and the information available
about their historical developments.
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7.1.1 USA - Street Wise Chicago
In her account of the emergence of homeless street papers in the 1990s, Norma Fay
Green describes the foundation and translation of one of the most important street
papers in the United States, Street Wise Chicago (Green, 1998). Street Wise was
founded by Judd Lofchie in 1992. Lofchie, already an activist, and founder of the
Chicago’s People Fight Hunger organization in 1987, had begun engaging in homeless-activism in the mid-1980s when he worked in Washington. When he saw a
television commercial about Street News New York in 1990 he was struck by the idea
(Hanna, 1992). He found it an amazingly good concept to help the homeless as it
gave them the opportunity to earn a living and gain valuable job skills without being
dependent on charity or state welfare (Anonymous, 2006a).
After doing some research, he decided that it would be valuable for the Chicago
homeless community to develop a local variant. Drawing inspiration from the
‘paradigms of both Street News and The Big Issue’ (Lofchie in: Green, 1998), Lofchie
developed a ‘full-blown newspaper format’ operating a seven-point editorial mission
aimed at promoting ‘diversity’ (Green, 1998):
• to promote empowerment and self-sufficiency of homeless through employment,
• to supply information and support environmental and social issues,
• to advance arts and life science, represent cultural diversity in city, country and
world,
• to support those seeking to make a difference through volunteerism or positive
social change
• to present information promoting minorities and combating stereotypes
• to support belief in interconnectedness and interdependence of all living things
Other than Street News and The Big Issue in London, Lofchie’s publication had a
more activist and radical character. More than the two earlier papers, Lofchie aimed
at expressing social and humanitarian concerns about homelessness. Although he
had copied some of the ideas and routines from Street News (for instance its
homeless vendor distribution system) Lofchie distanced himself explicitly from the
format and style the former magazine used. There would be no Liza Minnelli’s, Cyndi
Laupers or Beach Boys in his newspaper. Street Wise inclined towards advocacy. As
one of his co-workers said, “people should educate themselves about the homeless”
(Covganka quoted by Hanna, 1992).
The magazine is produced by journalists, journalist students, vendors and clients
from social service organizations in Chicago (Street Wise Website, 2013). The
magazine publishes mainly on social issues and often addresses the theme of
poverty and homelessness.145 It describes itself as a “socially conscious and Chica145 (see Street Wise Website, 2012, 2013; Street Wise, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2011)

7.1.2 USA – Street Roots Portland
Street Roots was built upon ‘the ashes of the
Burnside Cadillac’, which was a small
homeless publication whose name referred to
the shopping cart that many homeless
persons use to transport their possessions
(Rossi, 2010). The Burnside Cadillac started
using a one-issue lump sum grant. When the
grant was used up, the street paper’s
organizer decided to hand over the street
paper and its five vendors to volunteer Figure 44 Cover of Street Roots
photographer and shelter worker Bryan August 2013
Pollard (Culverwell, 2005).
Together with writer and organizer Michael Parker and a few other volunteers, Pollard
worked to improve the image and quality of the street paper. Their aim was to develop
a street paper that would cover social and political issues that are significant for the
local community. In December 1998, Street Roots published its first issue.
The street paper was run mostly by volunteers (Bayer, 2009). There were few vendors
and circulation was low. It was hard work to keep the street paper running and the
street paper barely survived the first year. As Executive Director Bayer notes,
“Volunteers worked around the clock to keep the newspaper afloat – running
meetings, developing a working board, setting guidelines and deadlines for
146 The advertisement to editorial rating is presented as [number of pages of advertisments : number of
pages of editorial]. For Streetwise (2008) this was 2:10; for Street Wise (2010) this was 1:14; for Street
Wise (Street Wise, 2012) 3:12; for Street Wise (2011) this was 2:13; for Street Wise (2010) 3:13; for Street
Wise this was 2:14 (including only one ‘external’ ad and several ads for Street Wise itself).
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go-centric” magazine that reports on local issues, social reform, Chicago art, and
culture (Street Wise Website, 2013). The magazine does take advertisements, but the
advertisement to editorial rating is low (2:13 on average).146
Besides the magazine, Street Wise also offers social services to its homeless
vendors, including a house referral, support and advocacy service, a monthly legal
clinic, monthly financial-literacy workshops, substance abuse and mental health
support (Street Wise Website, 2012). Street Wise aims ‘both to support individuals in
their goals of attaining stability and to advocate for poverty alleviation in the community.
Street Wise Social Services strives to affirm and empower individuals and oppressed
groups’(Street Wise Website, 2012).
Today, Street Wise is a weekly publication with a circulation of around 6,000 and
7,000 per issue (a total circulation of 338,000 in 2012 Street Wise Website, 2013).
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submissions, recruiting volunteers, and making themselves available at all hours
of the day and night to sell the newspaper. In the first year, the press run averaged
1,500 a month with 10 vendors” (Bayer, 2009).
The anti-globalist protest against the policies of the World Trade Organization in
Seattle in 1999 marked a turning point for the organization. Several Street Roots staff
members had gone to Seattle to cover the protests. The street paper published a
special issue on the event (Bayer, 2009). Because of this, Street Roots was able to
attract the attention of the political left wing in Portland, resulting in a higher sales
number for the magazine (Ibid.). As Bayer notes “At the time, Portland was a ball of
energy around activism – people were in the trees, in city streets, and constantly
planning and acting out social-justice campaigns. For some, change was in the air.
Street Roots capitalized on this through the newspaper by highlighting that electricity”
(Bayer, 2009).
From that time onwards Street Roots started to grow rapidly. In 2003, Street Roots
has increased its publication-frequency to once every fortnight.147 In 2006, Street
Roots became a member of the International Network of Street Papers.148 In 2008,
Street Roots’ Executive Director took up the role of chair person for the North
American Street Newspaper Association (Street Roots, 2012).149
Currently, Street Roots has 70 active vendors that sell more than 20,000 issues each
month (Street Roots, 2012). Street News’ core mission is to ‘create income
opportunities for people experiencing homelessness and poverty by producing a
newspaper and other media that are catalysts for individual and social change’ (Street
Roots, 2012). The magazine focuses strongly on social and economic justice issues
and provides ‘a platform for people on the streets to have a voice in the political and
social dialogue’ (Street Roots, 2012). The Street Roots organization also engages in
homeless advocacy and activism focusing on poverty, homelessness and housing.
7.1.3 USA - Real Change Seattle
Tim Harris, co-founder of the Spare Change News street paper in Boston had left that
street paper in the first year of its development. He was disillusioned by Spare Change
News’ failure, which he had attributed to its grassroots and homeless driven
organization model (in scene seven this will be discussed in more detail). In 1994,
when he moved to Seattle, he decided to set up a new street paper under the name
‘Reality Check’. This street paper would take a slightly different approach and work
147 It is the organizations ambition to ‘go weekly’ in 2013 (Street Roots, 2012)
148 Managing editor Zuhl was asked to become a board member of that organization and did so for the
coming five years. For more information on the International Network of Street Papers, see scenes Five
and Six .
149 For more information on the North American Street Newspaper Association see Scenes Five, Six and Eight.

“In recent years, we have led successful campaigns to humanize Seattle urban
campsite clearance policies, stop a proposed new jail from being built, and
defeat aggressive panhandling legislation that was unanimously condemned by
the Seattle Human Rights Commission. Additionally, Real Change engages our
readership through a variety of mediums to take action on legislative priorities
identified by our human service advocate allies”(Real Change, 2012).
Real Change uses the purchase sales model for its vendors. Vendors buy the paper
for 60 cents and sell it for 2$ keeping the 1.40$ difference (Real Change, 2012). Its
circulation ranges between 16,000 and 22,000 issues per edition.
7.1.4 France and Belgium - La Rue
In Europe, two years after the launch of The Big Issue in London, the first street
papers appeared in Belgium and France (Borst, 1993). The magazine La Rue, a
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with professionals as well as homeless
persons. When he started to discuss the
project with social organizers in Seattle, a
social worker had advised against this name
and suggested that ‘Real Change’ would be a
better choice (Real Change, 2007).
In a small office space donated by a civil society
organization, and an ‘overturned bookshelf for
a desk’, Harris started to elaborate his plans
for the magazine (Real Change, 2007). He
arranged an organization committee consisting
Figure 45 cover of Real Change
of members of various activist groups and
News
charities, such as the Seattle Homeless
Advocacy Group, the Tenants Union and the housing advocacy group the Seattle
Displacement coalition. Together with this group he set up a mission and a business
plan (Real Change, 2007). The mission would be ‘[to] organize, educate, and build
alliances to find community-based solutions to homelessness and poverty’ (Ibid.).
The first issue of Real Change was published in August 1994 (Beers, 1994). The
mission principles were integrated both in the contents of its magazine and in its
advocacy and campaigning activities. Real Change aims to build relationship
between vendors and readers of the street paper. It features articles on homelessness
and poverty but also deals with issues such as government policies affecting the
local community. Real Change’s campaigns focus mostly on homelessness related
issues, including housing, street homelessness and poverty. The Real Change
website reads,
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paper largely build upon the model of The Big Issue of London, began publication in
October 1993. It was set up by Anne Kunvari, who was a member of a French group
of documentary makers who visited The Big Issue London in 1992 to make a film
about it for French TV (Barats, 1996). As Swithinbank recounts, Kunvari, was so taken
with the idea that she decided to set up a similar paper in France (Swithinbank, 2001:
p. 161). She asked for assistance from The Big Issue office in London. London gave
this by sharing its expertise. La Rue became The Big Issue’s first partner paper in
France (Barats, 1996). The title La Rue was chosen since there were some difficulties
in translating the name ‘The Big Issue’ into French (Anonymous, 1993).
Kunvari set up a charitable organization named “Big Issue France” and was able to
secure funding from various organizations, such as the “Fondation de France” a large
independent French charitable trust, “la Caisse des dépôts et consignations” a mixed
public private funding organization for economic development, and “Secours
catholique” a Catholic welfare organization (Barats, 1996). These sources were able
to provide 80% of the funding needed. Kunvari’s own organization “Point du jour”`,
with which she had made The Big Issue documentary, sponsored the remaining 20%
(Ibid.).
La Rue appeared as a glossy magazine on an A4 format. In its articles it addressed
issues such as social exclusion and integration. The first issue was thematic and
focused on (social) housing (Barats, 1996: p. 73). La Rue worked with a set of
experienced professional journalists, but also had space in its magazine for the
homeless themselves. As Barats notes,
“Indeed, ... , La Rue is the only French street paper that gives a real voice to its
vendors. It publishes their articles, poems, and stories in the magazine. In fact,
the first ten pages of the title are entirely devoted to such texts and are often
illustrated by photographs. The editors organize a writing workshop that allows its
vendors to meet in a place dedicated to writing. Their stories are of very different
styles (poems, letters, tales)” (Barats, 1996: my translation).150
La Rue is no longer in publication.
7.1.5 France and Belgium Macadam
The Belgium communication businessman, Jacques Chamut, together with editor
Martine van den Driessche151, set up the French-Belgian street paper Macadam. It
150 Original: “En effet, ... , La Rue est le seul à accorder véritablement la parole aux vendeurs du journal et
à publier des articles, des poèmes, des témoignages écrits par eux. Les dix premières pages de ce titre
sont entièrement consacrées à ces textes, souvent illustrés par des photographies. L’atelier d’écriture
organisé par la rédaction permet aux vendeurs de se retrouver dans un lieu dédié à l’écriture. De styles
très différents (poèmes, lettres, récits), ces textes sont majoritairement”
151 who was a former editor of the Belgium journal Le Soir

152 Original from the 1 year anniversary edition of the journal: “faites qu’un jour notre journal disparaisse.
Achetez-le” (Barats, 1996).
153 No references in (Macadam, 2011), and only some references (1 to 2 articles) to homelessness in the
2009 and 2010 issues (Macadam, 2010b, 2009, 2010a)
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was sold in Paris and some other major
French-speaking cities in Belgium and
Switzerland (Riding, 1993). The first issue
appeared in May 1993. It was distributed in
France, Belgium and Switzerland. The first
issue had a print-run of 100,000 magazines
and was sold out almost immediately (Barats,
1996: p. 59) .
The street paper had been set up as a regular
enterprise (no charity) and had as a slogan
“Make it happen that one day our journal will
disappear. Buy it!”.152 The model that was
Figure 46 Front cover of the first
used had much in common with The Big Issue
issue of the revived Macadam
approach: Macadam emphasized the entrepreneurial aspect of the street paper concept and distanced itself clearly from charity
and pity. Instead of offering ‘help for free’, Macadam would give the homeless ‘work
and purpose’. Similar to the idea of The Big Issue, the core idea of Macadam was to
enable the homeless to help themselves by turning them into street paper
‘entrepreneurs’. The Macadam street paper also put a lot of emphasis on professionalism and business-mindedness in the production of the magazine. The editorial was
produced by professional staff members, most of whom had a grounded experience
in the traditional press.
In 2006, the journal disappeared after a long period of decline. In 2009, however,
Macadam was re-launched by some of its former vendors (Frézel, 2008). The former
vendors had a very clear (and similar) view on what the magazine should be like. The
magazine should not be based on compassion or pity. It should be a professional
product of a good quality, that they would be happy to sell (Frézel, 2008). A distinct
path was chosen for the editorial, which showed many similarities to The Big Issue
approach. The new Macadam journal focused on interviews with celebrities such as
Carla Bruni-Sarkozy (Macadam, 2010b), the nature documentary maker Nicolas
Hulot (Macadam, 2009), and soccer player Éric Cantonna (Macadam, 2010a). When
compared to The Big Issue editorial, however, Macadam focused less strongly on
pop-culture, music and films. It attributed more space to important political, social
and global issues such as the civil war in Syria (see, for instance, Hassan, 2011), or
(global) welfare distribution (see Ravenne, 2011). The issue of homelessness is
addressed in the magazine, but it does not take up a primary position.153
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7.1.6 Germany - Hinz&Kunzt
In Germany, the street paper concept was picked up in several of its larger cities. The
Hamburg Street Paper Hinz & Kunzt154 was one of the first. It was founded by Stephan
Reimers, a Landespastor (minister) of the German Evangelic Church, in November
1993 (Müller in: Wasse).
Reimer had come across The Big Issue on the
streets in the UK and found the idea
compelling. As Müller recounts,
“[Reimers] had met several beggars. He
did not want to push money in their hands,
without giving them prospects for the
future. Instead, he wanted to offer them a
chance. He knew of a UK example, The
Big Issue magazine. He found the idea
compelling: journalists writing stories, Figure 47 Front cover of the first
homeless people selling them. He issue of Hinz&Kunzt 1993
decided to bring together a group of
journalists and homeless persons. Together these two groups developed the
Hinz&Kunzt magazine” (Müller in: Wasse, : my translation).155
Although the magazine was founded by the head of the diaconal work of the German
evangelic church, there are only a few references to religion in the magazine.156 In
fact, the project has much in common with The Big Issue. In the first issue, Reimers
explicitly referred to the London street paper:
“Providing a competitive alternative to begging - in London they succeeded into
doing that. There, more than four hundred homeless people now sell a street
paper called ‘The Big Issue’ [...] Two factors are crucial to the success of the
magazine. First, the newspaper is written as a lively and glamorous city-magazine.
There are no sentimental appeals to pity and piety. The other source of its success
lies with its buyers: they have a typical British sportsmanship. The British are a
people that find it fair to give people a chance to get back on their feet. Hamburg
can be like this. It can be the most British city on the continent. Hinz & Kunzt
154 Hinz&Kunzt is a reference to ‘Heinrich und Konrad’, a German proverb and synonym for ‘Everyman’
155 Original: [Reimers] hat bettelnde, arme Menschen gesehen und wollte denen nicht nur Geld in die Hand
drücken, sondern ihnen auch eine Perspektive geben. In England gab es bereits ein Vorbild, nämlich
die Zeitschrift “Big Issue”. Er fand, das sei genau das Richtige: Journalisten schreiben, Obdachlose
verkaufen. Er hat dann Journalisten und Obdachlose eingeladen. Diese beiden Gruppen haben sich
zusammengefunden und daraus ist “Hinz&Kunzt” entstanden.
156 (the following magazines were examined: Hinz&Kunzt, 2011d, 2011c, 2011b, 2008, 2009, 2010)

The purchase selling model used by Hinz&Kunzt was also derived from The Big Issue
practice. Today, vendors purchase the magazine for €0,90 from the organization and
sell it for €1,90. They keep the difference. The production of the magazine is also
similar to the UK approach. Hinz&Kunzt magazine is created by professional
journalists, photographers and designers. The ambition of Hinz&Kunzt was to create
a high quality product (‘a good read’), one that sells well. The street paper is, therefore,
not advertised as a charity but as a sustainable social business (see Hinz&Kunzt,
2011a).
“the homeless sell a professionally written and well designed magazine. The
proceeds are divided between the organization and the vendor. Instead of
depending on charity, vendors sell a product that appeals to all people and which
brings them into conversation” (Hinz&Kunzt, 2011a: my translation).158
In its contents, however, the magazine does differ from The Big Issue (see scene
two). It has a stronger ‘social’ dimension. Hinz&Kunzt explicitly advertises itself as a
‘lobby’ for the socially disadvantaged (Hinz&Kunzt, 2011a).159 In the magazine itself
one can find a stronger emphasis on ‘social issues’ such as homelessness, the
social care system, ethnicity, migration, the impact of the economic crisis on the
poor, temporary work and unemployment (see, for instance, Hinz&Kunzt, 2011d,
2011c, 2011b, 2008, 2009). Alongside this more ‘social’ focus, Hinz&Kunzt also
includes culture, stories about the city of Hamburg, and on local events and festivities
(seeHinz&Kunzt, 2010; Schröder, 2010).
7.1.7 Germany - BISS
In Munich, Dr. Jürgen Miksch, had founded the magazine ‘Bürger In Sozialen Schwierigkeiten’ (BISS) several weeks earlier than Hinz&Kunzt (Anonymous, 2009b). As a
157 Original: “Dem Betteln Konkurrenz machen – in London ist es gelungen. Mehr als vierhundert
Obdachlose verkaufen dort das Straßenmagazin “The Big Issue”…. Zwei Gründe dürften für den Erfolg
des Blattes entscheidend sein. Die Zeitung ist ein flott geschriebenes Stadtmagazin. Rührselige Appelle
an das Mitleid sind tabu. Die andere Quelle des Erfolges liegt auf der Käuferseite: britischer Sportsgeist,
ein Gefühl dafür, dass es fair ist, Menschen eine Chance zu geben, wieder auf die Beine zu kommen.
Hamburg läßt sich gern das Attribut gefallen, die ,englischste Stadt des Kontinents‘ zu sein. ,Hinz&Kunzt‘
setzt darauf, daß Hamburgerinnen und Hamburger in diesem Sinn sportliche Menschen sind”.
158 Original: “Die Idee: Wohnungs- und Obdachlose verkaufen ein professionell geschriebenes und
gestaltetes Magazin. Der Erlös wird zwischen dem Projekt und dem Verkäufer geteilt. Statt Almosen
zu empfangen, verkaufen sie ein Produkt, das alle Menschen anspricht und miteinander ins Gespräch
bringt”.
159 Original: “Das Straßenmagazin versteht sich als Lobby für Sozialschwache”.
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assumes that the inhabitants of Hamburg also show this sense of sportsmanship”
(Reimers, 1993: my translation).157
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senior representative of the German Evangelic
Church and as the Managing Director of the
Committee of Churches for Immigration in
Europe, Miksch had visited several countries
amongst which the US and the UK. There he
had encountered the street paper concept
and had played with the idea of developing a
German variant. Between 1991 and 1993 he
tried to get together a group of social-workers,
journalists and church representatives, that in
October 1993 would produce the first BISS Figure 48 Front cover of the
Magazine.
March 2012 issue of BISS
BISS focuses on self-help and aims to help
homeless persons and ‘citizens that have social difficulties’ (“Bürger in Sozialen
Schwierigkeiten”) to regain control over their lives and become socially included
individuals. The magazine is sold for 2,20€, 1,10€ of which is for the vendor. A special
feature of the BISS organization is that it employs its long time vendors (personal
communication with Denninger, 2008). From its 100 vendors, 34 are currently under
its employment (Bürger in Sozialen Schwierigkeiten, 2011). BISS also gives the
homeless an explicit voice in its magazine. It offers its vendors, via a writing workshop,
the opportunity to publish their own texts (see below). Its current circulation is 37,000
per issue (Bürger in Sozialen Schwierigkeiten, 2011).
In its editorial BISS takes an approach similar to Hinz&Kunzt. It focuses strongly upon
social issues such as immigration (Biss, 2012, April issue), gender issues (BISS,
2009, May issue), and social housing (BISS, 2010, March issue). The magazine also
gives much attention to the theme of homelessness itself. There is space in the
magazine for homeless vendors to publish their own writings (“the writing workshop”160)
(see for instance S. & Sws, 2010; K. & Sws, 2009), a permanent first page column
entitled “Standplatz” (“the vending spot”) featuring interviews with BISS’ vendors (see
for instance K. & Sws, 2010), and a page telling the life-stories of BISS sellers
(“Collected stories: BISS vendors speak about what moves them” see, for instance,
BISS, 2012, April issue).161 Compared with Hinz&Kunzt, BISS focuses less strongly on
culture, festivities and events, and more strongly on its ‘social responsibility’ as a
street paper by highlighting the ‘problems’ of the marginalized in (German) society
(Bürger in Sozialen Schwierigkeiten, 2011).

160 Original: “Schreibwerkstatt”
161 Original: “Aufgelesen: BISS-Verkäufer erzählen, was sie bewegt”

“I was the chair of the board of the day-care shelter Het Catharijnehuis. In 1994,
we celebrated its 5th year anniversary. We had some extra money available for this
special occasion. My first thought was: that is precisely what we need! I said: let’s
try it, let’s try and develop a Dutch street paper. I organized a special event. We
offered the first magazine to mayor Opstelten, and several journalists of the local
and national media were also present” (interview De Jonge, 2012a).162
To his surprise the Straatnieuws project turned out to be a great success. The first
print was sold out almost immediately.
“I had never thought that it would turn out to be this big. It was amazing, the first
5,000 papers were sold out in no time. We quickly ran a second print run, and in
the end we managed to sell over 15,000 papers. Yes, then the homeless
themselves started to notice the success of the street paper. They said: it really
162 Original: “Ik was bestuursvoorzitter van de dagopvang van het Catharijnehuis. In 1994 vierden we het
5 jarig bestaan van die dagopvang. Ter gelegenheid daarvan werden gelden beschikbaar gesteld, en
ik dacht die kunnen we gebruiken. Toen heb ik gezegd, laten we het gewoon eens proberen om een
daklozenkrant uit te geven. Ter aankleding had ik het wat groots opgezet: burgemeester Opstelten kwam
het eerste exemplaar in ontvangst nemen en ik had ook diverse journalisten uitgenodigd.
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7.1.8 The Netherlands - Straatnieuws
In the Netherlands, the first street paper
emerged in Utrecht in 1994. It was set up by a
member of the protestant community of
Utrecht, Constand de Jonge. De Jonge had
heard of Street News in New York and had
always wondered why street papers had not
emerged in the Netherlands (personal
communication De Jonge, 2012b). For his
work as a diaconal consultant he participated
in an exchange program with the protestant Figure 49 Front cover of
community in Munich. He had heard of the Straatnieuws Utrecht
presence of a Munich street paper earlier, and
tried to kill two birds with one stone by making the visit to the Munich street paper
BISS part of his exchange program.
In Utrecht, de Jonge already worked with the homeless. He had set up the day-shelter
program ‘Stichting Dagopvang Utrecht Catharijnehuis’ that was funded by his
employer, the Dutch Protestant Community. To further the day-care project, de Jonge
had been looking for projects and activities that would help the homeless to make the
move towards a ‘normal’ life again. After having seen the street paper in München, de
Jonge decided that a street paper would provide such an opportunity. As he recounts,
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works, it gives us something to do during the day and we are able to earn a little
money from it as well!” (interview De Jonge, 2012a).163
Currently, Straatnieuws’ circulation is about 12,000 per issue (Straatnieuws, 2012). It
is being sold in Utrecht, Hilversum and Amersfoort. In terms of its content, Straatnieuws
shows some resemblance to BISS and Hinz&Kunzt and is less clearly related to the
glossy Big Issue format of the UK. Whilst earlier versions of the street paper showed
a strong focus on ‘homelessness’ (see for instance Straatnieuws Utrecht, 2007, issue
5), more recently the editorial has shifted towards a more inclusive set of social issues
and culture in general (see, for instance Straatnieuws Utrecht, 2008, issue 6, 2010,
issue 2, 2011, issue 8). A recurrent feature of the street paper is the ‘Klinkerpagina’
(literally: “Vowel-page” or “paving stone page”), which is similar to BISS’ writers-workshop page and features the writings of homeless vendors. Other recurrent features
are KookStaal, a culinary column featuring recipes, Mijn Utrecht (My Utrecht), and a
circulating column written by locally famous persons (see Straatnieuws Utrecht,
2010, issue 2, 2011, issue 8). Staatnieuws offers much room for art and culture. In the
paper, there are regular literary columns, discussions about art projects and features
about cultural events and exhibitions (see, for instance, the contributions of Versteeg,
2011; Schipper, 2011; Tuinhout, 2011; Van Eck, 2010; Fagel, 2008). There is also much
photographic content in the street paper. The mid-section of the paper often contains
full page prints and photo series presented in a documentary style. Straatnieuws is
the only Dutch street paper with a tabloid format.
7.1.9 The Netherlands - Z-Magazine
Soon after the start of the Utrecht street paper, the Amsterdam street paper
Z-magazine was set up (July 1995). One year earlier than the Utrecht street paper, its
founders had begun making preparations for the paper (including a thorough
feasibility study). Most of the reactions were positive about the concept, but not about
its feasibility in a small city such as Amsterdam. As De Rooij, current managing
director of Z, notes, many would say, ‘hey, this is a nice idea, but Amsterdam, that is
much to small for it. The Big Issue in London, that is okay, but here, don’t start with it,
it is much too small it will never work’(personal communication De Rooij, 2008). Other
institutions were positive about the idea, but were not willing to provide funds for its
start up.
The arrangements and talks, however, had taken such a long time that Z-magazine
was beaten by half a year by Straatnieuws in Utrecht (which was founded in September
163 Original: “Ik had nooit gedacht dat het zo groot zou worden. Het was echt waanzin, de eerste 5000
exemplaren waren in een mum van tijd verkocht. Snel kwam er een e tweede herdruk en uiteindelijk zijn
er geloof ik zo’n 15.000 kranten verkocht. Ja toen ook begonnen de daklozen het te merken: het werkt!
Zo hebben we een zinnige invulling van onze dag en tegelijkertijd een goede manier om wat geld te
verdienen.”

164 Hinz and Kunzt had experienced that during the winter, people would feel more compassionate towards
the homeless and thus more inclined to help them by buying a street paper.
165 In Dutch: ‘veiligheidszaken’; and the department for innovative ideas, in Dutch ‘Ideeën bureau’ (see
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1994) (personal communication De Rooij,
2008). There was some envy over that.
Straatnieuws had got all the national media
attention, whilst Z-magazine was only seen as
the second in line. Surprisingly, however, the
founders of Z-magazine had never contacted
Straatnieuws Utrecht in their preparations. In
fact, the Utrecht founders were quite surprised
that half a year after its birth, Straatnieuws had
acquired a sister in Amsterdam (personal
communication with De Jonge, 2012a).
Figure 50 Front cover of the April
The ‘Z’ in Z-magazine stands for ‘Zonderdak’ issue of Z-magazine 2012
(without a roof). Z was set up by a group of
three friends: two journalists and one person with a background as a social worker
(personal communication with De Rooij, 2008). One of the group members had been
in the UK and had met The Big Issue there. He brought the idea home. The group
discussed the idea and decided to research the feasibility of a Dutch street paper.
They talked with a variety of public officials, including the Amsterdam municipality
and several welfare organizations. Nobody was really enthusiast about their plans.
A visit to the Hamburg magazine Hinz&Kunzt proved to be more helpful. It turned out
to be a key moment in the translation of Z. It offered Z’s organizers a view into the daily
practices of a street paper organization. For example, staff from the big and successful
publication (at the time of the visit it sold 180.000 papers per issue) showed them how
to get through the initial phase of setting up a street paper (Anonymous, 1995). It
gave them insights in the startup problems that street papers could have, and Z
learned about the way in which a street paper could be organized (Kampen, 1997).
The organizers also learned about the potential success of a street paper, the number
of street papers that could be sold per issue, and the fact that at winter-time the street
paper would sell better than during summertime (Anonymous, 1995).164 The
organizers also learned that customers had to be interessed into buying the magazine.
A publication could not thrive purely on the basis of its concept alone. Content played
an important role in attracting customers. As Clara said, ‘People would like to give
money to the homeless, but also want to read something interesting’ (Clara quoted in
: Anonymous, 1995).
Back home, the group decided to push through with the start of the street paper
project. To do this, they required funding. Help came from an unexpected source. Z’s
organisers had talked with the security department of the Amsterdam Police.165 They
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had said, “wouldn’t it be better if the homeless would sell a paper instead of having to
steal and thieve for a living” (personal communication De Rooij, 2008). The project,
they framed, would be in the interest of the security department as it would help them
to cut back in crime and begging. To their great surprise, the department agreed.
With enough money166 to set up the initial organization, the organizers could make a
trial-version of the magazine consisting of 75 full-color copies (Kampen, 1997: p. 19).
This copy was send out to a variety of organizations and charities to ask them for
support and funding. The funding acquired through this activity turned out to be
sufficient to start up an initial edition. A publisher offered to run the print on their
presses. The first print run was not given away free of charge. Z was in dept for the
4,000 issues that were printed. A national newspaper publisher would back-up the
loan if it turned out that Z would not be able to pay it back. When after a few months
half of the circulation had finally been sold, the print-dept could be paid off (personal
communication De Rooij, 2008; see also Kampen, 1997: p. 29-20).
Today the magazine contains an interesting blend of cultural articles and social
issues. It shows much similarity with the Hinz&Kunzt magazine. The April issue of
2012, for instance, deals with the rise of the Ukulele as a ‘cult’ musical instrument,
speaks about the new trend of knitting and discusses the popularity of ‘the Mattheus
Passion’ in the Netherlands, but also has a story about the homeless daily activities
program ‘De Poel’ (see Z-Magazine, 2012).
7.1.10 Other Dutch street papers
Soon after the start of the Utrecht and Amsterdam street papers, street papers were
also set up in Rotterdam, The Hague and Arnhem-Nijmegen. To coordinate the work
of street papers in the Netherlands and to cooperate on important issues, the Dutch
Straat media group was set-up (interviews De Jonge, 2012a; Hofs, 2007). The initial
idea behind this cooperation (which was led by the founders of the Utrecht and
Rotterdam street papers) was to create a Big Issue style network of Dutch street
papers. This attempt however never succeeded. Recently, several of the Dutch street
papers have faced serious financial problems and have ceased to exist. The Arnhem-Nijmegen based Impuls, stopped in 2007 as the result of financial problems
caused by a decline in the number of active vendors (personal communication with
Hofs, 2007). The Rotterdam based Straatmagazine ceased to exist in 2012. It
experienced fierce competition on the streets by other media publications which
resulted in declining sales and a decline in the number of people willing to sell the
magazine.

Kampen, 1997: p. 19)
166 Somewhere around 10.000 or 20.000 guilders (personal communication with De Rooij, 2008)

167 “Diciamo il costo di una tazzina di caffe” (Klun quoted in Camboni, 1993)
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7.1.11 Italy - Piazza Grande
In Italy several street paper projects were set
up. The first Italian street paper was ‘Piazza
Grande’ from Bologna (Piazza Grande, 1993).
It was started in 1993. The idea came from the
volunteer organization “Back to the Future”
and Paolo Klun, the editor of “Voci Dentro” a
newsletter made for and by the inmates of a
local prison. The paper was inspired by the
first European street papers, most prominently
Macadam and The Big Issue in London. Figure 51 Front cover of the first
Piazza Grande, however, took a totally issue of Piazza Grande 1993
different approach. Its founders argued that
the focus of these earlier street papers was on business: they worked with professional
journalists and employed staff members that were salaried, and they used a system
in which homeless persons were turned into entrepreneurs. The founders of the
magazine did not like this approach. In their view, the approach made homeless
persons part of the same system that had caused their problems in the first place.
The idea of Piazza Grande, therefore, was to produce a paper that was made by the
homeless themselves (Camboni, 1993; also see the editorial of Piazza Grande,
1993). The editorship was in the hands of 8 homeless persons, and the headquarters
of the paper were located in the living room of a communal homeless shelter in
Bologna. The first print run of 43,000 (for a monthly circulation) was donated by a
local printer.
Piazza Grande operates a sales model also that diverted from the ‘standard’
European (Big Issue) model (Piazza Grande, 1993). Rather than asking for a fixed
price, the homeless ‘distributors’ asked for a ‘donation’ as small as ‘a cup of coffee’
(Camboni, 1993).167 As Lalli (1999) notes, not asking for a fixed price but asking for a
small donation had a double symbolic function. One the one hand, so small a
donation was asked that people would be encouraged to give more than that. On the
other hand the donation in itself is a gesture “a social exchange among people
interacting on the public scene, something similar precisely to drinking a cup of coffee
together” (Lalli, 1999).
Currently, Piazza Grande has a circulation of about 6,000 per issue (Piazza Grande,
2012). If at first almost all of the space in the journal was dedicated to items about
homelessness, items which were often told in the first person by the homeless
themselves (see, for instance, Piazza Grande, 1993, 2002a, 2002b), the journal has
now moved towards a more ‘journalistic’ approach focusing on broader issues of
social exclusion and marginalization (Piazza Grande, 2012). These include items on
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mental illness (see, for instance, the articles of Camana, 2011; Di Cristina, 2011),
gender issues (see Parvan, 2012), and migration and minorities (see Tancredi, 2006).
7.1.12 Italy - Terre di Mezzo
The Milan street paper Terre di Mezzo (Middle
Earth) was one of the first to follow in Italy. It
was established in 1994 by a group of young
journalists. But rather than drawing from the
experiences and ideas of Piazza Grande,
Terre di Mezzo was largely inspired by The Big
Issue/German model (Terre Di Mezzo, 2011).
It worked with professional journalists and it
was purposefully set up not as a charity or
cooperative, but as a small enterprise with a Figure 52 Front cover of the
market based organization-model (Terre Di March 2012 issue of Terre di Mezzo
Mezzo, 2011). It asked a fixed price of which
vendors were allowed to keep 50%. Currently, it is largely sold by immigrants, the
majority of whom are Senegalese.
Editorially, Terre di Mezzo focuses on social-economic issues and alternative lifestyles
(Terre Di Mezzo, 2012). It includes items on societal problems such as crime (see
Parasiliti, 2012), culture and events, travelling (see Volpicelli, 2008) and (slow) food
(see De Benardi, 2008). Besides its regular street paper sales, Terre di Mezzo also
acts as a book publisher and seller. It established a publishing branch to diversify its
media-output and to increase its income. It
publishes books that fit, more or less, within
the editorial identity of the street paper. Its
book-categories include alternative lifestyle,
taste and (slow) food, travelling, and urban
literature (Terre Di Mezzo, 2012).
7.1.13 Austria - Augustin
One of the first street papers to arrive in
Austria was Augustin168 from Vienna. Augustin
had been set up by Robert Sommer, a
journalist working for a communist party
newspaper. Together with a colleague he had

Figure 53 Front cover of the April
2012 issue of Augustin

168 The paper is named after a Viennese legend. St. Augustin, a tramp and alcoholic from the 17th century
who had supposedly become so drunk that he had been able to survive the Plague (Augustin Boulevard
Zeitung, no date).

7.1.14 Other Austrian street papers
In the same year of Augustin’s birth, the first issue of the street paper Megaphon
emerged on the streets of the Austrian city of Graz. One year later (1996) the title
‘Kupfermuckn’ appeared in Linz. Currently there are six street papers in Austria:
Augustin (Vienna), Apropos (Salzburg), Megaphon (Graz), Kupfermuckn (Linz),
Zwanzger (Innsbruck) and Eibischzuckerl (Wiener Neustadt).
7.1.15 Eastern Europe - The Depths
After the breakdown of the communist system
in the late 1980s and early 1990s, homelessness was on the rise in Eastern-Europe. The
welfare and social safety nets of the socialist
states had disappeared almost completely. In
a city such as St. Petersburg alone there were
between 30,000 and 50,000 homeless living
on the streets (Spence, 1997).
Not surprisingly, the first paper in Eastern
Europe was launched in St. Petersburg in l994
(Hanks & Swithinbank, 1997). The story is one
of a ‘travelling intermediary’. A copy of a

Figure 54 Front cover of The
Depths street paper, date unkown
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set up an alternative magazine called UHUDLA (Anonymous, 2010b). A pilot project
for UHUDLA was a writing-workshop for homeless persons focusing on ‘street
poetry’. The workshop was part of a wider project of trying to involve the homeless in
the magazine. One of the other ideas was to let the homeless sell UHUDLA on the
streets.
When Sommer and his colleague encountered some students of the Sozialakademie
who were trying to develop a new social work project for the homeless, they built
upon this model and decided to set up a street paper project. The combination of the
two fields of experience proved to work well. The students had knowledge about
social work, and Sommer had experience as a journalist (Anonymous, 2010b). Taking
US, UK and French street papers (most prominently Macadam and The Big Issue) as
an example, the group developed a professional organization around the street
paper (Augustin Boulevard Zeitung, no date).
Augustin addresses a variety of social topics in its street paper. In its current (2012)
version the paper is structured around a series of recurrent features dealing with:
global political-economy issues, national socio-political issues, racism and migration,
recipes and culinary tips, Vienna’s cultural agenda, music, radio and TV suggestions,
and arts (Augustin Boulevard Zeitung, 2012). A special feature is the “Dichter Innerteil”
(“poetry inside section”) where vendors publish their own poetry and writings.
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London Big Issue magazine was brought to the St. Petersburg hostel Nočležka by a
traveller, via Germany (Swithinbank, 1996). It came in the possession of the founder
of the hostel, Valeriy Sokolov. Sokolov had been homeless himself from 1986 to 1992
(Spence, 1997). He raised money to set up a paper similar to The Big Issue in St.
Petersburg. The paper (‘The Depths’) was named after a play by Maxim Gorky about
a group of impoverished Russians living in a shelter in the city of Nizhny Novgorod at
the beginning of the 20th century. The magazine
was modeled on The Big Issue and drew upon
its purchase and selling system (Reeves, 1997).
But the Russian situation differed greatly from
that of the UK. Homeless persons in Russia
were not allowed to work or to acquire an
income without a resident permit. To acquire
such a permit one had to have an official
address. Without it, one had no civil rights and
no access to social welfare and care systems.
Also, Russian authorities tended to have a
very negative attitude towards the homeless Figure 55 Front cover of Put
(see, for instance, Stephenson, 2006). Little Dumoj street paper, March 2010
money goes into the homeless sector and the
homeless are often abused and brutalized by the police. Besides this, competition
amongst Russia’s poorest over money, food and a place to stay is fierce. The Depths,
hence, experienced many difficulties in its first few years. Many of them were financial.
Its situation started to improve when a copy of The Depths magazine travelled ‘back’
to the UK by means of an English painter, Elizabeth Hinton. Hinton had lived in St.
Petersburg and knew Valeriy Sokolov in person (Swithinbank, 1996). She introduced
‘The Depths’ to its UK counterpart. It was Mel Young in particular, the founder of The
Big Issue in Scotland, who felt responsible for the Eastern European paper.
When Young met the founders of the St. Petersburg street paper at a conference, he
tried to generate financial support. He applied to the ‘Know How Fund’ of the Bristish
Ministry of Foreign affairs (Reeves, 1997). This resulted in a grant of GBP 100,000
which allowed him to help ‘The Depths’ to develop a marketing strategy, to professionalize its production, to set up an advertisement and sponsoring structure. The
Big Issue shared its expertise to help ‘The Depths’ to ‘make the transition from a
charity into a self-sufficient enterprise’ (Reeves, 1997). In June 2003, “The Depths”
was renamed “Put Domoj” (The Way Home) which still exists today (Sutton, 2004).
7.1.16 The growth of the European street paper movement
In the 1990s, street papers mushroomed all over Europe. The biggest burst in growth
was between 1994 and 1996. Inspired by early street papers such as Macadam

Figure 56 Circulation and articulation of the street paper in Europe
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(1993), Hinz&Kunzt (1993) and BISS (1993) street papers such as Z-magazine
Amsterdam (1995), Terre di Mezzo (1994), Augustin (1995), Hus Forbi (1996), Strassenkreuzer (1994), Straatnieuws (1994), and Kupfermuckn (1996) increased the size
of the street paper movement considerably. The largest number of European street
papers arose in the German speaking countries (around 40% of the European street
papers). In Figure 56, the most significant circulations and articulations between
European street papers are schematically outlined.
Many of the street papers that arose in these years had been inspired by the stories
they had heard about and the encounters they had had with The Big Issue in the UK
or Street News in New York. Some had taken physical copies of these street papers
as their key source of inspiration, others had seen the concept at work in London or
New York, and others had merely heard about the concept in the media.
Only a few of the early street papers, however, based their translations directly upon
The Big Issue format. Macadam established itself as a self-help, business model
street paper that used celebrities and a mainstream, glossy magazine format to
attract its readers. La Rue, decided to take over the glossy format from The Big Issue,
yet adapted its model to pay more attention to homelessness and poverty.
In the articulation of the street paper concept by many other organizations, The Big
Issue played a much smaller role. The help and experience of The Big Issue was not
needed for the street paper concept to circulate. The street paper concept is easily
understood and could easily and without much help or support be adapted to
different contexts. As one street paper organizer noted, ‘the street paper is a pretty
simple concept, much of it you can figure out on your own’ (personal communication
with De Jonge, 2012b). Many street papers thus translated the concept much more in
their own terms. For example, t,he early German street papers BISS and Hinz&Kunzt
both had their roots in a religious organization and wanted the editorial content to
reflect their social ideals more strongly. Although their magazines would not be
explicitly religious, both street papers would focus more strongly on homelessness,
social exclusion and other societal issues, interspersed with articles about art and
culture.
Rather than drawing upon the experiences and information services of Big Issue and
Street News, Dutch street papers were inspired (and supported) by both German
street papers. This resulted in the fact that both Dutch street papers, in terms of their
format and content, showed more similarities to the two German street papers than
to The Big Issue. In Italy, Piazza Grande, took a wholly different approach. Although
its development was instigated by its knowledge of Macadam and The Big Issue, it
decided that it would not take up the entrepreneurial approach of these street papers
and developed an alternative more grassroots model.
Strikingly, geographical proximity did not always play an influential role in the
development of European street papers. The example of Z-magazine and Straatnieuws

7.1.17 South America
Currently, there are circa 7 active street papers in Latin America (Insp, 2013b): Hecho
en Buenos Aires, Argentina (2000); Boca De Rua Porto Allegre, Brazil (2000); Ocas,
Rio de Janeiro & São Paulo, Brazil (2002); La Luciernaga (Cordoba Argentina); Al
Margen, Rio Negro, Argentina (2004); La Calle (Bogota, Colombia); Aurora da Rua,
Salvador da Bahia (2007). Hecho en Buenos
Aires is one of the oldest Latin American street
papers.
7.1.18 Argentina – Hecho en Buenos Aires
Hecho en Buenos Aires started operation in
the year 2000. Patricia Merkin, its founder,
had fled the country in the 1980s when
Argentina suffered under the Videla regime
(Helmers & Hendrikx (Trans.), 2008). When
she returned in the late 1990s, a friend showed
her a couple of Big Issues that he had taken
with him from a trip to London. She says,

Figure 57 Cover of Hecho en
B.A., 2013, no 15

“I was struck by its amazing concept: a combination of good journalism with
attention for pressing social problems. Fantastic!” (Merkin quoted by Helmers &
Hendrikx (Trans.), 2008)
Merkin was particularly attracted by the fact that the street paper would allow the
homeless to help themselves through the market mechanism. She says,
“... different from what is commonly thought, the market system does not
automatically widen the gap between the rich and the poor. It can actually help
people to get out of their bad situation. This could be the solution for people that
were forced to live on the streets by the policies of president Menem and his
predecessors” (Merkin quoted by Helmers & Hendrikx (Trans.), 2008).
In August 1998, Merkin decided to put her ideas into practice and started to make
plans for an Argentine street paper (Franco, 2009). It proved to be very difficult: she
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Utrecht, and of Terre di Mezzo and Piazza Grande, illustrate that sometimes network
connectivity rather than geographical proximity inspires translation and cooperation.
At first, Z-magazine had looked for help from Hinz&Kunzt rather than from its national
colleague Straatnieuws; Terre di Mezzo was inspired more strongly by German street
papers and The Big Issue than by Piazza Grande.
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was not able to get a lot of support, she did not know where to start, who to involve
and where to get the money from. She decided to contact The Big Issue in London
by e-mail (Franco, 2009). London said that it was willing to help out, but that it required
Merkin to submit a written proposal to The Big Issue Foundation in which she would
also agree to comply with the Membership requirements of the International Network
of Street Papers (see scene six for the membership criteria).
In 2000, when Merkin had done this and had also produced a dummy of her street
paper-to-be, she decided to spend her savings on a ticket to London (Helmers &
Hendrikx (Trans.), 2008; Franco, 2009: p. 65-66). In London, Merkin met with Big
Issue founder John Bird. He invited her to come and work with them to gain some
experience. She “worked on the editorial board, attended meetings and learned about
the daily practices of the street paper” (Helmers & Hendrikx (Trans.), 2008).
When she returned from her trip, she visited the Buenos Aires office of the British
Council, explained them about her experiences in London and asked them for a
grant. They agreed. Merkin also contacted several businesses, including the clothing
company Levi’s which would become one of the key advertisers of the magazine
(Franco, 2009). The first issue of Hecho en Buenos Aires was published in June
2000. Today, vendors buy the magazine for 3 pesos and sell it for 10, keeping the 7
pesos difference.
Hecho en Buenos Aires’ mission is to ‘offer concrete opportunities for social inclusion
and employment for people who are homeless or jobless through self-help’ (Hecho
En Buenos Aires, 2012a). The street paper describes itself as a social enterprise
whose main activity is the publication and sales of a monthly magazine. Besides
running the magazine, the Hecho en Buenos Aires organization also offers social
services to its vendors and their families.
“Through our free educational and social services, vendors and their families can
access bathroom-facilities, the internet, social services, legal support and health
treatment” (Hecho En Buenos Aires, 2012b).
The magazine itself follows an approach similar to that of The Big Issue. It is a general
interest magazine with a social edge to it. It focuses on (pop) culture, art and social
and environmental issues. It has much celebrity related content and features both
local celebrities (Luis Alberto Spinetta, La Renga, León Ferrari) and international
stars such as Björk and Paul McCartney (see Hecho en Buenos Aires, 2012). It has
a special section dedicated to its vendors which is called ‘La Prensa del Asfalto’
(Asphalt Press). Except for these pages the content of the journal is produced mainly
by professional and experienced journalists. Current circulation (2012) is around
20,000 a month (see Hecho en Buenos Aires, 2012).
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7.1.19 Brazil – Ocas
The Organização Civil de Ação Social (OCAS”) was founded by journalist Luciano
Rocco in 2002. Returning from a visit to the UK in 1996, Rocco brought along the idea
to set up a street paper in Rio de Janeiro along the lines of The Big Issue London. At
the same time, two journalists from the previously existing São Paulo newspaper for
street people ‘O Trecheiro’ had already been in contact with the Italian street paper
Terre di Mezzo. Terre di Mezzo had plans to help them set up a Brazilian homeless
street paper (Ocas”, 2012).
The actual development of the street paper was mediated by the International
Network of Street Papers (INSP, see scene six) who brought the two groups into
contact in October 1999 (Alves & Lima, 2011). After several conversations and the
enrolment of a number of journalists and other
staff, the magazine hit the streets in July 2002
in São Paulo (first) and in Rio de Janeiro (two
days later).
Ocas” describes itself as a non-profit social
enterprise that promotes the social inclusion
and empowerment of the homeless and
socially vulnerable people in Brazil. The street
paper publishes in a context where
homelessness is an extreme problem. Rough
estimates of the number of homeless persons
in São Paulo (city) alone are between 12,000 Figure 58 Cover of Ocas, Issue
(Secretaria Assistenca Social, 2008) and August 2013
14,500 in 2011 (Prefeitura Do Municipio De
São Paulo, 2011: page 5). In Rio de Janeiro estimates range between 1,500 to 5,000
persons living on the streets (Insp, 2008b).
Ocas” main mission is to ‘eradicate poverty’ and to give the homeless ‘the right to a
job and a life with dignity’ (Insp, 2008b). Ocas” does not sees itself as an end-point,
a goal in-itself, but describes itself as a ‘transit place for vendors’ to improve their
lives (Rico in Youtube & Vanali, 2008: min. 5.00-5.13). The street paper aims to
achieve this both by using the street paper as a self-help tool for the homeless and
by using its editorial content to communicate about the needs of the poor and
homeless. Vendors sell the magazine for 4R$ and keep 3R$ of the proceeds. Ocas”
also works with subscriptions.
Ocas” has a strong social focus in its magazine, and addresses issues such as
poverty and social change. It also contains articles on arts, music and celebrities. A
special section in the magazine is dedicated to vendors and features their poets,
writings and life stories. Ocas” circulation is around 8,000 magazines.
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7.1.20 Asia
Big Issues are published in South-Korea, Taiwan and Japan. Currently, there are no active
street papers outside The Big Issue network in Asia (INSP Website, accessed 2013).

7.2 Final remarks
The 1990s were a crucial period in the spread and growth of the street paper
movement internationally. In a period of 10 years, the international street paper
movement had grown from only a few street papers dispersed across the UK and the
US to a movement of over 100 street papers across the world. For many of these
organizations, The Big Issue and Street News had been important sources of
inspiration. But often they were no more than that. In the actual articulation of street
paper practices worldwide, street papers often drew on other connections. Thus the
analysis has shown that the street paper Hinz and Kunzt, for instance, provided the
key source of information for the Dutch street paper Z. In its development, Straatnieuws
had been helped by BISS in Munich. Other street papers liked the basic idea of the
street paper concept which they acquired from their knowledge of The Big Issue or
other established street paper organizations, but rejected the core elements of the
latter street paper ‘models’. Piazza Grande in Bologna for instance, did not incorporate
the entrepreneurial purchase sales model and worked with donations instead. Street
Wise in Chicago distanced itself from the glossy and pop-cultural style of both The
Big Issue and Street News News York.
An interesting issue that the analysis in this scene highlights, is that in the translation
of street papers worldwide topographical proximity is not always important. On the
one hand, we can see that there is some overlap and similarity between the
approaches of street papers in different geographical regions. The US street papers
described in this section all tend to be more explicitly engaged with homeless
advocacy and homelessness in general, especially when we compare them with their
European colleagues. In the content of their magazines, German street papers tend
to focus on social issues and culture/art more strongly than on homelessness or
pop-culture.
On the other hand, and this is remarkable, geographical proximity sometimes does
not play any role in the diffusion of the street paper concept. The development of the
Amsterdam street paper Z!, which is geographically close to the Utrecht street paper
Straatnieuws, shows that topological proximity (in the sense of networked relationships
and interactions) is sometimes more important. So, instead of acquiring help from the
Utrecht street paper, Z had contacted and had visited Hinz & Kunzt in Hamburg.
Network proximity (topological), thus, is sometimes more important that topographical
proximity in the development of street papers worldwide.
The analysis in this scene has aimed to make empirical the complex processes of
diffusion that shape the international street paper movement. It has shown that these
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processes do not always follow clear paths of connection and interaction. Diffusion is
not necessarily linear and one directional. It involves many flexibilities and changes.
In its circulation across the world, the street paper concept has been imbued with
many different inventions and new associations. Besides publishing a street paper,
Terre di Mezzo now also publishes and sells books. Hecho en Buenos Aires offers
bathroom and internet facilities to its customers. Piazza Grande works with a donation
system rather than with the entrepreneurial market model. Such features and
inventions may enrich the street paper network globally, when they are able to feed
back into its networks of circulations. A key way of how this is achieved within the
street paper movement will be discussed in scene six. In order to tell that story,
however, a street paper movement panorama will be presented first.
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The first two scenes have presented ‘micro’ pictures of the street paper movement,
discussing the articulation of two street papers by zooming in onto their own ‘local’
contexts. The third scene builds upon these stories by extending the analysis with a
detailing of the circulation of The Big Issue, first in the UK and then in the rest of the
world. Scene four has moved beyond the confines of The Big Issue network and
looked more closely at the emergence of street papers world-wide, on a case to case
basis.
The current scene will take this extension one step further by developing a larger,
more panoramic overview of the street paper movement. It will offer a bird’s eye view
on the networks of interaction between different street papers worldwide. It does so
by drawing upon the internet presence of street papers and the relations and
interactions that they express. The analysis was run in two rounds. The first round was
an initial, manual web analysis executed in 2007. Figure 62 is a visual representation
of this analysis. The second round was done to extend the analysis (see below) and
to focus more strongly upon centrality in the street paper movement. It was executed
in 2012. Figure 63 is a representation of the latter analysis. 169
When producing a panorama one has to be cautious about what it says. A panorama
is always a selective picture of an interconnected whole (see chapter three). Thus,
although the figures and writings in this scene may evoke a comprehensive, coherent
and well delineated image of the street paper movement, it is necessary to understand
that this picture is inherently incomplete, based on several reductive selections and
simplifications.170
Nevertheless, developing a panorama of the movement is still very useful for the
study at hand. It is one of the few occasions in which we can see and present the
street paper movement as a single whole: an interconnected collective of street
papers and street paper related organizations dispersed across the world. This
picture can never be complete, yet it produces a snapshot of the street paper
movement, making available to the reader the ‘whole’ of the street paper movement
at a glance. It shows where central positions in the street paper movement are
potentially located, it reveals densities in interconnections, shows peripheries and
exhibits some of the regions of the street paper movement that have strong intercon169 Although some websites have switched URLs or have ceased to exist, the results of both analyses are
coherent with one another.
170 In fact, the main reason for staging the empirical analysis in terms of ‘scenes’ is to underline the
incompleteness of any one of these scenes, including the panoramic scenes. The scenes were created to
counter this misleading effect of staging case-studies as panoramas. The ‘scenes’ approach underlines
the importance of presenting a differentiated and multiple understanding of the world wide street paper
movement.
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nections and interactions. These indications will help to further the analysis in the next
scenes, that will, among other things, focus upon oligoptic nodes in the movement
(scene six) and discuss different street paper landscapes and their interactions
(scene seven and scene eight).

8.1 Web-link analysis
In terms of the analysis, this scene draws upon a web-o-metric analysis of the street
paper movement (see chapter three). It starts with an initial identification of street
paper websites worldwide by using web-crawling software.171 The resulting data is
then subjected to a more detailed web-link analysis. A web-link analysis entails the
examination of various street paper websites by exploring their links to ‘external’ sites
and practices (both hyper-links and textual references to others). In the first round of
web-link analysis this was done by hand (a content analysis of websites focusing on
references made to interactions and connections). It paid particular attention to direct
manifestations of external relationships such as:
· origin stories in which information is provided on important sources of inspiration
and activities that have led to the formation of particular street papers (including
circulations);
· information about currently existing partnerships or interactions;
· information about related regional or international practices;
· information about crucial organizations or key nodes in the street paper movement
Origin stories are collected and are used in the zoomed-in analyses of the other
scenes of this study. For the purpose of this scene, most attention in the analysis was
given to links from one street paper towards other street papers (or street paper
related) practices. When links and references to other street papers are found, they
are followed and the consequent sites are further explored for links. The links found,
and the sites to which they refer are listed. This list gives input to a network-database
and network diagram that makes explicit the connections between the sites explored
in the analysis.
The aim of the manual web-link analysis is to generate a relational picture of the
movement, showing the links, connections and references that occur within a specific
set of street papers. The ‘borders’ of this set of street papers are not defined in
advance. They develop dynamically during the analysis. Borders are established
only when saturation in the analysis is achieved (i.e. when the analysis does not
deliver links to new street paper sites).
171 Specific key-words and phrases (such as: “street-paper”, “strassenmagazin”, “daklozenkrant”, “revista
das ruas”, “homeless vendors”, “vendedores sem-casa”, “dakloze verkopers”...) are used as the initial
input for the search software, but through an iterative process more and different search terms, hyperlinks
and phrases have been formulated.

8.2 Mapping the international Street Paper Movement
I chose as a starting point for the web-link analysis the website of Impuls street paper
in Nijmegen.172 I then followed the first set of links found on its website, which led me
to the Dutch street papers Z-Magazine, Straatnieuws Utrecht, and Haagsstraatnieuws,
the Hague. These street papers were explored in a similar way.
8.2.1 Impuls173
Impuls is a street paper in the Arnhem-Nijmegen area in the Netherlands. Impuls
started out as a work-experience project for homeless people and grew out into a full
blown magazine dealing with topics such as homelessness, culture and social issues
(personal communication with Hofs, 2007).
172 Based on the in medias res principle (see Latour, 2005), the choice of starting point is not seen as
significant. With any street paper website, the researcher already finds herself in the middle of the
network, and tracing their links and interactions will lead to a variety of other street papers and street
paper related websites.
173 Website Impuls: http://www.impulsstraatmagazine.nl/; In the summer of 2007, Impuls was forced to stop
publication due to financial difficulties and problems in maintaining a group of vendors large enough to
sustain the organization (see also Scene four).
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The result of the web-link analysis is a relational network diagram (a visual
representation) of the street paper movement. The map presents not only a visual
panorama and outlook on the international street paper movement, but also serves
as an analytical tool that can be used to highlight key-nodes (oligoptica) and densities
within the movement. The sites that show a high number of links flowing to and from
them (i.e. they have many connection-lines on the map) are explored in more detail,
to consider their role (as oligoptica, or centers) in the movement.
To confirm the results of the manually executed web-link analysis, and to evaluate the
centrality of the potential oligoptic sites found, a more quantitative and automated
web-link-analysis was conducted. This analysis uses specific web-o-metric software
(Web-o-metric Analyst) to explore the relations between a pre-defined set of websites.
The websites that formed the input for this analysis were derived from: 1) the initial
rounds of web-crawling, 2) websites of street papers that were found during the
earlier web-o-metric analysis, and 3) websites of street papers that were found during
earlier stages of this study. The automated web-link-analysis was executed to
complement the manual analysis as this type of analysis is able to focus on a larger
set of street papers (since it was run by automated crawling software). A key advantage
is that this delivers a more extensive picture of the movement, and that it shows network-centrality of street paper websites in a different, more quantitative way. A
disadvantage of this type of analysis is that it overlooks ‘textual’ references to street
papers and that it does not inform the researcher about the qualitative, discursive
content of web-sites through which results may be interpreted and understood.
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The homepage of the Impuls website
displays the contents and cover-page of
its most recent issue. Most of the
web-pages on the web-site are dedicated
to detailing the ways in which the
organization executes its core activity:
‘the production and sales of a street
paper in the region of Arnhem and
Nijmegen’. The main ‘navigation bar’ on
the website, contains for instance, links to
the ‘What is Impuls’, ‘The Vendor’, Figure 59 Home page of Impuls'
‘Volunteers’, ‘Business Sponsors’, ‘Staff website (www.impulsstraatmagazine.nl)
and Colofon’ and ‘Advertisment’ sections
of the web-site. Several sections of the website discuss the street paper concept
(notably the ‘What is Impuls’; ‘The Vendor’ and ‘Volunteers’ pages). In those sections,
the website author explains the street paper concept and discusses the roles of the
actors involved.
Much of the content of the Impuls website is related to activities associated with the
direct local organization of the street paper. Only a few references are made to actors,
sites and activities that are beyond the ‘internal’ organization of the Impuls street
paper itself. Since our focus here is mainly upon those external actors,174 these
references are a crucial part of the analysis. In the figure below, the ‘external’ actors
of Impuls magazine are displayed. The website refers to 5 different types of ‘external’
actors, of which the final (other street papers) are most important for this analysis.
Impuls refers to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

actors associated with the make-up of the magazine itself (layout, design, printer;
photography);
actors associated with the funding of the organization (Business Club, sponsors
et cetera);
actors that serve the homeless in the region in which the street paper is active
(social services, charities, shelters); and, most importantly
other street papers and street paper related organization (three Dutch street
papers).

174 Although the relational principles of this study prevent us from making hard and final distinctions between
the inside and outside of a street paper, in the analysis here actors not directly associated with the (daily)
practices of the organization itself are considered to be ‘outside’ relations. Since the analysis focuses on
mapping the relations between street papers and street paper related websites, the analysis will follow
the traces to these actors in particular.

1)
2)
3)

Z-magazine, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Straatnieuws, Utrecht, The Netherlands
Haagsstraatnieuws, the Hague, The Netherlands

Except for these links, little more information about these three street papers is given.
Moreover, there are references to Dutch street papers only. None of the links express
a relationship with international actors in the street paper movement.
Nevertheless, each of the links form a trace to the wider street paper community, that
exists outside the Arnhem-Nijmegen area. The next steps in the analysis thus involves
following these links and analyzing the (web)sites to which they refer.

Figure 60 Schematic outline of links and hyperlinks on the Website of the ArnhemNijmegen street paper Impuls
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The picture below (Figure 60) visualizes the references which the website of Impuls
has made to these actors. The picture is useful for quickly characterizing a Street
Paper by ordering, and organizing the elements that are part of it. It allows us to see
what the paper, according to its website, is about. Which actors and practices does
Impuls associate itself with? Which are the interactions that are relevant for it? Most
important are the colored/filled circles that refer to other street papers. The picture
shows that Impuls refers to three other street papers, namely:
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8.2.2 Z-magazine175
The first trace to the wider street paper community is Impuls’ reference to the Dutch
street paper Z in Amsterdam. Although there are many similarities between the two
websites, Z’s website is much more informative about other street papers and the
street paper community.
Again, much of the information that is provided on the street paper’s website relates
to the daily practices of the paper. Some sections report on Z’s vendors, others refer
to the magazine itself (articles, contents), others report on the volunteers that work
with Z, the editors and board, the rules that vendors have to conform to, vending
spots et cetera. Several sections of the website mention relations with more ‘external’
actors to the organization, such as Z’s printer, the photographers, social services,
shelters and other street papers with which Z interacts. In the diagram below (Figure 61),
I have outlined the ‘external’ actors to which Z-magazine website refers.
Dutch Street Papers
When we continue the analysis of Z’s website, slowly but gradually the outlines of a
Dutch street paper community start to appear. In the section ‘Street papers’,176 the
website mentions six other Dutch street papers: Straatnieuws Utrecht, Straatnieuws
Den Haag, Straatmagazine Rotterdam, De Riepe Groningen, Zelfkrant Den Bosch
and Impuls, Arnhem-Nijmegen. The web-page gives some basic information about
the different street papers (regions in which they operate, contact details, website
links). The website also refers to the International Network of Street Papers (INSP) of
which several Dutch street papers are a member.
8.2.3 Picturing the street paper movement
Below the results of the analysis of the two Dutch street paper websites are merged
into a single picture (figure 61). The white, striped circles signify the so-called ‘external’
actors and practices. Both Impuls and Z refer to similar categories of actors: they
both refer to sponsors, to actors and organizations crucial in the production of the
street paper itself (printers, writers, vendors, photographers) and to other street
papers. I have identified 5 categories of ‘external’ actors that both Impuls and
Z-magazine refer to: 1) photographers, 2) business clubs and sponsors, 3) printing,
design and layout, 4) social services, shelters and charities, and 5) vendors and
pitches; In the diagram below, the sites that fall under these clusters from the two
street papers are linked by arrows.
There is an additional category of ‘external’ actors on both websites that represents
the ‘other street papers’ that both websites refer to (the green, filled circles in the
figure below). The lines between these sites refer to the textual or hypertext links that
175 URL: http://www.zmagazine.nl; currently: zetkrant.nl
176 ‘Straatkranten’

Figure 61 The links between and from Impuls magazine and Z-magazine based on
web-analysis
are expressed on these websites.177 The yellow, solid circle (marked with an arrow) in
the diagram signify practices, actors or organizations that are strongly linked to street
papers and the street paper movement worldwide, but that are in themselves not
street paper organizations. The first organization that features in this category is the
before mentioned ‘International Network of Street Papers’. I will discuss the specific
meaning of the latter sites in the section ‘reading the map’.
Extending the map: including street papers from different regions
When extending the web-link analysis from Impuls to Z-magazine and then following
up the analysis to the third (Haagsstraatnieuws), fourth (Straatnieuws Utrecht), and
onwards, slowly but surely the contours of the Dutch street paper movement start to
appear. Some of the Dutch street paper websites refer to international street papers,
such as The Big Issue in London. These international links are also followed through.
By following them and tracing these sites, slowly a picture of the international street
paper movement started to appear. Most notably, the UK and Big Issue network of
street papers were explored.
177 The figure does not specify the type of relations represented by the lines between street paper sites. The
annotated database that forms the basis of this analysis, however is more specific and draws on the
qualitative information about these links presented on the websites.
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Figure 62 Panorama of the internet-connectivity of street papers
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178 This is not to say that breadth and depth could not be achieved with the analytical techniques that
were used in the analysis described above. In fact, if all the sites that were found had been manually
analyzed in the same meticulous fashion as described above (tracing and tracking each and every link
mentioned), then certainly also German, Spanish, US and other street papers would have been found.
The problem, however, is that this type of analysis, since it cannot be done automatically, is extremely
time consuming. Manually exploring all the textual and hyperlinks from site to site, annotating and filing
them in a database would take too long. Hence, another approach was chosen
179 that is following the links from one website to another in the order that they had been found in the analysis
180 The analysis is not inclusive, but aims to create a diverse map of street papers world-wide including their
links and mutual references. Because of language issues, Asian street papers have not been included in
the analysis. The analysis hence presents a necessarily selective snapshot of the street paper movement
taken in 2007.
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In doing this, it appeared that there was a regional bias resulted from the analysis.
Street paper websites are rather selective in the sites to which they refer. Although
several of the sites that were analyzed refer to street papers that are geographically
distant, most links and associations are between street papers that are geographically
proximate. The majority of links found on Dutch street paper websites, for instance,
point towards other Dutch street papers (and related) Dutch practices. Most of the UK
street papers operate in a similar way and chiefly refer to their Big Issue colleagues.
This regional self-referentiality of street paper websites creates a predisposition
towards certain regional clusters and relations on the map. Dutch street papers and
UK street papers, for example, are well covered, while German and US street papers
have fewer ‘hits’. Links to Asian and African street papers are also rare.
As the goal of the analysis is to make a diverse panoramic overview of the international
street paper movement, this poses a problem.178 To ensure that the movement’s
breadth and depth would be shown, a different approach was taken. Instead of
linearly following and mapping out each external site and practice that is mentioned179,
I looked for some ‘strategic’ sites that could be further explored. Strategic sites are
street papers or related organizations with clear links to sets of street papers that
have been underrepresented in the analysis so far (such as street papers from
Germany, the US, South-America or Asia). Such sites include street papers from
these regions, or street papers that explicitly mention their associations with street
papers in these regions.
From the initial web-crawling database, several different sets of street papers were
chosen.180 My intention was to look for sites that would ‘extend the network’ in such a
way that a more geographically differentiated map could be produced. Starting with
German street papers that had been found in the first round of web-crawling (notably
the ‘hits’ on the query ‘strassenzeitung’), I started with the web-site of the München
street paper BISS. Then I analyzed websites from North and South America. The
Brazillian street paper Ocas” was explored since it was repeatedly mentioned on
websites found during the web-link analysis. Also the website of the Argentinian
Hecho en Buenos Aires was examined. In North America, several members of the
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North American Association of Street papers were examined (Spare Change Boston,
Real Change Seattle, Street News New York, L’Itineraire Montreal, and several more).
From these websites onwards, links and associations were followed towards other
sites and practices, which were then submitted to the same type of analysis. This
delivered a wider range of street paper sites, and resulted in a list of street papers that
included continental European papers, North American papers, South American
street papers and a few street papers from the other continents.181 At this stage of the
web-analysis, around 90 different street paper sites had been found and many of
their links, relations and associations had been examined and followed up. The map
on page 177 is a visual representation of the analysis.

8.3 C
 ross-checking and extending the map with an automated
web-o-metric analysis
To extend and diversify the panoramic map of the street paper movement, a second
web-o-metric analysis was conducted. This analysis was executed by making use of
an automated web-crawler (Web-o-metric Analyst 2.0) that discovers binary URL-links
(i.e. yes/no) between a static set of street paper URLs.182
This analysis has one major advantage over the manual web-link analysis described
above. It is able to look into links between a far larger set of street papers (since it is
run by automated web-crawling software). The result of this analysis, thus, is a more
inclusive set of street papers and the links between them.
The disadvantage of this type of analysis is that the computer software is only able to
extract URL-links between websites, whilst the manual analysis is more interpretative
and includes also the textual links and hypertext-links that street papers use to refer
to both online and offline street paper practices.
The input for the automated analysis are the street paper URLs that were derived from
the initial web-crawling rounds, the street paper website URLs that were found in the
manual analyses discussed in section 5.2 and other street paper websites that were
found during earlier rounds of analysis. The research done in previous stages of this
study, thus, also provides input for the quantitative analysis by providing URLs referring
to street paper web-sites. Combining the inputs from both the initial web-crawling
rounds, the manual analysis, and the analysis in the previous scenes, the quantitative
web-o-metric analysis is able to work with a more extensive set of street papers. The
total set of street papers with which the web-o-metric software worked was 124.183
181 After a while, the ‘strategic’ web-link analysis no longer produced (many) new results. Most sites linked
and associated themselves to sites that were already mentioned. Sometimes a new site was referenced,
but this only occurred sporadically.
182 In other words, it cross-checks a list of website URLs against the presence of any of these URLs on each
of the websites in the list. For instance, the URL www.street-papers.org is taken from the list and then
each of the other websites on the list are checked for references to this URL (Webometric Analyst uses
the Bing web-crawler to achieve this, with queries such as [ “www.street-papers.org” site:bigissue.com ])

8.4 R
 eading the maps: understanding the panoramas of the street
paper movement
Figure 62 shows the results of the manual web-link analysis. It displays the different
street papers that were found in the multiple rounds of the analysis (the green, dotted
circles). It also shows several sites that are not street papers in themselves, but that
are organizations that have a direct relationship with the street paper movement (see
below). The white/transparent circles signify actors and practices that are associated
to one single local street paper only. The (manually drawn) lines on the map refer to
the textual and hypertext links between any two street paper sites.
The map that was generated with the web-o-metric software shows a similar picture,
although it does not differentiate between different types of sites (Figure 63). The
picture it thus shows is a snapshot of the web-linking activities of street papers and
its related organizations. The picture also shows a number of sites and relations that
are not present on the manually created web-link map. Examples are the Texas street
paper ‘Street-Zine’ (www.thestewpot.org), the Frankfurter ‘Soziale Welt’ (soziale-weltffm.de), or the Uruguay based street paper ‘La Callejera’. Some links (notably the
textual links), however, do appear on the manually created map, and not on the
computer generated web-o-metric map since the software only records on URL links.
8.4.1 Connections
But what do the circles and lines on both maps signify? What do they tell us about the
movement, and in what sense do they provide a panoramic view of it?
Firstly, both maps give an overview of the various street papers that are active
worldwide (the green solid circles on the manual map). The manually created map
displays 100 different local street papers, clustered on the basis of their mutual links.
The map created with the Web-o-metric software displays 124 street papers, including
three street paper related organizations. Street papers on the web-o-metric map are
clustered together on the basis of their links and proximity to other sites.
183 see appendix xxx for the full list of websites used. The software used to generate this data is the
Webometric Analyst 2.0 by Thelwall. The software runs automated searches on the Bing search engine.
The software was fed with the URL list of 124 street papers and cross-checked the presence of URLlinks on each of the sites. A total of 15.376 individual search queries (124*124) were used to generate
the dataset. The results were then converted into the pajek network data-format (.net). For the four most
central nodes (INSP, NASNA, SNS and The Big Issue) individual link queries based on textual references
(using amongst others, “INSP”, “NASNA”, “SNS” and “The Big Issue”) against the 124 URLs were used
to complement the database and the network diagram.
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The result of this quantitative analysis is a (pajek) network map, that shows the URL- link
relations between websites. The figure uses arrows to represent relations between
websites. the direction of the arrows indicates the direction of the hyperlink between
two websites. The picture of the network map is shown below.

Figure 63 Pajek network diagram of the street paper movement based on URL-link crawling with Webometric Analyst 2.0
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8.4.2 Centrality
The thick clusters of lines indicate that there is some centrality within the network of
web-references within the street paper movement. Some ‘sites’ on the map have
been mentioned (and have been linked to) more frequently on street paper websites
than others. Both the manually generated and the computer-generated maps indicate
similar patterns of centrality within the web-link networks. Five sites in particular,
stand out:
· the International Network of Street Papers (www.street-papers.org)
· North American Street Newspaper Association (www.NASNA.org)
· the Street News Service (www.streetnewsservice.org)
· The Big Issue (www.bigissue.com)
· Street News (on the manual web-link analysis only)
Manifest centrality on the automated web-o-metric map
When we look at the links between street papers and street paper related relations on
the computer-generated web-o-metric map, we see several clusters of arrows
connecting to NASNA, INSP, SNS and The Big Issue.184 The clusters of lines signify
URL-references from individual street paper websites to the websites of these
organizations and vice-versa. The centrality of these ‘nodes’ is significant in the
sense that each of the 4 sites has a degree of connectedness that is at least 6x higher
than the average degree of connectedness of 2,5 of the 124 street-paper sites that
were analyzed.185
The INSP
The INSP website (www.street-papers.org) receives 21 direct inward URL-links186

184 as Street News New York does not have an active website it is omitted in this analysis.
185 Degree of centrality is calculated by counting the number of links going to and from these sites, double
links (i.e. both links to and from the organization to one street paper) are counted as one (BinaryDegree).
186 direct URL in-links: street paper websites that refer directly to the URL of the INSP website (i.e. to: www.
street-papers.org) excluding hyper-link texts).
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Secondly, both maps give insights into the connectivity between these street paper
sites, as expressed on their websites. In themselves, the lines between the street
papers say very little, they are binary links between sites that represent the references
made from one street paper web-site to another (and references to ‘off-line’ activities
on the more interpretative manually generated map). However, when we look at the
‘sum’ of those lines – that is, the thickened clusters of lines flowing from multiple
street papers to particular places on the ‘network’ map – some important information
is revealed.
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Name of site
www.street-paper.org (INSP)
www.bigissue.com
www.nasna.org (NASNA)
www.streetnewsservice.org

Connectedness
53
36
20
17

Average node centrality (n=124)

2,5

Figure 64 Degree of connectedness (BinaryDegree) of sites calculated on the
basis of the number of URL-links between sites

(in-links) from street paper websites (n=124).187 The INSP website itself refers to the
URLs of 38 street papers.188 The total number of URL-links between the INSP website
and other sites is 53 (excluding ‘doubles’). When extending the web-o-metric analysis,
with a ‘textual’ search query using search terms “INSP” and “International Network of
Street Papers” against each of the 124 street paper websites, the analysis shows that
the International Network of Street Papers (INSP) is mentioned on 56 of the 124
websites under study (see also Figure 65 ‘INSP centrality’ below). Most of these
references are made on European street paper websites – most notably German-
language street papers – and Latin American street papers. Only a few North
American street papers refer to the INSP on their websites. The picture below shows
the textual references to the INSP made on street paper websites.
NASNA
The North Amrican Street Newspaper organization (NASNA) has a total number of 20
direct URL-links to and from its website.189 NASNA is mentioned on 20 (16 %) of the
websites under study.190 Most of the references are from member-street papers in the
US and Canada, but also some European organizations refer to the NASNA (amongst
others the INSP). The NASNA website itself has direct URL referrals to 15 street paper
websites. Compared to the INSP, NASNA is much less frequently mentioned on street
paper websites, but still has a degree of connectivity that is 8 times higher than
average (2,5). The figure below shows the text references to either ‘NASNA’ or ‘North
American Street Newspaper Association’ on street paper websites.

187 As shown on the full overview pajek network above
188 total degree of direct URL references= 53 (both in- and outward-links excluding doubles); n=124
189 total degree of links: 20; indegree = 7; outdegree=15; n=124 URLs; (source: pajek network diagram
generated by Webometric Analyst 2.0)
190 using both “NASNA” and “North American Street Newspaper Association” as search terms
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Papers” (56 hits; n= 124) using Webometric Analtyst 2.0 (Bing version) and a pajek-network diagram
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Figure 66 Pajek network diagaram for "NASNA" and "North American
Street Newspaper Association" mentions on street paper websites (n=124;
n displayed = 100)

The SNS
Similarly, the Street News Service is referenced on 25 street paper websites (n=124)
and has a total number of 17 inward URL references from, street paper websites.
Street papers that refer to the term ‘Street News Service’ or its abbreviation ‘SNS’ on
the web are from diverse geographical locations. Many are from Northern America,
from German speaking countries or from Latin America. African and Asian street
papers also refer to the websites (see the figure below).

Figure 67 pajek network diagram of SNS' centrality based on textual references
on street paper websites (search terms 'Street News Service' or 'SNS'). n=124
(n displayed =100); total links = 25

The Big Issue and Street News
The Big Issue (www.bigissue.com) has 12 URL-links to its website and is mentioned
by 30 of the 124 websites under study.191 Since Street News has no active website, the
web-o-metric analysis only produces results about the number of references to the
word ‘Street News’ (which could not captured in a pajek diagram).

191 search operators used are “The Big Issue”, for non-Big Issue websites and “The Big Issue London” for
members of The Big Issue family of street papers.
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Figure 68 pajek network diagram of text references to The Big Issue
(London) on street paper websites (total links = 32 n=124;
n displayed = 100)

8.4.3 Centrality on the web-o-metric maps
The automated web-o-metric analysis shows that the websites of INSP, NASNA,
SNS, and The Big Issue have taken up central positions within the street paper
movement on the web. In terms of their many ‘in-links’ from other street papers in the
movement, the sites can be seen as ‘obligatory passage points’, sites that have to be
mentioned or referred to while discussing the street paper networks on the internet.
Many of the street paper websites, chose to refer to these five organizations in
particular.

8.5 Oligoptica: explainining the centrality of the INSP, NASNA and
SNS qualitatively
But how ‘oligoptic’ are the three sites? What is their function? Why are they deemed
important enough to be referenced by a large number of street papers? From where
do they derive their centrality on the web?
The annotated database that was kept during the manual web-link analysis provides
some answers to these questions. It informs us about the contexts which the links
and referrals were placed on individual street paper websites. It gives some
information about why and how individual websites have referred to these sites. For
instance, on the website of Real Change, its relation to NASNA is described as
follows: ‘Real Change is a member of the North American Street Newspaper
Association’ (Real Change, 2010). Straat Nieuws refers to the INSP in a similar way
“Straatnieuws is member of the INSP (International Network of Street Papers)”
192 since the role of The Big Issue and the role of Street News in the development of the street paper
movement have been discussed in scene one and scene two, I will not further examine them here.
193 that is the number of sites that URL-link to the websites of these central organizations
194 that is, URL-references on the websites of these organizations that refer to other street-paper websites in
the URL-list
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The automated web-o-metric analysis also shows that – except for The Big Issue and
Street News192– the ‘central’ sites in themselves also play a significant role in acquiring
this position on the maps. In fact, their centrality is not only granted to them by the
large number of ‘in-links’ that they acquire193 but is also self-generated in the sense
that they have a high number of ‘out-links’194 to the street paper community as well
(they themselves refer to a large number of street papers on the map). The INSP
holds the largest numbers of URL-links to the 124 street paper websites that were
used in the web-o-metric analysis (=38 out-links). The NASNA website comes
second with a total number of out-links of 15 (the average number of out-links per site
is 1,5). Both organizations have over 10 times more out-links to other street paper
websites than the other websites that were used in the analysis.
The large number of in-links and out-links identifies three central sites. It shows that,
at least on the internet, these sites have become extremely well connected in the
movement. In the tracing exercise above, these sites were easy to pinpoint, as they
have acquired an almost ‘star-like’ shape on the map, with many incoming and
outgoing traces. In the methodological chapter of this study, I have expressed an
analytical interest in such sites, since they may provide a wider and more extensive
picture of the street paper movement, precisely through their well-connectedness. In
chapter three I have associated such sites with the term oligopticon, sites that are
able to connect the movement and that generate ‘sturdy but narrow views of the
(connected) whole’.
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(Straatnieuws, 2010). SNS is being
referred to as “a multilingual online news
agency”, which “brings together the best
content from titles around the world”
(Z-Magazine, 2010). The logo’s of both
INSP and NASNA are often published on
street paper websites (see below).
The link-analysis and annotated URL
database do not provide much more
information about these organizations.
To acquire more information about these Figure 69 Website-Watcher query
potential oligoptic sites, I used a different "INSP"
web-analysis technique.
To come to a fuller understanding of these sites (at this stage of the analysis), I used
web-crawling as a data-mining technique. More specifically, I used the program Website-Watcher195 together with Google custom search196 to search the URL database that
was created in the rounds of web-links and web-o-metric research. The software was
fed, as search-terms, with the names of the three ‘oligoptic’ organizations mentioned
above: “INSP” and “International Network of Street Papers”; “NASNA” and “North
American Street Newspaper Association”; and “SNS” and “Street News Service”. The
two web-crawling softwares allowed for a more specific search within the domain of the
124 street paper websites. This produces results in which the textual and hypertext links
to these organizations on street paper websites can be contextualized and interpreted
vis-a-vis the websites on which they were found.
Below, I will briefly summarize the roles and relations ascribed to the three
organizations by the various street paper websites that linked to these organizations
on their websites. I will use these descriptions mainly to explore the role of these
(potentially) central (/oligoptic) organizations in the street paper movement, and to
identify key sites for further analysis (see also chapter three).
8.5.1 The International Network of Street Papers
Most street paper websites refer to the International Network of Street Papers (INSP)
as an association of which they are a member.
“Apropos is one of the smaller street papers of the 115 members of the International
Network of Street Papers” (Apropos, 2013).
“Boca de Rua, ... is a part of the International Network of Street Papers” (Boca De
Rua, 2013).
195 a computer software that enables searches over a specific set of websites
196 a customised version of the goole search engine dedicated to searching specific web-domains

Figure 70 Logo of INSP (2010)

“INSP connects 115 street papers in 40 countries and also supports new projects
in developing countries” (Augustin Boulevard Zeitung, 2009).
Several street paper websites speak of the importance of particular events organized
by the INSP In particular, events that facilitate the exchange of advice and information
are mentioned (Zuhl, 2009). On the website of Street Roots, the editor-in-chief talks
about INSP’s annual conference,
“Earlier this month, street papers from around the globe conferenced in Bergen,
Norway, ... [INSP] ... hosted about 90 delegates from street papers around the
world, engaging all of us in training sessions, roundtable discussions on ethics in
journalism and workforce development, and simply networking with fellow papers
doing remarkable work and making change in their own communities ... the
conference provided many great ideas for Street Roots” (Zuhl, 2009).
Many street paper websites describe the INSP as a linchpin in the street paper
movement (Insp, 2010b; Zuhl, 2009; Augustin Boulevard Zeitung, 2009; The Big
Issue London, 2009). It is described as an organization that literally connects street
papers together. It helps street papers to exchange information, provides services to
street papers who need support on specific themes, and organizes events in which
street papers can interact with one another.
The INSP itself underlines this role. On its own website, the INSP explains that its main
aim is to help “strengthening and building the capacities of member street papers by
providing valuable support, advice, training and access to best practice resources”
(Insp, 2010b). It describes itself as the facilitator of the worldwide street paper
network, the agency that holds together the movement by helping others to connect.
On the Web, the INSP is described as a site where information about the street paper
movement is gathered, combined and edited into various forms of support for street
papers worldwide. This description fits the label oligopticon well: a place which is well
connected and which uses this connectedness to help create, stabilize and enhance
the connected whole.
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The INSP is described as a membership-based
organization that brings together “a network of
street papers” from different countries across the
world (The Big Issue Australia, 2011). Most
notably, INSP is described as a support network
that provides technical and financial support
to street papers worldwide. As the Augustin
Boulevard Zeitung website states,
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Thus, the INSP as an oligopticon offers an interesting way to oversee and explore the
street paper movement. Examining the circulations, translations and activities
that occur in and through the INSP as an oligopticon, will thus allow us to broaden
and deepen our understanding of the dynamics of the street paper movement internationally. In scene six I will therefore examine the INSP in more detail.
8.5.2 The North American Street Newspaper Association
A similar role is assigned to the North American Street Newspaper Association
(NASNA). Many street papers from the US and Canada state on their websites that
they are a member of the organization.
“Street Sense is a member of the National Association of Street Newspapers
(NASNA), which comprises thirty street newspapers across North America”
(Street Sense, 2012).
Through their membership of NASNA, the North American street papers are also part
of the INSP The partnership was established in 2007.
“The 28 papers of the North American Street Newspaper Association (www.
NASNA.org) reach nearly 300,000 people each month. The association recently
partnered with the International Network of Street Papers (www.street-papers.
org), based in Glasgow, Scotland, to share resources and content” (Street Sense,
2013).
In fact, NASNA operates as a “regional
support network of the International Network
of Street Papers” (NASNA, 2010), and
“... exists to support and build effective,
selfsustaining street newspapers that
promote power and opportunity for
people living in poverty. NASNA offers
technical assistance to new and growing
street newspapers, ... and an annual
conference
featuring
skills-building
workshops and other topics of common
interest” (Street Roots, 2013a).

Figure 71 A screenshot of the
website of the North-American Street
Newspaper Association

8.5.3 The Street News Service
The Street News Service (SNS) is generally described as an integral part of INSP (and
NASNA). Most street paper websites indicate that the service operates as a content-sharing system (see Apropos, 2013; The Big Issue South Africa, 2012c). Street
Roots describes the SNS as, “... a wire service that carries content from street papers
from around the world” (Street Roots, 2013b). As the organization is seen as an
integral part of INSP, we will consider it as such in the analysis of INSP in scene six
below.

8.6 Conclusion
In this scene, two panoramic maps of the street paper movement have been
developed. The first was created by manually tracing textual references and hyperlinks
from one street paper website to the other. Together with the annotated database,
this map gives a broad overview of the street paper movement, by visually highlighting
the references between street papers on street paper websites and by depicting
certain densities and centralities within these interactions. The second map shows a
similar picture of the street paper movement. It is more extensive in the sense that it
encapsulates a larger number of street paper (related) sites and it gives a more
detailed picture of the referencing and linking strategies of each of these sites.
By providing a panorama of the street paper movement on a whole, the maps show
how through their web-based connectivities a street paper community emerges, and
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In comparison to the INSP, NASNA has
fewer (financial) resources, connects
fewer newspapers and has fewer staff to
perform its role as an oligopticon in the
movement. In fact, NASNA has recently
faced serious financial difficulties and
had to lay off its single staff member (see,
amongst others, Real Change Street
Newspaper, 2010).
When we take the latter into regard,
NASNA is, compared to the INSP, a site
Figure 72 a map of NASNA's
which provides fewer opportunities for
constituency in North-America
research into processes of circulation
and articulation in the street paper movement on a whole (as it connects to a smaller
part of the street paper community and has fewer resources to interact with the
movement). Since, NASNA is a regional branch of INSP, the decision was taken to
focus the research more strongly on INSP NASNA will however feature in scene
seven and scene eight on the US street paper movement.
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how these connectivities have created specific densities and centralities within the
movement.
The manually generated map, complemented with the computer generated network
map, thus allows for an identification of potential central organizations and actors in
the street paper movement. Although the maps are built mostly from quantitative
data, they do indicate that –at least in the referencing activities of street paper
organizations on the web – five sites are endowed with a more central position than
others. On the maps, these sites can be distinguished by their ‘star-like’ shapes (c.f.
Latour, 2005: on oligoptica), signifying the many links that flow to and from them.
Three of the five sites are ascribed the role of a street paper oligopticon (INSP, NASNA
and SNS).197 The annotated database, specific web-searches, and the detailed
examination of the contexts in which street paper websites refer to the these
organizations, indicate that all three organizations play a significant role in connecting
the movement, in facilitating exchanges between street papers and in speaking on
behalf of the movement. Since oligoptic sites provide new ways to view and explore
the movement (highlighting the many connectivities, circulations and translations that
flow through and from them into the street paper movement) each of these sites will
be explored in the empirical scenes to follow.
Conceptually, the web-analysis of the street paper movement helps to make visible
the ways in which ‘local’ actor-networks are embedded within larger networks of
interaction. Web-analysis is a particularly useful tool to make sense of big global
phenomena such as the street paper movement. It enables us to capture a wide
range of actors simultaneously, while exploring the many mutual (online) relations
that exist between them. In so doing, the analysis in this scene has helped us to order
and make visual the many interactions, densities and centralities that exist inside the
street paper movement. It shows that the positions that actors within networks take
up are not necessarily equal, and it points to central sites that may have a specific
quality that could be examined further (i.e. oligoptica, et cetera). Methodologically
speaking, this form of web-analysis suits its purpose best to create overviews of
complex macro-phenomena. It informs the researcher about the different elements
that make up a global networked macro-object, one that is not easily captured as a
whole. The analysis highlights potential densities, centralities and peripheries within
a movement and helps the researcher to decide which traces to follow. The information
acquired through this ‘quick and dirty’ form of analysis can then be complemented
by more subtle and in depth (qualitative) forms of analysis.198
197 the two other sites are Street News New York and The Big Issue in London, whose roles in the movement
have been explained in the earlier three empirical scenes of this study.
198 It should be noted that, this macro approach and its largely quantitative(/binary) analysis have their
limits and needs further, more qualitative and in depth elaboration. I have used more qualitative research
strategies to complement the analysis here, but will further elaborate this qualitative analysis in the next
scenes below.

In the previous scene, I have sketched a panorama of the street paper movement.
The panorama illustrates the connectedness of the movement based upon its
web-presence. It highlights different densities and centralities in the street paper
movement. From the analysis of these centralities and densities, three sites emerged
that have ‘oligoptic’ characteristics.
This scene will zoom in onto one of these oligoptic sites: the International Network of
Street Papers (INSP). It will examine how INSP developed into a key node in the street
paper movement. As oligoptica provide – through their connections – sturdy and
multiple views on the wholes of which they are part (see chapter three), I will also
explore the circulations and articulations through which INSP engages the movement.
The main objective of this scene is to explore how the INSP, through its connectivity
and interaction, both shapes199 and is shaped by the movement. The scene will
illustrate how INSP creates some of ‘the micro-structures’ of the world-wide street
paper movement. It illustrates how the activities and interactions of particular local
events and local organizations are turned into ‘bigger’, ‘international’ issues that
become part of the movement as a whole.
The story of the INSP starts from my earlier discussion of the circulations of The Big
Issue street paper in scene two and scene three. It will continue the story by explaining
how the translation of INSP emerged from these earlier translations. It discusses how
INSP, through two different problematizations, emerged as part of The Big Issue
initiative, and how slowly but surely the INSP started to develop itself as a more
independent body, through its dependency on and interactions with a multiplicity of
different street papers.
Selecting INSP as a strategic site for research is part of a strategically situated research
strategy. This strategy assumes that oligoptica, through their well connectedness,
provide interesting and broad outlooks on the movement, be it from a specific angle.
The scene draws on ethnographic fieldwork 200 done both within the INSP organization

to

199 the phrasing ‘shapes’ might give the impression that INSP is always actively and strategically trying
influence the movement. Although this is partly the case, INSP also has a more fluid, less strategic and
unintended impact on the movement. I will show this in the empirical analysis below.

200 To be able to this I used participant observation as a research technique. I did this with both the on-line
and the off-line practices of the INSP First, I worked with the organization as a volunteer. My work was
to help with the funding data-base that they were setting up. I used my presence within the organization
to familiarize myself with the various practicalities of INSP on a day-to-day basis. Second, I attended
a number of INSP conferences, workshops, lectures and meetings. I engaged in formal discussions
and participated in informal social drinks, dinners and other events. In this way I had many talks and
discussions with members of the street paper community. Third, I became a volunteer translator for the
street paper network. For a long time I worked within the Street News Service network, translating street
paper articles and INSP marketing campaigns from Dutch to English and vice versa. Fourth, to enable
my virtual ethnography, I was put on the INSP’s e-mailing-lists and I befriended many INSP members on
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and in several of the activities which the organization has organized for the movement.
It also draws upon the web-presence of the movement, its website, its Facebook
pages and its regularly sent on-line newsletters. The analysis is complemented with
a focused-ANT account of the translation of the organization itself. When exploring
the various forms of circulation in which the INSP connects itself to the movement,
discourse analytical techniques are used to explore the meanings and identities that
are part of these (often material) circulations.

9.1 F
 rom The Big Issue to the INSP: the translation of a street paper
oligopticon
Once The Big Issue had successfully installed itself throughout the UK and a
network-family of Big Issue street papers had slowly developed throughout the world,
other groups and actors also became interested in the concept. Many of the
individuals and organizations that wanted help from The Big Issue to set up a street
paper were localized in Europe (see scene four). Although The Big Issue did not have
the resources to provide full support, it did what it could. When asked, it gave advice
and shared information based on its own (self-admitted) limited experience. It helped
to execute feasibility studies, it shared information about finding funding sources,
and it helped with the development of business plans (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 159;
personal communication with Young, 2008).
9.1.1 Problematization one: the need for a support organization
In the mid 1990s it soon became clear that a more stable and professional body was
needed to deal with the many requests for help that The Big Issue was receiving. In
addition, since the various street papers from across Europe had different experiences
and information to share, six ‘early’ European street papers realized that it would be
useful to create a platform to do this. They all had very similar questions and problems
to deal with. How do we start up a paper? What is the best printing mechanism to
use? How do we finance this? Who can be our supporters, who will be our readers?
What should be the contents of our magazines (personal communication with
Maclean, 2008)?
9.1.2 Interessement and enrollment: organizing a network of street papers
To answer those questions, the papers decided to get in touch with one another and
to come together for a small meeting in 1994 (personal communication with Maclean,
2008; Young, 2008). The first couple of meetings were held in London and were
facilitated by The Big Issue London. After one of these meetings it was decided that
Facebook and other social media. I was also granted access to several of INSP’s ‘membership only’
web-pages. In so doing, I regularly received updates on key activities, developments and the circulation
of ideas and best-practices within the movement.

“Although there was no money set aside for international work at the time, The Big
Issue agreed to finance the International Network of Street Papers and an
international department from July 1994. This would be run by myself and Maria
Clancy, until such time as independent funding could be found ... The Big Issue’s
philosophy of helping homeless people to help themselves has always had an
international dimension. When the opportunity arrived for the company to
participate in establishing an international presence through a network, it jumped
at it” (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 162)
The other founding street paper members also saw their goals achieved. Now they
had a formal body, an international network, in which they could discuss and come
together to exchange experiences and information on a regular basis. As Maclean
notes,
“... street papers soon realized that coming together really was quite an important
way to develop their ideas and their concepts of what a street paper is, and what
it should be. Basically, they needed these gatherings to learn from one another
how they could help their vendors the best. These papers quickly understood that
having a more established network was actually going to be very useful for them.
This was the main reason for them to found the INSP” (personal communication
with Maclean, 2008).
The body would help to coordinate projects, exchange experiences and share
information between street papers. Its main purpose was to give advice to those
wishing to set up a new street paper, as well as to those already active within the
movement (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 162). The information and expertise was largely
drawn from the London Big Issue itself. The network meetings of street papers
worldwide were formalized in an official institution called ‘the International Network of
Street Papers’ (INSP), of which the different street papers across Europe could
become a member (personal communication with Maclean, 2008).
INSP was coordinated by Big Issue staff members (personal communication with
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the street papers would help to set up a formal body that would operate within The
Big Issue organization in this order to coordinate the international network activities of
the street paper movement (personal communication with Young, 2008). This would
help to save costs and would make some of the practical arrangements easier
(personal communication with Maclean, 2008).
Both parties were satisfied. Via this formal body, The Big Issue would be able to
channel the various requests for help and support and would be able to professionalize its support for others. As Swithinbank, one of the first staff members, notes,
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Young, 2008). As Maclean says, at first, the network “sort of piggy backed on top of
The Big Issue in London’s international work” (personal communication with Maclean,
2008). It started out as an informal association that got its main thrust from The Big
Issue in London. Amongst the first and founding members of the INSP were the
bigger European papers such as The Big Issues in the UK, BISS in Münich, the Milan
street paper Terre di Mezzo, and the French La Rue. Financial support from the
Bodyshop was used as start-up money. In a meeting with the European Federation
of National Organisations working with the Homeless (FEANTSA), staff members
from The Big Issue in London were introduced to the European Commission’s
Director General of Employment and Social Affairs. This meeting (together with the
necessary paperwork) resulted in a GBP 53,000 grant from the European Union to
finance the staffing and activities of INSP for one year (Swithinbank, 2001).
Thus, INSP was set up as a formal network organization within the European part of
the street paper movement. Its core problematization was driven by the idea that in
order to improve, strengthen and stabilize the practices of local street papers, a body
was needed that would provide a platform of exchange and connection between
them. It was understood that such interactions and connections would not hold
themselves together automatically. INSP was thus provided with staff, resources and
channels of communication that would help it to connect street papers together into
a single network through a variety of circulations and exchanges.
9.1.3 P
 roblematization two: preventing degeneration, developing a charter for
‘genuine’ street papers
Besides the positive reasons for setting up an international network of street papers
(the sharing of information and experiences), there was also a second, more negative
reason (personal communication with Young, 2008; personal communication with
De Jonge, 2012b).
The immediate cause was that in Paris there had been some problems between the
street papers that operated in the city. Halfway through the 1990s there were
approximately six street papers that competed on the streets of Paris. The competition
was literally fierce. As some papers were cheaper for the homeless to buy, vendors
tended to move from one paper to another (Swithinbank, 2001: p. 161). After a while
La Rue, the French sister paper of The Big Issue in London, started to complain about
the behavior of two of the other papers.
Macadam, set up by a Belgium businessman, was said to make a considerable
profit, which fed back into the pockets of the owner instead of its homeless vendors
(Swithinbank, 2001: p. 161). The paper did little to improve the life of the vendors
themselves.
Alongside the problems allegedly associated with Macadam, there were also issues
with the paper Réverbère, which was increasingly seen as a ‘rogue’ paper by the

9.2 Scripting: how a charter influences the configuration of street papers
Scripts are devices onto which specific ‘programmes for action’ (Akrich & Latour,
1992; Akrich, 1994) are inscribed and that intend to configure the behavior of actors
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mainstream street paper community (personal communication with Young, 2008).
Réverbère frequently invaded the territory of the other street papers; their vendors
and staff harassed other vendors, and often even convinced vendors to come and
work for them instead of the street paper they originally worked with. On top of that,
the ownership was shady and profits seemed to flow mainly into the owner’s hands.
There were also some allegations of the paper having extreme right wing connections.
The paper had had confrontations with the law because of its anti-semitic content
(see Antisemitism and Xenophobia Today, 1998).
These issues signaled a need for regulation and control in the street paper community.
It was felt that the behavior of the rogue French papers had too great an impact on
the ‘more honest’ street papers. At the request of the latter, it was agreed that the
European street papers would come together to discuss how to deal with these
issues. In that meeting, the gathered street papers decided that a membership
Charter would be written down, containing ‘a code of ethics whose main thrust is that
papers should use resources to finance social support for the vendors and not for
individual gain’ (Hanks & Swithinbank, 1997). This code established rules for ‘genuine’
street papers to adhere to, and it wanted to prevent street papers from ‘just making
money for themselves’ (personal communication with Young, 2008).
A specific list of INSP membership criteria was also developed. This would be used
alongside the INSP charter to specify further the guiding principles for international
street papers that would carry the INSP label. To be eligible for INSP membership,
street papers must undersign both memoranda (Insp, 2010a). Each of them is
presented on the page below.
Thus, the INSP’s second problematization emerged from the need of street papers to
establish the rules to which genuine and sincere street paper practices should
adhere. The movement did not want to become associated with ‘rogue’ papers, and
it wanted to prevent these rogue papers from affecting the more genuine and sincere
street papers. The founding street papers therefore saw in the INSP a great potential
to control and direct the street paper movement. The INSP would act as a body that
helped the movement to establish the movement’s discursive ‘inside’ (genuine and
sincere street papers) as well as its ‘outside’ (its position against the negative
identities of rogue street papers). It would do so in such a way that the street paper
movement would become a more stable and more unified body. To achieve this,
INSP developed particular devices to contain its membership within the ‘norms’ and
within the discourse of ‘genuine street papers’. I will describe the operation of these
devices in the sections below.
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Box 2 The INSP Street Paper Charter. Source INSP 2011
The INSP Street Paper Charter
The charter of the International Network of Street Papers sets out the principles of
the international street paper movement. All street papers, which are members of
INSP, must adhere to the following street paper charter:
1.1 Aiming to help socially excluded people (in some countries only homeless
people apply in this category) help themselves, through providing them with
the means of earning an income and facilitating their reintegration into society,
through providing social support.
1.2 Using all post-investment profits to finance support for the vendors, the socially
excluded or social business. Each paper supplies its annual accounts to an
agreed independent organisation for the purpose of financial transparency.
1.3 Aiming to provide vendors with a voice in the media and campaigning on
behalf of the socially excluded.
1 4 Aiming towards creating quality street papers, which the vendors are proud
to sell and the public are happy to buy. This breaks the cycle of dependency
through empowerment.
1.5 Aiming towards social responsibility in business in terms of editorial, staff,
vendor and environmental policies. Aiming not to spend excessively on
professional staff, with money being targeted towards vendors and vendor
support.
1.6 Supporting prospective street papers that share a common philosophy and
intend to sign the street paper charter.
1.7 That no charter street paper shall enter the established selling area of an
existing charter member.

in an envisaged situation (Andersson et al., 2008). In the case of INSP, the views and
beliefs of the founding group of street papers were committed to paper and were
then sent out as a text to other street papers that wanted to become part of ‘their’
movement.
The INSP Charter and the Membership criteria list have taken up a powerful position
in the movement, and aim to control the movement by ‘acting from a distance’. To
examine their role it is important to assess their content and impact. What precisely
are the roles and actions that they prescribe? Upon what ideas, philosophies and
ideologies are they based? And in what ways do these influence the configuration of
current street paper practices?

Box 3 INSP’s membership criteria. Source INSP 2011
INSP membership criteria
All street papers worldwide are encouraged to join INSP In order to become a
member, street papers must fulfill the criteria below:
• Papers must be currently publishing, with at least the first edition published.
• After tax deductions, at least 50% of the cover price of the street paper must go
to the vendor, unless an exemption has been agreed with the executive board.
• Street papers must be based on the principle of self-help; i.e. they must
empower vendors and marginalised people to help themselves and re-integrate
into society.
• If street papers are social businesses and aim to make profit, this money must
be re-invested back into the street paper and/or associated projects that work
for the benefit of the vendors and marginalised people.
• If street papers do not aim to make profit, they must be independently constituted
organisations, non-government organisations or associations.
• Editorial independence and freedom of a street paper must not be compromised,
or dependent on, another organisation or the state.
• Street papers may not work in an area where there is already an INSP member,
unless that INSP member agrees to this.
• Other INSP members in the same, or neighbouring, country may be asked for
recommendations of potential members.
• All street papers must aim have a fixed price, advertised on the front cover
unless an exemption has been agreed with the board.
• All members must carry the INSP logo in their street-papers and associated
publicity including their websites.
• Street papers must agree that if they become members of INSP, they will adhere
to the street paper charter (below).
• INSP aligns itself to the United Nations Minimum Age Convention when
determining the age at which vendors may be permitted to sell a street paper.
Practice has indicated this is generally at 18 years, but allowances are made
in some countries for 16 years to be the minimum age and depending on
conditions in a particular country, the minimum working age may be younger. A
paper must conform to the UN Convention rules pertaining to its country.

9.2.1 A
 n analysis of the Charter and the Membership criteria list as
articulations of INSP’s discourse on street papers
To answer these questions, I will perform a discourse analysis of INSP’s scripts. This
analysis will be based on a close reading of the documents, a careful analysis of
INSP’s website, the analysis of several interviews, talks and meetings that I had with
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street paper experts, and on a critical examination of related texts and discourses
(such as the discourse on self-help, see below).
In chapter three I described discourse analysis as a way to unravel and to make
evident the selections and choices that are made in processes of signification.
Discourse analysis thus explores how particular meanings are formed, how particular
identities are forged and how particular subject positions and courses of action are
set out. It examines how specific translations rely on particular inclusions and
exclusions of meaning, and it gives insights into what the consequences of these
selections are.
In this section, I will treat the Charter and Membership Criteria List in their capacity as
articulations of INSP’s discourse on the identity, meaning and practice of ‘genuine’
street papers. The aim of the discourse analysis here is to closely examine these
articulations and to explore how together they connect a set of different meaningful
‘elements’ in such a way that a (seemingly) coherent system of meaning about street
paper behavior is formed. What meanings are established by positioning different
concepts and notions of street papers in particular relationships with one another?
What particular roles and identities are put forward in the Charter and Membership
criteria list? From what discourses and systems of meaning are they derived? And,
crucially, what kind of actions and behavior do they imply?
Technically, the discourse analysis of both scripting devices is structured around the
three analytical concepts of discourse theory (see chapter three), namely:
1) the identification of nodal points;
2) the mapping of important chains of signification between different meaningful
elements (focusing upon the lines of equivalence and difference); and
3) the formation of subjects and subject positions.
9.2.2 The Charter and Membership Criteria List are ‘imperative scripts’ . . .
First of all, it is important to highlight the ‘obligatory’ status of the INSP Membership
Criteria List and the Charter. Both documents are meant to have a ‘performative
impact’ (see the discussion on after-ANT in chapter two and three) on the movement.
They are, in fact, ‘imperative scripts’, to which all street papers that want to become a
member of INSP, must adhere. This is the role they are intended to play within the
movement, as they arose from the need to set some behavioral rules for ‘good’ and
‘genuine’ street papers (personal communication with Young, 2008).
“The charter of the International Network of Street Papers sets out the principles
of the international street paper movement. All street papers, which are members
of INSP, must adhere to the following street paper charter” (Insp, 2011c: emphasis
is mine).

9.2.3 . . . that (try to) set the (discursive) horizon for street papers.
A first step in the analysis is to identify the nodal points in the discourses embedded
within the scripts: the key signifying elements that help to structure the meanings and
identities that are set out by the documents. What are the focal points of meaning and
identity around which the rules and criteria are constructed? What chains of
signification emerge from them? How do they include and exclude particular
meanings? What are the main ‘discursive horizons’ that they set out?
To answer these questions, we need to get back to the initial phases of translation/
problematization of the INSP itself. The founding Charter, and later the Membership
Criteria list, were set out to establish guidelines for the honest and fair behavior of
street papers. The guidelines and membership criteria list can be seen as
sedimentations of these objectives. They were set out to make sure that INSP street
papers would ‘always work to benefit the homeless people’, and not solely benefit the
owners/entrepreneurs behind them. This would be the main ‘horizon’ for street papers
to work within. Most of the rules and criteria set out in the documents are further
specifications of this objective.
Hence, a nodal point around which, in the documents, street paper identities and meanings
are set out, is the social goal of ‘genuinely helping homeless people’. This goal is set out
against a more negative identity of people and owners of street papers who wish
themselves to profit from street paper practices. This is a negative ‘outside’ of INSP’s
discourse, and relations of equivalence and difference are established around it.
A core statement which clearly reflects this ‘discursive horizon’ of ‘genuinely helping
and benefiting the homeless’ can both be found in the charter and in the membership
criteria list.
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“All street papers worldwide are encouraged to join INSP In order to become a
member, street papers must fulfill the criteria below” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine).
This is not to say that these texts do indeed structure the behavior of the different
street paper organizations that have agreed to them. The control and power of both
documents over their members is not absolute, but is, due to their necessary
articulation and circulation, always mediated and negotiated. On top of this, both
documents have been generated by INSP’s member street papers. At each annual
general assembly of INSP’s members, the Charter and Membership criteria list can
be put upon the agenda (as the AGM of 2008, 2009 and 2010 have shown). There,
the various elements and rules can be adapted and changed. Since the INSP,
however, is set up as a UK based charity, both the charter and membership criteria
list also play an official role in its legal status as a charity. Since several parts of the
Charter and Membership criteria list are obligatory and statutory, changing these
aspects of both memoranda is very hard, if not practically impossible: this contributes
to the relative durability of both documents.
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“1.2 Using all post-investment profits to finance support for the vendors, the
socially excluded or social business. Each paper supplies its annual accounts to
an agreed independent organisation for the purpose of financial transparency”
(Insp, 2011c).
“If street papers are social businesses and aim to make profit, this money must
be re-invested back into the street paper and/or associated projects that work for
the benefit of the vendors and marginalised people” (Insp, 2011d).
To further strengthen and establish this discursive horizon, both INSP documents
appeal strongly to the ‘social responsibility’ of street papers. To achieve this, a
‘language of social engagement’ (c.f. Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999) is used that
highlights the social aspect of street papers and which strengthens the idea of a
street paper as a ‘social business’ (with the emphasis on the term social).
“[street papers] must empower vendors and marginalised people to help
themselves and re-integrate into society” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine).
“this money must be re-invested back into the street paper and/or associated
projects that work for the benefit of the vendors and marginalised people”(Insp,
2011d: emphasis is mine).
“Aiming to help socially excluded people” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine)
“earning an income and facilitating their re-integration into society, through
providing social support” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine).
The language used in the documents is a specific one. It is not drawn from normal
‘everyday life’ speech, but comes from a more political and academically ‘engaged’
vocabulary. Words like ‘empower(ment)’, ‘marginalised’, ‘socially excluded’ and ‘reintegration’ are characteristic examples of this. These words refer to a (higher?) social
standard: they express the negativity of the situation of the homeless (marginal,
excluded, not integrated, powerless) and refer to the necessarily socially engaged
practices of street papers that will help them to improve that situation (empowerment,
re-integration, providing social support). The academic language used also gives
some power and authority to the rules and criteria set out. Academic language
radiates objectivity and adds gravity to the rules that are set out (see Chouliaraki &
Fairclough, 1999).
The Charter also draws clear lines of equivalence and difference between what is
seen as a good, social practice for street papers and what is not. Charter point 1.5,

9.2.4 Self-help as a second nodal point: the relation between the INSP and the
‘Big Issue approach’
Some of the rules and codifications that are included in the Charter and Membership
Criteria List, clearly go beyond the core principle of ‘only to work for the benefit of
homeless people’. These rules amend the general rule, make it stronger and more
adapted to specific elements of the ‘genuine’ street paper practice. But, at the same
time, these amendments also establish a very particular identity and meaning for
street papers, one that excludes other and different views and approaches.
What becomes clear in the analysis below is that many of these rules reflect the ideas
and practices of the early street papers that founded INSP (predominantly the ideas
and practices of The Big Issue in the UK). Although this might be an unintended
consequence of the process of inscription,201 both documents do promote a very
particular ‘Big Issue’ view on street papers. Since the INSP’s scripts are of an
imperative character, this has implications for the development of the movement.
Below I will illustrate this by looking into the role of another ‘nodal point’ that emerges
from the Charter and Memorandum, namely that of ‘Self-Help’.
Discourses of Self-help
One important idea/rule set out in the Charter and Membership criteria list is
concerned with the issue of ‘self-help’. In its founding Charter, INSP situates ‘self-help’
as a central principle for street papers.
“[INSP] is made up of street papers, which are modeled on the principal of
self-help and aim to combat social exclusion by working with those people
marginalized from mainstream society” (Founding Charter: emphasis is mine)
The current Charter and Membership-criteria list are more explicit in their phrasings:
“Street papers must be based on the principle of self-help; i.e. they must
empower vendors and marginalised people to help themselves and re-integrate
into society” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine).

201 In its early stages INSP was part of the International Development department of The Big Issue in London
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for instance, says that street papers should not spend ‘excessively’ on staff and
organization, but should target their money ‘towards vendors and vendor support’
(Insp, 2011d). And for those that will not comply to this rule, the Charter also enforces
a way to control their behavior, as each paper is required to “[supply] its annual
accounts to an agreed independent organization for the purpose of financial
transparency” (Insp, 2011d).
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“Aiming to help socially excluded people (in some countries only homeless
people apply in this category) help themselves, through providing them with the
means of earning an income and facilitating their re-integration into society,
through providing social support.” (Insp, 2011d: emphasis is mine).
In scenes one and two I have discussed the notion of self-help as one of the central
features of both the London Big Issue and the New York street paper Street News.
The principle of self-help emphasizes that the responsibility for improving the situation
of the homeless should be in their own hands. Donations and charity are seen as
negative concepts/identities since these create dependencies and do not stimulate
people to take their own responsibility. Through its charter and membership criteria
list, INSP advances similar notions of self-help, which, as we will see below have an
impact on its membership.
9.2.5 C
 hains of signification: self-help, independence, professionalism and
social businesses
Associated with the ‘self-help principle’ but also with the idea that street papers
should benefit the homeless and not the owners (i.e. the social aspect of street
papers) are the statements about ‘social enterprise’ and ‘social businesses’, ‘quality
and professionalism’ and ‘independence’ in INSP’s Charter and Membership Criteria
List. Again there is much resemblance with The Big Issue approach to street papers
(see scene two). In one of INSP’s annual reviews, the relationships between social
business, independence and professional quality are made clear:
“Based on principles of social enterprise and independent information, street
papers are independent quality newspapers and magazines that are sold on the
street corners of cities around the world by homeless and severely disadvantaged
people” (Insp, 2008a: emphasis is mine).
What the implications are of being a ‘social business’ or a social enterprise is specified
in the Charter:
“If street papers are social businesses and aim to make profit, this money must
be re-invested back into the street paper and/or associated projects that work for
the benefit of the vendors and marginalized people” (Insp, 2011d).
Note that the ‘if’ in the former quotation, already suggests that it is a sensitive issue.
Not all street paper projects associate themselves with the label ‘social business’. In
INSP’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) of 2008, there was a heated debate on this
issue. During the AGM, the governing board of INSP proposed to make the criteria

“As INSP is made up of all sorts of organizations – charities, trusts and social
businesses – we feel that if we use less strict words we can better grasp the
diversity of the movement and we would better honor the individual operating
rights of each member” (Larault, Field notes 2008).
This demonstrates a call for diversity, and is in fact a call to be more open to street
papers that use other models, such as for instance the Bologna street paper Piazza
Grande as described in scene four. However, the issue remains sensitive. Especially
since one of the ‘problematizations’ of the INSP was that there were several ‘rogue’
street papers from which the owners, more than the vendors, profited. Diversity in
terms of the model of organization used, would also make these organizations less
transparent in what they do with the money. At the 2008 AGM, one of the founding
INSP members therefore strongly opposed the board’s proposition:
“No, we should be clear and strong, it’s too open in this version. We must not be
‘wishy woshy’, the wording should be strong and clear; we should use the word
‘must’ ” (Fieldnotes 2008).
This remark was (literally) applauded by the majority of street papers present (which
were mostly European papers). The consequence is that the social business concept
still put forward strongly in the charter. Related to the discussions about self-help and
operating in a commercial, business like mode, as discussed in the sections above,
this alienates some of the street papers that operate in a more charity-like way (such
as several US street papers, see also scene seven and eight).
Street papers should maintain high quality & professionalism, and foster
independence
The rules set out about quality, professionalism and editorial independence are also
very much inspired by The Big Issue approach to self-help and social entrepreneurship. The product of INSP street paper members, the street paper or magazine itself,
should be of a professional quality, so that it will not be seen as a ‘pity-purchase’: a
product of low quality which consumers only buy out of pity for its seller. This is not
what INSP street papers, built upon notions of self-help and social-business, should
do. They should establish stable and objective and fruitful economic relations. By
emphasizing quality and professionalism in the charter, street papers are urged to
create high-end products that ‘sell themselves’. As the Charter states, “[t]his breaks
the cycle of dependency through empowerment” (Insp, 2011c).
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concerning the social-business model less strict. In the AGM, Larault, one of the
board members, explains:
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Street papers have a fixed price, of which at least 50% goes to the vendor
Related to this argument are the rules revolving around price. The membership-criteria
list states that, in principle, street papers should have a fixed price which is advertised
on the cover of the magazine. A core assumption thus is, that street papers work with
a ‘price’ system, based on the purchase-selling model. Again, this conflicts with
some of the wishes and beliefs of, amongst others, some US street papers, who have
a more charity-based approach. There has been much debate about this issue,
especially when NASNA (the North American Street Newspaper Association) and
INSP decided to work more closely together (see scene eight). With their close
cooperation, NASNA street papers also had to abide by INSP rules. However, since
in Northern America, some street papers are not allowed by law to be ‘sold’ in public
places, INSP’s board has softened the general rule by saying that an exemption can
be agreed with the board.
“All street papers must aim have a fixed price, advertised on the front cover unless
an exemption has been agreed with the board” (Insp, 2011d).
The territorial exclusion clause
A final feature that emerges from the analysis of the Charter and the Membership-criteria list is the issue of territory. This issue is closely associated with the second
problematization of the INSP, the prevention of fraud and degeneration in the
movement. Based on the problems with different street papers fighting and competing
on the streets of Paris, during the first gathering of street papers in London, it was
decided that street papers should not be operating in each other’s territories.
“Street papers may not work in an area where there is already an INSP member,
unless that INSP member agrees to this” (INSP Charter 2011).
9.2.6 Powerful circulations: establishing an inside and outside through
travelling documents
To conclude, the INSP Charter and Membership criteria list are a means of circulation
with which the INSP gives direction and tries to exert control over the movement. They
are discursive devices that aim to establish a (discursive) inside and outside of the
street paper movement. The scripts define the inside of the street paper movement
as consisting of street papers that are ‘genuine and sincere’ and which abide to the
rules outlined in the INSP membership criteria and its charter. ‘Fake’ or ‘rogue’ papers
are excluded from the movement, since they do not uphold the rules and criteria
established by the INSP In so doing, the scripts thus work to stabilize and give shape
to what the INSP defines as the street paper movement.

9.3 The INSP establishes itself as a street paper oligopticon
After the first INSP meetings and the establishment of the Charter and Membership
criteria list, INSP membership began to grow. With this growth came also diversity
and criticism. As Swithinbank (2001: p.161) writes, some member street papers did
not like the dominant role played by The Big Issue in London (see also my discussion
of the AGM above). In her book about the early years of the Dutch street paper Z, van
Kampen, then editor of Z, writes about one of INSP early gatherings:
“... we did not like what happened there. The Big Issue really embraced its
dominant position. We, the 20 street papers present, had to listen to the sermons
and lectures of the two ladies of The Big Issue [in London] the whole weekend [of
the INSP gathering], telling us what is the right way to do a street paper and what
not” (Kampen, 1997: p. 34, translation is mine).
Because of this criticism and the time and resources it took the organization to carry
out this international work, slowly but gradually, London decided to shift its role
towards the background. A coincidence was that Young, the founder of The Big Issue
202 Moreover, as each of the proposed changes in the memoranda needs to be seconded by another INSP
member, some proposals even do not make it to the vote
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The Charter and Membership criteria list also allow for the circulation of specific
meanings and identities of street papers across the street paper movement. As the
discussion above has shown, specific parts of the self-help approach to street papers
are embedded within these circulations. As both the Charter and the Membership
criteria list connect to both established street papers and newly emerging street
papers, this helps to circulate and spread the ‘self-help’ approach to street papers.
Although scripts can be seen as relatively durable and powerful forms of circulation
and control, it should be noted that they are endowed with this powerful position by
the INSP membership itself. It is the membership that establishes the criteria and that
decides upon the scripts. As such, these scripts can be changed and alternative
models may be proposed.
However, although there are possibilities for change, the scripts in themselves appear
to have become very durable and stable. They are not easily changed, even though
the political choices behind them are at times challenged by the membership. To
change a single rule or phrasing in them, the INSP needs to put the issue to the vote
and a majority of members is needed to approve the proposed change. Since there
is much discussion and diversity amongst INSP membership about street papers
and street paper identities, it remains difficult to establish a majority vote.202 This
makes both scripts rather durable and stable, and makes it difficult to change their
impact on the movement.
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in Scotland had started to focus more strongly on the international dimension of the
street paper movement. Young had helped to set up and strengthen an Eastern
European street paper (see scene four) and was interested in doing more (personal
communication with Young, 2008).
The Big Issue in Scotland was prepared to take over the INSP from the London office.
A single member of staff was made responsible for the INSP activities and some
office space in the Scottish Big Issue office was made free for her.
At that time, the INSP was a small network organization whose members came
together once a year. There was an INSP newsletter that went out to the members
and there was a member of staff who was employed by The Big Issue in Scotland to
reply to questions and queries of people who wanted to set up street papers, or street
papers that wanted to get in touch with others (personal communication with
Maclean, 2008). INSP did little more.
9.3.1 P
 rofessionalizing and growing: the INSP becomes a spokesperson for
the street paper movement
Although that had worked quite well for a number of years, in the early 2000s the
members found that the street paper movement was growing a such a rate that a
more stable and formal organization for INSP was needed. It needed a more
professional office space with full-time staff to provide more adequate services to its
existing and potential membership (personal communication with Maclean, 2008).
This was achieved in 2004, when a grant from the Scottish government provided the
funds for setting up a more structural organization. In the grant application, INSP
framed itself as the voice of the international street paper organization and wrote that
the grant would help Scotland to develop into an ‘international center of expertise for
street paper initiatives and social enterprise’ (personal communication with Maclean,
2008). From 2004 onwards, INSP started to grow and was able to professionalize its
activities. It sees as its main task connecting and uniting the street paper movement
internationally, and it engages in a variety of activities to achieve this (personal
communication with Maclean, 2008).
Many street papers today ascribe a central role to the INSP in the development of the
street paper movement. The INSP has become a key spokesperson for the
international street paper movement (The Big Issue Australia, 2011; Insp, 2011f). Most
notably, INSP is seen as a support network that assists street papers worldwide in
their fight against homelessness and poverty (see for instance Augustin Boulevard
Zeitung, 2009). The network operates as an umbrella organization for street papers
and enables them to share information and experiences. It also provides help and
information to street papers that have only recently started up, and it facilitates the
setting-up of new street papers.

9.3.2 Daily practices: uniting the movement through circulation
The INSP’s head office is located in the city centre of the Scottish city of Glasgow. In
2008, the office was based in the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations203
(SCVO) building on Queen Street.204 INSP shared the office with a number of other
NGOs and SCVO staff. INSP employed two full members of staff and a number of
part-time volunteers. In a room filled with desks, chairs and computers, the two,
sometimes three, INSP staff members work long hours to engage the movement. As
with many NGOs there is a lot of work and little staff. As Maclean notes, “... so when
you think about this big, ... global network, you think you must at least have twenty
people... well no, there’s two” (personal communication with Maclean, 2008).
Typical for an oligopticon, INSP uses its few staff members to interact with the
movement through a variety of circulations and communication channels. A lot that
happens within the office is part of a daily routine. Three activities, in particular, stand
out. These are:
· work concerning the Street News Service,
· INSP’s ‘Global Information Services’ (ranging from helping street paper start-ups to
connecting the membership),
· the Annual INSP Conference (including the International Street Paper Awards),
9.3.3 The Street News Service
The SNS is an online news agency that brings together ‘a compendium of news,
views, and features from street papers around the world’ (Street Roots, 2011). It was
started in 2002 by the North American Street Newspaper Association as a joint
203 The SCVO is a umbrella body for voluntary organizations in Scotland
204 It has moved recently to another, similar building in Glasgow’s city center
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The stabilization of INSP as a professional organization, and the growth in the number
of street papers to which it connects has significantly enhanced INSP’s position in the
street paper network world-wide. INSP now connects to many different street papers
across the world, plays a key role in the circulation and exchange of information
between them, and is increasingly seen as ‘the voice of the street paper movement’.
By acting as a spokesperson for street papers world-wide, INSP has also acquired a
more central position in the ‘homelessness sector’ itself. This has helped INSP to get
better access to funding, has helped to connect better with different organizations
and institutions in the sector, and has helped the organization to acquire a consultative
status at the UN negotiating table of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). In
so doing, INSP became firmly established as a core oligopticon in the street paper
movement that helps to stabilize and establish ‘an international movement of street
papers’ by linking and connecting together various local projects and voices. The
next section will explain in detail how the INSP achieves this.
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initiative of Paula Mathieu of the Spare Change News street paper and Tim Harris,
editor of Real Change (personal communication with Mathieu, 2008). The basic idea
was that many of the North American street papers had good stories which would
also be interesting for street paper audiences in other regions. Since the smaller
street papers in the US in particular, had difficulties to acquire high quality content,
the idea was that “if you do have a few good stories, then why do you not share it with
other street papers?” (personal communication with Mathieu, 2008). When Mathieu
became the first representative of NASNA to be on the board of the INSP, she
introduced the idea to the latter organization. She helped to make SNS an integral
part of the cooperation between NASNA and INSP Currently SNS is embedded within
the INSP
SNS’s core means of communication are its website and its e-mailing list (a weekly
Street News Feed e-mail is sent out to the INSP membership). Its main activity is the
exchange of editorial content between street papers across the world. Through a
large number of voluntary translators (about 80), articles from about 24 languages
are made available to the INSP membership (Street News Service, 2011).
Coordinating the bank of voluntary translators, maintaining the website, acquiring
extra funding for the service and further professionalizing its core activities, are
amongst the many tasks of INSP staff associated with the SNS. The organization is
fully web-based and is managed by a full time editor, who is stationed at the INSP
head office in Glasgow, Scotland. The project is overseen by the INSP Executive
Director and is supported by other INSP staff members and volunteers. The SNS is
also supported by several big international media corporations such as Reuters and
the Inter Press Service. These companies support the SNS by offering additional
news-stories and pictures. As it focuses on copy-sharing, the SNS plays an important
role for street papers that have few resources, most notably for those in developing
countries, since these “often operate in isolation and with scant resources” (Street
News Service, 2010).
Street Papers submit articles to the service in their original language, and when there
are requests for republication by other street papers, the SNS coordinator connects
the request to the required volunteer translator, who translates the story and then
submits it to the SNS coordinators. The article is then sent to the requesting street
paper, but also placed on SNS’s web-portal.
Celebrities and SNS exclusives: circulating celebrities
In addition, the Street News Service sends out regular notices about top-stories,
news items and so-called ‘SNS-exclusives’.
SNS exclusives are articles written by INSP or SNS staff, which often have an
international topic or deal with issues that are interesting for street paper readers
across the world. SNS exclusives recently also include celebrity-related content.

Figure 73 Seven street papers with SNS exclusive content (Dalai Lama)
9.3.4 Celebrities and street papers worldwide
The focus upon celebrities works to attract readers and to raise the profile of local
street papers. It has become a core strategy of the SNS-exclusive content service.
The idea is inspired by the celebrity-content of street papers such as The Big Issue,
L’Itineraire, and Macadam. The call for celebrity stories from the SNS arose from
round table discussions at INSP conferences in 2007, 2008 and 2009. The idea
worked out quite well. As Maclean writes,
205 Spare Change News, a street paper in Boston, is one of the street papers that published the Dalai
Lama story. As Flanagan, executive director of Spare Change News notes, “Occasionally we would pick
up stories from INSP We picked up the story on the Dalai Lama from them, we picked up a story that
I think originated in a street newspaper in Ireland, about the Kennedy’s and Fitzgerald. Because you
know being Boston the Kennedy’s are still very prominent. And we picked up an article about economist
Joseph Stiglitz. So, we pick up stories from INSP and occasionally they pick up stories from us” (personal
communication with Flanagan, 2012).
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Recent examples of such articles are: a column written by the UK’s Prince William
titled “Street newspapers inspire me”, interviews with celebrities such as Irvine Welsh,
Paulo Coelho, Joseph Stiglitz, Annie Lennox, Carl Lewis, Bob Dylan, Paul McCartney,
and SNS-editor Batist’s recent interview with the Dalai Lama. The latter has been
published in over 60 street papers worldwide (see the covers of a number of street
papers below).205
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“High-profile public support from someone of the stature of Prince William has
proven invaluable to our street papers, with massive sales increases for vendors
as a result. At the same time it has inspired readers around the world to help us
speak out against poverty and homelessness” (Sns, 2011).
The circulation of celebrity content is more than the circulation of articles, however. It
also involves the circulation of a specific vision on ‘doing’ street papers. Indeed, by
sending out SNS exclusives to its membership, INSP also sends out a particular view
on the content and marketing strategies that street papers might use. It endorses the
use of celebrities as interessement devices to potential buyers, and as a way of
demonstrating the professional, high quality image of street papers (see the
discussion of celebrity content in scene two).206
The INSP does, however, not send out these ideas and views on street paper content
in an obligatory way. Street papers are always free to decide if they use celebrity
interviews or not. What is achieved through the circulation of SNS celebrity exclusives,
however, is the easy circulation of a particular editorial strategy across the street
paper movement. To attract more readers, Street papers such as Spare Change in
Boston or Ground Cover News in Ann Arbor, who generally did not use celebrity-
stories in their papers, started to adopt this as an effective content-strategy through
their connection with the Street News Service.

9.4 INSP’s ‘Global Information Services’
Another way in which the INSP office connects to the movement is through its ‘global
information services’. A daily activity for INSP staff and volunteers is responding to
the many phone calls and e-mails from persons and organizations who are interested
in starting up a street paper (personal communication with Maclean, 2008).
In its annual accounts, INSP indicates that giving advice and responding to information
enquiries are amongst its core activities (International Network of Street Papers, 2011,
2010; Smith, 2009). In 2008 alone, INSP responded to over 180 requests for help from
outside its membership. In 2009 this number had risen to over 200 (Annual Account
2008: Smith, 2009).
A good example of INSP’s information services is the responses which staff members
give to e-mail enquiries about starting up a street paper. INSP’s website has a
separate section dedicated to these specific start-up enquiries. It reads,

206 Yet, as some INSP members at the conference of 2009 noted, what does that say about editorial ethics
and the responsibilities towards our vendors? There is a thin line between increasing sales and, what US
street papers have called, ‘the integrity of content’: what does a celebrity have to say for a street paper or
for your vendors? What does a focus on sales only mean for the social and advocacy aspects of a street
paper?. I will come back to these discussions more clearly in Scene Eight.

Box 4 INSP's global information e-mail
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“Are you interested in starting a street paper, but don’t know where to start? Or
perhaps you’ve built a foundation, but need some direction as to the next step?
We can provide guidance and support to emerging street papers at all stages of
development. The first step is to access our online toolkits” (Insp, 2013a).
Below, an e-mail from a social work organizer in Kenya and the response from the
Executive director of INSP are shown.
In 2010, INSP received around 200 such enquiries from organizations and individuals
who asked for start-up advice, membership information or for street paper toolkits
(Insp, 2011a). Responding to all these requests is a formidable task . And, although
INSP staff are knowledgeable about street papers in general, they are not practitioners
themselves. Thus, they cannot easily give information and advice based on their own
individual experience of operating a street paper. To respond to these calls for help,
the INSP, as a street paper oligopticon, has to rely on its connections and interactions
with ‘experienced’ street papers world-wide.
This is one of the main reasons that INSP staff channel their information services via
standard information packets. Standard information packages help INSP staff to
merge information that they collect about street paper practices from its membership
into specific documents and devices that can easily travel to others. The e-mail
exchange shown above refers to two elements of these standard information packets.
The first is a standard list of questions for a feasibility study. The second is a guidebook
about how to set up a street paper (see section 6.4.2 below). Another element in the
standard information packet is an example of a budget spreadsheet (Insp, 2011b).
9.4.1 The feasibility study
The feasibility study consists of a list of questions compiled by Aldam, INSP volunteer/
staff-member. The list of questions is based on INSP staff-members’ continuous
engagement with street paper practitioners and street paper start-up projects across
the world. Its aim is, as Aldam writes,
“to provide an overview of the primary issues related to a business idea. The
purpose is to identify any ‘make or break’ issues that would prevent your street
paper business from being successful in the marketplace” (Insp & Aldam, 2008).
The questions address, amongst others, issues related to:
· the location specific details of the street paper start-up project (range, population,
vendors, competition),
· the vendor target group (who are to be included as vendors, what is the organization’s
current relationship with the target groups, vendor demographic),

In general, the feasibility study seeks answers to questions about ‘the five key
elements’ of a street paper project: 1) can the public afford to buy it (disposable
income), 2) do they want to buy it (market), 3) do the costs add up (budgeting), 4) are
their sufficient people who will sell it? (vendors), 5) will you be able to gain support to
develop it (your motivation) (Insp & Aldam, 2008). The effect of the feasibility study will
be discussed below.
Circulating self-help? Aspects of self-help embedded within the feasibility study
A number of the questions and phrasings in the list of questions refers to elements of
what I have called the self-help (social) business model to street papers (see the
discussion in scenes one and two). The issue of advertising can be seen as part of
this approach to street papers (see scene one and scene two of this study), and
contains specific choices concerning the ethics and impact of street papers. The
feasibility study refers to advertising with the following questions:
• How strong is the advertising market in your country – only multinationals, or small
to medium enterprises?
• Do you predict that there will be advertising income generated from your publication?
• Will people want to advertise in a publication sold by your vendors on the street?
(Have you talked to the ad agencies and what has their advice been?)
• What circulation/readership criteria do you ideally need to reach before you can
attract the current major advertisers in your region?
• Do you have contact with companies that would consider sponsoring elements of
your publications? If so, please list these.
Advertising, in the feasibility study, is not posed as a question of whether or not a
street paper should take advertisements. Instead, advertisements are established
here as an accepted source of income for street papers, that should be considered
when setting up a street paper project. The emphasis is on exploring the ‘market’ by
identifying the ‘multinationals’ or small to medium ‘enterprises’ and ‘companies’ that
would consider advertising in the street paper.
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· questions about the organization itself (branding, legal status, access to required
facilities, distribution points),
· questions regarding customers/readers (Unique Selling Point, reader demographic
and characteristics, competition)
· publication and printing (pages, color, content, publishing frequency)
· finances (costs, price, % of cover price for the vendor, funds)
· advertising (type of advertisements, potential income, circulation needed for
advertisement, contents, potential income from)
· personal context (motivation)
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Another element that has a clear relationship with the self-help, business approach to
street papers is the issue of branding. This issue is discussed in the section ‘Your
Organization’ of the feasibility study. The terminology here is markedly ‘business’
oriented and there is a strong connection made to The Big Issue trademark and the
legal aspects of potentially using this name.
• Your organization name: It is imperative that you develop a brand and a name
which will instill confidence in the market. (Should you wish to go down The Big
Issue route, you will need to investigate legalities and trademarks with The Big
Issue in London.)
A weaker element in the social-business approach to street papers is the ‘purchasesales’ system that many street papers use.
· What % of the cover price will go to the vendor?
· What do your proposed vendors think about selling a magazine for income?
With these questions, the INSP assumes that a street paper project will work with a
model in which vendors buy street papers from the organization and sell it for a
different price and keep a percentage of that price. Alternative systems, such as
working with donations (see scene seven and eight) are not mentioned in the
feasibility study.
Although the INSP’s feasibility study is not a script that imposes these roles and
identities upon street paper startup projects (such as the Charter and Membership
criteria lists do), it does send out a particular image of street papers to groups and
individuals that want to set up such a project. The proximity of The Big Issue to the
INSP is clearly visible in the feasibility study, and specific aspects of its self-help
street paper approach are embedded within the document. In so doing, INSP helps
to circulate certain aspects of this approach to street papers.
Whether or not the integration of these elements in the feasibility study is based upon
strategic choices about the endorsement of the self-help approach, the fact remains
that the political views upon which these elements of study are based (self-help;
social business; et cetera) are not made explicit in the document. These choices are,
in fact, being ‘black boxed’ (see chapter two of this study). The feasibility study builds
upon specific choices about the inclusion and/or exclusion of particular (possible)
elements of street papers. Street papers work with a business/trade model of
purchase sales and not with donations. Advertisements are a crucial aspect of street
paper funding, not including advertisements on the basis of ethical principles is not
presented as an option.
In that way, the feasibility study, through its circulation to (and from) street paper
start-ups, excludes many different, alternative ideas about street paper models for
new street papers (i.e. could another street paper model be envisioned where

9.4.2 The Guide Book
A more open and diverse intermediary in the
INSP’s information package is its ‘Street
Papers: a guide to getting started’ guidebook.
The guide was published in 2003 and was
written by two street paper experts: Mewburn
from The Big Issue in Scotland and Harris
from Real Change, Seattle. The authors base
the guide upon their own experiences with
street paper organizing and upon a brief
survey they conducted with 20 members of

Figure 74 INSP/NASNA Street
Papers a guide to getting started
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homeless persons do not have to sell their paper? Would a model be possible where
vendors are able to keep all of the proceeds? Is advertising good or bad for a project
involved in helping those who have been excluded from our capitalist societies? et
cetera). Indeed, processes of inscription and translation always involve political
decisions about including and excluding particular meanings, identities and roles.
Although such decisions are not always strategically (purposefully) taken, they do
have political effects. In their circulation, and especially when they are being circulated
from an institution that is well positioned in the networks of exchange in the movement,
they are able to reach and influence a wide range of actors across the world.
The impact of these circulations, however, is always determined by those who draw
upon them and use them in the translation and articulation of street paper projects.
As said earlier, the feasibility study does not impose a particular model or particular
political decision upon new street papers, and street papers may still take other
choices and decisions. Yet, by black boxing many of the political decisions behind
the questions in the feasibility study, new street papers are not advised on the choices
that are made within it (and that could be made differently).
This is not necessarily a negative point. The scripting and black boxing in the feasibility
study has both productive and unproductive sides for the street paper community. It
is productive in the sense that to be able to travel, every inscription and every
circulation, needs to be put in a form in which particular aspects of the translation are
to be excluded. Otherwise, they would not be able to travel so easily and freely.
Certain selections and choices have to be made to allow the ideas about doing a
good and constructive street paper feasibility study to travel and to be useful in other
places. Circulations such as the feasibility study, however, can be unproductive in the
sense that the selections and choices they make might close down other productive,
yet alternative, paths of development, which could produce equally helpful street
papers. The section below will discuss a more open and diversified circulation of
street paper start up support.
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the street paper community. The guide draws examples from, amongst others, The
Big Issue in London and Scotland, BISS in Münich, Hecho en Chile in Santiago, Real
Change in Seattle, and Big News in New York. The guidebook is aimed at new street
paper projects and helps them by providing insights in the – both good and bad –
experiences of established papers. As Mewburn and Harris write,
“This guide is based on the methods and practices of the ‘experts’ who have
started and run street papers themselves. It is a collaboration of examples, advice
and suggestions. It does not aim to offer one blue print for how things should be
done ... This guide aims to reflect the experiences of street papers — both good
and bad — in a way that can hopefully be learnt from and adapted in any country”
(Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p.2).
The guidebook discusses, amongst other things, issues such as planning, finance,
law, vendor relations, the development of the actual street paper and possible pitfalls
for street paper startups. The guide is a co-creation between NASNA and INSP and,
as such, contains a more diverse set of approaches to street papers than the
feasibility study and charter memoranda of the INSP207 The self-help social business
approach such as used by The Big Issue, for instance, is not put forward very
prominently. Alternative approaches are offered, and several of the political choices
which can be made between alternative approaches to street papers are at points
made explicit.
Drawing on the experiences of 20 different street papers, the guide provides a
panoramic view on the different activities associated with developing and running a
street paper. The guide opens by detailing what it sees as a street paper. Interestingly,
as a product developed by both NASNA and INSP, the guide portrays street papers
also as global phenomena, part of a worldwide movement (Mewburn & Harris, 2003:
p. 1). This fits well with the NASNA’s/INSP’s ambition to promote street papers as a
global political project.
In the first lines of the booklet, the guide sets out its vision on street papers. It defines
a street paper on the basis of its core activity: “A street paper ... is a publication that is
sold on the streets by homeless, socially excluded or marginalised people” (Mewburn
& Harris, 2003: p. 1). It notes that the street paper community is diverse, but that it is
united in its aim ‘to provide homeless people the opportunity to work’, adding the
byline, ‘as well as giving them a voice’. Besides focusing upon self-help through work
and earning an income, street papers also have a more social goal of representing
the homeless in the media. Self-help, though, remains an important aspect of street
papers in the view of the guide: “the common motto is ‘a hand up, not a hand out’, as
providing work is seen as more sustainable than simply providing aid” (Mewburn &
207 which are largely based upon the experiences of The Big Issue and some European street papers

Alternatives are possible: street papers do not necessarily have to be set up as
(social) businesses
Rather than trying to impose one particular model of doing a street paper, the guide
offers several alternative models of organization. In the section on planning, for
instance, the guide names various modes of organization for street papers. Street
papers do not necessarily have to be set up as a (social) business, such as The Big
Issue or Street News, but can be non-profit or charities as well.
“[Whether] you plan to run as a business, a non-profit organisation, a charity or an
association, you still need to create some kind of business or organising plan,
which includes a budget” (Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 2)
The section on funding also provides some alternative models to choose from. Street
papers do not necessarily have to be set up as a commercial organization, but may
well have different/alternative models of financing themselves. The guide poses this
as questions to be answered by the new street paper start-up:
· “What approach you want to take to generating income: i.e. business activities,
charitable fundraising, etc?
· As an organisation, do you have objections to taking money from any source?”
(Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p.6)
The use of advertisements, a central element of the self-help (social) business street
paper approach, is also put in more open terms: “some street papers also have
advertising sales policies and won’t accept some advertising from companies they
208 that is, a product resulting from the connectedness of both authors and the organizations they represent
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Harris, 2003: p. 1). In line with the self-help approach discussed in scenes two and
three, ‘simply giving aid’ (Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 1) – or to put it into The Big
Issue’s phrasing ‘giving aid away for free’ – acts as an anti-identity against which the
guidebook draws a line of difference.
The guidebook, as a key product of oligoptic circulations and articulations,208 sums
up the various elements and processes that are a part of (the start-up of) many street
papers. Starting with the development of a business plan, the guide proceeds to
discuss the financial aspects of operating a street paper, discusses some of the legal
issues concerning street papers, explains the various roles and positions that actors
need to take up in the project, and discusses some of the key decisions that need to
be made about the contents, layout and design of a street paper. As such, the
guidebook offers an overview of the different elements, roles and interactions that are
part of many street paper projects (see the Box 5 on page 295 for a schematic outline
of the contents of the guidebook).
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feel to be unethical – it is helpful to be clear on what policies you may have from the
beginning. However, advertising is a great way to build up relationships with the wider
business community” (Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 7). This suggestion helps street
paper start ups to make an explicit (political) choice about what model to use and
what principles to rely on. It does not black box advertising as a standard strategy,
but informs street papers that there is a choice to be made.
Closures and roadmaps
In other sections the street paper guide uses a more compelling, closed-off language
and offers fewer alternatives to the directions it gives. The section dealing with
vendors, for instance, presents a roadmap for street paper organizations to follow:
“[w]hen homeless people arrive to sell the paper, the following should happen:”
(Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 13 emphasis is mine). The roadmap includes, amongst
others, steps such as an introduction-interview which functions to “to check they fulfill
your criteria for being a vendor”, the development of a code of conduct which “the
vendor will need to sign” and which outlines the necessary rules that vendors have to
abide too. The guidebook also offers an example of a ‘Code of Conduct’ that can be
copied. The roadmap also includes the necessary step of ‘Badging Up’ vendors.
Mewburn writes, “the vendor will need to be given some kind of ID badge and number,
which they should wear while selling the paper” (Mewburn & Harris, 2003). The
roadmap then discusses the distribution of ‘pitches’– places where homeless
persons may sell the paper - since this ‘can be an extremely contentious issue’, as
‘disputes can emerge between vendors about where they are selling’ and thus a
protocol is needed (Mewburn & Harris, 2003). In so doing, the roadmap presents a
closed-off account of what practices a street paper should include. It presents these
elements as black-boxes, elements that are part and parcel of any street paper,
elements that can be taken for granted. Discussions about alternative models or the
political/ethical implications of including particular protocols and practices in a street
paper organization are not discussed and hidden from view.
Building a newspaper
The ‘building a newspaper’ section of the guidebook deals with the various aspects
that come into play when developing the actual physical street paper. It discusses the
various topics and themes that street papers can include in their magazines. The
section starts off with a discussion about the specific format that street papers may
take: style, content and layout vary hugely from country to country, ranging from ‘A3
tabloid, black and white newspapers, to full color glossy magazines’ (Mewburn &
Harris, 2003: p. 15). In general, the guide reads, street papers contain a mix of the
following articles:

Box 5 INSP’s membership criteria. Source INSP 2011
Business plan:
identifying the actors to be involved (staff, boardmembers, homeless vendors)
• making explicit the organisations vison, mission and values
• market research (competitors; printing and production prices; the situation of
the homeless & homeless organisations; attitude to homelessness; funding
possibilities)
• the actual writing of the plan
Financial aspects:
• choose your financial approach (business, charity)
• who will be your funders
• case studies about funding and funding models
Legalities:
• organization type: business, NGO, charity, association
• charters and constitutions
The People:
• staff and/or volunteers, most notably: vendor operations officer, editorial and production
staff, financial staff, ad sales staff and program development management staff.
• office space and materials (computers et cetera)
• The vendors:
o who is your vendor (homeless, poor, socially excluded...)
o Recruiting vendors from: hostels, shelters, soup kitchens, homeless organisation,
the streets
o how to engage vendors: introduction interview; signing a code of conduct;
providing badges; distribution of places to sell the magazine; Uniforms and branding
o monitoring sales and vendors on the streets (outreach by (former) vendors)
o Incentive schemes (rewards for vendors)
o offering additional services to the homeless (medical, psychological, training,
legal advice, cloths and
food, skills development)
Building the newspaper itself:
• Content, normally includes: social features (including homelessness), news and
investigative journalism, entertainment/culture/arts, homeless writing, lifestyle,
interviews (famous people, homeless people)
o normally 60 hours to create a 16-20 page paper
o international content see Street News Service
• Printing/circulation: frequency of issues; estimates for circulation
• Cover-price: how much the publication will cost to the vendor (normally 35-50%
of the cover price. Vendor should not have to pay more than 50%
• Reader interaction (readership surveys, feed back on content)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Social features (including homeless issues)
News/ investigative journalism
Entertainment/ culture/ arts
Homeless writing/ art
Lifestyle (sport, cookery, etc)
Interviews (famous people, homeless people)

The balance between those topics is important, as the most successful papers in the
street paper movement (in terms of sales) ‘are those that have the broadest mix’
(Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 15). This statement may seem to imply that sales is the
most important aspect of the street paper model. A bit further in the text, however,
Mewburn and Harris – drawing upon the experience of US street papers – write that
homeless advocacy and representation may also be the main aim of the magazine.
The editorial mix should be adapted accordingly. They write,
“It may be, however, that your main aim is to give a voice to homeless people
rather than to help them earn an income, in which case your content will be
determined by them” (Mewburn & Harris, 2003).
Again, the guidebook underlines the diversity of the street paper movement and
offers alternative approaches to choose from.
The guidebook then continues by discussing circulation-frequency, cover price and
the interaction between the street paper organization and its readers (reader surveys,
letter pages, website). An interesting paragraph deals with the issue of ‘advocacy’.
Here the guidebook refers to a discussion that we touched upon earlier (see scene
two), namely the balance between focusing on sales and commercialism on the one
side and on homeless advocacy on the other. This section in the guidebook stresses
the importance to engage in homeless advocacy, since ‘it is important to remember
that entrepreneurialism alone will not end poverty’ (Mewburn & Harris, 2003: p. 17).
Discussions revolving around these issues will be the focus of scene eight.
Overall, the guide functions as an open, constructive tool that offers street papers
insights into the practices of others. It does not support one specific approach to
street papers but discusses several alternatives. The ideas and practices that are
suggested are derived from the diversity of experiences within the street paper
community itself.
It is interesting that the guidebook is a co-production of the Northern American based
NASNA and the UK/Europe based INSP Through this combination, and in particular
through the co-authorship of Mewburn from The Big Issue in Scotland and Harris
from Real Change Seattle, the guidebook mixes and brings together the different
experiences and approaches to street papers within these street paper communities.

9.4.3 The budget database example
The third element of INSP’s information packet is an example of a budget database.
The excel-sheet has been developed by The Big Issue in the North-East. It outlines
the various potential items/entries for expenses and income of a street paper
organization. It is sent out to help street paper start-ups, so that they can calculate
and predict the costs and income for their street paper.
The database inscribes and solidifies several elements of street paper practices into
a computer format. In so doing, its sends out a financial format for street papers and
‘black boxes’210 particular aspects of the street paper model. The form is not coercive
or compelling in the sense that it forces new organizations to adapt to its format and
vision, but it does open up and close down possible courses of action for new street
papers to take up if they were to use the form as it is.
The budget data base opens up different courses of action as it provides several
complementary options for funding. Street papers, for instance, do not necessarily
have to draw upon commercial resources (e.g. sales of magazines, sales of
advertisements) only. Many other modes of funding are included in the database (such
as donations, grants and other charity donations). Other elements of the budget
example offer a more ‘closed’ trajectory for the articulation of street papers. The core
items on the income sheet, for instance, are ‘No. of street papers sold’ and ‘Income to
project from sales’. These entries assume that street papers will work with the purchase
vending system where the organization itself generates income from the sales of street
papers. Although this is a model which is generally used by street papers, it does
exclude other models and approaches. Some street papers, for instance, work with a
donation system. In such models, the organization does not generate income from
street paper sales, but relies fully upon grants and private donations to the organization.
Although the funding database allows for such systems, its emphasis on street paper
sales is strong. In this way, the database helps to circulate the street paper purchase-selling system more prominently than other possible systems.
209 I will discuss this in Scenes Seven and Eight more thoroughly. Please note, that advocacy and
campaigning are also part of several European street paper approaches (see Scene Four).
210 used as a verb here
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The issue of advocacy, as discussed above, for instance, has strong linkages with
the North American approaches to street papers.209 On the other hand, the discussion
of self-help, general mix editorials and advertisments draws more inspiration from
self-help (social) business approaches to street papers. The guidebook does not
endorse a specific approach to street papers, but combines and integrates
experiences from many parts of the world, and it poses important issues as questions
and offers multiple trajectories that could be taken, instead of black-boxing one
model as THE approach to street papers.
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Advertising is another income strategy that is stressed in the form. There is an entry
for advertisements as a source of income for the organization (advertising income), it
features as an expense item for the ‘salary of an advertising manager’ and it features
under the theme ‘marketing costs’ as an expense entry for publicity and marketing for
the organization itself. Marketing, branding and advertising thus get much emphasis
on the sheets, thus helping the circulation of the strategic use of this instrument as a
funding resource for street papers.
In such ways, the form works similarly to the feasibility study. It helps to circulate
particular ideas about the (financial) basis of street paper organization into the street
paper movement. Via its inscription, through the work and experience of The Big
Issue, it both opens and closes down possible trajectories for funding, whilst putting
some aspects of the self-help business approach to street papers more upfront than
other alternative approaches.
9.4.4 Circulating intermediaries: connecting and assembling the movement
The information package forms an important part of INSP services to street papers
and street paper startups. It contains constructive devices of circulation, that help to
spread ideas and practices to new and previously unlinked groups and organizations.
Through these circulations, newly emerging street papers gain insights into what the
building up of a street paper project entails and what elements and actors are needed
to set up shop locally.
The intermediaries (i.e. the devices that are able to transport meaning without
significant transformations: the guidebook, the feasibility study, the budget sheet),
are assembled and articulated on the basis of experiences and practices that reside
outside the INSP itself (the process of inscription, see chapter two). The guide-book,
feasibility study and budget example all draw upon experiences, wishes, ideas and
practices of local street paper organizations. INSP staff members have helped to
assemble them, by calculating, merging and confining them into travelling devices
such as a booklet (the guide book), a pdf-document (the feasibility study), and a
computer file (the budget example). This oligoptic work has helped to create physical
intermediaries that connect to other actors in different places across the world.
In these (semi) material forms, these intermediaries are able to travel and circulate
well. Through the scripts of action that they provide, they actively help in the
construction and articulation of street papers elsewhere. The scripts both close down
and open up paths of development. They provide productive and constructive
insights into which choices to make in the articulation of a street paper project. They
also sometimes close down alternative trajectories and ‘black box’211 some of the
significant political choices that can be made about these trajectories. This helps to
circulate some approaches to street papers better than others.
211 as a verb

Box 6 Sample budget spreadsheet

9.5 The annual conference of street papers
A different way in which INSP connects its membership is through its annual
conference. Many of INSP’s street paper members have argued that this is, in fact,
the cornerstone of their engagement with the INSP (personal communication
withYoung, 2008; De Rooij, 2008; Mathieu, 2008; Johnson, 2008). As Mathieu, former
Spare Change organizer, notes,
“It is a very unusual job to work for a street paper ... and then to talk with others
that do it as well makes you feel that you are really part of something” (personal
communication with Mathieu, 2008).
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9.5.1 History
In 1995, under the label of the INSP, the international department of The Big Issue in
London organized the first international conference for people working on and with
street papers (Barry, 1999). The conference turned out to be very successful, and
would prove to become one of the key activities of the INSP (personal communication
with Maclean, 2008; Young, 2008). As Young, one of INSP’s founders, states,
“So, the thing was growing anyway, and the idea of the network came easily along
with it. The network was in many ways just a trade association with, as its key
event, the annual conference. What started out as simple get-together of street
papers, ended up as an important annual meeting-place for street papers
worldwide” (Young, 2008).
Delegates from all over Europe, including several new members from EasternEurope, took part in the conference. Later conferences also included street paper
members from Africa, America and Australia. These conference meetings were the
only occasions for the street paper movement to be together as a collective. Street
paper workers from around the world would meet to exchange ideas and discuss the
role of the global street paper movement together (Hanks & Swithinbank, 1997).
The first three annual conferences had been held in London, and were organized by
The Big Issue there. From 1998 onwards, conferences would be organized in other
places as well. The organization of these meetings was partly in the hands of the
INSP and partly in the hands of a host street paper. INSP conferences have been held
in St Petersburg, Russia (The Depths); Budapest, Hungary (Flaszter); Cape Town,
South Africa (TBI in South Africa); Madrid, Spain (Milhistorias); Prague, Czech Republic
(Novy Prostor); Glasgow, UK (INSP); Buenos Aires, Argentina (Hecho en Buenos
Aires); Montreal, Canada (L’Itineraire); Poznan, Poland (Gazeta Uliczna); Glasgow, UK
(INSP); Bergen, Norway (Megafon); Melbourn, Australia (TBI in Australia); Glasgow,
UK (INSP).
Delegates come from street papers in 25-30 different countries. Most of the street
paper representatives present at INSP conferences are from European street papers
(around 60%).212 A smaller part is from North-American street papers (around 15%),
and a far smaller number comes from Africa and Asia – both are regions that have
less dense populations of street papers.
212 In 2009, 62 out of 95 delegates were from organizations based in Europe. 15 representatives came from
North America, 6 representatives from Africa, 3 from Asia and 1 from Australia. The 2008 conference
shows a similar picture (sources, conference delegate packs 2008, 2009). The 2010 conference was
held in Australia. 30 participants were representatives of European organizations, 10 came from North
America, 5 came from Africa, 6 from Asian street papers and 4 from South America. 17 participants were
from The Big Issue in Australia (source: conference program Melbourn 2010). The 2011 conference has
a representation similar to those of 2008 and 2009.

INSP ‘nuts and bolts’ sessions: servicing the street paper community
A recurring activity at INSP conferences are the sessions discussing the INSP’s role
in the movement. A large part of these activities aim to explain how (new) street
papers can use the INSP instrumentally to benefit their practices. In 2008, a series of
workshops was offered under the ‘INSP Nuts and Bolts’ theme:
“This workshop session focuses on practical topics pertaining to INSP membership,
operation and resources” (Insp, 2009a).
The 2009 conference offered sessions as part of a ‘INSP University’ program, a
series of ‘brief informational sessions focusing on practical issues of street paper
development and emerging resources of INSP membership’ (Insp, 2009a). Examples
of workshop sessions are: ‘INSP 101’ for emerging street papers’ (2008); ‘how to get
the most out of the Street News Service’ (2008); and ‘SNS Exclusive content’ (2009).
The AGM
A structural element of INSP conferences is the Annual General Assembly (AGM),
where the membership has to decide upon the general direction in which the INSP as
an organization is going. Holding an AGM is a legal requirement for the INSP, as it is
a charitable association in the UK. During the AGM, members decide upon: 1) the
admission of new members; 2) the INSP’s annual report and audited finances; 3) the
strategy for the coming year and 4) the location for upcoming conferences.
Discussions during the AGM illustrate the diversity of the street paper movement, and
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9.5.2 Conference contents
Today, the conference largely focuses on the exchange of information between
delegates and between delegates and experts. The program consists of a number of
events that focus upon: skill building, the sharing of expertise, and best-practice
exchange. The street paper conferences that I visited as part of the fieldwork for this
study, included events such as: receptions, formal and informal drinks and dinners,
various lectures and public talks by street paper experts (such as John Bird) and
media professionals (famous journalists, directors of press-bureaus et cetera), ‘INSP
university’ sessions and consultancy sessions (focusing upon the daily practices of
street papers), workshops on services provided to the street paper community by the
INSP, an Annual General Meeting for INSP members, various less formal exchange
sessions for street papers (a speed-dating session and the exchange of copies of
magazines) and a Street Paper Awards session. Generally speaking, three types of
events stand out: events aimed at explaining and discussing INSP services to the
street paper community (including the AGM); events dedicated to training,
consultancy and best-practice sharing; and formal and informal exchange sessions.
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sometimes highlight differences in models and ideology between the different street
papers. A representative from Cais (Portugal), for instance, resists the dominance of
The Big Issue in the street paper movement.
“Why are all African street papers given the name ‘The Big Issue’? INSP should
make it a condition of its support to these projects, that they choose another
name. [I am] offended of the colonial feel that African street papers might not
have local names which reflect their culture” (Cais representative Insp, 2011e).213
Another issue concerned the pricing and budgeting processes of individual
organizations. As street papers across the world are markedly difference in their
basic principles, formal and legal organization and form, the INSP board felt that it
should change some of the phrasings in the INSP charter. This was done in particular
since some street papers in North America have forms of organization different from
most of the European papers, also due to legal requirements.
Other issues involve the theme of homeless advocacy and representation. A street
paper from North America (Victoria Street Newz), for instance, asked for a stronger
involvement of vendors and homeless persons in INSP and its conference, reflecting
the strong role which North American street papers grant to their vendors.214
Consultancy, expert and best-practices sessions
A large number of sessions at INSP conferences are aimed at skill-development and
experience sharing between street paper practitioners. Most of the sessions were led
by experts of ‘established’ street paper organizations (such as The Big Issue in
London, L’Itineraire Montreal, BISS Munich, Street Roots Portland) and by experts
from the field of journalism, business development and marketing/branding.
Less formal exchanges: speed-dates and drinks
An important element of INSP conferences are the less formal activities organized for
street paper delegates. Many conference delegates evaluate these sessions as the
most important parts of the conference (Insp, 2009b; Mathieu, 2008; De Rooij, 2008).
These ‘exchange’ activities include a speed-networking session, street paper showcase sessions and more informal sessions such as drinks, dinners and receptions.
213 An INSP board member responded to these questions, saying that INSP does not make any such
conditions on its African partners and that they are free to decide for themselves what works best in
their context. As with all new street papers, INSP encourages them to choose a name which reflects their
culture, appeals to customers and will generate maximum sales for vendors.
214 This is not to say that, African, or European papers grant no role to their vendors. Many of them however
grant a different role to their vendors than American street papers do and do not strongly involve advocacy
or organizational representation (see also scene four). The call did however acquire little support from the
membership present (which consisted to a large extent of European street papers).

Street paper swapping
At each INSP conference, street paper representatives are encouraged to bring
physical copies of their magazines and newspapers. They are displayed on a long
table in the room where the coffee is served. During the conferences, people
continuously walk by and pick up copies of other street papers, to learn and see how
other street papers ‘are doing it’. Frequently street paper delegates bring copies
home when they return to their local organizations. De Rooij, executive director of
Z-magazine in Amsterdam, remembers how one particular initiative of his organization
started to circulate in the street paper movement, precisely because of this.
“In 2002, we made a glossy magazine filled with pictures of homeless vendors,
portrayed by 15 young, promising photographers. We ordered 3.000 copies
which were sold out in one week. It generated a lot of income and goodwill and
the vendors were proud that they had been portrayed. It was quite a success. ... I
brought a few copies to the conference and explained the model to a couple of
interested delegates. The idea has been picked up by several street papers. At
the INSP conference two years later, a Swiss youngster walks up to me and says
‘hey, look what I have here, a thick glossy photomagazine’. He had picked it up
from us at the conference, he said” (personal communication De Rooij, 2008).
The conference as a connection device: connecting the movement by enabling
circulations
Overall, the INSP conference has become one of the cornerstones of the street paper
movement. It has become the center point of many circulations and networked
relations between street papers and is a key moment in the formation and stabilization
of the street paper movement as a whole. Through the conference INSP, is literally
able to connect its members together and to create ‘a sense of coherence and
belonging’ (c.f. Brockmeier, 2002) between them. The conference helps to establish
a street paper community by bringing to the fore the shared experiences and
practices of street papers and by offering a platform of connection, discussion and
understanding.
The analysis has highlighted that, above all, the INSP conference has become a hub
for the circulation of ideas, practices and experiences within the street paper
movement. Various sessions of the conference are set up specifically for this purpose.
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One of the most important aspects of the conference, however, is the informal
networking, during drinks, dinners and receptions. In these more informal sessions,
street paper delegates mingle, talk and interact with one another. In the pub with a
beer, I had many deep conversation between delegates discussing distribution
systems, campaigns, vendor programs and organizational structures.
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Street papers share new ideas and experiences in workshops, speed-dating sessions
and lectures. Also the informal events and social encounters between street paper
practitioners have enhanced the networks of circulation within the movement.
The types of ideas and practices by which the circulation is enhanced are various.
Yet, when we look at the specific forms of circulation more closely, we can see that
INSP endorses two types in particular. The first is associated closely with the ‘roots’
of INSP’s translation in which its proximity to The Big Issue is particularly visible. Most
notably, practices associated with The Big Issue’s ‘professional’ approach to street
papers are inscribed in many of INSP’s circulating mediators and intermediaries
(conference workshops, documents and brochures, lectures et cetera). Many of the
conference sessions advocate professional and mainstream approaches to content,
design and organizational structure of street papers. These ideas and experiences
are often drawn from the more established street papers, but also highlight techniques
and strategies from mainstream business and mainstream media, often through
lectures and workshops given by actors from this ‘mainstream’ sector (journalists,
advertising professionals, business development experts). This helps both
established and newly emerging street papers to improve and enhance their own
street paper practices on the basis of professional techniques and strategies (such
as branding, design, management, et cetera).
A second type of sessions and circulations is more open and less closely attached
to ‘social-business approaches’ to street papers. These sessions are exemplary of
the movement’s diversity and help to feed the movement with ‘alternative’ circulations,
ideas and practices. New and innovative ideas for extending street paper practices
with particular forms of social-service (such as how to help drug addicts), specific
ideas on homeless writing and advocacy, or on different ways of organizing have also
been able to feed the network through the INSP conference. A crucial point is that
these circulations do not necessarily reach the INSP membership through formal
sessions and workshops, but that they are often the result of informal communications
and social events such as drinks and dinners. Street papers are swapped between
street paper organizations and people learn about new and different ideas and
practices in informal conversations. This enhances the circulation of different ideas
and practices throughout the street paper movement.
To conclude, the conference helps to build, stabilize and enhance the street paper
movement through circulation and exchange. This enhances the position of INSP in
the ‘heart of the street paper movement’. Not only because conference sessions and
workshops have explicitly dealt with the services and support of INSP, but also
because, through the enactment of the conference itself, the INSP has become one
of the key meeting places for the street paper movemet on a global level.
A final word should be said about the movement’s diversity. One of the main things
that stands out during the conference is the differences in approach and practice

“It is amazing when you see the kind of experiences and ideas that come forth
from the conference. My own [street paper] experience was just one of Scotland
and a bit of England, maybe. My horizon was very limited. The conference raises
your horizon. All of a sudden you understand that that there are similar, very similar,
issues in most countries around the world. But there also great differences from
which you can learn. The whole discussions around US [street papers] for
example, they are actually very interesting and stimulating. I don’t believe that we
should all be the same” (personal communication with Young, 2008).

9.6 O
 ligoptic practices: INSP as a central node in the street paper
movement
This scene shows the network from one of its central places: the INSP oligopticon.
I have used the lens of Callon’s methodology of analyzing translation215 to acquire a
deeper understanding of how and why the INSP has acquired this position. This
approach has allowed me to explain the INSP’s behavior and its role in the international
street paper network in terms of its two particular problematizations: one is enabling
and focuses on the exchange of information, the other is more restrictive and focuses
on controlling and shaping the behavior of street papers worldwide. The combination
of this analysis with diffuse ANT –which focuses more strongly upon the ways in
which the INSP connects to the movement through circulation – has helped us to see
more clearly how ‘both faces’ of INSP are enacted in practice. In Figure 77 below,
I have outlined this schematically.
To complement the analysis of INSP’s role and position in the street paper movement,
this scene also draws upon discourse analysis. Using discourse analysis has one
particular advantage over a purely ANT inspired approach. It helps us to examine
more explicitly the role, production and circulation of meaning and identity in the
operation of an oligopticon. In particular, discourse analysis has given us considerable
insights into the ways in which INSP acts at a distance upon others in the movement
by the use of a variety of scripts embedded within its diverse circulating materials.
Most notably the analysis of the scripts for action inscribed in the membership criteria
list, the guidebook, and the feasibility study has given us clear insights into how INSP
215 problematization, interessment, enrolment mobilization
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between street papers. Most notable are the differences in attitude and approach
between North American street papers and European street papers (in particular the
UK). It seems that, for North American street papers, the issue of homeless advocacy
is more prominent than in street papers elsewhere. I will explore these differences
more sharply in the scenes that follow (scene seven and eight). In my interview with
Mel Young, the founder of The Big Issue in Scotland, Young notes that this diversity is
exactly what helps street papers to grow and innovate. He says,
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shapes (and is shaped by) the movement through circulation. My participation in,
and analysis, of INSP’s conference has helped me to acquire a clearer understanding
the ways in which ideas and practices start to circulate throughout the movement. We
have seen that the (topological) proximity of particular street paper practices to the
INSP organization has helped to circulate certain street paper approaches and
practices better than others. The analysis of the conference has also highlighted the
movement’s diversity and the (often informal) ways in which new, alternative and
innovative ideas are able to ‘feed the network’.
To conclude, this scene has added an additional site to the diverse picture this study
aims to sketch of the street paper movement. It has shown how INSP fulfills its role as
a street paper oligopticon, how its connections aim to keep the movement together,
and how it allows some of the ‘micro-structures’ of the movement to emerge and
circulate.
The scene has also shown that, in contrast to the belief of some network-theory
inspired researchers, networks are not necessary non-hierarchical or de-centered
forms of organization. Places such as the INSP take up very central and very powerful
positions in the networks they aim to direct. Nevertheless, the scene also illustrates
that this power is a network effect: INSP is only powerful because it is able to connect
to the movement so well. In fact, its centrality has been granted to it by the movement.
The practices and activities that it engages in enhance this position. INSP is therefore
seen by many street papers as a crucial site, a spokesperson even, for the street
paper movement world-wide. It is a place for discussion, debate, exchange and
creativity, and through this role INSP is clearly able to feed the network through
circulation. It is however also a restrictive site, not only by the scripts it intentionally
sends out to ‘control’ the movement, but also by the discursive materials that it sends
out in which taken-for-granted elements of particular forms of street paper practice
are embedded. A key observation to be made for the street paper movement as a
whole and the INSP in particular is that a sensitivity to circulation and to the ways in
which circulating materials variously open-up and close-down different paths of
street paper development could significantly enhance the position and role of this
street paper oligopticon. I will come back to this issue in the main conclusion of this
thesis.
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The analysis of INSP in the previous section has shown that there are many semiotic
differences within the street paper community. One set of differences that has
become clear is the contrast between social business approaches to street papers
(such as those of The Big Issue in the UK) and more advocacy oriented street papers
(such as several of the US street papers). In order to explore these differences in
depth, the INSP is not the best starting point, because of its proximity to The Big Issue
network (and thus to social business approaches), and because of the oligoptic
character of its connections (it perceives the movement only through narrow
connections and circulations). So, to explore difference within the movement we need
a different starting point, one that leads us in a different direction. For this reason, this
scene takes as its starting point a US street paper, Spare Change News Boston/
Cambridge. This street paper takes an approach that is markedly different from what
we have seen earlier in this study. It puts less emphasis on economic interaction and
focuses more strongly upon advocacy and grassroots organizing.
The analysis draws upon two analytical strategies in particular. It starts with a focus
upon the historical translation and development of Spare Change News. This analysis
uses diffuse-ANT (translation-as-circulation) to explore the initial process of translation
and the ways in which the street paper concept was able to travel to Boston. Secondly,
the analysis focuses upon the moments of translation (translation-as-articulation) in
which Spare Change News was articulated. This draws both upon focused ANT and
Discourse Analysis. The latter is also used to understand the articulation of the
semiotic meanings and subjectivities attached to Spare Change’s approach to street
papers.
The scene is built up in five sections. The first discusses the early stages of the
translation of Boston’s street paper. It starts with an account of how the circulation of
an early form of homeless advocacy and journalism in Boston led to the assembly of
a group of actors that will instigate the translation of Spare Change News. The second
section picks up the story from there and focuses upon the different moments in
Spare Change News’ translation. It details the struggles and interactions in the
development of the street paper and shows how a relatively stable and durable street
paper actor-network was able to emerge. As a brief intermezzo in the story about
translation, the third section of this scene looks into the ways in which this stable and
durable street paper practice engaged with the world outside its local boundaries. It
discusses how Spare Change News is embedded in the circulations of the wider
(inter)national street paper movement. The fourth and fifth section of this scene deal
with issues of identity and meaning making. Section four looks into the articulation of
different subject positions for the homeless/vendors, and details how the Spare
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Change News actor-network engages in a process of the re-subjectification of these
identities. The final section discusses the discursive articulation of Spare Change
News’ approach to street papers.

10.1 Early circulations: from the Street to Spare Change News
There are four early circulations that have each played a significant role in the
translation of the Boston street paper Spare Change News: 1) the circulation of an art/
advocacy project concerning homelessness in Boston, 2) the appearance of a book
and of a homeless movement in the US, 3) the activities of a young homeless
organizer, and 4) the exposure of the New York street paper Street News.
10.1.1 Circulation (1): an art/advocacy project in Boston
In the mid-1980s, former homeless person and artist Alan Nidle had developed an
underground magazine which was called ‘(the) Street’. Street was intended to be a
‘conduit for the Cambridge homeless and artistic community to communicate and
interact’ (Nidle in: Kripke, 1987). Nidle wanted to make an arty magazine that would
highlight the US’ structural problems concerning poverty, famine and homelessness,
whilst also giving artists a channel to air their political thoughts. Street magazine was
distributed via homeless persons. As a Some of these homeless persons decided to
ask money for the papers they handed out on the streets (Anonymous, 1986; Kripke,
1987). To pay for the production of the paper, the organization relied on Nidle’s private
funds (and that of his helpers) and advertisements. The latter, however, were critically
selected and should not promote ‘a yuppie lifestyle’ (Nidle in: Anonymous, 1986).
The contents of the magazine were ‘hard-hitting investigative articles’ often including
pregnant social issues such as poverty. Street often contained fierce criticism of
public sector policies and malfunctioning welfare institutions (Nidle in: Anonymous,
1986). All of the first 2,000 copies were hand-colored by Nidle himself (Harris, 2007d).
He was the driving force behind the paper, its editor, its lead author and its designer.
10.1.2 Street circulates and enrolls others into its practice
In 1987, Tim Harris, a former Air Force member and graduate in political economy
and journalism, joined Street Magazine via Nidle (Mathieu, 2012). Harris had worked
several days a week in a homeless shelter, which “paid enough to keep things
together while [he] was doing Street Magazine and learning to be a homeless activist”
(Harris, 2007a).
He had encountered Street Magazine earlier while he was still in college. Browsing
through some papers at the radical book store at his college’s campus, he bumped
into the magazine that had ‘a sort of a grass-roots hip up-from-the-streets feel to it’.
Harris was fascinated by the progressive political magazine that did not ‘feel sectarian
or cultish’ (Harris, 2007c). He wanted to be involved in this political project, so he rang

10.1.3 The failure of Nidle’s enrollment: a coup, a new translation and a slow
disintegration
But things did not work out as well as they intended. There were a lot of frictions
between the members of the organization. The money that was earned in the
distribution of the magazine seemed to flow only into the hands of its founder. Other
staff saw little of it. Instead of paying them their salaries, a very expensive, state-ofthe-art MacPlus computer was bought. Also, although there were plentiful joint
discussions on where the magazine should go, most decisions were taken by the
founder himself, without consulting the others. That led to problems within Street
Magazine’s actor-network. The result was a coup.
Harris and his volunteer friends decided to plot a revolt against the publisher. They
found out that the name of the magazine was not trademarked and there were no
other ‘legal’ obstructs from taking over. New life was blown into the magazine from
the apartment that Harris and the Art editor shared. Every few months a new issue
was published. And when there was enough money, a truck would come with the
prints which would then be incidentally distributed in the Cambridge Somerville area.
Although the publication of the new Street magazine was very infrequent and
incidental, it turned out to become a focal point in the development of a new and
much more influential street paper. Harris himself – although in most accounts not
credited for it216 – was one of the key drivers in drawing this new actor-network together.
10.1.4 C
 irculations (2) & (3): the homeless movement and the local street level
organizing of a young homeless activist in Boston
At the time of the disintegration of Street Magazine, homelessness and, more
importantly, the growing divide between the poor and the rich in the US had become
one of the top subjects of left-wing political debate. In 1988, an influential book titled
‘The Great U-turn: Corporate Restructuring And The Polarizing Of America’ (Harrison
& Bluestone, 1988) came out. It was a penetrating critique of Reagan’s economic
216 see (Shaper Walters, 1992)
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Nidle, arranged a meeting and was invited to become the magazine’s editor (Harris,
2007c).
Harris worked as a ‘jack of all trades’ for the organization. With his journalism
background he helped the organization to gather good stories. As the stock exchange
had just crashed, there was a growing problem of homelessness in the Cambridge
area. In an industrial area, there was a tent city for the homeless. Harris often went
there as an investigative journalist (Harris, 2007d). The volunteer staff of Street
Magazine saw themselves as the ‘gonzo documentarians of the impoverished urban
fringe’ as they, through their own life and lifestyle, ‘were well-positioned personally to
understand the subject’ (Harris, 2007d).
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policies, and proposed a different, more liberal (left-wing/progressive) strategy to get
out of the problems that these ‘Reaganomics’ had caused. The book was highly
influential amongst left-wing thinkers (see Peck, 1999). Alongside the popularity of
the book a grassroots movement had emerged that wanted to address the issues of
homelessness and poverty in the United States (Cress & Snow, 1996).
Harris was inspired both by Harrison & Bluestone’s book and by the activities of this
new anti-poverty, anti-hunger and homeless grassroots movement (Harris, 2007d).
An active chapter of the ‘Union of the Homeless’ had been setup in Boston, with
headquarters in the First Church in Cambridge. Members of that chapter participated
in homeless advocacy as well as offering shelter for the homeless in the Church. As
Harris found himself more and more engaged with homelessness, he was really
drawn to the organization.
In 1988, anti-homelessness and poverty activism in the US had culminated in the
Community for Creative Non-Violence (CCNV) ‘take off the boards’ campaigns.
CCNV tried to force these cities into re-using their derelict housing by literally taking
off the plywood boards and turning them into homeless housing/shelters (Baumohl,
1996: pp. x-xvii). Harris had participated in this campaign and, with his work in the
First Church shelter, he found that he ‘had really learned to be a homeless activist’
(Harris, 2007a). He had “enough street level organizing under [his] belt to be a credible
candidate for a paid activist ‘gig’ at the ‘Boston Jobs with Peace’ organization” (Harris,
2007a). He got the job and became both the Executive Director and the organization’s
sole employee.
One of the projects that Harris had set up for the Boston Jobs with Peace movement,
was the Homeless Civil Rights Project. This was a campaign aimed at improving the
living-conditions of Boston’s homeless. The campaign was carried out by several
college students and volunteers. The strategy was to build a pressure campaign,
pressuring organizations such as the police, restaurants and stores to improve their
policies regarding the homeless. The work, however, came with a ‘vexing dilemma’
(Mathieu, 2012).
“I wanted homeless people directly involved in economic justice organizing. But
there’s a contradiction: organizing has an uncertain time line, while homeless people’s
needs are immediate” (Harris quoted in: Mathieu, 2012).
10.1.5 C
 irculation (4): Street News New York helps to establish the idea of a
homeless street paper
At that time New York’s Street News had just started. Thanks to its widespread
visibility, the idea had spread quickly to other cities. Harris had heard of the New York
street paper and was interested in particular in the ways in which it allowed the
homeless to earn an income. Street News street paper sales model resolved his
dilemma perfectly: street paper sales as a way “to engage homeless people in

10.2 Moments of translation: articulating Spare Change News
The aim of this section is to highlight the difficulties in translating advocacy and
grassroots ideas into a well working street paper organization. The section will show
that dissolution in actor-network formation is as close as network-consolidation and
stabilization.
10.2.1 Problematization: four circulations help to envision a street paper
as a form of homeless advocacy, homeless organizing and homeless
income provision
The four fluid circulations described above, only one of which had a direct link to the
street paper concept, provided the setting for a new street paper in Boston to emerge.
Triggered to do something about the homeless problem and about the vexing
dilemma of homeless grassroots activism versus the economic wellbeing of homeless
activists, Harris constructed a problematization in which he posed a street paper as
the solution: a grassroots media publication, that engaged in homeless advocacy,
which would be organized, led and sold by the homeless themselves, giving them a
voice and allowing them to earn an income. Hence, the problematization for a Boston
street paper was born.
10.2.2 Interessement and enrolment: convincing the homeless
Problematizations shape actor-networks only if other actors are willing to align
themselves with the visions they entail. One important group of actors for the Boston
street paper envisioned by Harris was the homeless persons themselves. How to
convince them to participate?
Within the Homeless Civil Rights Project, Harris had met the homeless person and
organizer, Tim Hobson. At that time, Hobson was seen as a leader in Boston’s
homeless community. Harris convinced him to take part in the project.
Harris and Hobson tried to gather other homeless people and make them enthusiast
about his ideas. Most of them were recruited at the Harvard Square Homeless Shelter.
Hobson was a regular and knew many of the homeless people there. After some time
he found 11 others that were interested enough to participate in the project.
The idea was that Harris would not be the leader of the group. Instead, he saw his role
more as a facilitator. He would help the homeless to organize the practice themselves.
Harris therefore made sure that homeless people made all the decisions, and played
his role mainly as an enabler and coach (Mathieu, 2012).The homeless organizers
themselves were not very positive about the prospects for the street paper (personal
communication with Shearer, 2008). After some deliberation, Shearer – one of the
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economic justice and organizing, bridge the gap between the dirt poor and middle
class, and meet people’s immediate needs” (Harris quoted in: Mathieu, 2012).
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early 12 homeless participants - decided that he should give it a try, for two reasons.
The most obvious reason was money (personal communication with Shearer, 2008).
But money could also be acquired by an easier means: panhandling (‘begging’, in
English English). In addition, Shearer was attracted by what Harris had said about the
project. The project was not merely about generating income, but was also a means
to do something about the wrong and limited representation of the homeless in public
discourse. The aim of the organization was to tell the wider public about the problems
of the homeless from the point of view of the homeless themselves (personal
communication with Shearer, 2008). The new street paper-to-be would really be ‘the
voice’ of the homeless. In this, Shearer, Hobson and Harris wanted to diverge from
the New York Street News, which was not about homeless empowerment, but about
making money. As Shearer put it,
“the New York street paper, for me, was not about empowerment at all. They
would just put [a paper] together and then give it to homeless people to sell. Wé
wanted to destroy myths about homelessness ... [In New York] there was a bunch
of well-meaned folks that just put together a newspaper for homeless people to
sell. There wasn’t anything in it about the homeless movement or about giving
them a voice or letting homeless people write, or anything like that. We wanted to
do things differently, we wanted to give people a voice, have people write, tell
people what it is really like to be homeless from our perspective, and not from
some advocate’s perspective” (personal communication with Shearer, 2008).
10.2.3 S
 preading the word: the mobilization of Spare Change News through
spokespersons and ambitions
Together Shearer, Harris, Hobson and the 10 other founding homeless persons tried
to attract other vendors by spreading the word about the magazine. Hobson became
the voice of the project and was increasingly seen as ‘the’ founder and spokesperson
of the new magazine. Harris did not mind, he saw his role as an advisor more than as
a leader. The idea was that the new project should be, indeed, entirely run by the
homeless themselves.
‘The project’, as they called it, really started to get going (personal communication
with Shearer, 2008). There were regular meetings of homeless persons, and ideas
and ambitions were set out.
“Our paper was literally born on the streets, we came up with our ideas while
sipping cups of coffee at the McDonalds, or riding the subway just to keep warm.
That is how we built it. We did not sit in any boardroom or anything. We took our
ideas back to Tim and he would make sure that they came to live” (personal
communication with Shearer, 2008).

10.2.4 T
 rial and error: the difficulties of a grassroots project organized by the
homeless
But the enrolment and mobilization of the new street paper as an organization
controlled by the homeless was not all sunshine and rainbows. Since many of the
organizers and vendors had grave income problems, there were regular break-ins in
the street paper’s new office, and often money would disappear. Also many
interpersonal conflicts had to be solved. Most of the problems were caused by the
difficulties which the homeless had in maintaining their own lives. As Shearer notes,
“It was a rough walk for a while, you know, people were trying to get themselves
together and try to live their lives as hard as they were. Of the 13 founding members
only one was housed, the rest was homeless. So, we had to try to create this
thing, plus also making our own lives stable. Of course people had to drop off,
and fall by the way side” (personal communication with Shearer, 2008).
There were also serious organizational problems. Most of these had to do with the
fact that ‘the rules of the street’ were too much ingrained into the minds of the
homeless organizers and vendors. In its translation, Spare Change News had not
become the flat organization that it had wanted to be, but hierarchical and increasingly
dictatorial. As there was no control from the organizer, and no checks and balances,
the hardest and toughest people in the organization put themselves in charge and
the rest had to abide by their whims and wishes (personal communication with
Shearer, 2008).
There were many problems associated with the leaders of the group. Some tried to
use the organization for their own profit, cutting back the profits of others. There were
regular rows and stand-offs in terms of the direction into which the organization would
develop. Harris, however, wanting to build a ‘flat’ organization, still tried to leave the
control with the homeless people. He did not see it his role to solve these problems
(Harris, 2007b).
10.2.5 Dissolution again: the breakdown of ties within the Spare Change
actor-network
As Harris did not attempt to solve their problems, the homeless decided to take
power themselves and cut their ties with him. Then things became worse. The bank
accounts of the street paper were plundered and the editorial office was broken into.
Precisely those devices that were needed to stabilize, control and keep the Spare
Change News actor-network going (money, computers, an active organizer, et
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Spare Change would be the name, since this was what the homeless would both try
to acquire (money) and what they would try to achieve (change) (Shearer, 2012b).
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cetera), now were attacked and disbanded. On top of that, one of the key-elements
of Spare Change News’ actor-network, the founding Boston Jobs with Peace
organization, decided to cut its ties by expelling the street paper from its offices and
by stopping its funding. These were hard times both for the paper and for its founding
organizer. Shortly after this incident, Harris – who saw himself as the failing founding
father of Spare Change News – quit with Boston Jobs for Peace and cut all ties with
the street paper.
10.2.6 Network resilience: dependencies create durable networks
But like any actor-network that is built upon a myriad of heterogeneous interactions
and strong attachments, Spare Change News was much harder to dissolve than
most people had thought. There was much community support. Many actors relied
on it (most of all its homeless vendors) and many had seen the idea working and
wanted to continue their support for it (Harris, 2007b). Thus, after several months of
mishaps and disorganization, some of the ties that were broken were fixed and
reattached again. The vendors tried to create new standards and protocols. Former
leaders were expelled from the organization. Harris was asked back by the homeless
vendors to help them transition to a new organization with a new leader. From that
point, the Spare Change News actor-network gradually took on a more reliable and
more stable form. Although it still often experiences difficulties, it has recently
celebrated its twentieth anniversary.
Harris left the organization after the meeting and decided to cut his formal ties with it.
But he took ‘a part of the organization’ with him. He used his experiences with Spare
Change when he went to Seattle to set up a new street paper, which would go under
the (ironic) name of ‘Real’ Change and which would become very successful.
10.2.7 Mobilization
Today, Spare Change News is one of the oldest existing street papers in the US. It is
produced, published and distributed in the Cambridge and Boston area (including
the area of Worcester). The tabloid newspaper comprises 16 pages, it has a full color
cover and back-page and comes out fortnightly. A typical issue of Spare Change
includes stories about homelessness, articles dealing with pressing social issues
(often related to poverty and homelessness), a poetry page, vendor writings, a social
service directory, cartoons and a page featuring vendor profiles (see for more details
the analysis in section 7.5).
Spare Change News publishes approximately 9,000 copies every two weeks217 and

217 In 2012 the circulation has grown from 8,200 papers per issue to 9,000. The main reasons for this growth
in sales are the slowly increasing vendor corps and the improvement of the quality of the paper (personal
communication with Flanagan, 2012)

10.2.8 A stable street paper practice
In this section we have seen how processes of translation-as-circulation and translation-as-articulation jointly impact the development of a new street paper. This is a
similar insight as that derived from the accounts on translation in scene two and
three. What is different here, is that the analysis has explicitly focused upon the ways
in which (four) different and fluid circulations have helped to shape the articulation of
Spare Change News. Although this may seem trivial, the move made from these four
circulations to the articulation of Spare Change News, has helped us to acquire a
clearer insight into the complex process of the ‘diffusion’ of the street paper concept
to Boston. Firstly, it has shown us how different networked exchanges (often coming
from other places and other practices) jointly impact the development of street
papers locally. This insight challenges traditional work on diffusion and mobilization
in social movement studies by demonstrating that the diffusion of ideas and practices
from one place to another is not necessarily the result of one single and clear idea
moving from place A to B, but often involves multiple fluid circulations that jointly
impact local articulations. Secondly, the analysis has shown that the articulation of a
‘circulating concept’ such as the street paper relies on particular ideas and convictions
about what is a valid and desired practice (discourse). Such ideas and principles may
diverge from ‘the original’ circulating practices and thus affect their local articulation.
In sum, these insights have underlined that it is necessary to carefully examine the
relationship between translation-as-circulation and translation-as-articulation when
making sense of the local and situated translation of ‘new’ actor-networks
218 some papers are sold via ‘support-subscriptions’
219 The Homeless Empowerment Project is a grass-roots organization comprised primarily of people who
have either been homeless, have worked with the homeless, or who wish contribute to the goals of the
organization (empowerment through economic and skill development opportunities).
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most of these papers are sold by its vendors.218 Most of the articles are produced by
local staff, volunteers, freelance writers and (formerly) homeless vendors.
Several years after the start of the street paper, the ‘Homeless Empowerment Project’
(HEP) was set-up, which currently acts as an umbrella organization for the street
paper and a couple of other homelessness related projects organized by the group
(see below).219
The street paper’s head-office is situated centrally in Cambridge and is provided by
the Old Cambridge Baptist Church. The church is also the place where most of the
distribution of street papers to the homeless vendors take place. The street paper’s
umbrella organization works with a board of trustees, which meets on a monthly
basis. The board consists of several volunteer members ‘from many walks of life’,
including a minimum of three Spare Change News vendor members who control and
advise the HEP and the street paper organization.
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Our explicit focus on the key moments of Spare Change News’ translation has done
precisely that. It has shown:
1) that through multiple circulations, Spare Change News’ problematization now
incorporates the different elements of homeless advocacy and grassroots
organizing;
2) that each of these ideas impacts the interessement and enrolment of actors
(requiring specific alignments and re-articulations); and
3) that this results in a very specific, yet fragile, mobilization of the street paper
actor-network which is continuously confronted with the consequences of the
earlier made choices and alignments.
After a brief intermezzo on the (inter)national networks with which Spare Change
News engages below, I will continue the story of Spare Change News’ translation by
examining more closely the articulation of Spare Change News’ meaning and identity.

10.3 E
 xtending the network: a brief intermezzo about the
engagement of Spare Change News with the street paper
community
The goal of this section is to briefly illustrate the ‘other side’ of the connections that
pass through oligoptica such as NASNA and INSP I will briefly highlight the ways in
which Spare Change News finds itself embedded within a broader and more
extensive network of street paper related interactions and circulation.
Spare Change News draws upon these international circulations in two significant
ways. First, through its use of the Street News Service, Spare Change News is able
to fill the contents of its paper, and it acquires attractive (international) content that
draws more readers. Second, through its engagement with the North American
Street Newspaper Association (NASNA) and the International Network of Street
Papers (INSP), most notably during the NASNA/INSP conferences, Spare Change
News has come in touch with the circulating ideas and practices of other street
papers. Spare Change News also helps to extend street paper networks itself by
circulating its own ideas and content to other groups and persons that want to
become active in the street paper movement.
10.3.1 Using the International Street Paper Movement to fill the paper
As it is sometimes hard to get a full collection of stories for each fortnightly issue,
Spare Change News makes use of its embeddedness in the international street
paper movement to acquire high quality and interesting articles to fill its newspaper
(personal communication with Flanagan, 2012; Johnson, 2008). It does this by using
the Street News Service; and Spare Change News itself also submits articles to the
Street News Service.

10.3.2 Conferences
The (inter)national engagement of Spare Change News with the street paper
movement extends to conferences. In 2002, SCN, in conjunction with its 10th
anniversary, organized the 7th international conference of the North American Street
Newspaper Association. Delegates from street papers across the US and Canada
visited Boston to participate in a variety of street paper workshops.220
More recently, NASNA conferences have been attended very infrequently: this is
often an issue of time and money (personal communication with Ferguson, 2008;
Flanagan, 2012; Johnson, 2008). It is intended to reverse this, since visiting
conferences is seen as an important means to gather information and to acquire new
ideas. Since Spare Change News celebrated its 20th anniversary this year, it was
asked to organize the 2012 version of NASNA’s conference. As it lacked time and
resources, the organization had to decline. It aims to host the conference in 2017,
when Spare Change will celebrate its 25th anniversary.
In 2006, the Spare Change’s organizers and the organizers of Whats Up (a small
Boston city center publication) went to the NASNA/INSP conference in Montreal
(personal communication with Ferguson, 2008: see also; Insp, 2006). Although
Whats Up and Spare Change News operated in one another’s vicinity (the Boston
Area), the street papers had actually never really cooperated. Meeting each other at
the conference changed that. During the 2006 conference, the basis was built for the
integration of Whats Up in the Spare Change News street paper.
During the workshops at the conference, several street paper organizers had talked
about setting up a new form of cooperation based upon the exchange of technical
220 There are however only a few people in the organization that have a recollection of this event. As Mathieu
notes, this occurs frequently in the street paper movement. The movement has a small collective memory:
‘that is the way that street papers work, there is a lot of turn-over in people and staff, so organizations don’t
remember’ (personal communication with Mathieu, 2008).
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The Street News Service had actually been set up by Spare Change News and Tim
Harris at the 2002 NASNA conference held in Boston (personal communication with
Mathieu, 2008). It was the result of a discussion about editorial content during one of
NASNA’s workshop sessions. Many street papers are relatively small staffed, and it is
extremely difficult for them to find quality content to fill their papers. So Harris and
Mathieu created a platform from which these stories could be shared. They built a
website and convinced street papers to send interesting stories to them.
The most difficult part of setting up the Street News Service, was to convince the
‘bigger’ and more professional NASNA street papers to send in their stories. The
main interessment strategy to convince the bigger papers to participate was to show
them that smaller papers too had really interesting and high quality stories (personal
communication with Mathieu, 2008).
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experience between NASNA newspapers (personal communication with Johnson,
2008; Ferguson, 2008). Since travelling to meet at one central place would be too
expensive for many of the US based street papers, NASNA decided to take a ‘virtual’
approach. They would use web- and teleconferencing as the main ways of
communication. Such meetings were very helpful for the organization as they helped
to structure the internal workings - management and organization - of Spare Change
News. As Ferguson notes, the group and its ‘virtual’ meetings had worked well.
“You know, I wanted to have some good examples of a grants template. So, the
woman from the D.C. paper send me hers. It worked really well ... People are
really good about sharing information ... We are really becoming a tight group. I
mean, the big papers in the states are really Real Change in Seattle and Street
Roots in Oregon, and the paper in D.C., Street Sense. They basically lead the
group and give us help and examples” (personal communication with Johnson,
2008).
10.3.3 Contacts with other local street papers
Is there a broader sense of an (inter)national street paper community within the Spare
Change News actor-network? Apart from the Street News Service and the infrequent
visits to NASNA conferences, the answer to this question is no, although there are
several street papers in the vicinity of Spare Change (personal communication with
Flanagan, 2012). Outside this vicinity, there is the intention to connect with Real
Change in Seattle, the paper led by Tim Harris, founder of Spare Change.
There has, however been an attempt to make contact the other way around. In one of
the neighboring states, Rhodes Island, a new street paper is being set up. To learn
from other more experienced street papers, the founders of that street paper sent out
an enquiry to Spare Change News, the nearest street paper. In the inquiry the
organization asked about the necessary requirements for good working street paper
(personal communication with Flanagan, 2012). Flanagan (Spare Change News’
executive director) responded in a telephone call and with a memo offering tips and
tricks on the basis of Spare Change News’ experiences.

10.4 Identity formation: how Spare Change News sets out subject
positions for its vendors
I will now turn back to the translation of the street paper concept by Spare Change
News. This section is about the different subject-positions that the Spare Change
News actor-network sets out for its vendors, the articulation of the role of the vendor
in the organization, and the ways in which vendor’s continuous engagement with the
Spare Change News actor-network leads to a re-subjectification of her role.

10.4.2 Discipline by ID: materializing the ‘genuine vendor’ in vendor badges
After the registration with the organization, vendors are given a badge to identify
themselves as official Spare Change News vendors to their customers. ‘Badging up
vendors’ is a common practice amongst street papers: it is used to distinguish
‘genuine’ sellers from dishonest ‘scammers’, and may also be used to discipline
vendors (by taking their badges away) who do not follow the rules of the organization.
Besides the badge, Spare Change has also used aprons and t-shirts to distinguish
genuine vendors from ‘frauds’ (Spare Change News, 2012h). The organization wants
to act from a distance through the materiality of the badges and aprons which they
provided to ther vendors. Not the vendors themselves but these material devices
become ‘spokespersons’ for the organization, announcing to the public that vendors
are appropriate and genuine. Spare Change News staff members have indicated that
it needs these devices to be able to exist, and to continue to exist (personal
communication with Johnson, 2008). The main purpose of these devices is to keep
and maintain the support of the Boston/Cambridge community, its main clientele.
Since vendors are extremely visible spokespersons for the organization, and since
they have the important ability to bind other actors into Spare Change News’
actor-network (customers, local businesses, new vendors, et cetera), the organization
has established multiple means to exert control over their behavior. The vendor
contract is one device that is used to put (discursive) boundaries around what is a
proper role for a vendor to play and what is not. It sets out the conditions of possibility
for vendor behavior and tries to define the role and identity of vendors.
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10.4.1 Defining the roles of vendors
Spare Change works with a purchase selling system similar to that of Street News
New York and The Big Issue in the UK. Vendors get the first 10 street papers for free
(personal communication with Johnson, 2008), but have to purchase copies after this
initial grant. Vendors pay 25cts for each street paper and sell them on the streets for
1US$. Vendors are allowed to keep the proceeds.
The street sales model that was taken from Street News New York evolved into a
more organized approach involving multiple checks and balances. Vendors are now
required to register themselves with the organization to be able to sell the paper.
When a new vendor comes in he has to sign a ‘vendor-contract’ which outlines the
rules of the organization. The rules are few, but essential. The most important of them
is that vendors must be sober, respectful and courteous to Spare Change staff, other
vendors, and customers. Furthermore the contract states the price at which vendors
buy a newspaper from the organization, where they are assigned to sell the paper,
that they are not allowed to be intoxicated or high when they are selling the paper, and
that they are not allowed to panhandle when selling the paper (Spare Change News,
2012d).
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Contracts, however, are only pieces of paper. They have no power when they are not
enacted in the daily practices of the Spare Change News actor-network. The
organization therefore works with vendor-coordinators to make sure that vendors live
up to the rules. The role of the vendor-coordinator is played by fellow, trustworthy
vendors. In this way, the organization is also able to inscribe its core ideas about
grassroots street papers organized and led by the homeless themselves into its
powerful practices of discipline and control: it is the homeless/vendors themselves
that control the behavior of fellow vendors.
Each of the vendor coordinators has a geographical area under his or her jurisdiction.
Their main job is to visit the vendors in this geographic area, to see if things are going
all right with them, and/or if they need any kind of support. They also interact with
businesses in the area to make sure there are no complaints, and they check if
vendors keep to the rules of the organization (as set out in the vendor contract). If not,
or if there are any sincere complaints about a particular vendor, they also have the
power to discipline them by, for instance, suspending their license. The vendor
coordinators are themselves also (experienced) vendors. In exchange for the time it
takes them to act as a coordinator for the organization, they get several papers free.
10.4.3 The trial and errors: opening up the vendor subject-position
While at first only homeless persons (including formerly homeless persons) were
allowed to sell the magazine, today the street paper is open for all. Already in the early
stages of its translation, Spare Change News discovered that the borderlines between
the homeless and the poor could not easily be drawn. Indeed, in the US, the poor and
unemployed, are often but a small step away from homelessness (see, amongst
others, Sosin, 2003). To aid this group and to help them from ending up on the streets,
Spare Change News opened up its organization to them. Today, Spare Change News
has become a tool that helps many of its poor vendors from becoming homeless
(personal communication with Shearer, 2008).
This change in who the organization accepts as vendors is also reflected in the street
paper itself. On the cover of the 2008 edition of Spare Change, the byline ‘Helping the
Homeless Help Themselves’ is printed just below the newspaper’s title. The more
recent issues of Spare Change News have a similar byline on the cover, this time
printed just above the street paper’s title: “Helping People to Help Themselves” (see
the Figures below).
10.4.4 The strength of ties: reciprocal relationships shape both vendor and
street paper
A relatively large part of Spare Change News’ vendor force is a regular vendor (+/- 30
vendors of a total of 70). Most regular vendors have become so closely knit into the
Spare Change News actor-network, that they really rely on the street paper to survive

Figure 76 Title section on the cover of SCN April 2008 edition

Figure 77 Title section on the cover of SCN March 2012 edition
(personal communication with Johnson, 2008). A large part of their social lives
revolves around Spare Change News, not only by selling the magazine, but also in
the everyday chit-chat at the distribution office, and the regular contacts they have
with other vendors and other staff.
The relationship between Spare Change News and the vendors is not one directional.
As Flanagan, the current executive director of Spare Change News, notes, ‘[the
regular vendors] really are the core of the organization, without them we wouldn’t
survive’ (personal communication with Flanagan, 2012). In particular, the Spare
Change News actor-network relies on the steady sales from the regular vendors: the
stable number of papers that the organization knows will be sold each issue. Without
these sales, or with more irregular, less stable sales numbers, the organization would
not be able to plan its print-runs and to cover its costs of operation (personal
communication with Johnson, 2008; Ferguson, 2008).
Since these mutual bonds are so strong, the ties between Spare Change News and
its regular vendors are not easily severed. When the organization went through hard
times (see for example the story on the first years of Spare Change News above),
there was always a core of regular vendors that pulled it out (personal communication
with Shearer, 2008). And Spare Change is always there for its core of regulars. When
the president of the board, and co-founder, James Shearer was threatened with
homelessness because of some problems in his personal life, he became a Spare
Change News vendor again. The Spare Change News community pulled him out. He
worked as a vendor, and became more closely involved in the organization, which
helped him get his life on track again (Shearer, 2012a).
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Vendors thus do not only use the organization for their own benefit, they like to give
back to the organization as well. This strengthens and stabilizes the ties that make up
the street paper actor-network. Vendor R., for instance, feels strongly about the
responsibility of vendors for the organization:
“As a vendor, R. never misses a day as he truly believes in the mission of Spare
Change, so much so that he is disappointed in vendors who only sell the paper
when they need money. A ‘true vendor’ according to [him], ‘always wants to sell.’”
(Vendor R., no date).
Some of the regular vendors literally give something back to the organization. When
vendor A was given a large donation by one of his regular customers, he asked the
customer if she could give it to Spare Change News instead (Vendor A., no date).
Regular vendors are crucial actors that keep the organization going and, at the same
time, they rely heavily on the organization to structure their lives. It is difficult to
determine which part of the relationship is most powerful. It depends on the context
and the actual interaction in which these relationships are articulated. At certain
stages of the organization’s development, vendors have been the most powerful
actors that have tied and kept the actor-network together. At other moments it is
mainly the steady process of the purchase and sales system that keeps the vendors
themselves tied to the network.
Currently, a key challenge for the Spare Change News actor-network is to strengthen
and broaden its ties with vendors: it needs to increase its base of (regular) vendors.
The ambition is two-sided. First, it is the objective of the organization to help as many
homeless and poor people as they can: to prevent people from becoming homeless,
to help the homeless to get off the streets, or to help them to structure their lives again
(personal communication with Flanagan, 2012). On the other hand, the organization
also seeks a greater (financial) stability. And for that it needs more vendors, upon
which the organization can build financially (personal communication with Flanagan,
2012; Johnson, 2008). Enrolling new vendors has proved to be difficult for the organization.
Many homeless persons are reluctant to become vendors of a homeless street paper.
10.4.5 The danger of ‘enemy’ subject-positions: ‘the panhandler’
One of the main ‘enemies’ or competing ‘subject positions’ (see chapter two) that
makes it difficult for the organization is the ‘panhandler’. Many homeless people in
Boston see panhandling as better than selling a street paper, since it is an easier way
to make money. This is a threat for the organization.
The problem of ‘panhandling’ versus ‘street paper sales’ is complex. It has much to
do with identity and the consequences for a homeless person in Boston to take up a
particular subject position. Homeless people often feel that when they identify

10.4.6 Re-subjectification: (1) using interessement-devices
How, then, does the organization (try to) change this subject position and how does
it try to enroll new homeless people as vendors? Mostly, this is done by word of
mouth: more experienced and regular vendors try to convince homeless friends and
acquaintances to take part in the project. They tell them that the project really works,
and that it might actually help one to get off the streets. The most important interessement-device, however, is money. When asked, many of the vendors I spoke with
said they became enrolled in the Spare Change News organization by the prospect
of money. New vendor, P. says,
“I was on the streets and I had a girlfriend, she sold the paper. When she started
selling it, I got interested. I thought, maybe this is something for me. I went to some
meetings and met all the staff, who told me how much I could earn with it ... then I
got the vendor ID, and then just started selling” (Anonymous vendor P. 2008).
10.4.7 R
 e-subjectification (2): continuous engagement with the actor-network
strengthens ties and changes identities
In the first instance vendors might be attracted by the money they are able to earn
from the sales of the street paper. However, as their participation and integration in
the Spare Change News actor-network increases, they become more open to the
other subject-positions and identities that the organization sets out. Spare Change
sends out more ‘substantive’ and ethical ambitions and goals that vendors may pick
up later. These goals include giving the vendors a voice in the media, establishing a
sense of community within the organization, and creating structure upon which
vendors can build their lives. These ambitions and identities are ingrained in the
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themselves openly as such, others will see and treat them as failures, (personal
communication with Johnson, 2008: see also for an account on public opinion and
homelessness: Toro, 2007). Both panhandling and selling a street paper underline
your identity as a homeless person. The difference is that with panhandling you do
not have to interact explicitly with the people that give you money. You can just keep
your head down, and not look people in the eyes (personal communication with
Johnson, 2008). Selling a street paper on the streets is different. This forces you to
‘really’ engage with the public, your clientele, and in that engagement you openly
show that you are homeless or poor (personal communication with Johnson, 2008).
Although the organization understands why people go panhandling, it does not
endorse it. Instead, it tries to get people away from panhandling by offering an
alternative subject position. That is part of its ‘core identity’. Re-subjectifying (on
re-subjectification see chapter two) panhandlers into vendors is one of the main
challenges that Spare Change News currently faces.
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Spare Change News actor-network: they have become a part of the everyday
discourse within the organization.
Many of the more experienced vendors often talk about these ‘secondary’ objectives
and ambitions. The common slogans that vendors use on the street, such as ‘Buy
Spare Change, the voice of the homeless!’ are also expressed when vendors and
staff members talk about the street paper itself. After a time working for the
organization, many of the vendors speak proudly and openly about these ambitions
and the impact that these have on their lives. Long time vendor and writer M., for
instance, writes,
“It was difficult at first, but the longer I stayed away from drugs, the better my life
became. Spare Change News played a giant part in my recovery. First, Spare
Change empowered me by giving me an honest job. Then it gave me my voice
back on the printed page” (Goldfinger, n.d.).
10.4.8 Subject-positions, identity and power: understanding the discursive
and material realities of network formation
What we learn from this account of the identities, roles and meanings attached to the
vendor subject-position is that they cannot not be fixed by initial (discursive) problematizations. The enactment of particular ideas and identities has required constant
articulations and re-articulations in order to align and relate actors and the changing
realities in which they are active. In so doing, these re-articulations shape and alter
the identity and meaning of the actor-network. In this process, the organization is not
necessarily more powerful than the vendor – the ‘subject’ in these articulations. In
fact, power and identity are effects of continuous interaction, making unclear who or
what ‘the subject’ actually is: the vendor and/or the Spare Change organization?
When actors are tied into actor-networks, their mutual dependencies define and
enable the stability and durability of the interactions. Network extension, through a
variety of processes including the discursive strategies of re-subjectivication, may
thus help to stabilize networks and strengthen ties between actors.
The ideas of Gibson-Graham can deepen our insights into how discursive processes
are employed in the interessment and enrolment of actors in actor networks. Gibson-
Graham’s use of the notions subjectivication and re-subjectivication in particular,
have focused the analysis onto the shifting roles, positions and identities of actors
within the street paper actor-network (most notably that of the vendor). It shows how
the actor-network overcomes the negative subject position of the panhandler and
how the organization has attracted (interess) homeless persons to become part of
the street paper actor-network. It also shows how vendors in the enactment of their
roles re-articulate their relation with the network in such a way that they are more
open to adopt aspects of Spare Change News’ practice and identity. They move from

10.5 W
 hat does it mean to be a street paper? Spare Change News’
grassroots approach to street papers
Below, I will explore the set of ideas and viewpoints attached to Spare Change News’
problematization that gives meaning to the relations, positions and roles of actors
within its actor network. I will do this by framing Spare Change in a general discursive
model, and I will explore the meanings, identities and subject positions attached to it.
This model will help us to understand Spare Change News’ specific articulation of the
street paper concept, and will allow us to highlight its specificity/difference within the
street paper movement. The analysis will use the Discourse Analysis as described in
chapter three.
To achieve this, I have examined different spokespersons that mobilize the key
elements of Spare Change News’ identity and meaning: Spare Change News’
website, interviews with Spare Change representatives, some media-representations
of Spare Change News, and the newspaper itself. I also draw upon my discussion
above of the historical translation of Spare Change News.
10.5.1 Identifying Spare Change News: ... we are a grassroots street paper ...
Spare Change News sees itself as a grassroots organization that is set up by and for
the homeless and poor (Jefferson, 2011).
For Spare Change News, the label ‘grassroots’ refers both to the process and
direction from which the street paper has emerged, and to the role that vendors play
in its current organization. Spare Change “was founded by people who were homeless
at the time as a vehicle to carry them forward out of poverty, to circumvent the
uncertainties of a complex system of social services, and to enable them to reshape
their lives as they themselves saw fit” (Jefferson, 2010b), and today it remains a
grass-roots organization which is organized, led and sold by the homeless and
formerly homeless (Spare Change News, no date). Spare Change News offers its
vendors a place at each of the levels of its organization, and aims to help them
develop skills and capacities to improve their situation.
Being a grassroots organization is important in terms of the mission that Spare
Change News tries to realize, namely to show by their “own example, that homeless
and economically disadvantaged people are, with the proper resources,
empowerment, opportunities, and encouragement, capable of creating change in
society for ourselves” (Spare Change News, 2012e).
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using the practice only as a way to acquire an income to accepting the more social
and political roles that Spare Change News as an actor-network sets out for them
(community building, giving the homeless a voice, et cetera). The analysis, thus
shows how processes of re-subjectivication are often unscripted yet integral aspects
of processes of translation (most notably of interessment and enrolment).
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A different critique of charities
Like many other street papers, Spare Change News is critical about mainstream
charities and existing social welfare services for the homeless. Street papers such as
The Big Issue and Street News criticize these sectors for ‘giving aid away for free’. The
criticism of Spare Change News is different: it is that they take away power from the
homeless. Whereas the (more mainstream) street papers endorse an ‘entrepreneurial’ model of street papers, aiming to create self-sufficient and self-helping homeless
people who become independent from social support and charity, the criticism made
by Spare Change News of charity and social-service is related to issues of power and
expertise. In contrast to the visions of traditional charities and the conventional
homelessness sector, it is not the advocates or social-work professionals that ‘know
what is best for the homeless’, but the people that experience homelessness and
poverty in real life. Since they know best what they need, they should be accorded
with a powerful position in the organization as well.
“... we continue to foster the influence of our vendors’ voices in the guidance of
the organization over the long term. To do so enables Spare Change to remain
close to its mission of empowerment without becoming overly reliant on the ideas
of educated professionals –individuals like myself– whose good intentions may
be insufficient or inapplicable due to lack of real experience with homelessness
or life on the street” (Jefferson, 2010b).
For this reason in particular, the organization wants to be a ‘grassroots’ organization.
By giving the vendors a controlling stake in the direction of the organization, Spare
Change News aims to correct the bias whereby power shifts to (professional)
homeless organizers.
Grassroots
The ‘grassroots’ label is one which is proudly worn by the organization. The label is
used to position the organization within the street paper landscape. Spare Change
News sees itself as the street paper which has remained the closest to its ‘original
roots’. A visit to NASNA’s conference of 2010, helped the organization to understand
its special position amongst other street papers.
“... we were one of the few organizations represented by an active vendor. In
contrast to many street papers, whose representation was comprised of several
delegates who inhabit roles with titles such as Director, Editor, Supervisor or
Manager, Spare Change brought a thoroughly balanced perspective – we were
myself ... and Mr. S., the vendor” (Jefferson, 2010b).

“... there is The Big Issue in London, which tends to be a more tabloid style, it may
have Prince Harry on the cover, covering some of the kind of popular issues in the
more tabloid style in which they generate lots of ads lots of money and then they
use that money to serve homeless folks. There are the more grassroots models
like ours, which is trying to ensure that homeless folks are in leadership, are
writing as well as benefitting. We were the first newspaper to deploy that model”
(Sekou in Crossley, 2012: my transcription, 29-8-2012).
10.5.2 ... that helps vendors to help themselves ...
Attached to Spare Change News’ grassroots identity is the notion of self-help. A good
example is the cover page of the newspaper itself. Featuring prominently under the
title of the publication is de byline ‘helping people to help themselves’, a clear signifier
of self-help discourse. Spare Change News, however, operates a different view on
self-help than most street papers do. Whereas usually self-help is translated as an
economic/ entrepreneurial concept within the street paper community,221 Spare
Change News ties it more to its grassroots identity. In the editorial of the 20 year
anniversary of the street paper, entitled ‘Helping People Help Themselves for 20
Years’ (emphasis is mine), Noelle Swan, long time writer and editor of Spare Change
News, takes self-help almost literally and relates it to the grassroots history of the
organization, emphasizing the fact that the homeless themselves have set up the
Spare Change News street paper.
“A handful of not-so-likely-to-succeed homeless people started a newspaper 20
years ago ... They would do everything from writing it and editing it to selling it on
the streets. By a group of men and women who had no connections to the ways
and means of putting out a newspaper -- but armed with a powerful idea” (Swan,
2012).
Today, the self-help concept is an integral part of Spare Change News’ identity. It is
not so much seen as a tool that turns homeless people into individual and independent
entrepreneurs, but as an approach by which homeless persons themselves decide
upon the activities that help to improve their situation in a broad sense, including
221 see for instance the translations made by The Big Issue in London, or the translation by Street News in
New York (in Scenes One and Two)
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The grassroots approach is also reflected in the actual street paper itself. Much of the
content of the magazine is produced either by the homeless or the formerly homeless
(see below) and deals with the topics that are important for them. Editor Sekou
explains the grassroots model compared to other street papers, such as The Big
Issue,
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developing organizational skills, engaging in community building, practicing
advocacy, and voicing their needs through a variety of outlets (see also my discussion
of the ‘grassroots’ label above). In doing so, Spare Change News’ contrasts its
approach with dominant (and often Ayn Rand inspired) ideas about self-help and
self-responsibility incorporated in the US welfare state.222 Without addressing the
more structural societal problems that lead to homelessness, self-help will result only
in incidental change (see also my analysis of the Street Sheet street paper in Scen
Eight) .
Spare Change News is not unaffected by ‘neo-liberal’ discourse about self-help and
empowerment. Former Spare Change News executive director Jefferson, writes,
“When you purchase a copy of this newspaper from a vendor, you are buying a
product from a self-employed entrepreneur ... Spare Change taps a basic tenet of
business enterprise – the exchange of currency for a good or service. Donations
are an important component of civic life, but they are fundamentally distinct from
what we do: charity involves giving without expectation of anything in return.”
(Jefferson, 2010a).
Although this view is slowly tiptoeing into the organization’s mindset, it is not the
dominant perspective. In most of the writings about the street paper and in most of
the talks that I had with staff, volunteers and vendors, the self-help concept is still put
forward in its more literal and less economic/entrepreneurial meaning. As Shearer,
founder, vendor and current president of the board, says,
“The choice for our model was not one about business at all ... We don’t want to
have strong economic hardships on the backs of our vendors ... we try to stick to
our basic principles. It is not about money” (personal communication with
Shearer, 2008).
Thus, Spare Change News’ objective is “to present, by our own example, that
homeless and economically disadvantaged people, with the proper resources,
empowerment, opportunity, and encouragement are capable of creating change for
ourselves in society” (Spare Change News, 2012a).
10.5.3 ... with less emphasis on economic, entrepreneurial interaction ...
The grassroots identity of the paper, combined with its specific translation of the
self-help concept, however, does not ignore the economic objectives of the paper.
Spare Change has always seen street paper sales not only as a way to engage
homeless people in economic justice and organizing, but also to meet people’s
222 see, for a more detailed discussion of this claim, the section on Street Sheet in the next chapter

223 For many street papers, it is important to have a fixed price shown on the cover. This avoids that vendors
and customers have to ‘haggle’ and also makes sure that financial transparency of the organization will
be guaranteed.
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immediate economic needs. This ‘economic’ aspect of the actor-network features
prominently in different outlets of the organization. In the street paper itself, the top
end of the cover-page shows the price at which the street newspaper is being sold (1
US$).223 More recent issues of the street paper also have a color-emphasized line at
the bottom of the page that explains the ‘economic’ model to its readers: “Your vendor
buys this paper for 25¢ and keeps all the proceeds” (see, for instance, Spare Change
News, 2011, 2012c, 2012b).
This is a vital issue for many street
papers, for many street paper
customers do not know about the
economic model that is behind a
street paper project. Many people
still see buying a street paper as
giving ‘a donation’ to the vendors.
Street papers that actively promote
the ‘entrepreneurial’ street paper
model, often try to educate their
Figure 78 'Where your dollar goes'
customers that street papers are not
(Spare Change News, 2003)
charities, that they help homeless
people to become independent ‘business-entrepreneurs’, which is part of the
self-help identities of these projects.
Spare Change News, however does not emphasize the purchase sales system and
does not see its vendors as business entrepreneurs. Neither does it reject ‘charity’ as
a way to help the homeless. It even encourages people to donate money (giving aid
for free) to help vendors (see Spare Change News, 2012f).
For Spare Change News, hence, communicating the purchase-sales model is not
the most prominent reason why it informs the public about ‘where their dollar goes’. It
does it more because of the need for accountability. Giving insights in the allocation
of the costs within the organization and the amount of ‘overhead’ that the organization
has, is a means for Spare Change News to show that it is a genuine and sincere
organization. The public should know that they give their money to an honest and
open organization. To be an independent, self-sufficient and genuine non-profit
organization (see Scott, 2006), it is important to show the public that you are
accountable for the money they spend on you. Therefore the street paper underlines
that “when you buy a copy of Spare Change, only 25 cents of your dollar goes to our
organization to cover printing costs. The rest goes directly into the vendor’s pocket”
(Jefferson, 2010a).
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Advertisements
The difference between the Spare Change News approach to street papers and the
(social) business approaches of other street papers (as discussed in scenes one and
two) also surfaces when we look at another means by which street papers generate
income: the sales of advertisement space.
Similar to many street paper organizations, Spare Change News sells advertisement
space to cover its costs of operation. Different from street papers drawing on the
business model approach, only a few of the advertisements in Spare Change News
are from commercial organizations and none of them are from big multinational
companies. Most of the commercial organizations that advertise in Spare Change
News cannot be characterized as mainstream commercial, the majority of them has
an ‘ethical’ or social dimension too. They advertise in Spare Change News, rather
than using more mainstream commercial channels, because it is an ethical and
community based project (personal communication with Johnson, 2008). One
advertisement, for instance, is for a Massachusetts cleaning business which also
engages in fundraising for local NGOs (Spare Change News, 2012b). Another ad is
from a local organic take-away restaurant and market. The ad is in the form of a
discount coupon, which is, as the ads says, “... null and void if Spare Change News
ever prints a similar ad for a chain supermarket” (Spare Change News, 2008).The
majority of the ads in the street paper are from local non-commercial and ethical
organizations, from local civil society organizations, and non-profits and social
projects.
10.5.4 ...but which focuses
strongly upon community,
dialogue and homeless
advocacy
Spare Change News, thus, clearly
puts other objectives above its
economic objective. The priorities
given in the ‘Who we are’ section on
the second page of the April 10
2008 issue of the paper are
illustrative of this. The economic
development objective of the paper
only comes as the 4th goal (see the
Figure on the right). The first three
goals are related to more substantive
and ethical ambitions, such as
‘creating a homeless community’;

Figure 79 ‘Who we are’
(Spare Change News, 2008: page 2)

· Spare Change News wants be an alternative voice in the media, discussing and
highlighting issues concerned with homelessness and poverty
· Spare Change News has a local orientation and deals with local social issues
· Spare Change serves its local (homeless) community
Below, these themes are explored using the contents of the street paper itself.
Representing homelessness in the media: providing an alternative voice
Since Spare Change News is made by, for and with the homeless, it should also
concern itself with issues that concern the homeless. One of the main tasks of the
paper, thus, is to allow the homeless to address issues that arise from the streets, and
to create awareness of these issues amongst the general public. Hence, Spare
Change News engages in homeless advocacy by highlighting pressing issues that
have not acquired the attention of the mainstream media.
The street paper positions itself against the neglect (or unfair treatment) in the
mainstream media of the theme of homelessness. It highlights the problems
with which homeless people are faced, and writes about the impact of homeless
programs of both the state and the charity sector. In practice, this engagement with
homeless programs often boils down to the street paper attacking bad homeless
policies, and giving very critical reviews of
broader socio-economic policies.
The homeless themselves feature prominently
in the magazine. A regular section in the street
paper is dedicated to vendor life-stories and
vendor-profiles. The 4 page “Voices of the
Streets” section of the newspaper features
articles that are written by the homeless,
formerly homeless and vendors. It provides ‘a
forum for those whose voices are too often
ignored’, told by ‘those who have faced life on
the street’ (see Spare Change News, 2012b,
2008, 2005, 2003).
Another recurrent section in the magazine is a
Figure 80 Picture from the
support-directory for the homeless (the Helping
front-page of the December 2003
Hands directory). The directory gives (contact)
edition of Spare Change News
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‘establishing dialogue between the haves and the have-nots’; and ‘to be a vehicle to
promote facts and destroy the myths about homelessness’.
But what do these ‘more substantive’ and ‘ethical’ goals of the organization entail
precisely? Three themes in particular stand out:
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information about organizations that offer services to the homeless, such as food
and food assistance services, homeless services, such as shelters, religious help,
clothing, and legal aid. Spare Change News is one of the few street paper
organizations I encountered that includes such a directory in its newspaper.
How homeless activism spurns the support of the homeless sector
From its start, Spare Change News had written
very critically about the ways in which the
traditional institutions of the homeless sector
worked. One of the reasons for this was that
homeless authors often wrote about their own
life experiences and the problems they
encountered daily with the homeless sector.
These articles often dealt with the problems
that the homeless encountered in the shelters
they stayed in, the mental and general health
institutions they frequented, and the social
welfare services they used. Their critique often
Figure 81 Cover of Spare
was hard hitting and explicitly phrased. This
Change News edition 2012, March
was not well received by the people that
worked for these shelters. They felt that the
good work they did was attacked directly
(personal communication with Shearer, 2008;
Johnson, 2008).
Since it relies upon the homeless sector and
notably the shelters to attract new vendors,
the present Spare Change News organization
is trying to change its relationship with the
traditional homeless sector. A new member of
Spare Change News’ supervisory board was
elected because she had good contacts
within the shelter sector. The current director
Figure 82 Helping Hands page
of Spare Change News goes out to give talks
from Spare Change News
in homeless shelters to convince staff and
homeless people of the advantages of becoming a Spare Change News vendor
(personal communication with Flanagan, 2012).
Social Issues and serving (local) communities
A key objective of Spare Change News is to serve its local community and to address
social issues that impact it. Here too, Spare Change News aims to fill the gap left by

Community building
Spare Change News wants to engage in ‘community building’ in its daily practices.
The basic idea is that you cannot fight poverty and homelessness on your own, you
need (social) support to do this. Spare Change News helps to create a sense of
community amongst its homeless vendors. It gives purpose to vendors’ lives and
helps them to create a social group on which they can rely and build.
Spare Change News aims also to create ties between the street paper community
and the local community in which they are active. By raising awareness of the
problems that face homeless people, and by establishing and improving the
relationships between the street paper and local businesses, consumers et cetera, it
aims to bridge the gap between the local poor and the more affluent people in its
local community. As Spare Change News’ website reads,
“While doing all this, Spare Change News encourages a sense of community among
our constituents and invites those who are more fortunate, people who may otherwise
have little interaction with the homeless, to become involved in the struggle for
economic and social justice” (Spare Change News, 2012g).
224 see appendix xxx for a content analysis of Spare Change News. Over 1/3rd of the articles in Spare
Change News deal with the topic of homelessness
225 see appendix XXX for a content analysis of Spare Change News. 1/4th of the articles address such
issues.
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the mainstream press, that writes mainly about global and national issues (personal
communication with Flanagan, 2012).
Spare Change News takes a particularly social perspective in catering to its local
public and community. It writes about themes that are relevant to the two communities
they serve, both the homeless/vendor community and the buyers of the street paper,
themes such as social security, health, gender, poverty, food and legislation. After
the theme of homelessness224, this is the second largest category of articles written
in the street paper.225 Most of the articles are policy-oriented and discuss the impact
of, or need for, specific policies to address particular social needs. The tone in most
of the articles is progressive/liberal.
Spare Change News also fulfills its role as a grassroots, community focused street
paper by supporting the local NGO and community sector. By publishing articles on
the programs and impact of local charities and NGOs, and by allowing them to
advertise in their paper, Spare Change News helps these local parties to become
better known and to gain further support. In these, mostly sympathetic, accounts,
Spare Change News addresses the positive impact of particular projects, and it pays
attention to civil society organizations that are in need of resources, such as funding.
Most of the articles are about local NGOs that work in the field of poverty reduction,
housing, health and homelessness.
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10.5.5 ... and which still is attractive to read
A final word should be said about the strategies that the organization uses to make
its publication attractive for its readers. Street papers, and in particular street papers
that focus on local and social issues concerning homelessness, are often accused
of being of a lesser quality than publications in the mainstream press.226 People are
said to buy those street papers as a ‘pity purchase’ and not for the (quality of the)
articles that are in them.
For Spare Change News, alternative ‘grassroots’ publications that feature news from
the streets do not have to be ‘bad-reads’. Spare Change News aims to be attractive
to its readers. It does so by offering quality and well edited stories, but also by dealing
with topics such as culture, books, crosswords and music. Spare Change News,
however, is wary of becoming a ‘glossy’ and ‘commercial’ magazine.
A strategy of the street paper to attract (more) readers is to make use of stories about
and interviews with celebrities. Located within Cambridge, Spare Change News has
made use of its geographical proximity to Harvard university and MIT. Recent
examples are:
· Noam Chomsky: The Spare Change News Interview (Spare Change News, 2005)
· Nick Flynn: From Boston’s Pine Street Inn to Hollywood (Spare Change News, 2012c)
· Marge Piercy talks with SCN about her fiction and poetry (Spare Change News, 2012c)
Most of the interviews and writings about celebrities establish a clear link between
them and the issue of homelessness or other (often activism related) socio-political
issues. These articles are not about the famous ‘pop’ life-stories of these celebrities,
but inquire about the ideas and opinions of these celebrities regarding the pregnant
social issues that Spare Change News addresses in its magazine. The May 2012
interview with Chomsky, for instance, deals with his support for grassroots movements
and the ‘Occupy Wall Street’ movement in particular. The interview with Nick Flynn
largely centers around Flynn’s biographic novel ‘Another Bullshit Night in Suck City’
and his experiences with homelessness in Boston, when he worked at the Pine Street
Inn shelter.
Other attractive elements of Spare Change News contents can be found in the
sections about Music, Art, Books and Culture. Spare Change News takes a local
approach here too. A recurrent item of Spare Change News is its music and CD
review section. In this section, Spare Change writers discuss new albums of often,
local Boston and non-mainstream bands and songwriters. The largest part of the Art
and Culture articles consists of poetry: this is one of the sections that has always
been in the paper. Currently, the one page poetry-section features poems of
well-known and lesser known American poets. Few of the poems are written by the
homeless or vendors (which is usually the case within the poetry sections of other
226 see the critique of Big Issue founder John Bird against ‘pity-purchases’ in Scene Two

10.5.6 A discursive model of Spare Change News
To locate and position the practice of Spare Change News within the international
landscape of the street paper movement, it is useful to briefly summarize and
characterize its approach. To do this, I construct a discursive model of Spare Change
News’ approach to street papers (as discussed in chapter three). The discourse
analysis is based upon my reading of Spare Change News as outlined in the sections
above. It highlights the (key) signifiers in its discourse and practice, and showcases
the signifiers and the chains of signification that give meaning to them, and vice versa
(via relations of difference and equivalence). In doing so, I will show how Spare
Change News’ street paper concept is articulated as a ‘grassroots concept’ which
acquires meaning through four key signifiers in particular:
· grassroots
· a homeless and socio-political voice in the media
· a local orientation
· social inclusion and sense of community
Figure 84 is a visualization of this discursive snapshot of Spare Change News.

Figure 83 Logo of Spare
Change News as printed on
the cover of the 2012 editions of
the magazine

10.5.7 A different discursive snapshot:
Spare Change News’ logo
The position thus taken by Spare Change
News is beautifully represented by its logo.
This features a black (shadow) profile of a
vendor, presenting the magazine in his laid
out left-hand, whilst simultaneously holding
up his right hand in a fist. Although the current
staff is not aware of any explicit ‘history’ or
‘intended’ meaning behind this logo, they
agree that the image sums up perfectly the
character of the paper: it is both about
homeless activism (the man holding up in the
air his right fist) and about the sales of street
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street papers such as Z-magazine in Amsterdam, Donau Strud, and some editions of
The Big Issue). Another regular entertainment feature in the street paper is the
crosswords and games section. Filling in crosswords and visiting the entertainment
section of a newspaper, generally belongs to one of the ‘rituals and habits’ of more
loyal newspaper readers (Bentley, 2000). These sections are therefore seen as an
important ‘interessement’ and even ‘enrollment’ device that help to attract and
maintain a regular readership.
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paper that meets the homeless’ immediate needs (the man presenting a newspaper
in his left hand). The posture of the man is also important: this is not a poor, cowering
homeless man that one should show pity to. Instead the vendor is pictured in a proud
and powerful posture, a man who is proud to sell street papers. This is what, for
Spare Change News, a grassroots street paper is about. A street paper which enables
homeless persons to fight for their own lives, advocating and highlighting their
aspirations and problems, by means of distributing a street paper.

10.6 Difference: from different perspectives on street papers to
different enactments of street papers
This scene’s main aim is to give a better understanding of ‘difference’ in the street
paper movement. It is a stepping stone to scene eight, which will focus more strongly
upon the frictions, struggles and ‘fault-lines’ between different practices and different
street paper identities within the movement.
From the earlier scenes we have learned that the street paper movement is not a
coherent whole. It is a diverse blend of different practices, ideas, actors, techniques
and approaches, that have some similarities and some overlaps but that are never
the same. To understand the movement as a diverse and ‘multiple’ (see Mol, 2002)
phenomenon, this scene has detailed the translation of Spare Change News, a street
paper that operates in a markedly different way from the street papers that we have
discussed earlier in this thesis.227 The translation of Spare Change News is visualized
in Figure 85 below. It shows how four early circulations inspire the key moments of
translation of Spare Change News, and how the model chosen brings about specific
tensions and problems that require significant re-articulations. It highlights how this
process of re-articulation affects the subject positions of participating actors and
how in various negotiation processes these actors, their roles and interactions
become stabilized.
Although the scene draws upon particular elements from other street paper practices
to make sense of Spare Change News’ approach, it does not rely heavily upon
comparison as a research strategy.228 Yet, difference can only be explored in terms of
227 except for perhaps our encounters with the US street papers Street Wise, Real Change and Street Spirit
and the Italian paper Piazza Grande,
228 The reason for this is ontological. In this thesis, difference is not so much understood as a difference in
perspective or difference in the various interpretations of a particular object, but is seen as a difference
between different emerging realities/objects that each gain their significance in practice (see chapter
two). Each street paper enacts a different reality of street papers, operates different practices based
upon different resources, different requirements, different beliefs and different circumstances. There are
‘partial connections’(c.f. Strathern, 2004) –some overlaps and similarities– between street papers, but
there is not a single, stable and fixed object (‘the street paper concept’) to which all street papers adhere
or reflect upon. Thus, to understand Spare Change News’ and its role in the street paper movement, it
is not so much beneficial to explore how it perceives the street paper as a concept differently compared
to others –although this may be a useful aspect of the analysis, but it is far more interesting to follow and
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relations. To make sense of Spare Change News as a different enactment of the
street paper concept, the analysis has explored how it produces a reality that is
different from those of others. To achieve this, the analysis has recruited several
elements of the practices, meanings and identities of other actor-networks (such as
those of other street papers, the mainstream media, charities, different articulations
of self-help discourse) to make clearer the position and identity that Spare Change
News takes up in the street paper movement.
In this analysis, we have therefore paid close attention to the discursive elements of
the translation process. This has allowed us to see (1) how Spare Change News has
established a relation of difference with social-business articulations of street papers,
(2) how this relation of difference is based on its enactment of grassroots and
advocacy ideas and principles, (3) how such different ideas (grassroots, advocacy)
affect the translation and performance of Spare Change News itself –creating a
distinct street paper reality, in which (4) actors, ideas and practices have to be aligned
to form a well working street paper.

trace the ways in which Spare Change News enacts, translates and performs its street paper practice
differently. This has been the core focus of this scene.
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This final scene explores fault-lines in the movement: frictions and collisions between
street papers. I will use these fault-lines to highlight and articulate the enactment of
differences in meaning and identity within the street paper community. There are,
namely, frictions between street papers that are inspired by social business
approaches, and street papers that see themselves as grassroots and advocacy
oriented. The debate is about the impact of different ideas about the ‘meaning’ of
street papers circulating within the street paper community. The differences between
these two approaches will be made concrete by polarizing the grassroots approaches
to street papers – using the radical grassroots street paper approach of Street Sheet
San Francisco – and by then describing a collision between this articulation of the
street paper concept and that of The Big Issue in the UK.
The scene draws on both diffuse and focused ANT to explore the concrete case of
the extension of The Big Issue network to the US. To highlight the struggles over
identities and meanings that followed the initial steps of The Big Issue into the US, I
will use discourse analytical techniques. I will discuss the key and empty signifiers
around which much of the debate revolves, and explore the lines of difference and
equivalence that are established between these signifiers in the different discursive
approaches to street papers.
I will first introduce the enactment of the San Francisco street paper Street Sheet, to
highlight its strong advocacy oriented grassroots approach. The insights into the
radical grassroots approach thus gained give a better understanding of the discursive
differences between some of the US street papers and The Big Issue. Then, I will
outline NASNA’s role as a regional oligopticon for North American street papers, as it
provides the stage for the ‘discursive’ conflict between the two approaches to street
papers. I then describe the actual conflict that occurred between the NASNA street
papers and The Big Issue, illustrating how the differences in the understanding of the
street paper concept have been played out.

11.1 Homeless advocacy and street papers in the US
Street papers in the US are more inclined towards homeless advocacy and homeless
activism than many of their European counterparts. This can partly be explained from
the activist and advocacy ‘roots’ from which several of the American street papers
have sprouted. As Daly (1996) has noted, in the US, a large community of charitable
organizations, NGOs and community organizations has stepped in to fill the gaps
which the state does not want to fill. There are literally hundreds of shelter organizations
(often set up and maintained by faith-based groups), homeless coalitions and
advocacy groups, social housing projects, soup-kitchens and other food suppliers.
Many street papers in the US stem from such groups and charities. In particular, the
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many local ‘coalitions for the homeless’ (or ‘coalitions on homelessness’) have
provided a basic organizational structure for street papers. Such organizations already
engaged in homeless advocacy and social justice organization, and they focused on
long-term solutions to homelessness, poverty, and housing issues. For them, street
papers provided a solution to the dilemma between engaging in homeless activism
and dealing with the homeless’ immediate needs. Organizations such as the Coalition
on Homelessness in San Francisco (the street paper Street Sheet), the Northeast
Ohio Coalition for the Homeless (the street paper Homeless Grapevine), the Greater
Cincinnati Homeless Coalition (the street paper Street Vibes), The Wyoming Coalition
for the Homeless (the street paper Wyoming Winds) have set up street papers as part
of their wider services to the homeless. Other groups, such as Spare Change News,
sprang from various homeless related organizations that were already engaged with
homeless activism and advocacy (the Boston Jobs for Peace organization, for
instance – see scene seven). Mathieu, street paper organizer and homeless activist,
argues that this is precisely why street papers tend to be more grassroots, more
activist and more community based in the US than for instance in Europe.
“... a lot of these papers started in the same organizations that were also doing
homeless advocacy. So advocacy and reporting go together naturally” (personal
communication with Mathieu, 2008).
But why a street paper? According to Mathieu,229 the street paper concept works well
for these groups as it has one major advantage over other homeless actions. Street
papers combine the two goals of meeting the economic needs of the homeless and
of rallying against homelessness as a structural problem of society and the failing
welfare state. As Mathieu notes,
“Since there is no clear commitment by the government, homeless services tend
to take the form of charity ... I think service, like giving somebody a cup a soup is
really important for a person who is really in need. But it is not going to change the
situation on the long run. On the other hand, activism and pushes for structural
change within the system are important, but does not help a person who is in
need at that moment ... What I like most about street papers is that they do meet
an immediate need that someone could go out and get money in their pocket, but
that they also, through the editorial content and through that personal connections
that people can make on the street, ... they can work towards structural change
and awareness. It is subtle, but I think a good street paper really can change how
the public sees the homeless population of their city” (personal communication
with Mathieu, 2008).
229 and many others in the US street paper community (Flanagan, 2012; Harris, 2009; Shearer, 2008).

Street Sheet, like Spare Change News, was set up by a local homeless advocacy
group (the San Francisco Coalition on Homelessness). These roots are clearly visible
in its approach to street papers, which focuses even more strongly upon activism and
advocacy than its Cambridge colleague. Street Sheet is one of the oldest street
papers in the US (1989). Although Street Sheet and Spare Change News have had
few no direct contacts or formal links and ties,230 and are not geographically proximate,
they operate in very similar ways. Their models seem to be ‘ontologically close’.
Below I will summarize Street Sheet’s approach to street papers based on an analysis
of its websites (Street Sheet, 2008b, 2012e), several issues of the newspaper itself,
(Street Sheet, 2012d, 2012c, 2012b, 2008a, 2006) and several media publications
about the street paper (amongst others Koh, 1994; Moreno, 1995; Lea, 1998; Marine,
1999).
11.2.1 ‘To comfort the afflicted and to afflict the comforted: a radical
street paper’
Street Sheet’s main objective is to change public opinion about homelessness and
to represent the ‘voice of the homeless’ in public debate. It aims to correct the
negative images about homelessness within the mainstream media, which often
depict the homeless as trouble makers, drug or alcohol addicts and often tell ‘sob
stories’ about their lives. Street Sheet is fiercely against this way of representing the
homeless. Its 2008 website states: ‘we won’t do sob-stories’ (Street Sheet, 2008b).
Instead, Street Sheet publishes stories about homelessness and poverty that are
‘policy oriented’. It aims to inform the public about the problems that the homeless
face. Street Sheet also deals with topics that are not homeless related, but that deal
with other important social issues such as
police brutality (see for instance Street Sheet,
2012d), housing, and (see, Street Sheet,
2012b, 2012d) the occupy movement (see
Street Sheet, 2012). Street Sheet sees itself as
an activist street paper and often takes a
progressive liberal231 stand in policy debates
about socio-economic issues. It fights against
injustices. Street Sheet “seeks to protect the
civil and human rights of homeless San
Franciscans living on the street and in public
shelters, through documenting abuse,
Figure 86 Cover of the 2012
organizing for change, and through our budget
October issue of Street Sheet
230 Except for a few coincidental encounters at NASNA conferences,
231 liberal here means progressive (left-wing)
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11.2 Street Sheet San Francisco, a radical grassroots street paper
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advocacy, preserving programs and services that help homeless people move out of
poverty”. (Street Sheet, 2012e). More briefly Street Sheet presents itself as ‘a radical,
advocacy oriented street paper’ (Street Sheet, 2008b).
11.2.2 ‘Street Sheet concerns the homeless, features articles by the homeless,
and is sold by the homeless’
Street Sheet presents itself as a ‘grassroots’ organization (Street Sheet, 2008b). “Our
organizing is based on extensive peer outreach. We do not bring our agenda to poor
and homeless people, they bring their
agenda to us” (Street Sheet, 2012d). The
organization aims to bring “grassroots
news” about homelessness to the
broader public (Street Sheet, 2012a). It is
organized to cater to the needs and
wishes of the homeless and poor
themselves, who are directly involved the
organization. Homeless persons and
ex-homeless persons are not only writers
for the paper, but they also set out the
course and direction of the street
Figure 87 Street Sheet Editorial Policy
newspaper. “The homeless have strong
page 2 October 2012 edition
opinions, ideas and experiences about
how we could address homelessness ... It
is important to bring a voice to their ideas and opinions, not to give a life story, but to
share their expertise” (Boden quoted by Clark, 2007). Most articles within the street
paper are directly related to issues of homelessness and poverty, and the paper is
critical about other street papers that pay little attention to these issues. In one of its
early issues, (Street Sheet, 1998), Street Sheet compares itself with The Big Issue,
which ‘affords less than 20% of its magazine space to the theme of homelessness’.
11.2.3 ‘No street paper can claim that vendors leave poverty with the money
they get from selling the paper’
Although Street Sheet is also about
homeless people generating an income,
it firmly believes that the homeless
problem cannot be solved with money
alone. It argues that, without an integrated
approach in which social and structural
issues are also addressed, street papers
Figure 88 Street Sheet suggested
will not be effective. The purely entrepredonation 1 USD

“We recognize the capitalist model practiced in the US as an economic system
that demands the creation of homelessness in order to work. We’d prefer to be
part of the solution to that ... Selling commercial advertisements is a practice in
capitalism, one that demands the creation of homelessness. We don’t charge our
vendors, and our vendors don’t wear badges” (Martin quoted in Nevitt, n.d.).
Street Sheet relies for its income on donations and charity.

Figure 89 Street Sheet Manifesto

For the content of the street paper, Street
Sheet rejects the mainstream, commercial
approach which is common in the
contemporary media landscape. Street
Sheet is a paper without the ‘commercialism
and sensationalizing’ of ‘slick glossy papers’.
It does not want to make a profit, even if it
would be able to ‘reinvest’ this money into a
social cause or the extension of its street
paper. Instead it operates an integral
approach to homelessness, aiming to
increase public awareness of this, and to
support the homeless socially and
economically. Street Sheet’s grassroots
street paper model is visualized in the figure
below.
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neurial model that some street papers use (again The Big Issue is used here as a
negative example) – often based upon ‘commercialism’ and ‘corporatism’ – (Street
Sheet, 2007) is strongly denounced.
Street Sheet, hence, focuses not only on the economic interactions (the selling of
street papers and earning money with it) that are an inherent part of any street paper
model, but also on the social aspects of this practice. These include fostering
interactions between the public and the vendor, embedding the vendor within the
organization, offering social services such as outreach, education, housing and peer
support. To emphasize these aspects of its practice, Street Sheet does not use the
standard purchase-selling system. Homeless vendors are not charged for the papers
they ‘sell’, and vendors themselves ask for a donation rather than a price from their
customers.
Nor does Street Sheet work with commercial advertisers. Such a practice would
endorse the capitalist model, which is seen by Street Sheet as the main cause of
homelessness. Former director Martin (quoted in : Nevitt, n.d.) explains,
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Box 7 Street Sheet's radical grassroots model

I will present the meaning and identity of Street Sheet in a discursive snapshot of its
approach using four key-signifiers: ‘radical, ideological grassroots’; ‘a homeless and
social voice in the media’; ‘social inclusion, support and charity’; and ‘non-entrepreneurial’. The signifiers are chosen from the analysis above, and they are framed in
such a way that they capture the core elements of Street Sheet’s approach to street
papers. The labels are from words and phrases used by Street Sheet itself. The
signifiers and the relations between them are presented in Figure 90.

11.3 D
 ifferences and discursive struggles: The Big Issue and the
US street paper community
In the section above, Street Sheet frequently uses the UK street paper The Big Issue
as an antagonist. Why is the street paper model used by The Big Issue in the UK so
appalling for the ‘radical grassroots’ street paper Street Sheet?
To answer these questions and to understand the differences between the two
approaches we need to zoom in onto a specific event within the street paper
movement in the late 1990s. The North American Street Newspaper Association
provided the stage for this event (see the textbox below for more details about
NASNA).

Box 8 NASNA
The North-American Street Newspaper Association
NASNA is a regional oligoptic site in the street paper movement. It is a street paper
network organization that works in the much the same way as INSP, and it targets
street papers in the USA and Canada.
NASNA was founded in the years 1996-1997 (Street Sheet, 2009). Its founding
members are two street papers (Real Change Seattle and Street Wise Chicago)
and the National Coalition for the Homeless (an American NGO). One of the main
events it organizes is the annual North-American Street Newspaper conference.
“In the summer of 1997, Real Change hosted NASNA’s founding conference
at the University of Washington. More than 30 street papers from the U.S.
and Canada came here to create a mission statement, hash out articles and
bylaws, and build a movement” (Real Change Street Newspaper, 2010).
Similar to the INSP, NASNA’s main mission is to “support and cultivate an effective,
self-sustaining street newspaper network that promotes power and opportunity
for people living in poverty” (Nasna, 2010). It now unites 31 street newspapers
from around North-America and aims to “empower local street newspapers to
develop leadership among poor people, while cultivating journalistic integrity and
sustainable street papers” (Ibid.).
It does this by enabling street papers to connect and share information. It also
provides training, workshops, and it circulates brochures and other documents to
inform and educate street papers about the ins and outs of street paper practice.
NASNA helps groups and organizations to set up new street papers. As the
website of Real Change Street Newspaper states,
“If you are interested in connecting with a paper in your area, consult the
NASNA and INSP websites. Don’t see one in your area? Maybe you have what
it takes to start one! The guide on how to start a street paper ... can be found
on NASNA’s website” (Real Change Street Newspaper, 2010).
At NASNA’s annual conference, Northern American street papers are invited to
share information and experiences (The Homeless Grapevine, 1999).
In comparison to the INSP however, NASNA has fewer (financial) resources,
connects fewer newspapers and has fewer staff to perform its role as an oligopticon
in the movement. In fact, NASNA has recently faced serious financial difficulties
and had to lay off its single staff member (Real Change Street Newspaper, 2010).
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Figure 90 Discursive snapshot of Spare Change News
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“Big Issue representative Ruth Turner told the assembled street paper editors the ‘Big
Secret of Big Business’. ‘There is so much money, money, money available from
advertising’, Turner said with great relish. ‘It’s money for nothing’. It was a revealing
self-portrait of an acquisitive corporation ruled by the profit motives of Big Business.
For although The Big Issue is sold by homeless people, in truth it is a multinational
corporation that cultivates advertising more than it fosters activism” (Messman, 1998).
American street papers, such as Street Sheet (San Francisco), Street Spirit (Bay Area)
and Making Change (Los Angeles), were stunned that The Big Issue’s core drive was
to make money for the homeless. They could not understand that The Big Issue did
very little homeless advocacy and homeless activism (in its magazine) to support the
homeless, and were even more surprised that its ‘business-model’ was indeed based
on mainstream economic, commercial mechanisms. For them, such an approach
collided against what they held as the core values of American street papers: to
‘advance the human rights of homeless people’, to conduct ‘hard-hitting reporting on
justice issues’ and to ‘join in solidarity struggles with the homeless community and
promote activist campaigns to win decent housing, jobs, welfare entitlements, health
care and disability rights’ (Messman, 1998).
The conference brought to the fore other differences between NASNA street papers
and the INSP One of them was the level of inclusiveness. NASNA was set up as a
fairly open and inclusive street paper association without clear membership criteria.
INSP, on the other hand, enforced strong membership criteria upon its members,
including the rule that street papers should be social businesses, and that they
should be striving to make money (see Swithinbank, 2001: p. 174).232 As Mewburn,
former executive director of INSP notes,
232 in a later, and in the current, version of the membership criteria, this rule has been softened: “If street
papers are social businesses and aim to make profit, this money must be re-invested back into the street
paper and/or associated projects that work for the benefit of the vendors and marginalised people” (see
Scene Six).
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11.3.1 ( Ex)tending actor-networks? The collision between The Big Issue and
US street papers
At NASNA’s founding conference (1997), a representative of INSP had been invited to
discuss the possibilities and advantages of international cooperation. Ruth Turner,
founder of The Big Issue in the North, spoke to the delegates about the advantages
of setting up a street paper as a social business. The main topic of her talk was how
to create more revenue from advertising. Several of the delegates from the more
radical and grassroots US street papers were appalled. How could a street paper be
so much about advertising and business? In an editorial, Tim Messman, then editor
of Street Spirit, showed his strong disapproval:
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“The American street papers had a real problem with this [auth.: the social
business ideas] and so we said, fine, but this is what we believe. We believe in
making money. Some wanted to take the word business out of the charter
principles and we kept saying this is a key word. This is what we are ... The
members of INSP are very clear about where they want to be and that they are
businesses” (Mewburn quoted in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 175).
The ‘social business concept’ was highly problematic for many of the US street
papers. Such papers had a preference for small scale grassroots work that focused
on representation and social activism. The ‘social business organization’, The Big
Issue, was seen as an antagonist to this. In a letter to NASNA, John Bird had explained
that The Big Issue in London was focused on quality content and professional
journalism. For The Big Issue as a magazine to be sold well, it had to be ‘readable’.
He explained that The Big Issue therefore had an ‘editorial balance’ of 20% social
matters and 80% general interest topics, was printed in full color and had a
professional appearance.
“The Big Issue is not a homeless paper. It never has and it never will be. It is a
paper sold by homeless people. While we have a [place] in the paper for the
homeless called Streetlights, we want to break people out of that” (Bird quoted in
Messman, 1998).
Many of the more grassroots, activist NASNA papers had been shocked by this
approach.233 They asked themselves in what ways these two different approaches to
the street paper concept could align (see Waggonner, 1998). The debate between
the two ‘groups’ of street papers culminated in an event a year later.
11.3.2 Networking across the Atlantic: The Big Issue as a discursive disruption
in the American Landscape
In 1998, The Big Issue had announced that it would explore the possibilities of
venturing into the US. The founder of the defunct street paper ‘Hard Times’ in Los
Angeles had invited Bird to set up a Big Issue in L.A. After several conversations and
site visits, Bird decided to give it a try. The street paper would be set up in ‘The Dome
Village’, an extremely poor area in LA, with many homeless people. Bird spoke with a
number of homeless people, homeless advocates, and city officials (Swithinbank,
2001). They were all positive about the project.
However, Bird had overlooked one important point: there was already another
homeless paper active in L.A. Jennafer Wagonner, who was a former volunteer for the
233 It should be noted, however, that within NASNA there were also papers that supported the views of The
Big Issue in London and the INSP, the successful paper StreetWise (Chicago) being one of them.

“Does not your INSP charter state a member will not invade the established selling
area of an existing charter member? My paper is a member of NASNA. NASNA is
a member of the INSP This means Making Change is an INSP member whose
territory you are violating. How can we not see your moves and your motives as
hostile?” (Waggonner, 1998).
Soon, other North American street paper organizers joined the debate. Terry
Messman of Street Spirit, was fierce in his defense of Making Change.
“As we are seeing in Los Angeles, [The Big Issue] is more likely to emulate the
hostile take-over strategy of big corporations than to demonstrate the kind of
mutual support and solidarity that must be the hallmarks of the homeless
movement. Founded and funded by the Body Shop corporation, The Big Issue
has launched a new major bid to take over the large ‘market’ for street papers it
perceives in Los Angeles, arrogantly shouldering aside a pre-existing street
paper” (Messman, 1998).
There was some truth in these arguments. Bird defended himself,
“Because of duplications in Paris, I had suggested only having one INSP member in
each city. Paris had about six papers at any one time and it was a problem. I not
wanted treading on anyone’s toes in L.A. But as everyone said, our brief was to work
largely with the poor African-Americans of L.A.” (Bird quoted in Swithinbank, 2001)
This, however, did not help to soften the reactions from the US street paper community.
The Big Issue was accused of imperialism, with the Making Change street paper as
its victim (Swithinbank, 2001; Messman, 1998). This re-activated quarrels about the
differences in ideology between The Big Issue and the US papers. In an editorial in
his own paper Street Spirit, Messman noted,
“...The Big Issue consists disproportionately of entertainment fluff, rock star bios
and celebrity coverage...Infotainment sells, and bland editorial content doesn’t
offend advertisers or challenge the public with too much hard-hitting reporting
about ‘difficult’ subjects. There is an urgent need for the kind of passionate,
politically committed journalism practiced by Making Change and many North
American street papers. The real threat posed by The Big Issue is that with its big
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Hard Times street paper, had set up the ‘Making Change’ in Santa Monica some 13
miles from the Dome Village. And Wagonner was not pleased with The Big Issue
starting to operate in her vicinity.
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budget and big corporate backing, it will engulf and devour smaller papers and
replace their crusading reporting with its dumbed-down entertainment journalism”
(Messman, 1998)
John Bird added to the discussion by arguing that papers such as Making Change
from Santa Monica and Street News in New York were not able to achieve ‘real’
change. They were of low quality and openly promoted ‘homelessness as an
alternative lifestyle’ (Bird in Swithinbank, 2001: p. 180). Bird argued: ‘If people want
their own homeless paper for homeless people to read, then they are not going to
create income for the homeless. The Big Issue is about creating work and mobility out
of destitution’ (Ibid.).
This, again, evoked a response from the grassroots activist US street papers. In an
open letter to John Bird, Jennafer Waggoner wrote:
“True...we do not focus on mass distribution. We do not covet the big market. We
do not believe that smoothly pickpocketing Americans with a slick product is our
primary goal. We do not believe we can somehow change the world with a flick of
a dollar. We exist to ... challenge corporate domination with a strong editorial
commitment to informing readers how they can be involved in this struggle, who
they need to talk to, and why homeless people are not a different entity than the
rest of society. We need to arm homeless people with the facts of social and
political justice” (Waggonner, 1998).
Despite these reactions from the US street paper community, Bird and The Big Issue in
London pushed through with the setting up of the Los Angeles version of The Big Issue.
11.3.3 How much does The Big Issue differ? How a Big Issue in the US would
(not) work
Ideological opposition was, however, not the only difficulty which The Big Issue had
when it decided to extend its network to the US. First and foremost, there were
problems that came out of the more fluid, cultural differences between the UK and
the US. Because in the UK there is a much stronger basic support system, you can
make use of this if you suffer from problems. In the US it is easier to fall between the
gaps. Also, there is a different mentality and culture towards drawing on state welfare
and charity. It has even been argued that in the US ‘drawing on welfare is seen as the
ultimate recognition that you are not a successful person’ (Diana Bird in Swithinbank,
2001: p. 178).
This was experienced by The Big Issue when it tried to translate its street paper
project in L.A. Firstly, unlike London, L.A. had no tradition of selling things on the
streets (Beyette, 1998a). Secondly, homeless people appeared to prefer panhandling

“What we did not understand is that if you are standing on the street selling things
in L.A., you are labeled as a failure. The vendors would stick around only a few
weeks and then they would disappear. All we were doing was just being a stopgap,
and that was not the philosophy of The Big Issue” (Bird quoted in Beyette, 1998a).
Because so few homeless persons were willing to sell the paper, The Big Issue in L.A.
had to change its strategy. Instead of selling the paper, vendors would become
employed by the organization as distributors, paid an hourly wage. Now, with a
regular job, they became a member of the organization. In addition, The Big Issue in
L.A. moved towards the US street paper culture. By hiring a former volunteer for the
Boston Spare Change street paper, the magazine became more community oriented
and socially active than The Big Issues in the UK. Another important element in the
translation of The Big Issue to L.A. was the institutional context of the US. In L.A.
‘vending’ a street paper required a license. As license costs are high (over 50$), the
move from vending towards distributing was a logical step.
But even after these changes, The Big Issue in L.A. was a fragile project. It had many
financial difficulties, and it had proven to be almost impossible to acquire
advertisements from commercial businesses. After a year, The Big Issue L.A. was
converted into an events-calendar called ‘Off the Wall’ (Brown, 2002). ‘Off the Wall’
had been developed as a free fold-out poster which was distributed by homeless
persons employed by the organization (Macqueen, 2002). ‘Off The Wall’ was as
short-lived as its predecessor, and the project was cancelled in the early summer of
2001 (Macqueen, 2002).

11.4 S
 haping the street paper movement: differences and struggles
over meaning
The events above illustrate that the street paper community is a diverse one.
Approaches to street papers that work well in one context may have different results
in others. Moreover, the approach, identity and meaning of one street paper may
trigger fierce reactions and debate from others. The local translations of street papers
differ from place to place and from region to region. These differences become most
visible when different street paper models interact or meet another context (as shown
above). To understand this, it is important to look at how street paper actors and
organizations ‘conceptualize’ (their) street papers. What is a street paper? How
should it work? What should it achieve? What precisely is a ‘good’ street paper?
There are many different answers to these questions. Compare, for instance, the
following.
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to selling the L.A. Big Issue, because they would not like to be recognized as
homeless vendors on the streets. Bird said,
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“What is a street newspaper? A street newspaper is a newspaper that primarily
addresses issues related to poverty and homelessness and is distributed by poor
or homeless vendors” (NASNA, 2010).
“Street papers are independent newspapers and magazines that provide unique
employment opportunities and enterprising social programmes for people
experiencing poverty and homelessness. Vendors buy copies of the street paper
at a price of 50% or lower than the cover price, then sell the street papers, keeping
the proceeds” (Insp, no date).
“Street Sheet’s aim is to comfort the afflicted and to afflict the comforted ... [Street
Sheet] concerns the homeless, features articles by the homeless, and is sold by
the homeless ... The homeless have strong opinions, ideas and experiences
about how we could address homelessness...It is important to bring a voice to
their ideas and opinions, not to give a life story, but to share their expertise” (Street
Sheet, 2009).
“The Big Issue exists to offer homeless and vulnerably housed people the
opportunity to earn a legitimate income by selling a magazine to the general
public ... The Big Issue is a weekly magazine written by professional journalists
and sold by homeless and vulnerably housed people ... [It] is a business solution
to a social problem, demonstrating that an organisation can succeed whilst being
simultaneously driven by commercial aims and social objectives” (Bigissue.com).
11.4.1 Discursive differences
The account of The Big Issue’s endeavors in the US makes clear how street papers
give different answers to the question of what a ‘good’ street paper is and should do.
To understand better the discursive differences that the answers to these questions
reflect, I will draw upon discourse theory. In particular, I will use the discourse
analytical notions of ‘difference’ and ‘equivalence’ to construct an account of the key
signifiers that articulate the meaning and identity of a street paper.
11.4.2 Key differences
The most basic difference between the social business model to street papers (The
Big Issue) and the grassroots/advocacy approach (the US street papers involved in
the conflict described above) revolves around the signifiers ‘(social) business’ and
‘grassroots/alternative’.
In The Big Issue’s approach, ‘social business’ is a key signifier. It is given meaning
through its relationship with, amongst others, the signifiers ‘entrepreneurship’, ‘profit
generation’, ‘competitive in the mainstream market’, ‘commercial advertising’ and

11.4.3 Economic solution or homeless advocacy?
When we examine the discussions between The Big Issue and the NASNA street
papers more closely, we can see that many of the tensions are related to the role of
business entrepreneurialism and economic interaction on the one hand, and the
need for homeless representation and homeless advocacy on the other. More
specifically, the tension is between the extent to which a street paper should make
use of the (existing) economic system to help the homeless, and the extent to which
it should focus upon the ethical and political issues related to homelessness, aiming
to change ‘the system’.
The Big Issue, inspired by a specific signification of self-help discourse (see below),
has a particular individualist and entrepreneurial answer to these questions. Money,
profit making, and income generation are central aspects of its approach. Economic
interaction and entrepreneurship are seen as the key instruments to change the lives
of the homeless. The grassroots/advocacy NASNA street papers take a more social
approach and are less influenced by individualist translations of self-help. They see
the problem of homelessness as a social problem, that cannot be addressed by the
individual self-help practices of entrepreneurialism and income generation. With
income generation alone, it is felt, little is done to create a structural change for the
homeless. The social system itself is wrong, and should be countered and adapted.
For the two grassroots NASNA street papers discussed in this study, money,
therefore, comes second. Money is there to sustain the organization and the lives of
the homeless persons, but the best way to achieve change for the homeless is
through advocacy, representation and community building. Here, a clear line of
difference is drawn. Entrepreneurialism and commercial economic behavior are seen
as the basic mechanisms that have created inequality, homelessness and poverty in
the first place. Why should street papers become part of that system? This is a core
reason why several of the NASNA street papers have rejected The Big Issue’s
approach and identity.
These differences are also reflected in the ways in which the core activities of street
papers are articulated. The Big Issue wants to establish the homeless as micro-entrepreneurs who use the purchase sale system to find their way out of poverty. Grassroots
street papers on the other hand aim to develop (vendor) communities, focusing on
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‘professional journalistic staff’ (see Figure 21 in scene two). The grassroots/advocacy
approaches to street papers of both Spare Change News and Street Sheet, revolve
around the key signifier ‘grassroots’, which puts much more emphasis on the role of
the homeless and homelessness within the organization. Their organizations’
identities are signified through the key signifiers ‘flat organization’, ‘vendors are active
in all layers of the organization’, and they are not expert-driven, but homeless-driven
(‘experts are only there to facilitate’) (see scenes seven and eight).
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the social and skills aspects of vendors’ participation in the street paper. Street
papers such as Street Sheet even reject the purchase sales system wholly. It writes,
“Every month, the Street Sheet reaches 32,000 readers through 230 homeless or
low-income vendors, who are not made to pay for the papers that they receive,
and who keep all money they earn through Street Sheet distribution”(Street Sheet,
2011: emphasis is mine).
Street Sheet works with donations rather than by incorporating commercial business
strategies into its system, as it sees these systems as the key causes of poverty and
inequality.
11.4.4 Magazine strategies: contents, advertisements and glossy-ness
Similarly, The Big Issue’s social business discourse on street papers attributes
different meanings to advertisements as a strategy to generate income than the more
grassroots approaches to street papers. Here the lines of difference are very sharp.
Advertisements for The Big Issue are the key way to remain financially independent
from the state and charities. There are few ethical guidelines concerning advertisements,234 and advertisements of big commercial businesses are accepted as well as
those from local businesses. From the radical grassroots perspective of Street Sheet,
however, advertisements are to be eschewed because they are part and parcel of the
business/capitalist system that is seen as one of the main causes of homelessness.
Other grassroots street papers have less extreme ethical guidelines, and they look
into the behavior and impact of a company on society before they would accept its
advertisements. As Johnson, former editor of Spare Change News, illustrates: “we
would have an ethical discussion about McDonalds or Big Mac or so, because it is
gross food” (personal communication with Johnson, 2008).
The two different sorts of papers attribute different roles and meanings to street
paper content also. While The Big Issue draws lines of equivalence with the
mainstream magazine industry, Spare Change News, Street News and Street Spirit
position themselves against the mainstream media. The Big Issue, by using glossy
paper, celebrity interviews, pop-culture, and general interest content, mimics the
mainstream media (which is seen as competition). It does not pay too much attention
to homelessness, as this is seen as content which is not overly attractive to its readers.
For many of the grassroots street papers this is unacceptable. Their main aim is to
give a voice to homeless persons, which is often lacking in the mainstream media
(against which they draw lines of difference). This is sometimes taken literally: street
papers such as Street Sheet and Spare Change News let homeless people write in
their papers and let them decide upon the content. The Big Issue, on the other hand,
234 In fact the advertising strategy of the Guardian newspaper is used

11.4.5 Social service and support
On the issue of social-service and support also, The Big Issue and the grassroots
street papers diverge. For the grassroots street papers, social inclusion and community
building are one of the key goals. The aim is to provide a social environment for their
vendors, and to support them by offering social-service, skills and control. In The Big
Issue, social development and social services are also provided, but differently. The
entrepreneurial purchase sales model is the basis for the social inclusion and the
social skill development of vendors (social inclusion through entrepreneurial activity).
The Big Issue delivers other social services and support for the homeless, but
through a separate organization, The Big Issue Foundation, which is not an integral
part of the street paper sales model.
11.4.6 Lines of difference through different significations of self-help
Many of the differences between The Big Issue and the grassroots/advocacy papers
revolve around the notion of self-help. For The Big Issue, self-help is an individualist
discourse: it gives micro-entrepreneurship as an answer to the individual problems of
homeless persons and poverty. This is pitted against traditional forms of charity and
welfare, which create a social structure of dependency. The grassroots street papers
Street Sheet and Spare Change News, however, interpret self-help as a social
discourse: the homeless are able to organize themselves into groups for collective
action, social inclusion and community building (thereby also bridging the gap
between the well-off and the marginal in society). This conceptualization of self-help
is pitted against the ‘entrepreneurial’ and ‘individualist’ discourse of self-help. Why
should a street paper invoke an individualist, market-based model to deal with what
they see as largely a social problem?
11.4.7 The importance of the context/environment
More traditional and instrumental applications of discourse analysis sometimes give
the impression that practices are rigidly structured by discourse and identity and that
differences between them arise largely from the different ideological choices made
by their organizers. Following this reasoning, The Big Issue has made the ideological
choice to become a business organization and has structured its meaning, identity
and practice accordingly. Grassroots street papers have chosen to identify
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is very wary of doing that. In the words of one of its key spokespersons, John Bird, it
does not want to be seen as a homeless newspaper (this is seen as a discursive
adversary against which lines of difference are drawn). It is a general interest street
paper that addresses a mainstream public which does not want to be bothered too
much by the issue of homelessness, being more interested in general social and
popular issues.
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themselves as homeless advocates and have structured their meaning accordingly.
This is partly true, but, as I have argued in the theoretical part of this study,
actor-networks are shaped in and by continuous processes of interaction, in which
human and non-human actors call upon both discursive and material practices to
align themselves into actor-networks that, if successful, start to operate as single
wholes that generate meaning, identity and effect in the world outside. Simply
explaining the meaning and identity of street papers as the result of ideological
choices, thus, is not sufficient. In scenes one, two and seven, I have explained the
more networked ways in which the identities and practices of Street News, The Big
Issue and Spare Change News have been generated. These scenes have illustrated
that the meaning and form of those street papers are the result of continuous
interactions between discursive and material practices235 which are not always under
the control of actors and which, in the end, result in seemingly stable and coherent
wholes that produce meaning and identity in the outside world. In this scene, I will
emphasize one particular ‘material’ aspect of the differences in meaning between
street papers: the role of the context/environment in which street papers evolve.
Street papers themselves attribute a very important role to the ‘context’ in which they
operate, in particular when they distinguish their own practices from those of others.
To give but a few examples,
“The challenges of selling street magazines are different in each country. Whereas
in Europe, it’s hard to find homeless people desperate enough to sell on the
street, in the Philippines it has been difficult to find legal and safe locations where
their target market is.” (Jeepney, accessed 2010)236
“[Street papers] exist from Cape Town to Osaka, São Paulo to St. Petersburg ...
But our [Real Change’s] political context ... is ... different, at least in degree, from
those of the folks from, say, Nairobi, or Bergen [Norway] ... The basic difference
between the U.S. and almost any western European nation is people’s outlook on
the ability of the state to improve people’s civic, cultural and material welfare. In
the U.S., we have a rather thick network of charities, nonprofits and religious
organizations. When it’s suggested that government can help solve their
problems, many people just laugh. In most of Europe, people look first to the state
for help. Few imagine that they should go and volunteer” (Real Change Street
Newspaper, 2010).
“We had to adapt The Big Issue idea to Scotland ... Well there is all sorts of
components into it, but it is, in part, the history of Scottish people. It is about who
235 the distinction made between the two is analytical rather than ontological, however.
236 In 2012 Jeepney stopped its publication

When street papers travel, they bring part of their context with them. The Big Issue’s
street paper model was defined and refined in the UK context. In the UK, selling
papers on the streets worked well, even though there is a fierce competition from
mainstream newspapers that are sold on the streets and in kiosks. When The Big
Issue moved to the US, it proved to be much more difficult to sell street papers on the
streets. It was not easy to find homeless persons that wanted to become vendors, for
they did not want to associate themselves with a street paper that was specifically set
up to help the homeless.
In the UK, that model had worked well. The emergence of The Big Issue was timely.
At the time of the Thatcher government, many persons had become homeless, and
the neo-liberal attitude against the dependency-culture that the Thatcher and
New-right discourses had propagated had become part of mainstream public
discourse. Critique against welfare and charity that had created this dependency
culture was very much ‘in the air’ (see Loney et al., 1991; Macdonald, 1996). The entrepreneurial approach of The Big Issue, thus, did not emerge from thin air. It
connected very well to these discourses, as it aimed to provide an anti-dependency
solution to homelessness. The Big Issue also aligned well with the traditional British
attitude towards private actors and businesses engaging in homeless charity and
welfare (see scene two the section on the British welfare mix). Its embeddedness in
both the anti-dependency culture and the British welfare mix resulted in a very positive
public attitude towards The Big Issue. The British public was, from the beginning,
very eager to support and buy The Big Issue on the streets. Together with the financial
support from the Body Shop, this led to high sales numbers and a growing profit for
The Big Issue organization. The Big Issue used this money to professionalize its
activities. It employed professional journalists (that had formerly worked in the
mainstream media or that had been trained as mainstream journalists) and other staff
(such as advertisement officers): these people started to shape the organization as a
professional media publication that could be compared with (and compete against)
the mainstream media. Thus, the street paper evolved into a popular general interest
magazine that used many mainstream media strategies that sell well on the streets.
Due to this, vendors soon found that selling The Big Issue on the streets was not
problematic: they had fewer difficulties in becoming street paper vendors than their
US colleagues.
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we are. We believe in community, we believe in society, that all comes from the
influences from the church in the past. But also politics, you know, there were
many remnants of the communist party in Scotland. These are all ingredients that
make up who we are. So, therefore, when we arrived with The Big Issue ... it was
almost kind of an act of political application of these ideas” (personal
communication with Young, 2008).
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For the grassroots street papers Spare Change News and Street Sheet, the US
context helped to shape a different translation of the street paper model. Since in the
US the state did very little to help the homeless, civil society organizations arose to
deal with homelessness. Both Spare Change News and Street Sheet emerged from
such, rather poor, civil society organizations, whose main activities were homeless
advocacy and support. There was no strong financial backing for the street papers
from external organizations, and this made it difficult for the street papers to establish
an effective practice. Their small resources made it virtually impossible to employ
professional staff and journalists and to acquire high-quality content. Since both
those street papers arose from homeless activist groups, their models incorporated
homeless activism and advocacy, and their organizations had a more grassroots
identity. This is reflected in the contents of the magazine also: there is much space for
homeless and poverty related content, and homeless persons themselves contribute
to the street paper.
The negative attitude towards welfare-support and homelessness in the US237 made
it difficult for homeless persons to take up the position of a vendor (see scene one
and seven). And, since the street papers largely concerned themselves with the issue
of homelessness and poverty, they had less appeal to the wider public than had the
general interest and glossy street paper The Big Issue. Thus circulation numbers of
Spare Change News and Street Sheet are lower than those of their UK colleague,
making more difficult to grow and extend their reach.

11.5 Difference
What street papers have in common is that they offer media-publications that are
either sold or distributed by homeless and/or poor vendors as a form of self-help. But
the ways in which this practice is shaped and enacted differs from street paper to
street paper. Exploring the fault-lines of the street paper movement offers additional
insights into its diversity. Social movements, such as that of the street paper, are
fragmented and include multiple identities, meanings and practices. They should not
be seen as coherent black boxes that are imbued with a single identity or meaning,
but should be treated as being the result of a variety of networked interactions that
occur between a range of actors. Since movements are inherently and always
ontologically fragmented, it is important, if we want to understand such collectives
better, to explore the various practices, meanings and identities out of which they
exist. Five specific issues follow from the analysis.
First, by exploring the fault-lines of the movement we explicitly engage with its diverse
character. The analysis has offered insights into different enactments of street papers.
None of these enactments on its own is able to capture the movement entirely. To put
it more empirically, neither The Big Issue nor the two American grassroots street
237 Which was seen in popular discourse as the result of personal failures, (see Phelan et al., 1997)

238 In the final section of this study I will draw some further conclusion on the basis of this insight.
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papers are able to capture completely what a street paper is and what the street
paper movement signifies. Instead, it is through the mutual engagements and
interactions of street papers world-wide that the movement takes form. Analyzing
these engagements thus helps us to get a broader and more diversified understanding
of the movement as a whole.
Second, although most street papers would agree upon the basic principles of street
paper practice as outlined above, there are many disagreements on what a ‘good’
street paper is and what it should do. Rather than seeing or accepting that one form
of street-paper practice is the norm, the discussion illustrates that the street paper
concept is unstable and unfinished and is open to many different articulations.
Dominant or central forms of practice, such as those of The Big Issue, should thus
not be taken for granted or taken as the standard articulation of the street paper
approach, but may very well be infused and accompanied by alternative approaches
and meanings (and vice versa).238 The disagreements between street papers should
therefore be seen as productive aspects of the street paper movement rather than as
an obstacle to its development.
Third, by highlighting the frictions, tensions and fault-lines in the movement, we have
laid bare a key-tension in the translation of almost every street paper, namely: to find
a balance between economic prosperity and income generation on the one hand,
and achieving socio-political change and awareness about homelessness on the
other. Focusing too strongly upon income generation runs the risk of eroding the
socio-political and ethical achievements of a street paper project. Focusing too
strongly upon the socio-political and ethical goals of a street paper, however, may
result in low quality publications that do not sell particularly well and thus have a
restricted reach .
Fourth, for most street papers, self-help is a key signifier. The discussion between
The Big Issue and the grassroots NASNA street papers, however, has highlighted
that street papers attribute very different meanings to this concept. For the street
paper movement as a whole, self-help helps to structure its meaning and identity, yet,
it does so differently for different group of street papers: is a floating or sometimes
even empty signifier. Self-help does not define the movement in a stable and fixed
way, but relies on different enactments in different street paper practices.
Fifth, using a discursive perspective in the actor-network analysis has allowed us to
acquire a clearer understanding of differences in, and struggles over, meaning and
identity within the street paper movement. Highlighting these differences is not only a
key analytical tool that helps to build up a more inclusive and pluralist picture of macro-phenomena such as the street paper movement, but it helps also to highlight the
ways in which established practices, when confronted with different realities and
identities, expose their imbalances, tensions and frictions, and may thus be
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challenged. To quote McWhorter: “differences produce friction, and friction enables
critique” (McWhorter, 2011). I will return to this issue in the main conclusion of this
thesis.
A final word should also be said about difference and identity. Difference is not
something that unproblematically shapes the identities of actor-networks. Instead,
the analysis in this and the previous scenes has shown that difference is an
accomplishment, a product of relations and interactions rather than a stable feature.
The actor-network and discourse analytical lenses used in this scene have shown
that street papers co-construct one another in relation and in practice. Identities are
forged in this process by means of establishing relations of difference and relations
of equivalence: this is what we do and this is what we do not do; this is what we want
to be and this is what we do not want to be. The analysis thus shows that different
street paper worlds co-exist and interact. Street papers are all ‘partially connected’
through a variety of enacted differences and similarities. Highlighting these enactment
of these differences when various street paper worlds come together helps us to
better understand (and deal with) ‘the relations, the friction’s and the resonances
between modes of ordering that co-exist in the present’ (Mol & Mesman, 1996: p.
434).

In this final chapter, I will reflect upon the insights yielded in the previous chapters of
this study. I will present this in four parts. First, I will briefly discuss the phenomenon
under study, the challenges with which studying this phenomenon is faced, and the
ways in which I have addressed these challenges. Second, I will highlight and discuss
the implications of this research for social movement practitioners (and practitioners
in the street paper movement in particular). Third, I will discuss the theoretical
contributions of this study to the literature. Fourth, I will discuss the ways in which the
methodological approach chosen in this study contributes to the study of globalizing
phenomena and social movements in particular.

12.1 The mushrooming of global phenomena
We live in a world that is shaped by complex flows of circulation and interconnection.
A world in which it is possible for a seemingly insignificant small scale local practice
to suddenly reach out across the world and infuse a multiplicity of practices elsewhere.
The empirical scenes of this thesis have discussed this phenomenon on the basis of
the street paper movement: the unexpected invention by a New York musician to turn
a newsletter into a homeless newspaper that has inspired the world. The street paper
movement, however, is only one example of phenomena like this. In fact, illustrations
of similar unexpected circulations and diffusions can be found all around us. Think of
globalizing phenomena such as Crowdfunding, Slow Food and Repair Cafés.
Crowdfunding was accidentally invented by fans of the rock-band Marillion who
wanted to financially support their band’s US rock-tour. In about 15 years time, without
any clear forms of coordination, crowd-funding platforms have spread all around the
world and have a huge impact on finance and small scale innovations world-wide.
Slow Food started as an anti-fast food campaign in Rome at the end of the 1980s. In
20 years time it has grown from a small local campaign into a world-wide social
movement with members in over 150 countries across the world. All of them
campaigning for ‘good, clean and fair food’. Repair cafés were invented in Amsterdam
in 2009 to fight against unnecessary waste disposal. Without any active growth
strategy, in 2013 there are more than 40 repair café networks across the world.
What each of these examples has in common is that they show how a small, seemingly
insignificant and unexpected local grassroots phenomenon has been able to circulate
widely, how it has suddenly become appropriated in a variety of different locations
across the world, and how it, in a relatively short amount of time, has been able to
gain power and acquire an almost global presence and reach.
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This dissertation has arisen from a fascination with such phenomena. How does this
happen? How are small scale initiatives able to travel to so many other places around
the world? What enables their diffusion? And by what means are they stabilized,
shaped and structured across the world? In this study, I have aimed to answer these
questions for the street paper movement, but the approach taken can also be used
to explore phenomena such as mentioned above.
I have been particularly interested in the ways in which local initiatives move, how they
become embedded in wider networks of exchange and circulation, and how these
exchanges are able to shape local activities worldwide. Both in the examples
mentioned above and in the street paper movement, the development of globally
diffused forms of practice did not necessarily arise from very intentional, well-coordinated,
stable and linear strategies of diffusion. Instead, the rise of phenomena such as
street papers, crowd-funding platforms, slow food groups and repair cafés all show
evidence of a certain ‘unexpectedness’ and ‘unplannedness’ in their global
development. Such phenomena are hard to capture. They are big, global and
differentiated. No street paper, crowd-funding platform or slow food group is the
same: they are singular and individual. Yet, they share certain features and are all
embedded into a wider whole: a social movement, a worldwide trend, a new global
sustainability approach. But the things that they share are not necessarily always the
same. Not all street papers use the purchase sales-system, not all slow food practices
focus on campaigning for good, clean and fair food, not all crowd-funding platforms
are separate from organizations in the traditional financial sector. So, how do we
capture movements that are singular and diverse at the same time? How do we go
about researching such big and global phenomena? In what ways can we explore
and understand their non-linearity, their complexity, their diversity and their diffusion?
Preliminary answers to these questions have been given in the theoretical and
methodological chapters of this thesis. In the theoretical chapter, I have developed a
relational approach to social movements. An approach which takes seriously their
locally and globally entangled forms of interaction and which also pays attention to
the role of meaning, identity and power in their becoming. Translation is the key
concept, and it is used to trace the ways in which interactions and connections
between different practices are established and how ideas and practices travel
through them. Translation also helps us to look more specifically into the different
local developments through which local practices are built up and are given meaning.
In the methodological chapter, I have specified a research strategy that builds upon
this understanding and that helps to trace the interactions, circulations and differences
between the differently located practices that make up a social movement. The
research strategy has made use of ‘scenes’ as an organizational device to structure
the empirical analysis. It draws upon three specific forms of actor-network
methodology which are complemented by discourse analysis. In so doing, the

12.1.1 Conventional approaches to social movement development and diffusion
In chapter two I have discussed several bodies of literature that have contributed to
our understanding of social movements. I have discussed how the traditional
approaches of the collective-behavior, resource-mobilization, political process and
opportunity, and new social movement literature have shifted their attention to
networks as a way to conceptualize social movements. I have also argued and how
many of these approaches now pay attention to the role of meaning and identity in
the process of social-movement becoming. Yet, to answer the questions raised in
this research, the existing approaches are faced with some key challenges. As I have
argued in the theoretical chapter, much of the literature has difficulties in comprehensively exploring the relational aspects of social movement becoming. Conventional
social movement studies are not well attuned to empirically examining and exploring
the ways in which dynamic relationships between local practices, local campaigns
and local activities on the one hand and the global movements and networks in
which they are embedded on the other, together shape and form social movements.
The key challenge, hence, is to develop an approach that can capture both these
aspects of social movement becoming. Although the growing use of social-network
approaches in social movement theory responds to this challenge, I have argued that
even these approaches still treat local-global, micro-macro and structure-agency
relationships in a somewhat dualistic way. This is problematic for this study since
much of what occurs in the street paper movement is simultaneously local and global,
both particular and universal, and revolves around multiple complex interactions and
engagements between these ‘levels’.
The theoretical chapter has also discussed the ways in which existing approaches in
the social movement literature, but also in the fields of policy mobility and innovation
research, have had difficulties in accounting for the complex, dynamic and often
non-linear ways in which the diffusion of ideas, practices and activities takes place in
a social movement. Although most of the literature has moved away from the classical
approach to diffusion,239 the latter is still largely treated as a linear, one-directional
process. Moreover, accounts on the internal workings of diffusion process often
239 (c.f. Rogers and Beverett 2003)
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research strategy has developed a sensitivity for tracing and exploring the ways in
which different practices interact, how globally circulating ideas and practices are
appropriated locally, and how specific ideas and practices (often through their
appropriation by central nodes) feed networks of interaction.
In the accounts below I will frequently refer to the difference between the approach
taken in this research and ‘conventional’ approaches to social movements and
diffusion. In chapter two I have outlined these approaches in more detail, and below
I will briefly summarize them and the key challenges with which they are faced.
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gloss over the particular processes that generate and sustain the extension of a
social movement over space and time (see also Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002; Latour
et al.). Since these are core processes of interest to this study, the approach taken
here has taken a different and more empirically focused approach to the role of
diffusion in social movement becoming. Below, I will detail the ways in which the
approach taken up in this research differs from the more conventional approaches to
social movements (section 9.1.2), and I will highlight what social movement
practitioners might gain from this (section 9.2).
12.1.2 A different take on social movements? Differences and contributions
If we start out from the conventional approaches to social movement development
and diffusion as outlined above, in what ways then is this research different? What
kind of different insights does it offer and in what ways is this difference articulated in
both the research approach and its results? In this section, I will explore these
differences by highlighting three core themes of social movement research: 1) the
ways in which movement-success is explored and understood; 2) the ways in which
the process of diffusion is approached; 3) the ways in which the local-global
embeddedness of a social movement is examined empirically.
Driving forces?
If we want to understand the ways in which the street paper concept was able to
quickly appear in so many places across the world, a normal, first reaction would be
to look for the crucial attributes and key-drivers attached to the street paper concept
that have allowed it to travel so well. What are the ‘success-factors’ of the street paper
concept that are behind its rapid global spread? What have been the driving forces
of its growth?
Many studies, ranging from investigative journalism to highly scientific accounts on
social movement development, have focused on highlighting (and generalizing
about) the success-factors (and key drivers) of the rise of particular movements
world-wide. Thus the Washington Post (Klein, 2011) writes about the ‘four habits of
highly successful social movements’ and discusses how social movements such as
occupy, the civil rights movement and the tea-party movement in the US, have
generally drawn upon four crucial elements to enhance their spread and growth:
powerful movement leaders, effective interpersonal-contacts, the cultural-fit of a
movement operating in new settings, and the role of gurus and trend-setters. Likewise,
social movement scholars have focused on the success-factors that have helped
social movements to spread well. Direct contacts between initiators and potential
adopters (Soule, 2004), existing infrastructures of exchange, coordination and
communication (see McCarthy, 1987), cultural proximity (see the discussion in Oliver

Basic diffusion practices?
To achieve this, I have outlined a different approach to examine the networks through
which a movement grows and develops. Social movement studies and in particular
studies on the travel and spread of ideas, best-practices, policies and innovations
within a particular domain (such as a social movement, a business-sector, a policy
240 see for instance the work of Barrett and Kurzman on the ‘eugenic movement’ in the period between the
two world-wars,
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& Myers, 2003: p. 184),240 the effective use of particular forms of communication,
such as the internet (see, for instance, Bandy & Smith, 2005; Castells, 2003), and the
effectiveness, charisma and connectedness of movement-leaders (see, amongst
many others, Polletta & Jasper, 2001a: p. 292; Morris & Staggenborg, 2004) are seen
as key drivers of movement success world-wide.
Yet, if we look more closely at the account of the street paper movement above, it
becomes clear that a simple and unified answer to questions about its success
cannot be easily given. There has not been a universal mechanism that has allowed
the street paper to travel to (and work well in) all the different places in which it was
able to nest itself. In fact, there have been many particular and local drivers for its
success, and these differ from location to location, from street paper to street paper
and from time to time.
A different approach was therefore taken here. This approach has focused on the
many differentiated ways in which a movement becomes successful. It considers
‘movement-success’ not as a universal, generally applicable strategy, but treats it as
a local, yet strongly interconnected, feature of the movement. So, to understand it we
need to follow the movement from place to place, and from practice to practice. And
then we see a different aspect of the movement’s ‘success’. Success resides in the
movement’s diversity, in its adaptability, in its dynamics: in the fact that it is never
fixed or stabilized, both locally and globally. The street paper movement is successful
since both local street papers and the street paper movement on a whole are unique,
yet dynamic, networks made up out of multiple exchanges of different travelling ideas
and practices that help to spread particular approaches and innovations from one
place to another. Certainly, leaders, cultural-proximity, interpersonal-contacts and
mass media did play a role in the spread of the street paper concept world-wide, but
these only played a partial role in its expansion. Often, the factors that led to a street
paper’s development were very tiny, local and material (a travelling copy of a street
paper, the particular way in which a local group was able to deal with local challenges,
a careful adaptation in a street-paper’s format, et cetera). This is what we aim to
contribute to social movement studies: offering an alternative and more nitty gritty
way of looking at how movements spread, grow and become successful, both locally
and globally.
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community), have traditionally approached these networks of diffusion by using a
somewhat elementary ‘step-by-step’ and one-directional model of diffusion.241 A core
assumption of these literatures is that a new social movement idea, such as a street
paper, travels directly from a central ‘sender’ (the ‘inventor’ of the street paper
concept, for instance), through a particular channel of communication (a charismatic
expert or leader, a social movement organizer, or through its exposure as a ‘bestpractice’ in the mass media) towards its adopters (a new group setting up a street
paper) (see Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002: and chapter two).
Our starting point here is that often these travels are far more complex: they are
gradual, reciprocal, may involve many turns and twists, and are full of unexpected
developments. Instead of glossing over the specific and particular processes that
generate and sustain the extension of social movements over time and space, I have
zoomed in empirically on the very specific, often accidental, dynamic and recursive
trajectories of travelling ideas and practices within the street paper movement
world-wide. The analysis has shown that diffusion often does not follow a causal and
linear path and direction, does not necessarily involve well defined objects of
diffusion, and often even changes and influences the roles of the crucial actors in the
diffusion process.
Thus, I have shown how travelling concepts (ideas and practices) are often not very
strictly defined or very clearly articulated ideas and practices. In fact, many of them
are ambiguous and flexible, and what travels frequently involves unfinished work.
Moreover, instead of starting out from the idea that it is the solidified ‘knowledge
scripts’, the ‘intelligent ideas’ or the ‘three steps-to-success’ strategies of brilliant
idea-makers, movement-leaders and guru’s that travel from place to place in a social
movement,242 I have shown that many of the travelling ‘heroes’ in the street paper
movement are often very small, tiny and seemingly insignificant actors. They are
entities and events of many varieties, including non-human actors, that would have
been easily overlooked by conventional approaches to diffusion: a travelling
magazine-issue, a homeless vendor, a membership criteria list, a copy-sharing
service, a failed rock-star. Although gurus and guidebooks may play a role in the
movement’s development, I have highlighted the importance of the travels of other
‘less obvious’ (often material) entities for the development of a movement world-wide.
Following their travels, I have shown how they leave many traces and circulations that
continue to feed the movement in its development.
The empirical approach taken in this study has also brought to the fore that the roles
of actors involved in diffusion processes should not be taken for granted. It is never
clear who exactly is the transmitter or receiver in these processes. In contrast to the
241 The so-called linear model to diffusion which is prevalent in much of the literature (see also chapter two,
or see Chabot & Duyvendak, 2002)
242 which is the starting point for many studies on diffusion

Examples and case studies?
Another way in which the approach taken here differs from more conventional
approaches to social movements is that it builds upon a more open (geographical)
and relational research-strategy. Many studies that want to understand a social
movement either try to capture it as a coherent and uniform whole or try to apprehend
it by drawing on case-studies that are used as a generalizable ‘examples of’ (a part
of) a social movement. If one wants to understand the relational ways in which a
social movement develops and sustains itself (as a differentiated whole), neither
strategy is well suited to address this. By focusing on one place only (a case study)
or by trying to capture the movement by focusing on a specific aspect of the whole
(its identity, its organization, its impact), one may easily lose sight of the many
differences and the many dynamic interactions out of which a movement actually
exists.
Thus, to fully understand a social phenomenon, we have to take seriously the
interactions and exchanges that transcend the geographical settings of distinct
cases. Although social science has started to incorporate the important ontological
insights of relational research, its methodologies, however, still have not caught up
with these developments. Even in the work of influential relational geographers such
as Massey – who focuses explicitly on the relational construction of space –
relationality is often analyzed in very specific settings or by focusing on a fairly limited
set of ‘connections’ of these places with others. As a result, relational research often
ends up with rather particularistic descriptions of social phenomena, neglecting the
importance of the wide spatial networks of interaction of which they are part. So,
instead of focusing on case-studies or on giving a coherent account of the movement
as a single whole, I have highlighted the multiple different worlds that exist within the
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assumptions of conventional approaches to social movements, this study has shown
that the ‘adopters’ of particular travelling ideas and concepts are often much more
‘adapters’ than that they are passive receivers of diffusion: local street papers
interpret, adjust, change and appropriate ideas and often set out a course of
development that may deviate significantly from an ‘original’ travelling idea or
practice. Besides this, the direction of the diffusion process is frequently not
sequential and does not travel in a straight line from one inventor (transmitter) to a
receiver (the adopter). Instead, this research has shown that here are many feedback
loops: when travelling ideas and practices are appropriated, changed and adapted
locally, they continue to feed the networks through which they travel, influencing
transmitters and adopters alike. Thus, sometimes transmitters become adopters and
adopters become transmitters. Carefully researching their roles, their interactions
and the dynamic trajectories that diffusion takes, helps to understand better through
what routes and developments a movement travels from the local to the global.
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street paper movement. Such an approach focuses on the interactions, the exchanges
and connections that make these different practices possible, but the approach
never does this by staying too long in a single site or practice, or by focusing too
strongly on one specific program of development. It takes seriously that what most
social movement practitioners already know: that being in a movement is a
simultaneously local and individual experience, but that it is always already connected,
interwoven and influenced by other places, sites and actors across the world (see
Routledge et al., 2007; Diani, 2000). Thus, I have developed an approach that is open
minded in geographical terms: it does not fix its focus point on a single place or
action but follows the interactions that emerge from them and flow through them.
Geographical openness signifies a preparedness to travel and follow the networks of
interactions all the way through. A key way to achieve this geographical-openness is
by combining site visit research with internet-analysis (amongst others web-o-metrics
and web-content analysis). This combined research strategy has allowed me to
encounter a myriad of different places and different street papers, it has helped to
highlight the differences in approach, context and meaning within the movement
and, while moving from place to place, from context to context, and from circulation
to circulation, it has allowed us to come to a ‘multiple’ understanding of the street
paper movement.
This thesis, therefore, highlights the multiple ways in which the street paper movement
can be known. I have used the ‘scene’ as an organizational device for the analysis to
achieve this. Each of the scenes presents a story about the development of a unique,
yet always already connected, street paper ‘world’.

12.2 H
 ow does this help those engaging in and with social
movements?
I am of the opinion that this research can be used not only to understand social
movements better, but also practically. That is, it can help those engaging in social
movements. What do we learn from it? How can we use it to strengthen a movement?
Three key observations about the insights this study offers to social movement
practitioners may help to answer these questions: 1) the close attention paid to
‘travelling concepts’; 2) the stress placed on the movement’s creativity and diversity;
and 3) the attention paid to the power of little things. These three observations will be
discussed below. To consider their relevance for the movement, however, it is first
useful to briefly asses the goals and objectives of the actors in the street paper
movement themselves.
What do movement practitioners want?
As I have argued in the theoretical and methodological chapters, it is not my ambition
as a researcher to speak on behalf of the movement or to pretend that I as a researcher

12.2.1 D
 o not take traveling concepts for granted: evaluate the choices and
selections on which they build and the potential impact they might have
A first insight offered to street paper movement practitioners is that it is useful to
carefully assess and evaluate the role of generally accepted and travelling ideas and
practices within the movement. As I have argued both in the theoretical chapter and
in the empirical analysis, ideas, identities, principles and practices are not innocent.
The choices made in their development and the ways in which they become attached
to street papers may have a serious impact on the lives, identities and positions of the
many individuals that engage with street papers (the vendors, the public, the staff, et
cetera). It may therefore be useful for practitioners to critically assess where particular
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may have a better, more omniscient view on the objectives of the movement. In fact,
a core issue of this research has been to show that the street paper movement does
not have a single voice, but has multiple. Yet, there are some similarities and some
shared notions that have a broad basis in the movement. What I have seen through
my engagement with the movement in different places, different events, different
practices and with many different persons, is that many practitioners want to enhance
and strengthen the street paper concept and practice in such a way that their local
street papers will be able to survive and sustain (and sometimes extend) their services
to the homeless population in their locality. They want to learn from others, make their
practices more flexible to deal with changing circumstances, broaden the resources
that they can draw upon, and above all strengthen their support to their vendors.
Alongside these ‘local’ goals, many movement practitioners would also like to
(continue to) address the issue of homelessness in all its varieties effectively on a
larger scale. Many have seen that there is much power in the movement and its
international presence, and that this can be used to highlight the seriousness of the
issue of homelessness. This can contribute to changing public (and state) perceptions
on homelessness, and may help to address its causes on a world-wide scale.
Although, of course, not every street paper practitioner would fully underline these
ambitions, it is my general experience that these two ambitions are widely shared.
And if we would like to see these ambitions achieved, then it is useful and necessary
to look into the ways in which the street paper concept can be used as a flexible and
effective local instrument that, in different contexts around the world, may contribute
to these goals.
The three observations that I make below are aimed at helping street paper
practitioners in achieving these goals. They highlight some elements of the approach
taken in this research which can be used by street paper practitioners to engage with
their own movement, and they highlight some of the empirical results of this study
that may be used to improve local practices and the networks in which they are
embedded.
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ideas and practices have come from, what choices and selections were made in their
development, what (personal) interests are behind them, and on what principles and
ethics they have drawn.
Assessing the principles on which street papers build
This was done for several influential ideas and practices in the street paper movement.
I have highlighted some of the selections and political principles on which these
ideas have drawn (scene one, two, six, seven and eight), it has shown where particular
approaches to street papers have come from (scene one, two and seven), what they
have meant for the identity of specific street papers (scene one, two, seven and eight)
and how they have impacted the lives of the people engaged in these practices
(scene two and seven in particular). In scene one (Street News) we have seen how the
street paper concept was invented ‘accidentally’ out of a failed anti-hunger project in
New York. We have seen how it was able to gain strength when it became attached
to particular ideas about self-help and entrepreneurship. Scene one is particularly
useful if we want to understand the different choices and selections that have been
made to develop the entrepreneurial street paper model that many street papers in
the movement now take for granted. We have learned that the ‘grandfather’ of street
papers across the world based the core elements (its self-help identity, its purchase
sales-system, its financial independence as an organization) of this widely used
street paper model on the ideology of Ayn Rand. Scenes two and eight in particular
have illustrated how The Big Issue’s further refinement of the self-help principle and
its development into specific forms of street paper practice – a perfected purchase-
selling system, a specific street paper format, a pop-culture general interest magazine
which is funded by ads and sales – has not only strengthened the street paper
practice itself, but has also given rise to tensions relating to the ethics and political
impact of street papers as a whole. Both scenes have shown how the choice for this
particular self-help approach to street papers has had a significant impact on the role
and position of the vendor, on their relation to the world outside, and on the potential
political impact of the street papers.
By highlighting the trajectories of particular ideas and principles, and their
development and transformation into specific approaches to street papers, this
research project has aimed to bring to the fore the powerful role played by ideas in
the development of the street paper movement. This helps us to better understand
that, although many concepts that travel around in the street paper movement are
taken for granted, they are not innocent. They have an important impact on the lives
and identities of those engaging with street papers, and they may influence the
political and ethical effect of these practices significantly. A key suggestion for street
paper practitioners thus is to use this study to carefully assess the ideas, concepts
and practices on which they rely, and to continue to do this in the future for new and

12.2.2 Stress the movement’s creativity and make good use of the tensions and
differences that are inside it
Second, there is much creativity and flexibility within the street paper movement. This
creativity and flexibility can be bolstered and enhanced. Each local street paper does
things differently from others in the movement. This is where the creativity of the
movement resides: in the multiple local practices that use, invent and build different
ideas, different models, different identities and different practices. The creativity of
the street paper movement is enhanced by the fact that these local ideas, practices
and inventions often travel to other places and groups in the movement, who may
decide to incorporate them, reject them or adapt them. Sometimes such adaptations
take on a life on their own and start to travel around, influencing others across the
world. This research has focused on the different local creativities of the movement
and has shown how they may be able to travel and feed the networks of exchange in
the street paper movement.
Highlighting diverse street paper building-blocks
These findings can be used to improve, strengthen and enhance street papers
world-wide. By highlighting the different ideas and practices existing in the movement,
by following their travels and by analyzing and exploring them in terms of their content
and meaning, I have made available to street paper practitioners several of the local
inventions, creativities and experiences of different local street papers. I have
highlighted in particular the different building blocks of street papers in different
contexts: their different ways of doing, their different identities and meanings, their
different local impacts. The ‘scenes’ approach used in this research project may be
useful to highlight the different trajectories available from which new and established
street papers may choose or take inspiration. For this approach discusses the
different building blocks and trajectories of street papers, and the challenges and
advantages with which they are faced. Although this is perhaps not so much an
eye-opener for movement practitioners – since sharing ideas and practices is a key
activity of movement platforms such as INSP and NASNA – focusing explicitly on the
differences in the movement and carefully dissecting them is not something that is
frequently and explicitly done. Such an approach makes transparent the roots and
crucial elements and selections that are behind different practices in the movement,
may help to enhance its learning, and could instigate the development of new and
innovative ‘crossovers’ between different approaches.
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upcoming ideas and practices. Do not take them for granted. Examine carefully
where particular travelling ideas and practices have come from: what are the
principles and identities behind them? How does their potential impact align with the
political and ethical foundations of your street paper project?
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The role of debate and discussion
The scenes approach taken up here has also emphasized debate and discussion
within the street paper movement. Scene eight of this study was developed for this
particular reason: discussing the tensions, disagreements and fault-lines within the
movement to highlight differences. Through this debate we have learned about the
core issues of dispute between The Big Issue and the more advocacy oriented street
papers in the US. We have learned how each of these street papers focuses on a
different balance between the economic and social-change objectives of street
papers. This scene and the tensions it discusses has also highlighted the dangers
associated with The Big Issue’s glossy approach (the neglect of homeless advocacy),
as well as the challenges associated with street papers focusing more strongly on
homeless advocacy (economic difficulties, independence, quality). It is important not
to avoid these debates within the movement, since they bring to the fore the crucial
ethical (and economic) dilemma’s with which social movements are faced. They
might also inspire change and innovation in some practices, and may enhance social-learning between street papers. Since, as Routledge et al (2007: p. 2589) note,
the potential for innovation and learning ‘may easily dissipate without sufficient and
constant nurturance’, it is important to enhance communication between different
practices, and to foster discussion, debate and friction within a movement.
12.2.3 Being sensitive to power: movements are not hierarchically flat,
power rests in small and unexpected developments and in things taken
for granted
Although social movements are often described as being flat and de-centered forms
of organization, power-relations do play an important role in their development. I have
shown in the empirical scenes that power does not necessarily rest in the hands of
the usual suspects of social-movement organizing: the movement-leaders, the
centers, the gurus, they key-organizers. Instead I have highlighted that power is an
effect of the interaction between many street papers and individuals, and that it
frequently relies on very unsuspected sources.
Tiny (material) elements
Thus, we have seen that it is often the travels and movements of tiny, seemingly
insignificant things through which power is being generated: a ruffled street paper
magazine brought along on a business trip is turned into one of Britain’s best-selling
two-weeklies (scene two), a crappy grassroots art magazine is turned into an
advocacy oriented homeless-run street paper that has run for over 20 years (scene
seven), a small gathering of street papers in the 1990s trying to prevent fraud turns
into a powerful social-movement organization (scene six), a social-work meeting
enabling the development of street papers in Asia (scene three). None of the

Leaders and centers
In making the unexpected elements significant, the more traditional leaders and
centers in the movement also play an important role. They have helped to spread
particular ideas and practices across the world and have allowed the movement to
be represented in important forums and places. INSP, NASNA, Bird of The Big Issue
in London, Young of The Big Issue in Scotland have all helped to give both the
movement and local street paper organizations (new) forms and input.
INSP, in particular, as a platform of exchange and discussion, has played a crucial
role in the movement’s development. It connects the movement together, facilitates
the exchange of information, and helps new groups and places to start up street
papers. And it does a great job at that.
Yet, there are some reasons to more carefully examine INSP as a central node in the
street paper movement. Although it sees itself as an open platform of exchange,
INSP, is sometimes also a restrictive site, not only by the scripts it intentionally sends
out to ‘control’ the movement (the INSP charter and membership criteria), but also by
the particular forms of information that it sends out to (new) movement members.
Often, the information that INSP sends out is selective and based largely on a very
specific approach to street papers (the self-help social business approach). Indeed,
INSP sometimes presupposes or even advocates practices that draw upon this
model. In particular its information-packages, conference workshops and its charter
promote elements of this approach: the purchase-sale system; advertisements as a
way of gaining financial independence; the focus on mainstream magazine
techniques; the use of celebrities as an editorial strategy. By circulating these specific
strategies, INSP not only helps to bring street papers closer to the mainstream market
in terms of their content, design, layout and organizational model, but also
inadvertently and somewhat unreflectively advocates a specific (political) approach
(glossyness instead of advocacy) to street papers.
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participants in these activities would have ever thought how these tiny things would
turn out into something so large and powerful.
Language – the words, ideas and principles that have attached themselves to street
papers – also is a very powerful player in the development of the street paper
movement. The little word of ‘self-help’, for instance, has impacted the ways in which,
in many street papers across the world, homeless people will act (as entrepreneurial-vendors – scenes one, two, three, four – or as political advocates, scene seven
and eight), has impacted the ways in which magazines generate funding (no
subsidies, but via mainstream commercial techniques – scenes one and two), and
has sometimes even been able to restrict a street paper’s capacity to engage in
homeless advocacy (scene two and scene eight). So, mind your words indeed!
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Power as navigating complex swirling flows
This is something that is not easily avoided. INSP, as a key node in the street paper
movement, is positioned at the center of the countless flows and circulations that
travel throughout the movement. Information, practices, ideas flow from particular
parts of the movement towards INSP, and INSP tries to appropriate them and engage
with them, but is always already a part of these streams itself. As a central movement
organization, it is difficult to detach itself from these flows, to look at them reflectively
and to consider them from a distance. The impact of INSP sending out information,
practices and ideas that they have drawn from the movement, is political, yet the
political selections it makes is based upon its position in the already ‘given’ flows of
ideas and practices that circulate within the movement.
Thus, although this is largely unintended and partially unreflective, and this bias
towards the self-help social business approach to street papers is somewhat
corrected by other information packages it sends out (for instance, the guidebook to
street papers), a greater sensitivity to the approaches it embraces and the ways in
which its travelling materials variously open-up and close-down different paths of
street paper development would significantly enhance the contribution of INSP to the
street paper movement’s development.
The suggestion is that, to enhance its services to the street paper movement and to
help inspire the innovative capacities and creativities of local street papers, INSP
should open up its information services to include more and different approaches to
street papers and should be more sensitive about the ways in which it can advocate
one approach over others. The street paper guidebook might be a good example to
draw upon. Also opening up the INSP conference for more (political) debate about
approaches to street papers and their ethical/political impact, may be a good strategy
to employ.
Taken for grantedness and the tendency towards glossiness
Another way of putting this is that there is a clear danger in INSP’s ‘black-boxing’ of
some of the basic building-blocks of street papers. When best-practices or effective
street paper development strategies are sent out to others, the political choices that
are behind them sometimes become hidden from view. This is a necessary element
of practices of information exchange: simplification is needed to transport ideas and
practices from one place to another effectively. Yet, since this process is selective, it
easily obscures some of very productive, innovative and important alternative
trajectories that are available.
This is particularly important since there is the possibility that the balance between
homeless advocacy and campaigning, and sales shifts permanently to the latter
side. This may be a threat for the movement: are street papers still about giving a
voice to the homeless, or are they about growing sales and economic prosperity

12.3 Relational approaches to globalising phenomena:
theoretical implications
Now we turn to the more theoretical aspects and contributions of the study. The case
of the street paper movement exemplifies the long-running debate over how to
understand global(ising) phenomena from a relational/semiotic approach. Relational
approaches see such phenomena (street papers, social movements, crowd- funding
platforms, repair cafés, the slow food movement et cetera) as ontological networks
that are constituted through relations, interactions and connections. This dissertation
draws upon this notion of relationality and has started out from the idea that:
· phenomena are relational constructs that evolve from locally and globally entangled
forms of interaction
· they are mediated by relations of space and power
· and are shaped by (and are shaping) particular discourses, identities and struggles
over meaning.
In its application to the study of social movements, the relational approach focuses on:
· the complex and often non-linear ways in which social-movement ideas and practices
spread across the world,
· the ways in which ‘local’ practices are shaped by their embeddedness within the
‘global’ networks of exchange, and vice versa, without treating global and local
and micro and macro relations in a dualistic/hierarchical way.
· the relationality of structure and agency within social-movement development;
· the (simultaneous) diversity and singularity of a social movement and the local
groups and practices connected to it
· the ways in which movements may become stabilized without any central means of
control and coordination
Since there is not a coherent ‘relational approach’ to global phenomena from which
it can draw, this thesis has taken inspiration from multiple literatures. Most notably, I
have sought to combine three distinct ANT literatures with the analytical qualities and
insights of Discourse Theory, and I have used post-structuralist notions about power
and subjectivity to further elaborate this approach. To understand how this study
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only? In this project, the research focus has purposefully shifted to the United States
(scene seven and eight) to highlight this dilemma: how may advocacy and homeless-campaigning go hand in hand with magazine sales? How may the concept of a
self-help street paper be used to achieve different goals? How may we more carefully
consider the balance between giving a ‘hand out’ and ‘hand up’? This discussion is
important for the movement to engage in as well. Use platforms such as INSP and
NASNA to facilitate this shift and to embrace rather than to extinguish debate.
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contributes to these literatures, it is important to first identify key challenges with
which this literature is faced. I will briefly outline them below and will then discuss my
interaction with (and contribution to) them.
12.3.1 Combining focused-ANT, diffuse-ANT and after-ANT
This study builds on Actor-Network Theory to examine the relational development of
the street paper movement. The crucial contribution of actor-network theory to the
relational approach is that it strongly focuses on ‘tracing’ the relational practices that
constitute social phenomena. It is one of the few applications of post-structuralism
that has a strong focus on empirical analysis and offers different analytical strategies
to explore and trace the relationality and (material) semiotics of social phenomena
(see also chapter three).
It is, however, difficult to use ANT to understand a big global social movement in
which not all circulations are clear or traceable, which features an enormous amount
of simultaneous interactions, and which exists out of multiple and many different
worlds that are not necessarily well-connected. Then it becomes virtually impossible
to use ANT to trace all the significant ongoing interactions and interconnections that
exist between the different places that make up a macro-phenomenon. This is a key
challenge for relational approaches and actor-network research in particular. Few
answers have yet been given by the literature to address these issues. I have aimed
to give a first response to this challenge by elaborating a specific research strategy
that draws on and combines different ANT literatures: focused ANT, diffuse ANT, and
after-ANT. Below I will briefly discuss the advantages of this combination by outlining
the ways in which I have used the specific analytical qualities of each of these
approaches.
Focused ANT
‘Focused’ ANT, and most notably Callon’s approach to translation is particularly
appropriate for examining the ways in which specific actor-networks are formed
locally. It is extremely useful for describing the ways in which actors become aligned
and how the processes leading to this alignment affect the performance and shape
of an actor-network on a whole. I have used focused-ANT to examine the historical
becoming of the specific (street paper) practices under study. It has illustrated the
hard work and the nitty gritty elements of their development. This has helped us to
understand better where local street papers have come from, how their identities,
meanings and practices have developed historically, and on what interactions and
selections their practices have been based. Thus, scene one has shown how the
street paper developed from a failed charity project, how the different elements of
self-help and marketmindedness were incorporated in its development, and how
finally all the actors started to work together to form the Street News practice. Scene

Diffuse ANT
The approaches that I have labeled as diffuse-ANT have a different analytical quality.
These are better suited for the ‘tracing’ purposes of this study. They focus on how
(spatially, temporally) different sites interact and influence one another. Its strong
focus on the ways in which different (material) devices (mediators/intermediaries)
travel, helps to trace how actors in different times and places are connected together
and how the intentions, beliefs, practices and realities of these actors are able to
influence those of others. This has helped us in scene three, for instance, to show
how particular circulations have led to the development of a Big Issue network, first in
the UK and then into the world. This scene has illustrated that these developments
were not the result of strategic linear processes of diffusion, but involved more fluid
and dynamic forms of exchange and interaction, often involving the travel of material
devices. I have also used diffuse-ANT in scene two (The Big Issue London) and
seven (Spare Change News) to show how circulating practices coming from outside
local practices have influenced local focused projects of network formation (the
circulation of Street News influencing the development of TBI, for instance).
Using diffuse ANT in this way also responds to the challenge of examining a
world-wide social movement as a big and multiple macro-object. It gives us directions
about what specific traces and connections are potentially fruitful to follow in the
analysis. The notion of the oligopticon in particular has helped us to acquire a broader
view on the street paper movement and to understand better how power works out in
the movement. Since oligoptica are particularly well connected sites that are built up
from a myriad of circulations to and from others, examining them helps to acquire a
larger (over) view of the networks out of which a macro-phenomenon is built up.
I have used this approach in scene five (overview) and scene six (INSP). Scene six
has shown how INSP both receives and sends out information, ideas, practices and
intentions from and into the movement. It has shown the ways in which these ideas,
practices and intentions have been inscribed onto particular devices that are able to
travel and transport particular scripts for behavior towards others in the movement.
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six has shown how a central network organization was able to develop in the street
paper movement. It showed the particular problematizations that were crucial in its
development: a positive one of street papers seeking a platform to exchange ideas
and best-practices, the other a more negative one of preventing fraud within the
street paper community. An advantage of this form of analysis is that it focuses on the
micro-practices of network formation without making ‘jumps’ to wider abstractions or
larger context. In so doing, we get a real sense of what these local practices are
about and on what selections, identities and meanings they have drawn. Focused-ANT,
however, is less well attuned to explore the influence of interactions from outside an
actor-network’s local setting. This is where diffuse ANT becomes useful.
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This revealed the ways in which particular travelling ideas and practices have been
able to reach a myriad of others in the movement, affecting the movement’s
stabilization, and it has highlighted some of the potential political implications of
these circulations.
An unconventional approach to translation: analytically separating circulation
and articulation
To achieve the connection between the two forms of ANT analysis, I have made an
analytical intervention that distinguishes between two crucial elements of translation.
Although translation always simultaneously incorporates processes of circulation
(movement) and articulation (change, adaptation, appropriation), I have explored
both elements of translation separately in the analysis. Thus, I have explored how
particular circulating ideas and concepts have moved from site to site and how they
have influenced the ways in which actor-networks have been set-up locally
(articulation). To be more precise, I have used Latour’s notions of circulating mediators,
intermediaries, scripts and processes of inscription (diffuse ANT) to see how they
affect local processes of actor-network formation (focused-ANT). This highlights
more clearly how travelling ideas and practices are able to emerge, travel and how
they are able to influence the practices of others, which is a crucial aspect of social
movement development. The two notions of translation-as-circulation and translation-as-articulation have been used simultaneously in the analyses of individual
scenes. This has helped us, for instance, to see in scene seven how four particular
circulations have helped to shape the development (articulation) of the Boston street
paper Spare Change News. It has also shown how in the articulation of the INSP
actor-network (scene 6) particular discursive devices have been developed that have
played an important role in the circulation of the street paper concept world-wide.
The distinction between translation-as-articulation and translation-as-circulation
helps to make connections between local processes of actor-network formation
(focused-ANT) and the wider global circulations on which they draw, thus helping to
explore the dynamic interactions that make up a big global social-movement
(diffuse-ANT).
After-ANT
I have also drawn from the insights offered by the after-ANT literature to respond to
the challenge of exploring a big and diffuse social-movement. Taking seriously the
critique posed by after-ANT researchers and feminist post-structuralists such as
Harraway (Haraway, 2003) to the two more classical forms of ANT, I use an after-ANT
research strategy that is less focused on tracing connections and which is more
interested in difference, multiplicity and performativity. After-ANT helps to explore the
multiple ways in which a social phenomenon is being performed or enacted. This

Language is an underrated actor in actor-network analysis
A final challenge for ANT with which we have dealt in order to more sensitively explore
the relational becoming of social movements concerns ANT’s rather indifferent
attitude towards the discursive aspects of relationality. Although ANT is generally
seen as a post-structuralist semiotic approach (Law, 2007), ANT research has been
criticized for neglecting the role of representation and language.
This is partially a consequence of the position that ANT has taken up in the debate
within science and technology studies. In this debate, ANT has positioned itself
against some aspects of ‘social-constructivist’ approaches to research, and in
particular against the idea that materials and non-humans play a role in the social
world only through their representation in it by humans. ANT sees the traditional focus
of social-constructivist research on language as evidence of their neglect of the role
of non-humans in network-building. For ANT, focusing too strongly on language
overemphasizes the role of human reasoning and interpretation and minimizes the
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corrects the bias towards circulation and the establishment of (seemingly) binary
connections between one actor and the other, by taking seriously more fluid (and not
directly traceable) forms of engagement.
Instead of tracing and examining all the possible sites and connections of a social
movement, after-ANT helps us to direct the analysis to sites and practices that show
explicit differences. This has allowed us to focus upon the several multiple worlds out
of which the street paper movement exists. A number of street paper practices were
selected which clearly showed different enactments of the street paper concept.
Focusing on multiplicity and difference has allowed me to highlight the tensions and
fault-lines in the movement. This has laid bare some of the internal imbalances of
particular approaches to street papers, and has shown that alternative approaches
are possible and might have different implications. To shed light upon the politics of
movements, I have focused on The Big Issue street paper (scene two) and Spare
Change News (scene seven) in particular, and on the collision of The Big Issue with
the US street paper community (scene eight) as a crucial part of this after-ANT
research strategy.
Finally, the focus on the enactment of particular ideas and travelling practices, and on
the different performances of the street paper concept in scene three and four, can
also be seen as part of this research strategy. These scenes have explored how the
street paper concept was able to travel across the world and how it performs the
street paper concept differently in each new local context. The analyses have shown
that diffusion has not drawn from a single program of action or from very strong
connections and interactions, but that it has involved more fluid and less traceable
interactions that have led to the development of a diverse set of street papers
world-wide.
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agency that non-humans potentially hold. ANT opposes such views and it focuses
more strongly on performance and on tracing interactions between humans and
non-humans rather than on their representation through language and meaning.
ANT has also paid less attention to language and representation since it is critical
about the notion of de-construction as a fruitful research strategy. Social constructivist
approaches generally focus on the role of language as it allows them to de-construct
social phenomena: to critically expose the hidden, ideological features of a particular
practice, rule or belief. ANT instead, sees construction as something very productive
and positive, and therefore wants to highlight the processes in which this takes form
rather than to de-construct a particular achievement in order to be ‘critical’ about it.
This has led to a stronger focus on tracing and connecting rather than on the role of
language and meaning.
To correct this bias, I have connected my ANT inspired analysis to a literature that is
more sensitive to the role of language in relational processes and that draws upon
relational ontology close to that of ANT, namely: post-structuralist discourse theory.
Nevertheless, since ANT has many reservations concerning a focus on language
and discourse, I have approached this very carefully. Below, I will explain how.
12.3.2 Post-structuralist discourse theory (DT)
Post-structuralist discourse theory offers a framework to explore the role of meaning,
identity and language in the construction of social phenomena. It asserts that the
production of meaning and identity is a contingent relational process that depends
on the articulation of relationships of equivalence (belonging together) and difference
(exclusion). Discourse theory’s key analytical concept is discourse, which refers to
groups of claims and statements that are interrelated and mutually constitutive.
Discourse theory is particularly useful to study the ways in which identities, principles,
and ideas are generated in relational processes. It is also a useful approach to show
how these elements themselves affect processes of translation. It is a valuable
contribution to relational research as it offers a non-essentialist means to analyze the
role of language, ideas, identities and meanings in processes of relational becoming.
The use of DT in an actor-network study is an unusual connection that may give rise
to some frictions and challenges, in particular if we consider ANT’s critical attitude to
the role of language in social-constructivist analysis. The relationship between ANT
and DT becomes even more tense if we consider the role of discourse in DT. ANT as
an approach is critical of references made to abstractions such as ‘overarching
mechanisms’ or ‘generalizeable concepts’, because these tend to become used as
‘naturalized’ and ‘anonymous’ explanations of social phenomena without drawing on
strong empirical foundations. Because of this, ANT is somewhat suspicious about
the use of discourse theory in a relational analysis. Although in discourse theory the
analysis of discourse is firmly based on empirical observations of concrete forms of

How ANT enriches Discourse Theory
The connection made with ANT in this study might also infuse the analytical abilities
of Discourse Theoretical approaches. Although DT can be considered to be part of a
more traditional post-structuralist relational literature (that focuses on meaning,
identity and language), it has limited abilities in terms of ‘tracing’ the relationality of
social phenomena. It is not well suited to make empirical the ways in which actors,
practices and meanings interact and move from one context to another, to generate
a dynamic social movement. It is appropriate for exploring the semiotic relationships
out of which discourses are made, and is well able to explain how these translate into
specific conditions of possibility and subject-positions, but it is less attuned to the
empirical analysis of how these processes are precisely able to affect the behavior of
actors. How do discourses circulate to influence the activities of actors? How do they
impact their behavior and vice versa? The empirical links that exists between
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communication and language use, the notion that these processes should be
understood as part of wider frameworks such as a ‘discursive order’ or ‘discursive
field’ reflects a ‘jump’ to abstract explanations which is opposed by ANT’s more
empirically oriented (and ontologically flat) relational approach. This tension arises
from the different theoretical and empirical backgrounds of both approaches and
cannot be easily reconciled.
In this thesis, I have taken a pragmatic stance in this debate. To connect DT with ANT
I have purposefully avoided making ‘jumps’ to broader discursive fields of explanation
in the analysis. Instead, I have used discourse analysis as a tool to highlight processes
of meaning making in concrete empirical cases, and I have refrained from relying too
strongly on explanations that frame these semiotic processes in terms of their
embeddedness in wider and more abstract discourses.
This strategy makes it less problematic to use DT in this ANT inspired study and helps
to address issues that are left unattended by actor-network analysis. It helps to
explore the ways in which ideas, discourses, meanings and identities are enrolled in
the processes of actor-network formation and vice versa. This is the purpose of
discourse theory is this study: to help to feed the actor-network analysis by infusing
focused and diffuse ANT accounts with a different and better understanding of the
role played by language, meaning and subjectivity. By extracting and exploring the
different discursive materials that feed translation processes (scripts, texts, ideas)
and by infusing the multiplicity-oriented research strategies of after-ANT with clearer
insights in the discursive differences that exist within the movement, DT attaches well
to the ANT inspired research strategy used in this study. Since both approaches
attach a different status to practice and language, they provide us with different
analytical strategies that helps to tease out different aspects of the relational
becoming of a social movement.
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discourse and their enactment in local practices are often not explicitly made.
Using DT in combination with actor-network analysis helps to overcome this analytical
obstacle. By following the travels of specific discursive devices and by carefully
looking into the ways in which meanings, ideas and identities are involved in the micro-processes of actor-network formation, this study has made it possible to trace
empirically how discourses and their related conditions of possibility, subject
positions and identities travel and infuse local micro-practices by acting from a
distance.
Another, related challenge for DT is its relative lack of analytical elaboration. Indeed,
discourse theorists such as Torfing and Howarth have identified a methodological
and epistemological deficit within the approach that needs to be addressed if it wants
to establish itself as a suitable approach to understand social phenomena relationally.
In the methodological chapter, I have tried to contribute to this search by outlining a
methodological strategy for discourse analysis which focuses on the identification of
four crucial elements of meaning making: nodal points, chains of equivalence and
difference, and the formation of subjects and subject positions. Using the schematic
outline of discourse analysis (chapter three) as a tool to visualize how different
signifiers are related together through chains of equivalence and difference with
particular nodal points, has helped us to outline the particular meanings and identities
associated with different street papers in the empirical scenes of this study. In so
doing, I have used it to produce meaningful characterizations of particular practices
in the movement (detailing the different enactments of meanings and identities of
different realities/worlds in the movement). The visual model of discourse analysis is
used in scenes two, seven and eight to characterize each of the practices discussed.
12.3.3 Power & subjectivity
Another issue of debate in the relational literature concerns issues of power and
subjectivity. The relational approach assumes that power is de-centered: it is a
network effect rather than something that can be employed or possessed. This
notion of power, however, is often conflated with power which is seen as something
which is empirically decentered. This mistake is made often in social movement
research. Seen as relational phenomena, social movements are often described as
inherently flat and de-centered forms of organization. While this may hold true in
particular cases, most of the networked social movements of this time include many
intricate hierarchies and inequalities (see Routledge et al., 2007). Thus, rather than
assuming that power is empirically de-centered in these networks, it is important to
make a distinction between empirical de-centeredness and ontological de-centeredness. To make this distinction more clearly, I have explored the question of power
empirically.

Power, language and subjectivity
However, complementing work on ‘centers of calculation’ and ‘oligoptica’, I have also
paid attention to the important role played by ideas, meaning and identity in the
establishment of relations of power. By combining our ANT analysis with insights
offered by discourse theory and the work of Gibson-Graham (most notably their
notion of (re-) subjectification), we have been able to establish empirically how
(travelling) ideas and principles have played a crucial role in establishing the power-relations of the movement. The notion of re-subjectification highlights the power
associated with taken for granted discourses, ideas and practices. It shows how
ideas, meanings and identities are not innocent but have very powerful effects on the
subject positions and identities of actors. The notion of the street paper as an entrepreneurial self-help practice, for instance, has been very powerful in changing the
roles and identities of actors associated with street papers: it has been able to turn
the public into buyers rather than givers; it has been able to turn homeless persons
into micro-businesses. The notion of grassroots-advocacy has been powerful in a
different way: it almost led to the failure of the important US street paper Spare
Change, whilst it simultaneously enhanced the political impact of US street papers by
focusing on homeless advocacy more strongly than other street papers. The world of
ideas and language has thus had a powerful impact on actor-network formation and
their performance. The notions of discourse and (re-) subjectification have helped to
explore this in more detail.
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Focusing on the micro-practices of power
I have used actor-network theory to explore empirically the many micro-practices of
power that are played out in the street paper movement to show how power, (in)
equality and hierarchy are an effect of particular relational developments within the
movement. Actor-network theory has allowed us to focus on the tiny, often seemingly
insignificant, elements of translation that have allowed particular power-relations to
emerge and to be played out. It has focused on the material devices, such as
membership criteria lists, feasibility studies or the circulation of celebrity interviews by
means of which particular actors and approaches have had a strong influence on the
behavior of others.
Actor-network theoretical notions such as oligoptica and centers of calculation have
also helped us to acquire a clearer view on how power-relations are played out in the
movement. Rather than assuming that such places hold power in the first place,
ANT’s research strategy has allowed us to zoom in onto the ways in which they
become powerful, and it has allowed us to trace the many ways in which their power
is acted out within the movement. Such an operationalization of power is different
from conventional work on social movements and shows more clearly how power
relies on interaction rather than on specific centers, leaders or modes of coordination.
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Power and Scale
Through the work of Gibson-Graham, and their notion of subjectivity we have also
been able to better understand the relationship between scale and power. In
traditional accounts of grassroots activism and social movements it is argued that the
power to change the social world can only be generated if we upscale local
alternatives to a higher global level. The notion of re-subjectification however has
helped us to see that there is much power in the changing of local subjectivities: just
doing things differently at a local level is an act of power on its own. The empirical
scenes of this study have highlighted this: there is much power in the simple and
local ideas and practices of street papers that have been able to re-subjectify
homeless persons with few resources into powerful economic entrepreneurs that are
now able to help themselves. The street paper movement has become a powerful
movement for homeless people, precisely since it was able to acquire power in all the
different local practices in which it became active. Rather than reifying one spatial
frame as being the most powerful, the empirical scenes have shown that power is
being generated in multiple interactions that range from the local to the global.

12.4 A methodological journey
This thesis builds on the idea that the complex local-global development of a social
movement can be explored with a relational analytical strategy that uses elements of
three analytical approaches to actor-network theory, draws on the semiotic and
linguistic orientation of discourse theory, and uses specific elements of post-structuralist literature that focuses on power and subjectivity.
The idea of this study was to highlight the relational aspects of social movement
becoming by focusing empirically on the means by which different enactments of the
movement have ‘mushroomed’ across the world. This was approached inductively in
order to by-pass some of the a-priori assumptions and categories of more
conventional approaches to social (movement) research and to retain a flat ontological
position towards micro-macro questions.
To achieve this, a methodological approach was developed that focused on exploring
the interconnectedness, interdependence and difference of the street paper
movement, from the local to the global. In this section, I will briefly describe the
methodological journey that was taken in this study. I will do this by using an analogy
with the film industry.
12.4.1 T
 racing movements within a movement: the advantages of a mobile
research strategy
This thesis embraces many flows, movements and shifts. First, this study is about a
social movement of street papers, a dynamic collective of local practices that fights
for a better world for homeless persons. Second, it explores the circulations and

Zooming-in: focusing on specific events, actors and settings
Scene one, the story begins. We zoom in onto a specific site in the US: New York. We
see that the homelessness problem is growing and the state and charity sector are
at pains to deal with it. Then we see a struggling social organizer coping with his
failing anti-hunger project. The camera ‘zooms in’ onto his activities: what is he
doing? He is trying to convince homeless persons to distribute a newsletter. He
frames a story around it, because he has read a radical book on the importance of
self-help and entrepreneurialism. The camera focuses on more and different actors.
A magazine is created, homeless persons become vendors, the magazine is sold to
bypassers on the streets, media and business gurus like the idea and put it in the
spot-light.
In the first ‘scene’, the ‘zooming-in’ strategy is used to focus on some of the details of
the development of a specific street paper environment. Translation-as-articulation is
the key lens that is used: it focuses on how various resources, people, ideas, roles
and identities are merged into an organization and a practice. This helps to highlight
different stages of a street paper’s development. Problematization explores how initial
ideas help to shape the actual material realization of the street paper. The street
paper is framed as an independent self-help organization which helps to solve the
problem of homelessness. It has a strong semiotic difference with charity projects:
instead of relying on charity give-aways and subsidies, street papers should be
independent! Interessment and enrollment explain how these ideas are converted
into real life practice. We see how the self-help entrepreneurial problematization of
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relational dynamics that engender it. The street paper movement literally thrives on
many local inventions, changes and creativities, and on the many connections and
movements that occur between them. Third, to tell the story of the street paper
movement and its dynamics, the research strategy was necessarily mobile: it moved
from place to place, from event to event, from trajectory to trajectory, to give a
connected account of the movement. In this section, I will discuss in broad lines the
advantages of exploring, following and making shifts in the analysis. Drawing
inspiration from the ‘scenes’ approach used in this study, the discussion will be
framed in cinematic terms. I will focus on the question how the tracing and following
of movements helps to gain a better and more coherent understanding of emerging
globalising phenomena. Below, I will answer this question by re-playing the four
crucial shifts made in this study:
· Zooming-in: focusing on specific events, actors and settings
· Tracing: following trajectories
· Zooming-out: overviews and panorama’s
· Contrasting: highlighting differences and tensions
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street papers strongly influences the ways in which participants in the project will
behave (the process of subjectification). We zoom-in onto various trial and error
processes. The roles of actors change. Since the magazine needs to sell well in the
entrepreneurial model, celebrity interviews are used to revamp it. There are difficulties
for the organization to adhere to the principle of financial independence. This leads
to the invention of a new commercial advertising strategy. In scene one we also very
briefly zoom-in onto some commotion around this new approach to homelessness.
There are tensions inside the street paper model that are expressed by individuals in
the traditional homeless sector: does the focus on ‘money in the pocket’ really help
to solve the problem of homelessness?
Scenes two and seven make use of a similar ‘zooming-in’ strategy to highlight the
development, identity and performance of two other street papers: The Big Issue and
Spare Change News. In addition to the zooming-in account of scene one, both
scenes end with a ‘zoom freeze’ (c.f. Golds, no date): a zoomed-in snapshot of the
identity and meaning of the street paper under study, that is used to characterize the
practice in relation to other street papers that we encounter in this study (made with
discourse analysis). Discourse analysis is also used to zoom in on the contents of the
magazine itself, and to explore in more detail the struggles between the different
actors in the street papers to align their roles and to stabilize their practices. The
combined use of discourse analysis and the focused-ANT strategy of ‘zooming-in’
has increased the accuracy and precision of the analysis. It adds to the analysis of
translation a focus on the role of discourse and language in network-building
processes. This helps to explore the important role played by ideas, principles,
identities and meanings in the actual enactment and performance of local street
papers.
Zooming-in accounts give us detailed pictures of the development of specific street
paper sites or practices. They show the historical becoming of these papers and
highlight the impacts of particular choices, connections and selections made in this
process. This focuses on the micro-practices and micro-politics associated with
local street paper practices, and explains how particular identities and meanings are
created. In research terms, this thesis makes a contribution by using this focused
‘zooming-in’ research strategy (inspired by focused-ANT literature) in a wider research
approach that connects local focused accounts to more diffuse ANT accounts that
focus on connection and circulation. This connection is made by the next movement
which focuses on tracing and following trajectories of circulation (that is inspired on
diffuse-ANT approaches).
Tracing: following trajectories
How did the street paper movement travel to the UK? By what means was it able to
move and connect to actors in London? Scene two opens with a ‘travelling shot’: a
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camera technique that follows the subject by becoming mobile, by moving along with
the subject’s travels and movements (c.f. Golds, no date). We see a brief encounter
between a well-known British businessman and a lesser known US street paper
salesman. They have a conversation. The British businessman takes along a copy of
the street paper he buys. The camera follows the businessman and his street paper
copy back into the UK. It zooms in onto the new translation processes that follow.
This way of tracing and following trajectories helps to explain how the two street
papers have become connected. It shows that the accidental encounter, the
conversation, and the travels of a physical copy of the street paper have each
supported the circulation of the street paper concept from one context to another.
In the zoomed-in account that follows we see that the street paper concept has
changed a lot in this new context. It is further enhanced and specified, and it is
mobilized into a new and powerful practice that inspires groups and persons across
the world by means of its own circulation. Some aspects of the earlier model remain
firmly embedded in the approach: self-help and entrepreneurialism that were already
part of the US street paper practice continue to be core aspects of The Big Issue
street paper model in the UK.
Tracing the relationality of the street paper movement, however, entails more than
only focusing on established ‘connections’. Connection and circulation are not static
processes. They are dynamic, have a history and may have an impact on things that
come. To capture this, our camera needs to become even more mobile. This mobility
helps to trace the ‘movements within the movement’ in their full glory: as ongoing
products of continuous interconnection (trajectories, c.f. Massey, 2005: p. 107). Thus
we focus on trajectories of interaction and interconnectivity: emphasizing process,
evolution and becoming.
Scene three does this. It focuses on the circulations and travel trajectories of the new
Big Issue street paper. Here the camera is extremely mobile. It follows the ways in
which the new translation of the street paper in London inspires groups and practices
throughout the UK, and later, into the world. The account never stays in one place too
long. It hops from context to context and briefly details how in each context the
travelling street paper concept was appropriated differently.
‘Tracing’ and ‘following’ implies being geographically open-minded about what
diverse practices to follow. It urges us to follow these traces all the way through. Thus,
we went from London to Glasgow, from Japan to Malawi, from London to South
Africa, from Glasgow to Japan to see how the circulation of The Big Issue street
paper has influenced the translation of new local street papers. This is what we add
to relational research methodologies: we offer a tool to explore empirically dynamic
relational trajectories of diffusion in multiple contexts.
The strategy of following and tracing these circulations focuses attention on the many
travelling devices (intermediaries) that transport ideas and practices from one place
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to another. In these trajectories, we encountered several ‘black-boxes’: specific (parts
of) ideas and practices that circulate freely, without much change or alteration. They
are taken for granted. In our examination of these ‘black boxes’, we have seen that
some of the core aspects of the street paper model (the purchase-sales system, the
self-help identity) have travelled to other places where they have been adopted
without much change or transformation. Since black-boxes include the political
selections and choices made by actors elsewhere during their inscription, they are a
means of transporting the ‘micro-politics’ of translation processes from one place to
another. Our strategy of tracing and following their paths, complemented with a
discursive exploration of their contents, highlights these micro-political aspects of
circulation. It shows how these devices help to shape and influence the behavior of
actors in other places and times. Examining their trajectories and (discursive)
contents helps to assess and evaluate their impact on the movement better.
Zooming-out: overviews and panorama’s
Scene five: the camera takes up a satellite-like position. It zooms-out significantly to
achieve a panoramic overview of the movement. The details of the movement
become blurred as the camera moves away. We see dots, connected by lines. This
is one of the very few occasions where we are able to see the movement as a whole.
The whole is a constructed view: it is not a naturalistic, objective reflection of the
movement. Instead, it is produced by researching the internet-connectivity of the
movement. The dots are street paper practices present on the web. The lines are their
textual and hyper-textual links. The map shows some densities and centralities in the
linking behavior of street papers.
The zooming out strategy and the production of the panoramic map help us to
acquire an overview of the movement. It can be used to identify some crucial and
potentially useful sites that should be further explored. The maps point to potential
network centers in the street paper movement. These are places that connect with a
myriad of actors in the movement, and that as such may provide a broad outlook on
its connectivities and circulations. On the map, these sites can be identified by their
star-like shape.
The INSP ‘oligopticon’ is one of these sites. Oligoptica offer a different type of lens
that can be used to capture the movement. They differ from panoramic viewpoints,
as they do not aim to present the whole of the street paper movement. Nevertheless,
they are well connected. They are places that both receive and send out many
circulations. They are influential, as long as they are granted this position by the
networks from which they draw. To understand them, we have to switch our camera
focus from a zoomed-out position to a zoomed-in position.
This is done in scene six. The shift made from ‘zooming-out’ to ‘zooming-in’ in this
scene shows how INSP fulfills its role as a nodal point in the street paper movement.

Contrasting: highlighting differences and tensions
Scene seven. We are drawn us to the US, because, there, we find a street paper
practice that differs significantly from most of the street papers that we encountered
in this study. We arrive in Boston and meet a group of homeless people and one
housed organizer. The camera zooms in onto their struggles to organize a street
paper. Fights break out, there is shouting, people are angry, money disappears. The
project seems to be failing. The housed organizer takes his hands off the project.
Things get worse. Then a miracle happens: the homeless organizers move beyond
their struggles and reject the ‘rules of the street’ that seemed to control their
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It shows how its connections aim to keep the movement together, and shows how
this allows some of the ‘micro-structures’ of the movement to emerge. The camera
zooms in onto the particular devices with which connections are established and
‘structures’ are sent out. Membership criteria, charters, information packages,
guidebooks, budget tables, are each discursively explored to understand on what
information and experiences they draw, where in the movement they have come
from, and to understand what scripts for action they entail. Here, the camera zooms
in to an almost microscopic level: what selections, ideas and principles are behind
them? What is their political impact? This discursive analysis, shows that some of the
‘taken-for-granted’ ideas and practices that INSP sends out have powerful political
implications. A certain model of street papers is given more attention than others. The
proximity of The Big Issue street paper to INSP is clearly visible. The effect is political:
a self-help, entrepreneurial approach to street papers is endorsed through INSP’s
channels of circulation.
The movement of ‘zooming out’ to specific panoramas and central places is inspired
by the work of Latour (diffuse ANT c.f. Latour, 2005; Latour et al., 1998). I contribute to
this work methodologically by outlining a research strategy that is more attuned to
big, globalising phenomena and that focuses more strongly upon the role of ideas,
meanings and identities. First, the ‘mapping’ approach (zooming-out) helps to
strategically select sites for further research (zooming-in) as it highlights potential
‘centers of calculation’ and ‘oligoptica’. This enhances a ‘mobile’ research strategy as
it offers a timesaving way to identify crucial network-nodes. Second, work on
oligoptica and centers of calculation is complemented with discursive work focusing
on the role of language, communication and ideas. This is one of the key contributions
of the approach taken. Third, we focus more strongly on the ways in which actors
within oligoptic actor-networks struggle against, with and between the flows of
circulation that they encounter in the movement. We highlight how their interests,
beliefs, but also their proximities and deeper embeddedness in particular networks
of exchange, help them to mix, shape, and influence travelling ideas and ‘ways of
doing’ throughout the network.
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organization. They set up a working street paper. The homeless contribute
substantially to its contents and its organization. The paper engages in advocacy for
the homeless. The grassroots advocacy approach to street papers is born.
Scene seven has been written as part of a wider strategy of ‘contrasting’ and ‘exploring
differences’ within the street paper movement. Contrasting is a way to highlight
differences between objects, practices or events that are otherwise very similar. To
achieve contrast, the different objects need to be compared or related to one another.
In scene seven I present a ‘zoomed-in’ account of this other grassroots street paper.
This account shows some differences between this paper and the self-help entrepreneurial model of street papers that we have encountered earlier. Although the
grassroots street paper draws upon a distribution model that is generally used by
self-help entrepreneurial street papers, it rejects other aspects of its approach.
Advocacy is first, economics comes second. We are left with the feeling that there are
some tensions within the street paper movement.
Scene eight: we increase the contrast by shifting to black and white. The differences
within the movement culminate into a dramatic climax: a street paper collision. The
scene confronts two different approaches to street papers: the business approach
against the advocacy approach. Their battle is fought on American soil. At a first
glance, the argument seems to be over territory. Beneath the surface, however,
simmers a more profound antagonism. The real argument is about meaning and
identity. It is about ethics versus economic prosperity. Are street papers about giving
a ‘hand-out’ or a ‘hand up’? What is the right balance? What makes selling street
papers different from selling toothpaste?
The contrast provided in scenes seven and eight, highlights the different worlds that
exist within the street paper movement. Although there are similarities, street papers
are certainly not the same. They may even be utterly unconnected. There are different
realities and different enactments of the street paper concept that operate alongside
one another. Yet, when they are confronted with one another the tensions and
differences between them are made explicit: the fault-lines of the movement appear.
The fault-lines make explicit the problems that are associated with some of the micro-political decisions that were taken in the movement. In fact, they allow us to make
a move from micro-politics to high-politics. The discussion becomes public and
overt. The frustrations of the advocacy oriented street papers become clear: they do
not want to be part of a glossy movement. Street papers should be about giving a
voice to the homeless. There are frustrations from the other side as well: street papers
need to sell well, they need to be quality products not rags that are extremely
uninteresting to read.
Fault-lines do exist not only between street papers. They open our eyes to the
micro-politics and tensions inherent in local translations of the street paper concept
as well. The contrasting technique used in the final scene has helped to highlight

At the end of a methodological journey
One of the core ambitions of this study was methodological. By highlighting the
research strategy in our brief cinematographic journey above, I have aimed to show
how my methodological strategy of zooming-in, tracing, zooming-out and contrasting
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some of these internal imbalances. It shows the need for local street papers to
evaluate the delicate balance between ethics and economic prosperity, between
advocacy and glossyness, between grassroots and professionalism. There are no
definite answers to these questions, yet choices about them need to be made.
Although the discussion in at the end of the 1990s was fierce, its ‘after-burn’ was
relatively short. Consequently, the ‘reach’ of this conflict and the resulting discussions
within the street paper movement have been fairly limited. Soon, street papers in the
US and in the UK went back to business as usual and the tensions and imbalances
associated with specific approaches to street papers became hidden from view
again. This is something that should be addressed. Contrasting, as a practice of
highlighting differences and infusing discussion, might help a social movement to
more actively engage with its internal imbalances.
A final word should be said about the ways in which this contrasting technique helps
to articulate a better macro-perspective on relational-power. In each of the other
scenes we have seen how power, stabilization and control have been local
achievements, established through local (yet interconnected) micro-politics. In the
final scene, these micro-perspectives add up and become visible as part of a conflict.
We see that The Big Issue and its social-business, professional approach to street
papers has become a dominant player in the street paper movement. The previous
scenes have shown how this was able to occur. Through a myriad of incremental, tiny
circulations, The Big Issue’s social business, professional approach has gradually
seeped deeper and deeper into the movement. On the one hand, this is good and
constructive, as it has helped to spread the street paper concept widely. On the other
hand, there are some complications, as this decreases (the visibility of) diversity
within the movement. We have seen how some practices and actors (INSP, John
Bird) have enhanced this process of ‘stabilization’. The Big Issue is not omnipresent
or ‘dominating’ the movement, however. It is only certain, taken for granted, aspects
of its approach that have gained a widespread reach.
The Big Issue approach is also being challenged, there are many relations of
difference. There are many alternatives. And there are resistances, such as the ones
described in scene eight, that make the power-struggles in the movement explicit.
They show that the power of The Big Issue approach adds up, but can be challenged.
There is an important and ongoing (yet currently faintly visible) discussion about the
balance between ethics and economics, between a ‘hand up’ and a ‘hand-out’ in the
movement.
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helps to acquire a thorough, yet dynamic, understanding of a globalizing phenomenon.
Infused by my particular use of ANT, DT and community theory (c.f. Gibson-Graham,
2008), the approach outlined is useful for exploring engaged globalizing phenomena,
such as street papers, but also repair-cafés, slow food communities, and crow-funding
concepts (see the introduction of this chapter). This methodological journey, thus,
was not made for academic purposes only. It was taken also to inform the movement
and its engaged practitioners. Thus, I have highlighted, the different choices,
experiences, conflicts and discussions in the movement, to show how a movement
may learn from its own dynamics and diversity. Movement practitioners share many
goals and ambitions to combat homelessness and to help poor local communities to
survive. Nevertheless, since the street paper is a large family there are also many
problems, tensions, and conflicts. Such tensions are not necessarily problematic and
should not be hidden from view. Movement practitioners may learn from them and
the movement might be strengthened by this. In fact, it is my strong belief that the
movement should embrace its tensions and differences so that it can keep on doing
the utterly beautiful things that it does!
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This appendix gives some details about the contents of the The Big Issue in the UK. It draws
from a content-analysis inspired on Torck’s analysis of street papers (2001),243 and focuses
amongst others on the occurrence and representation of the theme of homelessness in the
magazine. It also outlines the other key themes addressed in the magazine. The aim of this
appendix is not to give a complete and objectively modeled overview the magazine, but aims
to characterize it by discussing the themes addressed in the magazine and the ways in which
these are described. The analysis below draws upon samples from different editions of the Big
Issue ranging from 2006 to 2012.244

Contents of The Big Issue magazine
Until 2012, there were five localized versions of the Big Issue in the UK. Each of those used a
magazine format as its main design. Most of the Big Issue editions use striking covers. The title
of the magazine is printed in a bold typeface on the top of the page. In the Scottish issues of
the Big Issue, this title is spanned across the width of the page. The more recent London and
UK-wide editions have used a somewhat smaller logo, printed on the upper-left corner of the
cover page. The logo is stylish and trademarked.
Just on top of the logo, a small byline is printed. In the 2008 issues of the Scottish edition the
byline is: ‘earning respect’ after which the price of the magazine (1,50 GBP), date and number
of the issue are displayed. ‘Earning respect’ already refers to the trade, or business model of
TBI: respect has to be earned by working. The October 2006 issue of the London issue uses
another, related, byline that also refers to the social business approach of the magazine. It says:
‘Street Trade, Not Street Aid’. Both the 2011 Scottish edition, the 2010 London edition and the
more recent UK-wide editions use the slogan ‘A Hand Up Not a Handout’ referring to the same
principles.
Another striking feature of the cover is that in most editions there is a large photo-print of a
celebrity on the cover. Of the issues analyzed, only two had drawings instead of celebrity
pictures on its cover. The January 2008 issue of the Scottish Big Issue shows a picture of
Johnny Depp, with as a header ‘Depp: I am a big fan of revenge’. The October 2010 issue of the
London Big Issue shows a picture of English actor Simon Pegg, and has as a byline ‘Simon
Pegg. Grave-robbing, zombies & Great British villainy’. The August 13, 2012 issue of the UK-wide
version of the Big Issue shows London mayor Boris Johnson hanging on a rope during the
opening ceremony of the Olympic games.
The celebrity articles often feature as the lead-article of the magazine. The topic of these
articles are most often bio-graphic interviews, or focusing on a particular project (a film, a
243 Torck bases her analysis upon a selection of 12 issues of four selected street papers, their websites and
interviews with staff and vendors (see Torck 2001).
244 The selection of issues is does not follow a strict or objective model of sampling, samples were chosen
on the basis of availability and diversity (using Big Issues from different places, i.e. London, Glasgow,
Manchester, Cardiff). The categorization of themes addressed in different articles was based on a
detailed analysis of The Big Issue, October 30, 2006; The Big Issue, February 7, 2008; The Big Issue,
February 14, 2008; The Big Issue, January 17, 2008; The Big Issue, January 24, 2008; The Big Issue
January 31, 2008; The Big Issue, February 21, 2008; The Big Issue, June 19, 2008; The Big Issue October
25, 2010; the Big Issue March 7, 2011; The Big Issue August 6, 2012; The Big Issue August 13, 2012. For
a full list of Big Issue magazines that were consulted in the analysis see the final section below.
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music album, a book) with which the person is engaged. In none of the lead-articles of the
issues under study the theme of homelessness was addressed.

Cover stories
Besides the lead stories, there are often a number of smaller headings that refer to other articles
in the magazine. Most stories that are promoted on the cover page deal with themes related to
(pop) culture. Besides celebrities (1/3rd of the cover-stories studied), Music and Films is an
important category of articles in the magazine. A quarter of the cover-stories are about bands,
new music albums or new films. The cover of the August 6 2012 issue shows a drawing of the
lead character of the animated Disney film ‘Brave New World’. The February 7 2008 issue of the
Scottish Big Issue shows a picture of the Glasgow based band ‘Glasvegas’ and has as a
subtitle: ‘This band will steal your heart in 2008’.
A smaller category of articles presented on the cover of the magazine are socio-political issues.
‘Stick up! Taking back the gangsters cash’ (Big Issue in Scotland January 17, 2008), speaks
about the Proceeds of Crime Act, established to use the profits of convicted criminals to help
victims of crime and the poor. ‘Under Attack: Vendors fear of violence’ discusses the rising
number of attacks and maltreatment of Big Issue vendors on the streets (Big Issue in Scotland
January 31, 2008). In none of the magazines under study, however, a socio-political article was
the lead article of the magazine. An even smaller category of cover-articles deals with issues
related to homelessness. Of the issues studied, only two headings refer to articles about this
theme. In the figure and table below, I have visualized the occurrence of key themes in the
editions of the Big Issue that were under study.

Street paper contents: classifying the range of articles in the Big Issue
Extending the analysis to the whole body of articles published in the editions of the Big Issue
that were under study, a similar picture appears. In order of importance, the following themes
featured most prominently in the articles: (pop)-culture and events (more than half of the
articles), Social & Political issues and Homelessness each cover about a tenth of the articles
printed. Of the total number of advertisements that were found, around two thirds were for
commercial companies, and about one third were for social/public organizations and charities.
The key categories are detailed below.

(Pop) Culture and events
Articles about (pop-) culture and events make up the most prominent category of articles
present within the Big Issues under study. These articles contribute to approximately around
two thirds of the contents of the magazine. The category of (pop-) culture and events can be
roughly broken down into 7 categories: Music related articles, Celebrity related articles, Film &
TV, Sports, Events and Listings, Books and Arts & Culture.
Most articles that fall under the (pop-) culture and events category have music related topics.
A large number of articles are recurrent columns and reviews by music journalists featuring new
CDs or musical events, or giving suggestions for new bands and new music. An example is the
recurrent column of Big Issue journalist Malcom Jack ‘The Big Pick: the week’s best Music
releases’ featuring in the Big Issue in Scotland 2008 editions. These columns feature sharp CD
reviews in the style of more mainstream music magazines (such as NME) or newspapers (The
Guardian).
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Figure 93 Content analysis of Big Issue Covers
Table 1 Big Issue Cover stories
Theme

Example Title

TBI issue

- Homelessness

- Special Report: Under attack! Vendors in fear
of violence
- The Moronic UK Homeless Policy

- 2008 JAN 31 Scottish
- 2010 OCT 25 London

- Socio-Political

-W
 hat Energy Crisis? The Island that built its
own power station
-B
 ig Issue goes back to school: We launch a
new reading campaign

- 2008 JAN 17 Scottish
- 2008 FEB 7 Scottish

- Celebrities

- Simon Pegg: Grave robbing, zombies and
great British villainy
- Johnny Depp: I am a big fan of revenge. The
real story of Sweeney Todd

- 2010 OCT 25 London
- 2008 JAN 17 Scottish

- Music/Films

- Bieber: Saint or Sinner?
- Brave New World: Disney and the fight for
Scotland

- 2011 MAR 7 Scottish
-2012 AUG 6 London

Contests, extras,
gadgets

- Free recipe card inside!
- Your guide to free London inside

- 2011 MAR 7 Scottish
- 2012 AUG 6 London

Local listings

- London Issue: we visit the world’s end
- Plus savings across London

- 2010 OCT 25 London
- 2010 OCT 25 London

Books

- Jekyll and Hyde: The most influential Scots
novel of all time
- Free book for all readers

- 2008 FEB 14 Scottish
- 2008 FEB14 Scottish

Celebrity interviews, celebrity editorials and celebrity news also form a prominent subcategory
of articles in the magazine. Lead stories on celebrity actors often take the form of interviews that
detail the careers of these actors and their current engagements. Most of these articles do not
refer to the Big Issue’s social goals.
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Celebrities do not only feature as lead-stories. There are frequent columns by and on celebrities
(see, the various ‘Letter to my younger self’ columns in TBI in Scotland February 14, 2008; TBI
UK, August 13, 2012), they appear frequently in news items (see, for instance, the news items
on rapper Dizzy Rascal and actor July Christie, TBI Scotland 2008 January 17, p.4, or the item
on Karl Lagerfield commenting on Pippa Middleton The Big Issue UK, August 6, 2012) and
sometimes feature in photo collages (see for instance Bob Dylan in pictures, Big Issue in
Scotland, January 31, 2008).
All of the issues of the Big issue under study had an Events and Listings section. The new UK
editions of the Big Issue contain a regular page consisting of a directory of events taking place
in the region. The page is titled ‘One Last Thing’ and differs for each of the regions in which the
nation-wide edition is published.

Socio-political issues
A smaller number of the articles that appear in the Big Issue have content that address socio-political issues. Many of these articles are in the form of opinionated columns, written by
Big Issue staff writers, such as McNamee and Bird. Bird has a recurrent column, titled ‘Bird’s
view’ in which he gives his opinion about national and international political issues.
The topics addressed are various. They range from articles on the credit crisis,245 to national
politics,246 social welfare and poverty,247 environmental issues and sustainability,248 prostitution,249
to articles about third world countries and development.250 These articles give The Big Issue a
critical, more social character, fitting the profile of its readership. The magazine is aimed at
readers who like articles with a social edge to it, who are socially aware, and have concerns
about poverty, the environment and social welfare (personal communication with McNamee,
2008).

Homelessness
The theme of homelessness is not the core focus of the magazine. In most of the editions there
are interviews with a vendors. In the most recent issues, these interviews are placed on the final
page of the magazine (excluding advertisement pages). The section is called ‘My Pitch’ and
features an in depth interview with a vendor. Often such stories detail the life histories of
vendors. Such stories are never ‘sob-stories’ but are factual, and present the life stories and
experiences of the vendor. They also show that vendors are also just normal persons with
normal hobbies, relationships, favorite soccer clubs, love lives, families and political views. In
the Big Issue UK, August 13 2012, vendor P. explains that his hobby is ‘fishing on the Thames’
245 See for instance ‘Debt Nightmare as loan sharks attack’ (TBI in Scotland 20011), ‘The poor have clearly
borne the brunt of the cuts’ (TBI in London, October 2010)
246 John Bird: who will be the next Churchill? (TBI UK, August 6, 2012); ‘Mcnamee, Paul, 2008, Still a fair
wind for Alex’(TBI in Scotland, January 24, 2008, p. 10-12)
247 ‘Drawing: Disability Benefit Assessments (TBI UK, August 6, 2012); Everybody has a right to a home (TBI
in Scotland January 17, 2008); Holding out: Kitchen workers protest for salaries (TBI in Scotland, January
2008); ‘Money Shot about social welfare, role of the state (TBI in London, October 25, 2010)
248 ‘Kent Officepoint to green future {TBI in London 2006); Earthed clean living (TBI London, October 25,
2010); Eigggtricity (on sustainable energy) (TBI in Scotland Januari 17 2008)
249 ‘Sex in our cities (TBI in Scotland 2008, February 7, p. 23)
250 India in the dark (TBI UK, Augustus 6, 2012); The revolution is being televised (TBI in Scotland, March 7, 2011).

Advertisements
Almost 2/5th of the Big Issue magazine consists out of advertisements. Initially, the editorial to
advertising ratio was 67:33 and 60:40, meaning respectively 67 to 60 pages editorial against 33
to 40 pages of advertisements (Swithinbank 2001, p. 87). For the magazines that were studied
here, the editorial to advertising ratio varies between 29:19 (the five most recent Big Issue street
papers) and 26:22 (The Big Issue in Scotland, January 17, 2008). This means that, on average,
for every 1,5 page editorial there is 1 page of advertisements.

A snapshot of the Big Issue
Below, I have visualized the my description of the Big Issue magazine’s contents in a graph.
The picture shows to which themes it gives prominence. It illustrates that the Big Issue gives
more prominence to (pop) culture and events and general interest stories than to social issues
such as homelessness. As I have said earlier, this is a deliberate choice of the Big Issue
organization. As Bird wrote in a letter to the North American Street Newspaper Association,
roughly speaking, The Big Issue has “an editorial balance of 20% social matters and 80%
general interest” (Bird quoted by Messman, 1998). It wants to have the look and feel of a
regular magazine, a magazine that readers want to read and that is worth buying.

Figure 94 Percentage of topics per item in The Big Issue London/Scotland/UK
selected issues from 2006, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012 without advertisements
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with his daughter. He started selling the Big Issue when he moved to Oxford, where he also met
his wife. “We have three daughters”, he says (Ibid.).
Other vendor interviews air more affronting life-stories. Vendor M. says: “I have actually written
a piece myself for the Big Issue about psychiatric hospitals. It was in last year. I have been trying
to write other stuff, but I have had some problems with depression and panic attacks recently,
so it has been hard for me to get much writing done” (The Big Issue in Scotland, February 7,
2008). Vendor T. speaks about being harassed as a vendor. He says, “Most people are good,
although you get a few young people taking the mickey, trying to annoy you and harass you” (the
Big Issue in Scotland, June 19, 2008).
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APPENDIX B: CONTENTS OF SPARE CHANGE NEWS
This appendix gives some details about the contents of Spare Change News Boston/
Cambridge. It draws from a content-analysis inspired on Torck’s analysis of street papers
(2001),251 and focuses amongst others on the occurrence and representation of the theme of
homelessness in the magazine. It also outlines the other key themes addressed in the
magazine. The aim of this appendix is not to give a complete and objectively modeled overview
the magazine, but aims to characterize it by discussing the themes addressed in the magazine
and the ways in which these are described. The analysis below draws upon samples from
different editions of Spare Change News ranging from 2003 to 2012.252

Contents of Spare Change News
In the earlier versions of Spare Change news (SCN editions 2003, 2005), the cover of the street
paper closely resembles that of a traditional newspaper. Title, date and price are presented in
the headline of the newspaper, and then it directly begins with its two or three ‘cover stories’.
There is much text on the front-page. There is also an ‘Inside’ textbox which shows the most
important articles of the current issue. Besides this, there are several photographs that illustrate
the topic of each of the lead-articles. These photos are often about homelessness related
topics. The December 2003 issue, for instance, features a picture of a formerly homeless
woman holding up a protest sign saying “Homelessness is Fatal”. The May 2005 issue of the
paper shows several homeless children that are making drawings in a shelter.
From 2008 onwards, Spare Change issues are published with cover pages that have color
pictures on them. These cover pictures sometimes feature homeless people or topics revolving
around homelessness, but also include wider socio-political issues such as health, poverty
and politics. The covers look less like a traditional newspaper and are far more visual than
textual. The main part of the cover is taken by a color-photograph that represents the
‘lead-article’ or ‘cover-story’ of the current issue. A text, often in or through the picture shows
the title/topic of this article. These photos or illustrations are supplemented by one or two other
pictures that represent other significant articles in the street paper.
The April 2008 issue shows a large picture of former presidential candidate McCain, with on
each side of his head two drawings of little ‘devils’ that whisper into his ears: “Right or Right?”.
The second issue in April shows a drawing of an AIDS-ribbon, with a large and bold typewriter
style text saying “AIDS in Mass” as an introduction to the lead-story in the magazine.
More recent editions of Spare Change News continue this trend. These issues use large
appealing pictures to ‘sell’ the articles in the newspaper. An interesting element is that the 2012
issues, frequently feature celebrities on the cover of the street paper (amongst others Noam
Chomsky and Stephen King, see the discussion below). Every cover presents the lead article
of the current issue and refers to three or four other key-articles in the issue.
251 Torck bases her analysis upon a selection of 12 issues of four selected street papers, their websites and
interviews with staff and vendors (see Torck 2001).
252 Spare Change News, 2003 December; Spare Change News, 2005, May; Spare Change News, 2008,
April 1st; Spare Change News, 2008, April 2nd; Spare Change News, 2012, March 1st; Spare Change
News, 2012, March 2nd; Spare Change News, 2012, April 1st; Spare Change News, 2012, April 2nd;
Spare Change News, 2012, May 2012 2nd; Spare Change News, 2012, June 1st; Spare Change News,
2012, July 2012; Spare Change News, 2012, August 2012

Many of the cover-stories that are promoted on the front page of Spare Change News deal with
issues that concern homelessness. Articles with titles such as “Homelessness in Suburbia” and
“the 11th Harvest of Shame” highlight the significance of the homelessness problem and give a
sense of the raw and real problems that the magazine addresses.
A similar number of cover-stories are about social, political or policy issues often related to
issues concerning health, gender or national politics. Articles such as “The failure to see past
race” or “Back in the closet” (about gay seniors) and “Testing, testing: taking the stigma out of
AIDS screening” very openly discuss some of the subjects that are either off-limits for the US’
mainstream media or often misrepresented by it. More recently there is an increase in the
number of cover-stories that feature interviews with (local) celebrities. In May 2012, for instance,
Spare Change News features an interview with local ‘academic hero’ Noam Chomsky.253
Another issue of the newspaper deals with the famous Massachusetts writer and poet Nick
Flynn (who used to work in Boston’s famous homeless shelter Pine Street Inn). These articles
address homelessness, and other ‘weighty socio-political issues’ in these interviews. In the
figure and table below I have visualized the occurrence of each of the themes discussed above
in the editions of the magazine that were under study. Both the table and the diagram show that
homelessness and socio-political issues are the themes that feature most frequently as a cover
story.

The articles in Spare Change News
When we extend the analysis to the whole body of articles that is published in the editions of
Spare Change News under study, a similar picture appears. The following themes are most
prominent in Spare Change News: Homelessness is the largest category (over 1/3rd of the total
articles under examination), Social, health related and political issues, Culture , Civil society
related articles. Articles about homelessness can be broken down into four categories: articles
that deal with homelessness in general; articles displaying vendor-profiles and homeless/
vendor life-stories; articles that are explicitly referred to as being authored by the homeless; and
articles that are written specifically for the homeless.

Homelessness
Most of the stories in Spare Change News are general stories about homelessness. They often
are policy oriented and deal with the specific problems and benefits of national and local
homeless programs and projects. The tone of these articles is mostly critical. The articles
asses the quality of homeless programs and policies from the point of view of the users of these
programs (the homeless). The first April issue of the 2008 edition of Spare Change, for instance
features an article about the Boston Health care system: “How well does the Boston Health
care System Treat its Homeless Constituency?”. Other articles that are filed under this label are
articles dealing with the problems and causes of homelessness and the growth of
homelessness in particular areas of the city. Examples of such articles are: “Even in wealthy
suburbs such as Wellesley, a Fight Against Poverty and Need” (SCN March 1st, 2012) or
“Housing, Homelessness Prevention and Emergency Services”(SCN April 1st, 2012). The
stories often have a national or local focus.
Vendor profiles and vendor life stories make up a smaller part of the articles dealing with the
253 This interview was, via the street news service, also printed in a number of street papers in other countries
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Figure 95 Diagram of the theme of each cover-story
Table 2 Each of the cover-stories classified under its specific theme
Theme

Title

SCN issue

- Homelessness

- Homeless in Suburbia
- Keeping house: helping Boston’s residents stay in
their home post-foreclosure
- 11th Harvest of Shame (homelessness)
- Priceless Change (child homelessness)
- Nick Flynn: from Pine Street to Hollywood
(about a formerly homeless writer)

- March 2012
- April 2012
- December 2003
- May 2005
- May 2012

- Celebrity

- Naom Chomsky: The Spare Change Interview
- Nick Flynn: from Pine Street to Hollywood
(about a formerly homeless writer)
- McCain Right or Right?

- May 2012 (2nd)
- May 2012 (1st)
- May 2008

- Social/Political
/Policy

- The failure to see past race
- Back in the closet (gay seniors)
- Testing, testing: taking the stigma out of AIDS
screening
- AIDS in Mass.
- McCain Right or Right?

- April 2012
- June 2012
- August 2012
- April 2008
- May 2008

- Other

- Special Issue: Kids’ 2 cents

- December 2004

subject of homelessness. In the May 2005 issue, the article “Graciela Dreams of Hungry Fish”
details the story of 9 year old Graciela who lives in the Sandra’s Lodge Women and Children
shelter. The occasion for the story is a writing workshop held by college students for homeless
kids in which Graciela participated. It discusses this process as well as Graciela’s situation and
life as a homeless child.
Many of the stories within Spare Change News are written by homeless persons and formerly
homeless persons and vendors. The 4 page “Voices of the Streets” section of the newspaper
exclusively aims to provide ‘a forum for those whose voices are too often ignored’, told by

Socio political
Several articles in Spare Change News concern themselves with socio-political issues such as
social security, health, gender, poverty, food and legislation. Most of these articles are policy-oriented and discuss the impact of, or need for, specific policies to address particular social
needs. The tone in most of the articles is often liberal. In the article “Why are gay rights still
disputed?” (SCN June 2012 (1st)) for instance, the author addresses the conservative strict
anti-gay marriage/union legislation in North Carolina. He argues, that gay persons should have
the same rights as any other person.
Spare Change News also writes about the specific programs and activities of, often local, civil
society organizations. In these, mostly sympathetic, accounts, Spare Change News addresses
the positive impact of particular projects such as the local meals program at St. Bartholomew’s
church (SCN 2012, June 1st), or the joint project of Boston NGOs to help Boston residents stay
in their homes, post-foreclosure (SCN 2012 April 2nd). Spare Change also pays attention to civil
society organizations that are in need for resources, such as funding ( see Women’s lunch
place, donate to help women and children SCN December 2003 (2nd)) or volunteers. Most of
the articles are about local NGOs that work in the field of poverty reduction, housing, health and
homelessness.

Celebrities
A strategy of the street paper to attract (more) readers is to make use of stories about and
interviews with (local) celebrities. Most of the interviews and writings about celebrities establish
a clear link between them and the issue of homelessness or other (often activism related) socio-political issues. The May 2012 interview with Chomsky, for instance, deals with his support
for grassroots movements and the ‘Occupy Wall Street’ movement in particular. The interview
with Nick Flynn largely centers around Flynn’s biographic novel ‘Another Bullshit Night in Suck
City’ and his experiences with homelessness in Boston, when he worked at the Pine Street Inn
shelter.

Advertisements
Most of the ads are for local non-commercial and ethical organizations and promote other
NGOs and non-profits and social projects. These projects range from fundraising events for
local charities (see for instance, “Women’s lunch place, donate to help women and children”
SCN December 2003 (2nd)), to calls for specific campaigns (see, “Boycott all Newbury Comics
Stores” (against exploitative “Bumfight” videos) SCN December 2003 (2nd).
The figure and table below visualize the make-up of the street paper in terms of the number of
articles.
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‘those who have faced life on the street’ (see \ SCN 2012; SNC 2008; SCN 2005; SCN 2003). In
“Heroin Addiction: An Illness”, for instance, a formerly homeless person reflects about the
problems associated with addiction and how he himself has also dealt with this (Spare Change
News, May 2nd 2012).
One page in each Spare Change News issue is dedicated to the ‘Helping Hands’ directory. The
directory gives (contact) information about organizations that offer services to the homeless,
such as food and food assistance services, homeless services, such as shelters, religious help
and clothing, and legal aid. Spare Change News is one of the few street paper organizations I
encountered that includes such a directory in its newspaper.
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Figure 96 The content of Spare Change News articles clustered in 8 themes (per item)
Articles
Theme

Article examples

SCN issue

- Homelessness

* Housing, Homelessness Prevention and
Emergency Services
* The Need for Public Restrooms: One Plight of
the Homeless
* How well does the Boston Health care System
Treat its homeless Constituency?
* Vendor Profile: JFK came from Brookline, Joe
McElroy came from Cambridge
* Life After the Streets

* SCN April 2012 (1)

- Social issues
& Health

* Guest Editorial: How You Can Stop Abuse
* Why are gay rights still disputed
* D2E Brings green living to Boston

* SCN April 2012 (2)
* SCN June 2012 (1)
* SCN April 2008 (1)

- Political/Policy
issues

* Campaign advertisement: Boycott all
Newbury Comics Stores (against exploitative
videos ‘Bumfights’)
* Editorial: The Streets are Watching
(on McCain)
* On Immigration, Politicians Provide Empty
Rhetoric Aplenty

*SCN Dec 2003 (2)

* Meals program at St. Bartholomew’s
continues to grow
* Cambridge Action Fund, Inc. Holds
Symposium on Budget Cuts and Fundraising
* The Horizons Initiative Needs Volunteers

* SCN June 2012 (1)

* Noam Chomsky: The Spare Change News
Interview
* Nick Flynn: From Boston’s Pine Street Inn to
Hollywood

* SCN May 2012 (2)
* SCN March 2012 (2)

- Civil Society

- Celebrities

* SCN June 2012 (1)
* SCN April 2008 (1)
* SCN August 2012 (1)
* SCN April 2008 (1)

*SCN April 2008 (2)
*SCN March 2012 (2)

* SCN Dec. 2003 (2)
* SCN Dec. 2003 (2)

Theme

Article examples

SCN issue

- Art, culture,
books, movies,
music & poetry

* Boston Accents (Music reviews)

*SCN April 2008 (2)

* Kids’ 2 cents: homeless kids arts & poetry
* Poetry of Spring

*SCN May 2005 (2)
*SCN April 2008 (2)

* ‘Home Street Home’ A Good Read (book
review of book on homelessness)
* Book review: ‘Blaze’ by Richard Bachman

*SCN March 2012 (1)

* Spare Change News Save the date 20th
Anniversary Celebration
* Comments, Questions, Story Ideas? Send a
letter to the editor
* Subscribe to Spare Change News!

* SCN Issues MarchJune 2012
* SCN Issues MarchAugust 2012
* SCN April 2008 (1);
SCN June 2012 (1)
* SCN March 2012 (1)
* SCN Dec. 2003 (2)
* SCN May 2005 (2)

Advertisements

* The MetroWest homelessness forum, event
* Volunteer in Africa! (NGO)
* Domini Social Investments. The Way You
Invest Matters
* Lionette’s the garden of Eden Market SCN
April 2008 (1st); SCN April 2008 (2nd)

*SCN April 2008 (2)

* SCN April 2008 (1&2)

Crosswords
and games

-

* SCN May 2012 (2);
SCN June 2012 (1);
SCN March 2012 (2);
SCN August 2012 (1);
SCN April 2008 (1);
SCN April 2008

Other

* Letter to the editor
* Readership Survey

* SCN April 2012 (2)
* SCN April 2008 (1&2)
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Articles Continued
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF STREET PAPER ISSUES EXAMINED
Format: Number. Name, Year, Issue number, Country
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Oslo, 2008, Mars, Norway
20er, 2011, 123, Austria
Apropos, 2008, 57, Austria
Asphalt, 2009, März, Germany
Aurora da Rua, 2008, 9, Brazil
BISS, 2009, Mai, Germany
BISS, 2010, March, Germany
BISS, 2012, April, Germany
Boca de Rua, 2007, 24, Brazil
Boca de Rua, 2008, 28, Brazil
Cais, 2008, 126, Portugal
Cais, 2009, 140, Portugal
Clin d’Oeil, 2009, 1, Burundi
Community Connection, 2009, May, US
Denver Voice, 2008, 3, US
Denver Voice, 2008, 5, US
Die Jerusalëmmer, 2009, 97, Germany
Donau Strudl, 2008, 110, Germany
Factor S, 2009, 77, Uruguay
Fedél Nélkül, 2007, 327, Hungary
Fedél Nélkül, 2007, 330, Hungary
FiftyFifty, 2007, November, Germany
Gatemagasinet Asfalt, 2009, 1, Norway
Hecho en Bs.As., 2008, 93, Argentina
Hempels, 2008, 146, Germany
Het Daklozenwoord, 2007, 107, Belgium
Het Daklozenwoord, 2008, 118, Belgium
Hinz&Kunzt, 2008, 184, Germany
Hinz&Kunzt, 2009, 195, Germany
Hinz&Kunzt, 2010, March, Germany
Hinz&Kunzt, 2011, March, Germany
Hinz&Kunzt, 2011, December, Germany
Hinz&Kunzt, 2011, July, Germany
Hus Forbi, 2012, Oktober, Denmark
Impuls, 2006, 124, Netherlands
Impuls, 2006, 129, Netherlands
Impuls, 2007, 137, Netherlands
La Calle, 2008, abril-mayo, Colombia
La Farola, 2009, 281, Spain
La Farola, 2009, 299, Spain
LÍtineraire, 2008, 12, Canada
Megafon, 2008, April, Norway
Megafon, 2008, Juni, Norway
Megaphon, 2008, 152, Austria
Megaphon, 2009, 166, Austria
Motz, 2007, 20, Germany
Ocas’’, 2008, Julho, Brazil
Ocas’’, 2008, Junho, Brazil
Piazza Grande, 1993, 0, Italy
Piazza Grande, 2006, 129, Italy
Piazza Grande, 2011, 11, Italy
Piazza Grande, 2012, 3, Italy
Piazza Grande, 2012, 4, Italy
Real Change, 2008, 2, US

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

Real Change, 2011, 18, US
Situation Stockholm, 2007, 119, Sweden
Sorgenfri, 2009, 10, Norway
Spare Change News, 2003 December, US
Spare Change News, 2004, December, US
Spare Change News, 2005, May, US
Spare Change News, 2008, April 1st, US
Spare Change News, 2008, April 1st, US
Spare Change News, 2012, April 1st, US
Spare Change News, 2012, April 2nd, US
Spare Change News, 2012, August 2nd, US
Spare Change News, 2012, July, US
Spare Change News, 2012, June, US
Spare Change News, 2012, March 2nd, US
Spare Change News, 2012, May 1st, US
Spare Change News, 2012, May 2nd, US
Straat Magazine, 2006, 117, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2007, 126, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2007, 261, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2008, 139, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2008, 140, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 149, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 151, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 265, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 298, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 299, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 302, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 306, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 307, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 309, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 311, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2009, 315, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2010, 316, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2010, 319, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2010, 320, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2010, 326, Netherlands
Straat Magazine, 2011, 348, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2007, 5, Netherlands
StraatNieuws, 2008, 1, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2008, 6, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2010, 2, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2011, 11, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2011, 12, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2011, 13, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2011, 8, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2012, 6, Netherlands
Straatnieuws, 2013, 8, Netherlands
Strassen|feger, 2007, Sept., Germany
Strassen|feger, 2009, 5, Germany
Strassen|feger, 2009, Februar, Germany
Street Sense, 2009, 13, US
Street Sense, 2010, 11, US
Street Sheet, 2007, April, US
Street Sheet, 2012, December, US

Street Sheet, 2012, November 1, US
Street Sheet, 2012, November 2, US
Street Sheet, 2012, October, US
Street Sheet, 2012, September, US
Street Speech, 2009, May, US
Street Wise, 2008, 21, US
Street Wise, 2010, 31, US
Streetvibes, 2009, 154, US
Surprise, 2008, 172, Suisse
Surprise, 2008, 177, Suisse
Surprise, 2009, 200, Suisse
Terre di Mezzo, 2008, 151, Italy
Terre di Mezzo, 2009, 1, Italy
The Big Issue Ethiopia, 2007, 3, Ethiopia
The Big Issue Ethiopia, 2008, 4, Ethiopia
The Big Issue in Cymru, 2011, 754, UK
The Big Issue in London, 1994, 108, UK
The Big Issue in London, 1996, 207, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2006, 717, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2008, 793, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2008, 802, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2008, 822, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2008, 823, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2010, 882, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2010, 886, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2010, 917, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2010, 921, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2011, 936, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2011, 945, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2012, 1012, UK
The Big Issue in London, 2012, 1013, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 665, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 666, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 667, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 668, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 669, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 670, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 686, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2008, 687, UK
The Big Issue in Scotland, 2011, 826, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2009, 757, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2009, 772, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2009, 778, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2009, 787, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2010, 825, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2011, 870, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2011, 873, UK
The Big Issue in the North, 2012, 911, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2012, 1020, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2012, 1022, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2012, 1031, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2012, 987, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1036, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1042, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1056, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1057, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1060, UK
The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1061, UK

168. The Big Issue in the UK, 2013, 1078, UK
169. The Big Issue Japan, 2006, 63, Japan
170. The Big Issue Japan, 2008, 102, Japan
171. The Big Issue Japan, 2010, 8.15., Japan
172. The Big Issue Kenya, 2008, 2, Kenya
173. The Big Issue Malawi, 2009, 0, Malawi
174. The Big Issue Namibia, 2008, 2, Namibia
The Big Issue South Africa, 2007, 117, South Africa
175.	
176.	
The Big Issue South Africa, 2009, 146, South Africa
177. The Big Issue Zambia, 2008, 4, Zambia
178. The Jeepney, 2008, 3, The Philippines
179. The Jeepney, 2009, 1, The Philippines
180. Whats Up, 2007, Autumn
181. Whats Up, 2007, July, US
182. Z!, 2005, 10, Netherlands
183. Z!, 2008, 3, Netherlands
184. Z!, 2012, 15, Netherlands
185. Z!, 2012, 18, Netherlands
186. Z!, 2012, 24, Netherlands
187. Z!, 2012, 3, Netherlands
188. Z!, 2012,15, Netherlands
189. Z!, 2013, 2, Netherlands
190. Z!, 2013, 5, Netherlands
191. Z!, 2013, 6, Netherlands
192. Z!, 2013, 8, Netherlands
193. Zelfkrant, 2007, 11, Netherlands
194. Zelfkrant, 2007, 6, Netherlands
195. Zelfkrant, 2009, 8, Netherlands
196. Zelfkrant, 2010, 3, Netherlands
197. Zelfkrant, 2010, 5, Netherlands
198. Zelfkrant, 2010, 7, Netherlands
199. Zelfkrant, 2011, 12, Netherlands
200. Zelfkrant, 2011, 6, Netherlands
201. Zelfkrant, 2011, 8, Netherlands
202. Zelfkrant, 2012, 1, Netherlands
203. Zelfkrant, 2012, 12, Netherlands
204. Zelfkrant, 2012, 12, Netherlands
205. Zelfkrant, 2012, 8, Netherlands
206. Zelfkrant, 2013, 1, Netherlands
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APPENDIX D: LIST OF WEBSITES ANALYZED
Format: Number. Title, Place, Country, URL (*)
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.

=Oslo, Olso, Norway, http://www.erlik.no/254 *
=Oslo, Olso, Norway, http://www.erlikmagasin.no/
20er, Innsbrück, Austria, http://www.zwanzger.at/ *
Abseits!?, Osnabrück, Germany, http://www.abseits-online.de/ *
Al Margen, Rio Negro, Argentina, http://www.barilochense.com/ *
Alberta Street News, Edmonton, Canada, http://albertastreetnews.org/ *
Aluma, Malmö, Sweden, http://www.aluma.nu/
Apropos, Salzburg, Austria, http://www.apropos.or.at/ *
Article 25, Cincinnati, US, http://article25news.wordpress.com/ *
Asfalt, Stavanger, Norway, http://gatemagasinetasfalt.no/ *
Asphalt, Hannover, Germany http://www.asphalt-magazin.de/ *
Augustin, Vienna, Austria, http://www.augustin.or.at/ *
Aurora da Rua, Salvador, Brazil, http://www.auroradarua.org.br/ *
BISS, München, Germany, http://www.biss-magazin.de/ *
Boca da Rua, Porto Alegre, Brazil http://www.alice.org.br/ *
Bodo, Dortmund, Germany, http://www.bodoev.de/ *
Cais, Lisbon, Portugal, http://www.cais.pt/ *
Community Connection, Los Angeles, US, http://cangress.org/publications/community-connection/ *
De Riepe, Groningen, The Netherlands, http://www.deriepe.nl/ *
De Riepe, Groningen, The Netherlands, http://www.werkprojectengroep.nl/activiteiten/deriepe.php
De Zelfkrant, Den Bosch, The Netherlands, http://www.dezelfkrant.nl/ *
Denver Voice, Denver, US, http://www.denvervoice.org/ *
Die Jerusalemmer, Neumünster, Germany, http://www.cafe-jerusalem.org/
Die Stuetze, Berlin, Germany, http://www.die-stuetze.com/
Donaustrudl, Regensburg, Germany, http://www.donaustrudl.de/ *
Draussenseiter, Köln, Germany, http://www.draussenseiter-koeln.de/ *
Eibisch Zuckerl, Wien, Austria, http://www.eibischzuckerl.at/ *
Factor S, Montevideo, Uruguay, http://factors.org.uy/
Faktum, Goteborg, Sweden, http://www.faktum.nu/ *
Fedél Nélkül, Budapest, Hungary, http://www.fedelnelkul.hu/
FiftyFifty, Düsseldorf, Germany, http://www.fiftyfifty-galerie.de/ *
FREIeBÜRGER, Freiburg, Germany, http://www.frei-e-buerger.de/ *
Gatemagasinet Klar, Kristiansand, Norway, http://www.klar.as/ *
Gazeta Uliczna, Poznan, Poland, http://barka.org.pl/ *
GazetaKiev, Kiev, Ukrain, http://gazeta.nardop.org.ua *
Ground Cover News, Ann Arbor, US, http://groundcovernews.org/ *
Haagsstraatnieuws, The Hague, The Netherlands, http://www.haagsstraatnieuws.nl/ *
Hecho en Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina, http://www.hechoenbsas.com/ *
Hempels, Kiel, Germany, http://www.hempels-sh.de/ *
Hinz&Kunzt, Hamburg, Germany, http://www.hinzundkunzt.de/ *
Homeless Talk, Johannesburg, South Africa http://www.homelesstalk.org.za/ *
Homeless Voice, Hollywood, US, http://www.homelessvoice.org/ *
Homeward Bound News, Indianapolis, US, http://sites.google.com/site/homewardboundnews/ *
Homeward Street Journal, Sacramento, US, http://homeward.wikispaces.com/ *
Hus Forbi, Copenhagen, Denmark, http://www.husforbi.dk/ *
Impuls, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, http://www.impulsstraatmagazine.nl/

254 This is the full list of websites, including double websites. The sites used in the quantitative Webometric
analysis are marked with an asterisk (*)

INSP, Glasgow, United Kingdom, http://www.street-papers.org/ *
Ireland’s Big Issue, Dublin, Ireland, http://www.irelandsissuesmagazine.com/ *
Kralji Ulice, Ljubljana, Slovenia, http://www.kraljiulice.org/ *
Kupfermuckn, Linz, Austria, http://www.arge-obdachlose.at/ *
L’Itinéraire, Montreal, Canada, http://www.itineraire.ca/ *
La Calle, Bogota, Colombia, http://callejerarevista.blogspot.com/ *
La Luciernaga, Cordoba, Argentina, http://blogsdelagente.com/laluciernaga *
Liceulice, Belgrade, Serbia, http://www.liceulice.org/ *
Liceulice, Sarajevo, Bosnia, http://www.liceulice.org/ *
Lifeshare, Manchester, United Kingdom, http://www.lifeshare.co.uk/
Loaves and Fishes, Elkton, US, http://www.meetingground.org/ *
Macadam, Paris, France, http://www.macadamjournal.com/ *
Making Change, Venice, US, http://www.hopemakingchange.org/ *
Megafon, Bergen, Norway, http://www.megafon.no/ *
Megaphon, Graz, Austria, http://www.megaphon.at/ *
Megaphone, Vancouver, Canada, http://www.megaphonemagazine.com/ *
Motz, Berlin, Germany, http://www.motz-berlin.de/ *
NASNA, Seattle, US, http://www.nasna.org/ *
News from the Road, Brooksville, US, http://www.jericho-road.net/ *
Nota Bene, Bratislava, Slovakia, http://www.notabene.sk/ *
Notausgang, Jena, Germany, http://www.notausgang-jena.de/
Novy Prostor, Prague, Czech Republic, http://www.novyprostor.cz/ *
Ocas’’, São Paulo, Brazil, http://www.ocas.org.br/ *
One Step Away, Philadelphia, US, http://www.osaphilly.com/ *
Oregon Vagabond, Eugene, US, http://oregonvagabond.com/ *
Parkbank, Braunschweig, Germany, http://www.parkbank-zeitung-bs.de/ *
Piazza Grande, Bologna, Italy, http://www.piazzagrande.it/
Prosto neba, Lviv, Ukrain, http://emaus-oselya.org/ *
Real Change History, Seattle, US, http://realchange.wikispaces.com/
Real Change, Seattle, US, http://www.realchangenews.org/ *
RISS, Augsburg, Germany, http://www.skm-augsburg.de/?Wohnungslosenhilfe:Strassenzeitung_RISS *
Rogue Valley Community Press, Ashland, US, http://rvcommunitypress.com/
Ruhrstadtzeitung, Essen, Germany, http://www.wohnungsloser.de/ *
Salt Lake Street News, Salt Lake City, US, http://www.saltlakecitymission.org/ *
Situation Sthlm, Stockholm, Sweden, http://www.situationsthlm.se/ *
Sociale Strassenzeitungen, , Germany, http://www.soziale-strassenzeitungen.de/
Sorgenfri, Trondheim, Norway, http://www.sorgenfriweb.no/ *
Soziale Welt, Frankfurt, Germany, http://www.soziale-welt-ffm.de/ *
Spare Change News Blog, Cambridge/Boston, US, http://sparechangenews.blogspot.com/
Spare Change News, Cambridge/Boston, US, http://sparechangenews.net/ *
Stemm vun der Strooss, Luxembourg, Luxemburg, http://www.stemm-vun-der-strooss.com/ *
Straatjournaal, haarlem, The Netherlands, http://www.straatjournaal.com/ *
Straatmagazine, Leiden, The Netherlands, http://www.bwm-leiden.nl/paginas/straatmagazine/inhoud.html
Straatnieuws, Utrecht, The Netherlands, http://www.straatnieuws.nl/ *
Strassenfeger, Berlin, Germany, http://www.strassenfeger.org/ *
Strassenforum, Karlsruhe, Germany, http://www.strassenzeitung-karlsruhe.org/
Strassenkreuzer, Nürnberg, Germany, http://www.strassenkreuzer.info/ *
Street Beacon, Milwaukee, US, http://www.streetbeacon.com/
Street Feat, Halifax, Canada, http://www.streetfeat.ns.ca/ *
Street News Service, Glasgow, United Kingdom, http://www.streetnewsservice.org/ *
Street Paper Focus Group, Washington DC, US, http://depts.washington.edu/stnews/
Street Pulse, Madison, US, http://www.streetpulsenews.org/ *
Street Roots, Portland, US, http://www.streetroots.org/ *
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306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.
349.
350.
351.
352.
353.
354.
355.
356.

Street Sense, Washington DC, US, http://www.streetsense.org/ *
Street Sheet, San Francisco, US, http://streetsheetsf.wordpress.com/ *
Street Sheet, San Francisco, US, http://www.cohsf.org/streetsheet/ *
Street Sheet, Winnipeg, Canada, http://streetsheet.ca/ *
Street Speech, Columbus, US, http://streetspeech.org/ *
Street Talk, Calgary, Canada, http://www.cupshealthcentre.com/streettalk.htm
Street Zine, Dallas, US, http://www.thestewpot.org/ *
Streetvibes, Cincinnati, US, http://streetvibes.wordpress.com/
Streetvibes, Cincinnati, US, http://www.cincihomeless.org/ *
StreetWise, Chicago, US, http://www.streetwise.org/ *
Surprise, Basel, Switzerland, http://www.strassenmagazin.ch/ *
TagesSatz, Göttingen, Germany, http://www.tagessatz.de/ *
Tampa Epoch, Tampa, US, http://tampaepoch.org/ *
Terre Di Mezzo, Milan, Italy, http://www.terre.it/ *
The Amplifier, Knoxville, US, http://redeeminghope.com/ *
The Austin Advocate, Austin, US, http://www.austinadvocate.org/
The Big Issue Australia, Melbourne, Australia, http://www.thebigissue.org.au/ *
The Big Issue Cymru, Cardiff, United Kingdom, http://www.bigissuecymru.co.uk/ *
The Big Issue in London/UK, London, United Kingdom, http://www.bigissue.com/ *
The Big Issue in Scotland, Glasgow, United Kingdom, http://www.bigissuescotland.com/ *
The Big Issue in the North, Manchester, United Kingdom, http://www.bigissueinthenorth.com/ *
The Big Issue Japan, Osaka, Japan, http://www.bigissue.jp/ *
The Big Issue Korea, Seoul, South-Korea, http://bigissuekr.tistory.com/ *
The Big Issue Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria, http://www.freedomfoundationng.org/
The Big Issue Malawi Blantyre Malawi http://www.facebook.com/pages/Big-Issue-Malawi/140075112210
The Big Issue Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia, http://www.bigissuenamibia.org/ *
The Big Issue South Africa, Capetown, South Africa, http://www.bigissue.org.za/ *
The Big Issue SouthWest, , UK, http://www.bigissuesouthwest.co.uk/ *
The Big Issue Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan, http://www.bigissue.tw/ *
The Bridge, Mephis, US, http://thememphisbridge.com/
The Contributor, Nashville, US, http://www.nashvillecontributor.org/ *
The Exchange, New Orleans, US, http://nolastreets.org/
The Heartland News, Omaha, US, http://theheartlandnewsmidlands.com/ *
The Homeless Grapevine, Cleveland, US, http://homelessgrapevine.blogspot.com/ *
The Homeless Grapevine, Cleveland, US, http://www.neoch.org/
The Jeepney, Cainta, The Philippines, http://www.thejeepney.com/ *
The Street Spirit, San Francisco, US, http://www.thestreetspirit.org/ *
The Way Home, Odessa, Ukraine, http://www.wayhome.org.ua/ *
ThriveD, Detroid, US, http://thrivedetroit.net/ *
Toledo Streets, Toledo, US, http://toledostreets.org/ *
TrottWar, Stuttgart, Germany, http://www.trott-war.de/ *
Ulica, Bitola, Macedonia, http://www.felixbt.org.mk/
Virkelig, Tromso, Norway, http://www.virkelig.org/ *
Whats Up magazine, Boston, US, http://www.whatsupmagazine.org/
Whats Up, St. Louis, US, http://www.whatsupstl.com/ *
Word on the Street, Baltimore, US, http://wordonthestreetbaltimore.org/ *
WSPAK, Warsaw, Poland, http://www.wspak.org/ *
Wyoming Winds, Wyoming, US, http://www.wch.vcn.com/wchwyw.htm *
Z!, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, http://www.zetkrant.nl/ *
Z!, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, http://www.zmagazine.nl/ *
Zeitschrift der Strasse, Bremen, Germany, http://www.zeitschrift-der-strasse.de/ *

